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FORMS OF GOVERNMENTAL
AUTHORITY OVER TERRITORY

I. THE CONCEPT OF TERRITORY

ID spatial terms the law knows four types ofreginrer territorial sovereignt)', territory
not subject to the sovereigrty of any state or stales aDd which possesses í status of
its own (e.g. trust ter.itories), rr r llirs, and res corlmlrii. Tellltorlal $vereignty
extends principall), ov€r land territory and the territorjal sea, its seàbed and subsoil.
The concept ofteritory includes islands, islets, Íocks, and (in certain circumsran€es)
reefs-r Exceptionally àn area oflerritory may be uíder the sovereignty ofseveÍal states
(a condominium), though ir practice these ha\€ always been states with other ter'
ritory subject to their exclusive sovereignty.:À ,"§ flrl/ixs consists ofan Àre! legally
susceptible to acquisition by states but not as yet placed under terrirorial sovereigntl
T,\e res cotnmunis, consistiDg of the high seas (rÍhich for preseni pLlrposes include
exclusjve economic zones) and also outer space, is not capable ofbeing placed under
sovereignty. In accordance with customary internaiional larv and the dictates oicon-
venience, the airspace above and subsoilbeneath state territoÍy, the rer rrllirr,ànd the
resco nuniszreiÍ\c\tded in each category.

Fo! rhe dhputeoverrhe lar8e Crribbean FeÍíructure Quinu'enó Ba.t: Prait (2001)l!,qU 8o!,d,rt
drd S!,r/if, B,lie.in 103. Gcnchl)y A\t,tind/ChiL (Bedtle(lrrrre, (1977)21 RIAA 53, l89rlritrcd y

Y. 1c11(1nn-itatinl SoÉreiSntt) (1993) l1,1lLR l,133-9i,Vdrili lë Delimitdtion dnA T.n-itótit Qreltians
bet\nt QntatahdBnh in,lcl R.lorts2001p,10.200,andonrhedktinctionbeB,eenlor-índhigb'tide

I C.nerallr: Banrz (1993) 12 flotnlt IlL j|-; BotuerÉ, ii tolltn ltl), Libet t\ni.oak Lr.h6 calli:.h
(2007)673jsanuelt(2003)29;Vi./'/lI7lzThè6esttnos.írxi'npleisrhÈlormer.ondonliíiuÍólrhe\_è\v
Hebrid.s(íó\'vannatn):O'Conícll(1963-69)alavrl.Th€lcgalrcginedaybèusedrod.alr(irhprcblèhs
ofncighbourhóódÍelatingtobouMàtrnEsandlhdlike:DrÍ./'-Pr(rsiaÍcro&ri'rir,,(1816)6lLRi0;
à kó Ilrosr, Trd saxdi À'nrid ( uflnn Nett Lzan.11963).FotlhcAn8lo'Egyptià.sudàn:l-àhà(200s)76
av3r7 In ceÍàin cases, e.g.ldnd.loc\cd lakes and ba)s boundcd br two ormore st.tes, it hns l,een ar8ued
thiL ripirirnstates hàver.o,,/d,rrrnm bytheoperation oÍlíw 'l1 i! ii doubtÍul, butit È !o$ible lorsu.6 a

reSinre to Àriseb)iusage.In rclition tó rhÈ GulaóaFonsecr d1è Chd&Lerheld thd itswrte(, othÍ thàn Gè
tlEr Í il. nanrime 6elts, arehcroricwdesàndsubjedbíioinsovereigdtyolthè(hrcèco.sralÍrtes':
t.nhí1,Irlnhdn dMaÍitihe Ftu»ti.t Dki,tte (El solndot/Hoitltlír, ICJ R.ports 1992 p3sl.60l. Aho 6,1,
oJ t:o,r..n lt9t1) tt -\ltl674.tn Éàch ca*lhe parli.ulàr,e8ioè\rilldep€ndon rhefi.ts,,nd ir is uneaelo
r.ll on.n)' GeneÍal drorr ot.ommutrÍI oiproperlr.

-
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TIITR I IOR I AL SOVEftEICNTY

2. KEY TERMS AND DISTINCTIONS

(n) sor r nt tctr t v A N D IU Rt)DrL r ro\
State territory and its appurtenances (anspà.e and territorial sea), together r.ith the
go\.ernmenl and populalion wlthnr its boundaries, constitute thephysical and sociat

base for the sLàle. The Iegal competence of states and the rules for thelr protectlon
dep€nd on ard assurne the existence ofthis stable, physicatlyidentiÉed (and normally
lesàllydeliDited) base.

Tle competence ofstates in respect oftheir terrltory 1s usually des.ribed in terms
of sovereigrty and jurisdiction, but the terminology is not employed very coDsistentl)-

even in legal sources. At lhe same 1ine, some ruifonnlty of usage rnay be noted. Ihe
nomal complement ofstate rights, the typical case oflegal competence, is described
comnonh as 'soi.ereignty': pàrti.ular rights, or accumulations ofrights quanlilatively
lessthan thenorm areref€rredto as jurisdiction'. In briel torereignty'À shorlhand lirr
legal personalityofa certain kind, that of starehoodj 'jurisdiction' refcrs to parricular
aspects ofthe substance, especiallyÍights (or claims),libeÍries, and powers. olparticu-
lar significance is the criterion ofconsent. State A may har.e considernble Iorces sia-

tioned within the boundaries ofstate B. SlateA màyalso have exclusive use of:r certain
arcà of state B, and exclusive jurisdiction over its own forces. Il hoí€ver, these ights
exisl with the conseDtofthehost state then state A has no claini to so\€reignty over any
partofstate B.r in such case there has been aderogàtion fuom the sovereigntyofstate B,

but state A does not gain sovereignty às a corsequence.It would be otlierwise ifstate A
had beeD able to clann that ex.lusive use ofàn area hitherto part ofsiate B belonged to
siate A asro,erer8,l, as ofright and independently ofthe consent ofany state.

(e) sovEarrcNrv eND owNERSHTP

The analogy betÍreen soverejgnty over territory aDd ownership of real property
àppears more useful than it reallyis. Forthe moment it is sumcient to establish certaiD

distinclions. Thelegal competence ofa state includes considerable liberties in.espect

ofinternal orgànizàtlon and the disposal ofterritoty. Thls general power ofgovenr
ment. administralion, and dlspositionis inpelirrr, a capacity recogn ized anddeline
ated by interrational laiv. Lrpertum is distinct from dolxirirl,r in the form ofp blic
owrership of property ivlthin the slate;1 d/o/lioli in the form of private ownership

recognized as sllch by the làw.3

' E.g. lritish Sovcrel$ Brse AÍÈas in Cyp.us. Fu hè.: Hendry &Dickson,Arirsll Ore^.ar'l'.r',r/ieJ
Ld||l201l)339,11

'O.eLrewher..IthèIohnIKènnedylvlemorjxlA.t1964,slwhilblrrnsleredtoa.dEstedintheUS
lànd {Runnfnedè, England lor rn eÍatein lccsimplc.bsoluterobe hÈld in perpetuit):

3 CliLàuterpnchl,lL,.r,,rioMlra (1970)367,367 70,Gere.àllrShanèta1{èdr,,R.rel,,,gso,e,",8,r/
in htutndLiornLEbno tk Lat l20as).

(c) sovtrercl
It may haPPen thr

pÍivileges ànd duti

GermaEy in the S

is akln to legal re

of sovereigíty inv

case, Iong recogtr

(o) 'sovmex

tlon of legal Pex

siaie, íor examPl

continental shex

? r vN(1947) M

Civ 1093, §§33, 63-9

' E.g. GCCS,23
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GOVERNJ\,I!NTA I, AUIHOR ITY OY ER TTR R ITORY

(c) sovenrrcNrx aND ADMINTsTRATIoN

It may hnppen that the process of government o1-er an area, nith the concomitant
privilegesaild duties, ià]]s into thehands ofanotherstate. ftusaÍlerthe defeatofNazi
Gemlany in the second world uiar the four majoÍ Allied Powers assumed supr€me
po$,er ir G€rmany.i The Ge.man state did not, hoivever, disappear. What occurred
is akln to legàl rep.esentàtion or agen.y of Decessit),. Indeed, the legaL basis ofthe
occupation depeDded on its coDtiNed existence. The very colsiderable derogation

of sovereignty invoh.ed in the assumption ofpowers ofgovemmentby foreign states,

withoutthe consentofGermany, did not conÍitlrte àtransferofso\.ereignty. A similar
case, long recognized in customàry làw, is the belligerent o.cupation of enemy ter
ritory in time ofwar.rïhe imporiani Íeatures of 'so\.ereignty' jn such cases are the

continued existence ofa legal personality and the attribution ofterritory to that iegal
person:tnd not 10 holders ofthe territory for the time being.s

(») 'sovrnrrcN rroHTs' BEyoND srATE TERRrroRy

Afurthersour.e of.onfusion isthe làct thal sovereigntyis not only used àsa descrip'
uon of legal personnlÍy a.companied by iídependence but also as a relerence lo
various types of rights, indefeasible excepl by special grrnt, 1n the patrimony oI à

state, for example tlie 'sovereigr rights' a coastil slale hns over the resources of the

contlnental shelÍ,'!or a prescriptive right ofpassage beti{een the nain ledtory nnd

6Ilisàsuncdthalthelonn$hi.htheo..uprtio.tookwaslanlul.Sèélennings(19a6)2rBvt12,and.n

poÍL945GennanI,CrÀNao.d,crtaiiotrolsr,rdJ(2nded.,2006),152-66,s2r-6r.hr!lers.
r a vN{19a7) laILR242 ftebàsi.iuleinlhenodernlawoamilii.ryoccupationthàttheocupationol

ierriióry during wr. d.Ès noL c.naer sovcrcigntl upon tlre occup,ving Do{er is bo.ne o!t, Lier,r,,,n Afrs
lr,.rs oldre II.gue Regulàtions 1907Nhnh estrblnh the o..up),,.8 4ó..eas2m{errrdd a.tminisLnrór
r\.Grled) Cann. tdtr on Cener. Canre"tiD tv ól )9a9 i9.3) 273 Fuíher: Fle.li (ed),fueHatulàóo& o/
t,tet dtio nlHuhM ititi Lar (2.d edn, 2003) 27r 3a. ClMccàrthy(2001) 10 lcxr 13, questjonnrg the

rignt oadre Coalition aor.es tó inplenenl nru.ntrnl.hanges ii tnc gov.rnnent ol lr.q durirgits occupa

non 2001 04. Anothèr iníànce is provided by the situàtion iI which the.edil8 statÈ stilLad,ninnte$ ihe
.Ededkriióry,b) agÈementwith rLestxrctaking.csion:6!dr.rSIngl, r fl. Srai. íJ,Aial (r951)2oILR L4s.

Iudherexrnples oadelegitcd porcr: Q,aglia v C,jÍl/, (1952) 19IlR 14.1r M,old v c{,i (19s2) 19ILR L.1s

on beLligeEnt occupàtion gene,all): BenÈntti, fl. Lr.rnnrio,alraí o/o..,?,,io, (1993)i DiNtenr, ?1.
LatuafBAliSq nAíupdto l.z009).onthenÍ'eoaNorthernCypius,scce.g.l-oi:ido!rnlr&.,(r996)r03
lLR4,ll,46l:CtFrui,whi.hdoes.otexe(Èeelïc.tiw.ontrolorcrNoÍtheÍnClprui hasrenainedlhèiolÈ
leg,tmateGdvèrnmenrolCypruirxlsoÍo,n&o,,(.r,1,r.o/CrrrJ,ILDC3r4(cY2007).Fu her, the làck

oa edi.t ive .ón tol overpàrloIàÍàtcitedtorldoes notdirnlnh that$rtt rights ór€r thàt leritoryuder
internàrionàl lai. ! g. rhe Republi.olCyprus, \'hil§.ot hari.gellecrive.óntol over theoc.upied northcrn
parL óithe hland, h still cntitlcd to exer.ise ns s.'ereign righa over ttu latteis xirsfacc undcr the ChicaSo

co venriononCivilAiation: trTHY I S.o.tdrt aI Ttu nsPan l2a0 9l !\\ LIC l9ls (Admid §szilr0l0lErvC^
civ109i,§§33,63 eialsoF.anllin(r0lL)36,4,ost".erL09il:ranklin&Po È, {201t)) 15 An t- sPttt L63.

" On E.enr nÍe.nationàl adminhtàlions: c.g. Knoll, 7,e LeltdL stdt s oí Tènitotiès suhied h

^dni 
isiation b! Inithdtion.l Atllnkdtiat. (2003)i Stahn, fi3 Lar ,,d znctiu oJ tnefl).tia dl

Tettitot ialAdhtillisn.tia l2aaa)i Wilde, rn.,,aiiotr,/ Is,rird.idlAdditrisndtion(2003)
'!E.g.GCCS,23Aprll1953,499UNTSlll,A 2.re.ognized ascuÍomàrlla$ir ÀroÍli S., ao,rrmi,/

shell (Feddal Re?,blic oÍG na lrlethenandsi Fe.lctdl R.t,ubl,. o/O.mdrrD!n-n.r), ICJ Repóns 1969

p 3, 19, reiterated D U\CI.OS, r0 De.ember 1932,1333 UN',IS 3, r\rr77

F
F
-.

t
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àn enclave. Rights which are'owned'ànd in this special sense sovereign' involve a

broader concept, not reducible to ierlftoridl sovereigntl

3. TERRITORIALADMINISTRATIONSEPARATED
FROM STÀTE SOVEREIGNTY

Whilethe conceptofterritorial sovereigntynormàllyapplies in relarionto states, there
is now considerable experience with international organizauons nor only admin ister-
ingterritoryin the capacit) ofagent but also assuminglegal responsibiiityforterrirory
in respectof$'hlch no state has title. Such àsituauon arose in 1966 when the cenerat
Assembly termnàted the Mandate oI South West Africa. The legaL reiations of an
organizaiion io the territoryin suchàcasecan onlybe classifred as sri genelis because
terms and concepts like'sovereignty'and'title'are hisrorlcaliy associated with the
palrin1oDy of stàtes.Lo

(a) rrnurNeure eND RDVERSToNARv RTGHTs

Territorial sovereignty may be defèàsible in certèin circurnstances by operaiioi of
law, for example by lulfrlrnent ofa condiiion subsequenl or the failure ofa conditioD
underwhich sovereignty was trànsferred where there is àn express or implied condi
tion that tltle should revert to the grantor. The nIst situation is exempliijed by the
status ofMonaco before 200s; its independence was corditional, in thar if there was

a vacancy in the Crown ofMonaco it would have becorne a prorectoràte oflrance.,,
Until such a.ondition operatesthe tenanl had àn iDte.estequal in ali respe.ts to that

fte second type ofcasewasrepresented, on one vie1v, bythesystemofrnandrtes cre
ated after the First World War. The mandatories, or àdministernrg states for the vari
ous er- German territories, were nominated by the Éve principal Allied and Associàted
Powe , ir whose favour Germany had renounced sovereignty. On this basis. aDd

because theytookthe decision 1o plà.e tlie territories under mandàte, it was suggested
thai'the Principal Powers rctained a residual or reversionary intereÍ in the actual terri-
to.ies concernedexcepL wher€ these liàve àttained self-governmenr or indepeDdence'.'r

The precise incidents of such a reversion wollld depend on the circumstarces ofeach

case.Il But thry dii

(n) nrsrouar- r

Occupation offon

powers of the te.r
Ariicle 3 ofthe TÍ
action to pla€e tlr€

isiation and jurisdi

UScou s, inhold
that the islands er
US statutes, ref€rr
in terms of'residu
sovereignly was d

This rype ofiot
Sarros, the Perme

ereignty of Turke)

regard to the islan

Notwithstàndiry i
EveÍ though the Sr

it might be quàlifi€

(c) rNrenNer

There are exampl

ity, íor a period ol

i! 136 UNTS45.

" o9ó3) 71LM 55

372 3.

UKMrL 093s) s6 rl

tn lktètndtionol Status oÍ Sourh WeÍ Àri.a,ICJ Repoits 19s0 p 123, l5o Gord McNair). Also Pedtt
(2003) 3 UCrÀ /rFl 33s.

!r Treafyoflriendsbip, lT]uly 1913,931 UNTS364,Art3.
" NowÍreà1yof 2,1October2002,a8ÀIDI792,.13j Crawíoid (2ndedn,2006) 323.

" South w.:t Ari.a (Ethia?ia I saurh AÍtito; Libeíid I Saut r AÍi.a), Prelininàq, objections, ICI
Reporls 1962 p319, 432 (ludeesSpender&Iitzmadce, dnr.
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J l.IED

case.rr But rhey did not anount to solereignlyj theytook the form ofa po$'e. ofdispo
sition, or ofintervention or veto in any pÍocess ot disposiiion.

(a) nnsrouersovtrercNrv
Oc.upation of foreign territory in time ofpeàce may occ ro thebasisofatr€atywith
the terÉtorial sovercign. ïhe gràntee under the treaty D:y receive very considerable

powers of admlnktràtion, amounting to a delegàtioi oflhe exercise of many of the

powers ofthe teritorial sovereign to the possessor for a parricular period. thus, in
ArticLe 3 ofthe Treàty of Peace of 8 September l9si. .lapàn agreed thà1, pending any

action to place the Rlnkyu Islands under thetrusteeship systen oflhe UN:

The United States wili have the Íight to exercise all and aDI powem ofadministration, leg

islation àndjurisdiction olerthe 1eÍriioryand iihabitanls ofthese islaDds, nicludingrheir

US courts, in holdirgthat hhabilants ofthe Ryukyus lvere notnationals ofthe US and

thst the islands were a'foreigr country' in connection with the applicalion ofvarious
USstatutes, referredto tlie 'dÉr.to sovereignty' of the US ànd to the lnpanese interest

in terms of residual sovereigntl' or 'de irre sovereignty'.'ó Restoratior offrdl làpanese

sovereignty was the subject of subsequent bilateral agreements.r'

Tlis lype ofinterest may hav€ pmctical consequences.ln Ljghthauses in Crcte anà

Samor, the Permanent Court held that in 1913 Crete and Samos were ulder th€ sov-

ereignty of Turl(ey, which therelore had the power to grant or renew con.essions with
regard to theislands. As regards Cretethe Courl said:

Notwithíanding i1s autonomy. Crete has not ceased io be à part ofthe Ottoman EnrPire

[veD though the Sultàn hadbeen ob]igedto accept importxnt restrictions oD the exerci§e of
hls rights o[soveÍeignlyin Crete, that soveÍeignly hadnot ceased to belong to hirn, however

lt mightbe quahlied lrom ajuridical loinl ofview i

(c) rurrrNarroN,Lr,r,oesrs

ïhere are eràmples of concessions of territory, includnrg tull governmental author

iiy, for a period ofyeàrs (the NewTerrilories ofHong (ong pdor to 1997)r'or even in

" Eíit|nrven.n(TdtitotinlSo,e,",!nir(l993ll14lIRl40,ll5,wheretheTrihmalheldfiatYenren
had notshoun thxl rhedo.tireoÍreEsion exisls in iffernation.l lau

r'Is.a,/,drUS,2.1oFrd720(1957)Also,Oda&O{ada{èdr,'lhePn.tieaíldln 
'nInte)nhtia,dl

Ldw t96t - t 970 l19a?) 76 9É
Lr (1963) T lLM ssajRóu$eau (1970) 74 IGDIP63l, TlriRousseau (1970)61ÀIIr6a7

" Lidthars,i in Ct.k n"dSdt or (r9r7)PCII serA/! No 71, 126 l0 Ahó: L LàrrerPrcht (1970)167,

''TreàrybetweenChnrxrndC.èàtBritàin,29Augln1312,30nFSt339.OntheerPiryoltheleasè:
UKl,llL 0935) 56 Av 163,,131 5r UKNÍIL (1936) 57 tsI437,513 1'1, 529-S4 rurther: Malanczuk, Hong

.rl

E

E
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perpetuity (Guantnnamo Bar. ln such cases ihe telm 'lease' may be apPlied. but it is

Do more than à superficial guide to the interest concerned: each .ase depeDds or ils
partjcular facts and especially on the precise tenns ofthe grant. CertaiDly ther€ is à

presumption that the gmrlor retàins residual §ove.eignty. Certain tyPes of'lease'i{€re

horeercr \.irtua1 cessions olterritory.ru Ïle retunr of full conlrol o{er several ieased

terriloÍ1es (Hong Kong i, 1992 Macào in 1999, the Panama Caràl Zone in 200 0):r may

indicate à trend towàrds coríirming the lessoÍt sovercignty.

Th€ best-irnoren extani internalional leàse is that between Cuba and the US !Íiih
respect to Guantanamo Bay.:l The lnitià]leàse was concluded in 1903,, shortl), aÍier

Cuba i{as declared i ndependeDt. A se.ord lease was concluded in 191'1.14 Th€ revolu-

tion.uy government in place silce 19s9 has consistently claimed both to be illegal.rs

Althorgli rarely articulated in legal t€rms, th€ bàsls for the Cuban claim is Lhàt the

leases are voidable due to their inequitable chàracter ànd the change in circumstances

since the endofthe Cold War.:6Material in this context is Article III ofthe 1901Lease,

which provides that:

Whlle on the one hand thc United SLàtes recognizes th€ continuànce of the ultimate

sovrreignLy of the Republic of CÍbà over the above describcd aÍeàs ofland nnd water

on the ólher hand the Repubh. ol Cubà consents that during the leriod of occuPation

by the Uniied States of said areàs undeÍ the tenns of this agreement th€ UDited Slates

shàll exercise conplete juisdi.tion àn.l control over and wilhin said areas with a right
to acqtrire... foi the public purloses olthe Unjted States anl land oler or other property

thcrein by purchÀse or bI exercise ol eminent .lomain iritli full .ompensation to the own'

1a Saretdr/ ófstate lot tndiaI Saídar Runad Kha ll94r) rcILR98, A\so, UkiokoÍhdio !Stk" at
Se,glpta (1990) 92II-Rss4, fordÈ.usiononlhedifieren.ebetweena lèàse andservitude.

:'P,nama-USConaentionof18Novemberl9o3,USïSNo43l,tnt teciddeÍía sPa es dè GeLdbetr

(1939)gILRl13,thePananaSupreneCourlheldthàtPaDamaretained its jurhdictional ri ghh of soveF

eignty'in the airspa.e oathè Cà n lzare- Cf StoÍad Allèn e soks, Lil I Pacif. Stean NdtiSdtiat Co 1t956)
2AllERTl6.lhePanaÍaCanàlTreàtyandtheTtàtyCon.einingthePermanemNèutalityàndOPeralion
olthe Panana CanàI,7 Septeober l9TZ 116l UNTS 1721230 LINTS 3, superseded the 1903ConYentionr

Arcari, Panamacanal' (2009) MPEsr.
21L&aÍ (ts63) 62 AlILT3o\Laza. (1969) 63 -4.IIr 116; lohns (200s) 16 r/It 6l]rSlrds (2006 07) 10

Nvcrn a79. Anorher exsmpk n thé British Indian Ocean TeÍitory (B1OT). In 1966, the UK nàde the BIOÍ
availàblerorhe US for àpériódofàtleàst 50 year! it suhsèquendyagreedto theestablishmenlola niiilàry
baseonDiegoCarciaislandandroàllowthcUStooccupytheotherhlandsoltheArchipelagoifthelshould
wisn to do so. Cflan.órl,,Fo,.t/ Se.reÍdrl {2(]O3luK}11- 61. On the alleged violàtioN oltheindigenous
peoplet righ§ i. BIoT 4,,.o!ltr McNomdtu,41s F ld 127 IDC Cii 2006)i549 US 1ló6 (2007)iandthe

casespendingbèforetherCtHR,CldSoJIsld,de,s,UK,APPlicàtion3s622/04,andanUNCLosAnnexvII
Tribunal (Maxlil,,s! U&: seelTLOS/?ress 16,1, 2sMarch 20r1.

': Agieementbet{eenCubà,ódtheUnitedStatesfoÍtneLeaseoflandslorCoalin8andNavalStations,
16and23 Februory 1903,192 CTS429.

la Treaty Conceming the Relationsbetween the UnitedSiàtes ofAnrerica andthe RePublicolCuba,29

Mry 1934, 150 LNTS 97

" Iurther dè zayàs, Guantínàmo Naval Base' (2009) MPEPlr.
r" Ronën, Territory, I ease' (2 00 8) MPEPI. Fu her Ga&líto,o'Nagnaros Prcjed (Htngatf/slarokia)

ICI Répora 1997P7,64 5.

'Ihe a?paÍendy PeÍl

The dificulÍes (

'lease'ofa railway

(according to its t€

(eveÀ in the last re

(o) orurrrrlt

by the Security C

International Cou

(r) vess,lr.ec

the conduct of fol

(2009) 14r ILR225.
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.:r ir is ïI€ apparently perpetual character ofthe rights assigned bythis clausehas giveD rise

to much commentary, a key issue beiDg whether US corstitutional rights protections
extend to Guantanàmo Bay.:r

The di6culties concerning the nature ofthe grantor's interest in this type ofcase,
new examples ofwhich are unlikely to arise, are notpÍesent in the amen ity-provid in8
'lease'ofa railway station or a military naval, or air bas€.:8 Here the rights conferred
by a treaty, executive agreement or other intergovernmental ngreemeDt are of a more
limited kindr consequently the grantor has a right to revoke the'contractual licence'
(according to its tefms) and, after a reasonable time hàs elapsed, proportionàte steps
(even, inthe lastresort, forc€) maybe employed to evictthe trespasser.

(o) oeurrranrzeo AND NEUTRALTzED TERRrroRy

Reírictions on use ofteritoD,, accepted by treaty, do nol affect territorial sovereignty
às à title, even when the restriction concerns matters ofnational securityand prepa-

ration for defence.l'The same àpplies where demilitarized zones have been impos€d
by the Security CouncilJ' or even (in the coDtext of provisional measures) by the
IntenMtional Court.''

(r) vesserece, suzERArNTy, AND pRoTECTIoN

As noted, a condominiunr involves a sovereignty jointly exercised by two (or more)
stat€s on a basis of equality. Historically, oiher types of shared sov€reignty have

occlrrredin which the dominant partner, state A, has acquired a signilicant role in the
govern nent of state B, and particularly in the takinS of €xecutive decisions relathg to
the conduct of foreign affèirs. The legal aspects ofthe relationship $,ill \.ary with the
circumstances ofeach càse, and not too much can be deduced from the terminology
ofthe Íelevant instrument§.rr It may be that the pÍotected commuÍity or'state'is a

, pldi.ulrrly in Èlation ro th. US usÈ.lits nàvàl lacilityat Guantrnamo to house der.in.ès.apruÍ.d
Nprnofiheso-.alledwironteiroÍ':e.g,Steyn(200,1)srICtQI(describingthelàciliq.asa'leSnlblÀck
holc')iArl,nr,,IoreA, Setrdarl [2002]EWCA Civ ls98 (Eng) §64. Ahor de Zayas (2001 04)37 UBCIII
2TTiNeumrn (20041s0 aolol,II lr)ohns (200s) 16l.IIt613. (ey USdecjsions areRa lelrih,542 US

46612004)t Èdnaat r Ruhsl.l.l,548 US s57 (2006)j ,o!,di,r1e I B lt,5s3 us723 QDaa): Al Mnqaleh v

C.rds.605 F.ld 8.r (DC cir, 2010\. Also: Kna& | canad, (No 1) l2ooa) t4r lLR 2t2; Khadí v Ca a.l" (No 2)
(2009) l4l rLR2r5.

:r Àíoih.r erample of, modcrn lelse aSreement È the US MaDas ÀÍb1se in Kyrgy^ran, rcrerved in
2010: US-qÍSrzstan Stàrus of Forc.s Agreenerl,4 D€cember20Ol,

" -,4-{;o/krd.i,M,ra,,()951) l8 ILR 164.
r" F,.9.SCÀes637(1991)re-coílirmin8th.territórialsovereiSnqoÍbóthI.aqandKuwaitwhil.itrpóÍ

inga demilituized zone in tne bordc! reSion between thestatesi SC Res 1973 (2011) re'con6Ímin8 th.leF
ri$rhl soveÍelgnty olribya whil. iNpoiin8 a.o-dy zonc.

') RaqrstJaíÍ teryroturia oJthetudslnc toÍt5lune t9ó2 ri t|rccdk tó crninetheretrtleoJ'Pièdh
vihe (C.klboaid | Íhdilatd),Ode!of L3lulv20ll,§§3e 42,61.

!'y.tLijl,zÍrte otionot Lav in l.tistoricdt Pe6p*ti!. (t969) Jt9-4i4\R.nssè t,2 Dtoit l t. atióMl
Prblr(197{)276-300Ontnèuniquccoaèign.uryoaADdoiiabcfoErh..doptio.oaits.on6lilutioDinl99l

US $'ith
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parr ofstate A and, as a colonjal protectorate, has rio internàtionài legà! perso,ralq',

although for purposes ofi erml 1a$'it nay have a speciàl status.rrThe question of
the status ofcolonial prorectorates is complex and can only be approached on a case

by case basis.r'ïlte protected state may retain a nreasure ofexternally effèctive legal

personallry, although rhe exercisc of its legal capacities be delegated tostateÀ.ln this
laíer case treaties b) stàte A will not necessarily appl.\, to §tate B. Howeven for ce(ain
puÍposes, including the law oí n€utrality and war state I mayberegarded as an agent

ofstàteA. Thus ifstàte A declares war the protected state may be treated as belligerent

also, although much will depend on the pr€cise nature o[the relations between states

A and B.riThese questions, thouSh they can still be importaDt for the determination
of the legal status ofterrilory, peftain closely to the question oíthe independeuce of
states, considered in chàpter 5.

4. RESTRICTIONS ON DISPOSITION OF TERRITORY

(,r) rruerr rnovrsrous

States Inay by treaty agree not to alienate cetain paÍc€ls ofterritory in any circum-
stances, or they may àgree not ro traísfer 10 a particular state or íates.r6 Moreover,

a slate mry agree not to unite with another state: by the State Treaty of 1955, Austria
is obliged not to ent€r into political or economic union ryith German)'." PÍeviousl)',

in Article 88 oíthe'l reaty ofSt Gernlain of 1919,1he obligation 1\ràs expressed cliÍter-

enlly: lhe independence ofAustria was'inalienàble otherwise than N'ith the consent

of the Coun.il ofthe League ofNatious.r'An obligatioD not to acquire terrliory may

also be under taken. I n case ofa breach ofa treaty obligai ion not to àlienate, or acquiÍe,

terrjtory, the grant€e may regard the treaty us res inrsrallrs a.fd, andit is doubtful if
th€ existence of à claim by a third state for breach ofa treaty can result in the nullit,v

ofthetransfer.

(e) rut rruNc

The territory of à l

territoryUillinclu,

ports the viet! lhat

itself(no doubt sii

opinion ofludgeN

rights arising out
possession of!his

ficulties. How ma

of law? ïhe desire

order ànd navigal

kind of logi. \ou

claiming the terri

(.n ) rnr cor,
The content ofso'

(200r) r25Il-R 320.

see Cruzzl v Md$rp (r960) 39 ILR472-, Re Baedeck.í & Ranski ll96s) 44 ILR 176i Cr.wlord (1977) ss RDISDP

258, No\': DuuB.h, Frd8,,.,ra tión aul the Intonotional RelaÍio^ oÍ Mi.to-SroÈt (1996) 3t6 73.

)\ L, pone Mwiira 1960) l QA 241 Govereignry oI the Blitish ctown ov.r the protectorÀte ofNonheln
Rhodesia indnriíguish.blé in legat cÍtect fronr rhal of a Britnh colonyr ldrear.ot?!, tlus avàilóle).
Mwr"r" was cired by rhe Us SupremeCourl iíX"r l vBxJ,i,5a2 US466,432 (2004),

" Land dntl Matitine Bot"daít betwan cdhtaa d d Nigtia (Ca,erco" v NiSrid), ICI RèPorts 2002

p30r,,102-7 (kin8§ind chiefsoÍOlac.Lb,Í).

't cl Ndtian4litt Dèc@t k\ued i" t uiis aníl Maíoco 1192t) PCU Ser B No 4, 27.

" Rous*au,3 Dtu,1r,rérd,io al Publi. (t917) t97-a;v.tziJl (t9691 q7-a.
r7 l5May1955,217UNTS223,A 4

'! (1920) r.t , /Ia Slpp 30. S.e Cuuon\ &è\ih. b.tweek Gem,,r, ,d Alririn O9ll) PcU Ser A/B
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(B) IHE PRINcÍPtE or APPLRTENANcE

The territory ola state by legal implication includes a territorial sea Ànd the airspace

abo\€ its land terdtory and teÍÍitoial sea.r'Thus ifstatc A erges $'nh Íate B, state B!
te.ritorywillincludethe territorialseà and theàirspaceformerlyofstate À.r0ftis simple
ideals soDretines describedas the pÍnciple of appurtenance,r àndhigh authoritysup-
ports the view that àsa.orollarv the territoriàl sca càn not b€ alieDated \vithout thecoaÍ
itself(no doubt simildrly in the case ofairspace)." But the logical and legalbasis for tlre
corollar) is Dot compelling. Another form ofappurteDance appears in the dissenting
opinion ofJudge McNair in the Aíglo-Nor,/egin, Frsfrlr,es case. In his wordsr '[ilnterna-

tionalla$ imposes upon a marilime State certajr obligations and confers upon il certair
rights arising out ofthe so\€reignty which it exercises over its màritjme territory. Th€

possession of th is ter ioryis notoptioral, notdependent upon thewillofrhe State,but
compulsoÍy'.1r Àltractiye though this vieu ma,v seem àt lirst sight, it raises man), dif-
Iicullies. How nrany ofthe vàrioLrs territorial extensions are possessed by compulsion
of larv? l}e desire to in\€sl the coastal state with responsibility for the mainieDance of
order and naviSationalfacilities is not a sulicient basis for lvlcNairi rulq indeed, this
kind oflogic $'ol1ld equally support a docirine ofclosed seàs. Stàtes àre permitted to
àbandon teÍÍitory, leà\,ing it r"es ulliír, Í\àereas the presumptive cons€quence ofdis-
claiEingthe territorial sea issimplyto extend a rcs.o,7,m,nir, the high seàs.

5. CONCLUSIONS

(A) THE CoNCEPT oF TrrLEn!

The content oísovereignty has been examined trom various points oíview By and large

the term denotes the l€8al competen€e which a state enjoys in Íespect oíits teÍritory.

" !.8. shen Gre.l BrilaiÍ rquireÍl sv€reignt,v óÈr AunÉlitt Noíh.Ín Tèínor' in r82a n also
ncq!iEdsovereigntyoverth.teritofiílsèà bloperationólinten^tianall^w vatnitteNothet Tèttitotf
Í200r) r25 ILR r20,350. cfArt l oathé conv§ntion oD IDternatio.àl Civilr{viàrion,7 DeceDbèr 1944, l5
UNTS295,ÍéíectinB.rÍomàÍl,làN:Irlh.conkrctingSl.lesrdognizethal6!ryStrlehascomplet€an'l
èr.lusiv. róvelei8nty over the rirspace rbove irs teÍit.ly'i,(THv r S{Í.tíry oÍT4nsPort lzo19l Ewtt.
l9l3 (Adh in), §41| [20101 IWCA Cir ]09r, §26.

" Claims to t€ritory and trearics oÍtn.sfcr nsu,U) EacÍ to r$riior.v is specilicd, or ishnds, \.ithoul
Íeferring ro terltoridlware6r e g. the Irrlian Peí.eTrerty,l0 February 1917,49 UNTS3, Àits ll, 14iTre.ly
betweèn US andCuba rèlatiDgto the hlèofPircs,2 March 1904,127I-NTS l4l: WrighL 092s) 191./Irr40,

" crÉba,1n d (No^nf t SÍedenl (1909) Il RIAA 147,lss.CfPro.nr,,ur6e,ernl rD (1918) 15ILR70

htarus of rhe nàrnime belt deiermined br $at oÍ the adjoiniry laid)i on tte poNr of rhe nandarory tó hg-
klare lor t he terrikxial Hatets ol the mdndatèd ren itóry, Nain Mo hdn I A-C lit PaLastitlè Ít943) Ac ist

" I Oppenh€nni79 SliakoTo(cy(1933) 32ICrQ I0l3-

" Fkhèties(UKvNót af),tclRepods1951pl16.160oudg.lvlcN.n,dÈs).Aho:F,tzm.uri.e(r9s4)ll
,Y371,372 liFiLztrraurice(19s7)92H{gueXgcr.,l1,l29,lr7 8.

'1 fte íollos itrg Mrks ,ré helpful, sinc€ the prcbl€ms in the spheÉ oÍ i lcrnational iarvaÈbasically
rhe san.: HonDró, in c!.$ (ed), OtJotd E$ar i" Juns?nden. (196010'' lr4 4l;8u.kla.d & McNii(
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This competence is a consequence oftide and by no meaDs cont€rminousr{ith it. Thus
àn imporlant aspect of state competenc€, the poweÍ ofdisposition, may be limited
by treaty, butthe rcst ction, provided it is not total,leaves title unafected. However,

the mate.ials ofinternslional law employ the term sovereignty to des.ribe both the

concept oftitle and the legal competence irhich flows from it. ln the former sense the

term 'sovereignty' explains (a) why the competence exisls and what its fulleÍpossible
exlentmaybei and (b) $,hetherclaims maybeenfoÍced in respect ofinleÍfereDce with
theierritorial aspects ofthat competeDce agaiDst a particular state.

'Ite second aspeci mentioned is the essence oftitle: the yalidily ofclai,ns to territo
riàl sovereignty against other states. The equivalcnt concept in French, lilre, has been

defined as fouows: frldr,"e qui, prk da ' le seks àe tit'" juridique, desiEne tout Íait,
acte ou siutatíon qui est la cause et Ieíondenent d un droil.q'ID principle the con€ept

ofownership. opposable to all other Íàtes and unititular,{6 does exisi. Thus the first
aDd undisputed occupation oflànd which is regtllils nrày give rise to tÍle which is

equivalent lo the rÍofl iai,/,n ofRoman law However, in practice the con.ept oftitle
emplo)'ed to solve disputes approximates to thc notion ofthe better Íight to possess

fanliliaÍ ir the con1mon law{i The operation ofthe doctrines ofacquiescence and rec-

ognition inakes this type ofapproach inevitable, buttuanycase tribu na ls will favour

an approach which reckons with thelimitations inherent in a procedure dominated by

the presentation ofevidencebytwo claimants, the result ofwhich is not automatically
opposàble to third staies.rr

(s) rrrr,r, prlrÀ{rrA.rroN, DEMARCATIoN

In a broad sense tl1aDy queÍions oftitle arise ir the coDtext of'boundary disputes',

but as a màtterofprinciple the determination ofthe lo€ation in detailofthe boundary
line is distinct from the issue oÍtitle. Consideràble dispositions ofterritory tnay take
pla€ein which the grantee enjoys the ben€lit ofa titlederived from the grant allhough
no deiermination ofthe precise boundàrl line is made.1'On ihe other hand precise

determination oí (he boundary may be made a suspensive conditlo» in a treaty oí

Ro"tarLnn dndco" o Lan',2fldedn,1965)tr-§8(e\c!rsusb,rL.,rson)..rlso:Ca.llino&AllcD,Trld
to I! ft itaty h lnteín.tianal L|tu lzaol)

'! Brsde!ànr,Di.tidntrdralairÍenrn&bsi.drlt.ittue rtti.t /(1960)rvCiSalDón(.d),Di.rioÍí,j/,
ht,o 

"t:onnt r l,t', t:o0t\tu94
'110noré,inGuest(196r)t:17,íórnderinitionoinuitituLarsystemr'lulnderil,iltherirleto.thineisirr

A, no title to it.an be !.quired {indèp€ndcntly) b, B, excepl b,vrptuccsNhi.h dirèstsA. fiereis onlyole
"roor oflirle" forèà.hihinB, rnd rhepresenl tÍlecrn ultimt.lybe rri..d bact rorhàr mor.'

'r Jennings, 4.4!hi,,o, o/7lrritary nt l ternntio dl Low l\963) 5-6 ftecomnon liwh muhititular'
HonoÍé, itr Ore$ (1961) 139i $ h inteindtionallaw,l.Salsrdr/so/ndí.Í Grddnlad (1933)PCU SèrA/B
No s3,a6: ki.,d o/P,r,or í,Y.,rsrh,riJ r L' (1928)2 RlÀ^ 329,3,10.

i3 Sr.tur. ofthe lnternationll Coun oíluÍi..,26lune l94s,3r UNlS 993, Àr s9.

" On rlie.lÍe.i.aÍeaties ól.esion or ienun.iation Íchling lo r.Íiioricr the b.undiries ofwhi.h
arc under.rÍrined: ,Ísrpr.,a,i.n oÍÀ irle3,P ntgroPh 2, oÍtlÍ'|i.nr'ol t.ntso'1rc lr925l P<:ll Set 9
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cession. The pÍocess oí determiration is carried out iD acl:ordance with a sPecial body

ofrules. For example acco Àirg b rhe thalweg ?rinciple in lhe €ase ofa navigatle river,

the middle ofthe principal channel ofDavigatior is accept€d as Ihe boundary.ln the

case of non navigable wàtercourses the boundàry is constituted by the median line

between the ts'o banks.5o

The practicàl aspects oíboundaries must be emphasized. Agreemenlas to the pre-

cise details ofa boundary is olien follorved bythe separate procedure ofdemarcation,
that is, the mark ing, literalll, of th€ boundaryon the ground by means ofpoÍs, stone

pillars, and the like- A boundarymay be legally delinitive and yet remain undemà!-
cated. Boundaries which àre deJà.io, either because of the absence of demarcation

or because ol the presence of an unsettled territorial dispute, may neverlheless be

accepted às thelegal limit ofsovereignty for some purposes, for example those ofcivi,
orcriminaljurisdiction, nationalityla$',and the prohibitioD ofunpermitted intrusioD

with or without lhe use ofarms.

(c) :vrazo par euoo NoN ]IABE?5,

This maxiIn,logether with soIneexceptions, b afamiliarfeatur€ ofEnglishlaw, butthe
pr inciple is undoubtedly part of internàtional larÍ also. I n /sland o/Pílrras, Àrbitrator
Huberstàted:

Thetitleàllegcdby the Uniled states ofAmericaas constiluting th€ immedi.te foundàtio.
olitsclàim is lhatofcession, broughi aboutby theTreatloíParis, whi.h cession transferred

all .ights ol sove.eignty ilhich spain may have possessed ir th€ region. . . . It is evident thài
Spà1! cou ld nor tr.lnsl€r more Íights than she herselfpossessed.'l

Íre eliect ol dre principle is much reduced by lhe operation oí acquiescence and

recognition.
C€rtain connected principlesrequire conside.ntion. First, in priDcipt€ the adjudica

tion by a tribunal ofa pie.e oaterritory as betrveen stàtes A and B is not opposable lo
state C. ïïe tibunà1, insofar as adjudication ofitselfgives title, only has jurisdiction

to decide as betweer the parties before it.Jr The fàct that state C claims a particular
parcel ofterritory does not deprive the tribuna! of power to adiudicrte and does not

prevent stat€s A and B from deGnhg their rights in relation to thepàrcel mutually.:rln

" Kdsikilitsdludu Ltland (BoBM,a ! Nd,r,I]id), Icl Reforts 1999 P 1045, 1061 2t Ftö"titt DilPut.

í3r,rr rNA€r,lci Reportt2o0s p 90, t49 50. Àho, clradls,ri,a,rd,4,l,iroriotr (2007) 139lLR 566,

§§137, I94, 226, r0r Ce.érally: Cukwu(h, 7l's s.rnenl.nt ol Bar tl1ry Dis?utcs in hn. tational Lnw
(r96t); I Rouscau (rert) 23r-i2; Brcsnlie, AÍnnh Bonn.laaes (t9t'9\ Shav, Titl? b r.ífitotl itl Alrkn
{r9s6) 22r-6rrBiger (r939) 2s -À,1rS 219;À{.Cittq, r,eld,ro/intnntiondlwatèr.au^{l2nd.dn,20a7)
70 2ilslani,?rgrdrolNonNdris.tionàlUsetoll tenÀtionól t\'dt.ro,B.J (2010).

5, Cd,rroo, r À,rira. ICI Reportr 2002 p 30r, 400 7.ÀLoMcNan l're,,,sr(r961)656,66s.

' hlard oJ?d1,4(Nathdhndsvtrs)(19?8)2RlÀA329,3'I2
't Gthna Bontlnty (atuzil v A & ( l90r) ll RIAÀ 11.22.

" Uou.dàrv Agreerent beLween Chlnà dnd P*istÀn, 2 Ma!.h 1963, (19ó3) s7 À/11 713, which c
.rpre$edàs6xing lhealigno.ntoarhe bonndiry bdw.en Chinà!5iíkiàn8 índ rlEcontiBuousaredrhe

)
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certajn.ases, the priticipie operates through pafticular rules goleÍn ing special prob

lems. flius an aggressor. having §eized terrilory by lorce may purPort to transler the

territory to à third state. The vàlidityofthe cession 1{ill dePend on the e1ïecl ofspecific

rules reloting to ihe use offorce b,v stàles. Again, a state may transfel territory l{hjch

it la.ks tlie.apacity to transfer.ln thls type of§ituation much turns on ilie ealeni to

which defecrs oftitle Duy be cured by acquiescence, ànd recognition

Under cerlàin conditions it is Pos§ible thal the làw accepts the €xistence ofencum'

brances passhg with terrltory ceded McNair r€fers to 'lreaties .reating Purely tocxl

obligations' ard gives as exanples territorl over which the ceding slate has grarled

to another stat€ a right oftransil': or a right of nal-igàtion on a river,56 or a right of

fishery in territorial or internal wàters 5'This is nlso the appÍoach olthe 1978 VieDna

Convention on the Succession of Slates in Respect of Treàlies, Article r2 of which

provides that a succession of states shall not afièct obligations oÍ rights'relating to th€

use of tenitory' 
'íh 

ich .ue establishedby a rreaty for the beDefit ofany territory ofa

foreign stale andcoNideredas atta.hing to iheterrilories in question'.:r

ACQU

Disputes concer

conflicts are dor

a 1iv€ issue, issu

the exploitatior

territorial disPu

(2010) MEPlri Br

dei..ceo{r'hi.his urder thè r.tuàl conÍol oa?*istar'Ïlus India'srighbin resPe olKashmirarenÓL

loreclosed (Art 6 ollhe A8Éemeno.
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ACQUISITION AND TRANSFER
OF TERRITORIAL

SOVEREIGNTYl

I. INTRODUCTION

Disputes concerning title to land terriLory, inciuding islands, and over the precise

deterninlrtion oíboundaries are regularly the subject of international proceedings.

Recourse to a$llration may be pa.t ofnn overàll peace settlement.l But natry sucli

conflicts are dormant and it is only wh€n n dispute flares uP that it receives Publicity.
While the occupation ofterritory notbelonging to any staie (rerll1 ,1íll, s) is no longer

a live issue, issres cor.erning such occupation ir the pasI n1ay sti]] arise. Legally

relevantevents may h$,e occurred c€nturies ago.r fteprcssures ofnational sentiment,

the exploitation ofareas once thought barren or iDac.essible, the strategic signilicance

ofàreaspreviously Deglected, andthe pressure ofpopulation on resources suggest that

t€rdtorial disputes will .ontlnue to be significant-

Llennings,fl.A.r!Àr.ro,d/?cttitotti l r.rnntioratlav11963)iFiLzmrric.(L9ss s6)32Rvl0rds
v i$. h e,', ,?r ,fe.iivi réi d! A,,it int.rnationl l,hti.lt96i )1a\B]trn\ Hktatk fittes in tnter"htiahnl Lafl
(19ós)r Bxrdonner (r976) 153 Hdgue,tu.lsil9i Kailóbad (1933) sl Bv r)9;SnaN,Tnle tuhfl'ltatl ih AÍi.a
(19&i)ilrirn{ar (r9e5) 66 rv loi Koher, Pd$'sidr do,,?Í;. ?r ro,reror,.É is,rrol,.r. (1997); Shann!
letritatidl A.q'kitiot, DÀPttes dnd lntsnatiohdl Ld ll997)rRatner (2006) 100,4.II1,303i Pres.ot &
'Ítilgs,t Íe,1dtió l Ftottks od Bo,,darid {2003)iSha{, fte l"tetnLiottdLLar aí tetritarylzat2).Fot
à.quisition ólmàrilimelcrritor,vandzonessee clràPter Lli for maritine delimilxtion, cha!ter l2

2 E.E. Èinca-Ethialla Ba,nddt t,D.lirr irdrio, (2002) I30 ILR li Simmr & Khàn, in 
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2. DETERMINING TITLE àrisingfroÍ

(e) rur ceNrnaurY oF TrrLE'l

Ifthebasic initofthe inte.national legxl system is thestate, the space which thestate

oc.upies iD theworld is itsterritory, t raditionally thought of as realt»with lhe state (a

pe.son) its prop.ietor. ïlus there weresalesand bequests ofstate territory. lea seholds

and reversions,with littleor noregàrd forthewishes ofthe inhabitants. Indeed inter
national làw developed à notion ofentitlement to territory well before the siate itself
developed as a normative concept. Ihereafter title arose not sinply by physicàl occlr
pation (i.e. actuat administration, often referred to as elÍectivitir) but through acqui
sition in accordance wilh 1aw although until 1928, the law included the rule that
coerced treaties were valid.5 Yet there were areas otuncertainty, with territory (often

islands, islets, or rocks bLLt sometimesl,hole provinces) contested beiween siates.6In
such càses it lvas largely a historicàt questioÍ uÀich of the claimant states had the bet-

The basic principle in the modern lary is that stated by the Chamber in Fro,tier
Dispute ( B rt kina F asa / Mali) :

Where the àct corresponds exa.t\' to laN, where efecti\€ adm i. istration is addÍ ional to !he
!ripo$id.rn nrÀ rhe only role of elÍdcl,virl is to con6rm the exercise ofrhe right derived
from a LeSal tÍle. wherë the act does not correspond to the larv, where the territorywhich is
the subject ofthe dispuÈ is efectively admi.istered bya State other than lhe one po$essing

the legaltitle, preference drould be give,i to the holder ofthe title.ln theeveflt that the.tÍe.'
rivi.é does not co existlvith any legal tirle, it must invariably be taken into consideratjon.
Finally, rhereàre cases ilhe.e the legaltitle is.olcapable ofshowing exaclly th€ territorial
expanse to which it relat€s. fte elÍedivil I caD rhen plal an €ssential role ln showing how the
title js interpreted in pÍictice.'

Thus title prevails over possession, but iftitle is equivocal, possession under claim oí
right n1atters.

Title to territory,lil« owne.ship oÍ]ànd, is nor mally 'objectiv€', but there is no sys-

tem of registration, no i[ternational Torrens title.' Unquestioned title is a contingency

I Iirznnuri.e(19ss só)328Í20,6,1 6iSchw.rzenbèrger(1957)s1A/I1303,r20 2iCà§.llino&Allen,
TiLle ta'1e 'itatr i lnteortio\all-"v (2001)r(ohen (200!) 108 nGDIP s62i Shaw (ed),1ir/a ro Tdrrirory
(2005):Ratn.Í(2006)t00,{,1/a3o3.S€èakocheters.ËorhrguiíicconfusionovertlEtcrn:O(eefe{2011)
13 lrr Co,r, an l4i lil .1.

i Thus the obje.rión ro 3Íirith acquishion olthe Boer Rcpublics$s nerell lhat il sas Pr.oaiuE, ndr

rhatitrvasi rinsicallyu.lfNtul:\testRa dCe t lGoldl nti,aCovr[1905 2(8i91.forihedeyèloP.

'nentólrules 
rclaring lo thc usè offorce scechÀpter 33,

' oncihrlltarsee(Iaibel, cibrahai (2009)MPEPI.

'IClRepo sr9s6p55.r,s36 7 Í6etrtalit po$itlettuOik)íeferstothepresumption tn tlrcbounda'
ries ola ncw nrlcorenriry Íollor' rnóseth.r.xisied u.der lhe ppvious(usu.lllcolotrial) reginre. Fudhèr:
Ldlan.te,tutemmihgBo,ntldtiès i nCatllidtrl ryotldOao2)\Cistelhnó &Allen (200r) ch I

! ïhal is, d systd ofmuni.ipillitle reghtutionNherebl nr.lusion on lhc regisrèr.onle4on thèholder
indèaeàsibl.tnle,seesd.t'Jl-d,Dntolarl(9dredn,20l0)1625.ftè.i!illàNequivàlenlhr.rdastre.
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àrising from history, general recognition, .rnd the absence of any other claimant. Title

maybe relative in s€veral quite di1Íer€nt contexts.

(L) Tle p nciple ,e/o ddt |uaà non habet lio donor can gjve a grearer interest

than he or she aheady has) places a restdctive eiTect on titles depeDdent on

bjlate.al asreemenr see chapier S.

(2) A judicial de.ision on issues oftitle.annot foreclose the rights oíthird Parties.

(3) Ir à situation where physical holding is not conclusive of the question of dght,

recognitlon becomes important, andthis nay be forthcom ing from some states

and not oihers.

(a) ïne compromÀ on the bàsis of which a disPute is srÈ itted to a.ourt ot t

bunal may assume thai title is to go to one ofth€ tlvo claimants ln Miflq,iels

ard Icr.fros the Court interpreted the comploni§ as exciuding a finding thar

the islets wer€ rer ,1rllirs or subjeci to à .o,rdor,1iri,n.'! In such a case, in the

àbsence of any other claimant, the resultseems to be a titl€ v:tlid against all, but

the partieshave not had to come up to anyminimum requirements ofeliective

(5) In any event, in instances sttch as lsland aíPabnas and Mi quiers and Ecrehos,tl

the Court assesses the relatil,e intensiry ofthe competing acts ofslate authodty

to detennhe which pà.ty has the better right.

(6) In àppropriate circumstances the Courtwill lean in làvour oftitle in ore dann-

ant er.en though there are grounds for a finding that the teÍritory was at the

relevant íme rer'" ,1rllirs. Ïhns in Eastern GeenLandL' Danish activity ir the

dispuled area had hardlybeen intensive, but the Court Íelused to coDsi.ter the

arc:i Letru u11ius.\)

(7) ln some cases the sheer ambiguity ofthe facts may leàd the Cout to rely on

matters which are less thrn fundamental,'r oI to seek evi.lence ofacquies.ence

by one partÍ In this context it is acadenic to use the classiEcation 'inchoarel

A title, thoLgh restiDg on veÍy preljminary acls, is sulicient às against those

Í'ithout abetler title.'r In.omingto a decision on the question ofright, jt may

be necessary to measure 'titles' against each other.'5

' lcl Rep. s19s3p4152.Sèeàlsorhespe.ialàereemeftarlrlanlof,Dal,ai(1924)2RIA4331,369.

'" L\sa: Ten?le af Prc"h vlneat lcanbatlio I Ihailand), Icl RePoits 1962 p 6, 72 (lLklgc Moreno

'\ Legntstatu.afFanèt"cftent,,,í09r3)pcrtserr\/BN.6r Fn*rrerÀrtièn(.n ,;.ang G.é.,/.d

r: ca]-àuterya.ht, D.,el,?ns"i(1953) 241. Aho: Cl4P.ro, lri,na 0931) 2R1AA ll05

" sorreig'tr ont cdtain F hti.t Ldtd (BasiuhllNètheíln ar,lcl RePofis 1959 P 209,231 (ludge

Làuterpa.ht), r32 (ludge SpiroP.tloO, 249 5r (lLdgeAnnand Ug.n) NherctitleFíingonxnambiSuous
trcatr connicted Nnlr variórs acs oÍadmrniskrtion.

rr Ci Fren.h igbts as {xinsl Mexi.o in ClfPtr,,j Dankh rights as àgàiNt NoNa)' in -Edí?r'

Gftr,/,,d.SeeEe.lie (193,1)s0Hagusx..,.il 139,210,2sr-5
i! IrladolPdl,ids(1923) 2RlÀA 331, 370.
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ln many instances the rights ofparties to a dispute derive from a legallysigni6cant act

done, or treaty concluded, long ago. As Fitzmaurice says, it is 'an estàblished principle
oíiniernational law that in such cases the situatlon in question mLlst be appraised,
Ànd the treaty interpreted, in the Iight ofthe rules ofinternational laÍ, as they existed
att e limr, and not as theyexist today'.i: IÍ lrrardglParnds, Judge Huberstated the
principle and continued: 'The effect ofdiscovery by Spain is ... to be determined by
the rules of iDternàtioDal 1av in force in ihe lirst half of the 16th century or (to take
the earliest dàte) in the 6rst quaÍter ofÍ ...lirIle rule has also been applied in the
interprelàtion oftreaties con.erning territor),.re It is justifred by reference to th€ need

for predictability and stability in the intenutional system oftitle.:')
ln kland of Palmas,I'rdge Huber had to consider whether Spanish sovereigntyover

theisland subsisted at the criticaldate in 1898. In doing so he gave a new dimension

As regardsthe quesrioD which ofditrerentlegal systems pr€vàilingatsucc€ssive periods is to
be appli€d in a paÍticular.ase (theso-called intertemporal law), a distinctionmust be made

between the.realion ofrightsànd lhe existence of rights. lhe same pÍinciple which subjects

the act cr€ative ofa riSht to the law in force al the time th€ right aris€s, demands that the
existence ofthe right, in otherwords its continued manifeslation, shallfollowthe conditions
requiÍed by the evolution oflatr'.rl

This extension ofthe doctrine has been criticized on the grounds that to require title
to be activelymaintainedat eveÍymomeDt oftime would threaterlmanytitles ànd lead

to instability.:: This emphasizes the need foÍ care in applr.ing the Íule.:3 In any case

the irtertemporal principle does notoperate in avacuum: its impact will be reduced

ró Jennings (1963) 2& Iitzmauric. (l9sr) 30 nl'1, 5: Eli.s (1930) 7,l,4IIt 235; IhirnÈy (199s) 66 aY
t23;Hig8ins,inMàk.Ezyk(ed),Inten.tio ol La|| ot thr'Ihíetholíl oJ the 21sI C?rnny (t996) ti\ Kntz\Í,
'Inlertemporal r.w' (20081 MPrPIt.

" FitzdÀurice0953) 30rvr,5 (Èóphash added), sce also Fn.ó urice(197s) 56Àr,adi?rí536,^
I ('Unle$ orh.Nise indi.at d, thè reopoÍal spnere ofàppli.àiion ofary.órm ofpubli. international law
shall 6e dererhinèd i. r..ordan.ewilh ihegeóeÍal principleofhNbtrÍhi.h.ny Lct,.ction orsnuírion
onst be ís§.§sèd in li8hr oÍrhe rules rhar.,e.onl€nrpohneous tiith ir').

'3 ftla,rdlPdlm,r(1923)2RIAA331,3,1s.Furthe! ,esup(1923)2zAltLl3rabaBa ksaJctitbddarna
0909) lt RIAA 155,159.

'" RightsoÍNanonoboltheUnit.dstaktaÍArèti.oihníorc..o(Fíar.cvUs),lCJR.ports1952p176,la9;
RiihroJPo$dgeowthdiddTq.nóry(l'ottugalrl'tdid).tclRepons1960p6,37:.lsot.8a,Co,v4i,.,,.dr
IoÍStnwoJnÉCo inucdPftenr.olso"thAlíi.oinNd»tibio(sotthtlt stAííi.a)not,ithnondn\S.cuíity
CauncilResalttion2?6(197a),tclRepoitsl97lp16,3liA.g.aíSeaCorti eníolShclÍ(ArederTwket),lol

" Ë.9. Eritftd dn.t fent. O99a) I 14 I LR l. ,16, I I si Eríred !t ridPid Bou ddry <2002) t3otLp. L a\ Lantl
dndM ith e 8ou,.toty betvee, Cz,,croon d,AN,gerd,ICI Repóns 2002 p 303,404-7

2\ I3lond aJ Palnns i923) 2 Rt^r.331,3a5.

" Lautcrpa.ht, Fx4ciio, olad, (1933, rèpr 20ll) 233-s see lessrF (1923) 22 A.i[ 73s,739r ]enbings
(te6r) 23! Jcnnings (1967) l2l H^Ètc RtuaiL 122.

::Thisíormofthedochine$.srpplidd*nsiblyinMr'qde.radErenoJ,lCIRePorts,953P4756;sée

àlsD xÀrfinsdÀ.a.lCJ R.porls 1975p 12,33r'bid,163 íudBF d€ Clsfo)
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by the effect of recognition, acquiescence, and the rule ihat abàndonment is not to
be presurned- Thus in Pad ra Brunca, the iisÍoric tit le of the Sultanate of lohore to I he

disputed features survived intothemodern period, despite little or nothing by lyay of
the exercise ofgovernmental authority ov€r them.ri

(c) rue cnrrrcel olre'"
In any dispute a certain date nill assurde prominence in the process ofevaluatinS the
facts. Tle choice oí such a dàte is within the proviÍlce ofthe tribunal and will depend

on the logic of the law applicable to the facts as well as on the pÍa.tical necessity of
confiningrh€ dossier to the more relevant facts ànd thus to acts prior to theexistence

ofa dispute. in thelatt€r contextth€ tribunalis simplyexcluding evidenceconsisting of
self seryi[g acts ofparties afterthe dispute arose. But €vidence oíacts ànd staternents

occurring afte. the critical date nay be admissible ifnot self-seÍving, as in th€ case of
admissions against interest. There are several types oícriti€al date, ànd it is diIÈcult and
probably misleadingto formulate general definitions::" the factsofth€ €ase ar€ domi-
nani (including the tenns ofthespecial agreemeítempo1{eringthetribunalio hear the

case) and therc may be no necessity for a tribunal to choose any date 1\,hatsoever.

In some cases there uill be several dates of sigÍific ance. Eastem Greenland arcse

from a Norwegian proclamation of l0 Iuly l9l I annou ncing oc.upat ion ofthe area. The

Court held that'às the critical date is Iuly 10th, 193 L . . it is suficient [for Denmarkl to

establish avalidtitle in the period immediately preceding the occupation.'" In.isla,1d

o/Pdlnas the US clàimed as successor to Spain under a treaty of I0 De€ember 1898,

and everything turned on the nature ofSpanish rights at that time. The CouÍt did
not specifically choose a c Íiticàl date in Minryierc and Ecrehos.'.s ln Arge tíne-Chile

I/orfiel the tÍibunai 'considered the notion ofth€ critical date to be oflittle value in
the present Litigation and . . . examined all the evidence sul,mitted to it, irrespective of
the date of the acts to which such eviden€e relates .:'!

" Sot eig t!orrPedÍiBnrrd/Plla Batu Prt.h, Middle \atk s d r d Sauth Led ga ( lt'Í ala» idl singolot),

rr Fiiznr!ri.e (19i5-56) 32 ri'20; Èlum (1965)208; I1lnhL,t (1995) 66 av rl. S.e rle th€chàÍlb.r
in Land, kl d nnd Matitn e Ftuntiet Disttt.lEl Sdlta.lor/Ho,Arr4r. ICJ Reports 1992 p Itl,40l, For

thè problens aÍising in lhe conleÍl oftreaties oI c.ssion and lhe !i8ht oisn.ft$or srds (e tign,nó,Ír
(Fflhce dnd Area.e) 1t956) 2) \1,F.659,663.

'?6 Seel.nn,ngs(1961)3rj Jentrings(1967) lzl H.gueÀe.r.i1423.
11 Easten CreeilardltgSJlPCll s€rA7B No tl,4s.
" lcJ RepoÍts l95l plT France reli.d on thedate oarhe conv.ntion beiw.en Frln.eand Grèàt Britain

íorDenningrltLimnsofExclusiveFishinBR,shls,2Àlguí1339,39CTS22lith.Ul(onthed,l.oíihè
.o,pródir (29 Dè.enber l9sol, See Johnson (1t54) 3IcrQ 139,207-ll. C i.aldnt.s aid not aeítuÍÈ in
Ie,pl,,lci Réporh 1962 p 6. tlowewr, rhe Court fteàted two dates ds marèial:190.1, the date of. írontier
Íèarybetwe.n Fmnce and 'Ilo il,nd, ànd 1954, shen hajland tcíl ilnary or policé forces to o.cuPy the

ài€,. SceakoXdnn o/I&,.1, (1968) s0ILR2,.{70.
f,0e66)l8fLRro,79.'30.^lso:Etitíeoon.lle'enO99àtutLR|,32.S,wttigtt'ovetPalauLiSitar

ond P du Sipiddh (tndoneti./Mdld),rir), ICI R.pórts 2002 p 62s,6a2t Ieírnotidl and Mdtiti . DisPrt.
betve.h NttdtdgonndHohdunrn the Cdtibb.dh Sed,lcl Reports 2007p 659,'597-701
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(o) rrane rurzrusro

Tsrrí ,rlirr is land not und€r the sovereignty or authority ofany statq oc.rpd,io rías

the mode by rvhich such territory could be a.quired.rr In the modern context, it has

fallen into disuse.'Ihis is because there renains on the surface ofthe €arth no truly
'vacant' terÍitory,r: but also becall§e the term g.aduallyassumed impeÍialist overtones
when it wàs used tojustifycolonization oflarge areasofinhabited lands through a the'
ory ofEuropean supremacy. That theory underlaythe Congress oíBerlin of1885 but
now 'stànds condemned'.]t ln Western Sahatu, the CouÍt had to decide whether the

Western Saharaiva§ terÍa flrllirrat the ti,reofSpànish colonizatior (in the 1890s).lt
held itwas not, because the people ofthe teÍritory were sociallyand politicallyorgan'
ized underchlefswith a capacityto repr€sent them.In fa€t theterritorywas acquired
by treaty, not occupation.rl

3. THE 
.MODËS, 

OF ACQUISITION

(e) resrc enrNcrrr,es

Standard textbooks, particula rlI those in Eíglish, classify the modes of acquisition in
a stereotyped wày reflecting those ofRomarl law.rt According to this analysis there are

6ve modes of acquisition-occupation, accretion, cession, conquest, and prescription.
But the concept ofmodes ofacquisition is unsound in principle such labels onlymak€
the task ofanalysis more di6cult.r6'ft€ inadequacies ofthe orthodox approach are

mor€ryparentwhen the r€levant questions have been examined, but a fewthings may

be usefuliy said here.

First, it is comnon to classify the five oÍthodox modes ofacquisition as brigiml'
or'derivative'. Occupation and accretion are usuallydescribed as'original', cession as

'derivativè'. There are diferen.es oí opinion in regard to conquest and pÍescÍiption,

and again the classification has no practical value.r'In one sense all titles are original,
since much depends on ihe acts of the grantee in the case ofa cession.In any event the

"' Generallr Aídrews (1e73) 94 aQRam.I È.g. naír, Oreetrland (1913) PCll Ser A/B No 53,4a-s1i 14/eíd salard, ICJ Reports 1975 p 12,

38-a0,35 6(vlc.-Pr.sidentAmDroun)
r: A.id€ froE tumè very en.ll rocks,nd a smitlsdctor olAnt!Íctica {over rvii.h in any.rsé no sov.

eEignrl íiy hc claim.d b) yirtu.ofrhe Antar.licTrc.ll, I De.emb.r 19s9,.t02 UNTS 71, Àd Iv)- Also:
Sh.ainshJv(:00s)3,24 Rdner12006) l00rIr, 808.311

! wdrre S,hdrd, ICI Repolls 1975 p 12,86.
I Ibid,39-40 Fortlrecla$incotionolAusqlhasErrd,!ll, s MdbarQrceda d(Na2)1t992)tt2

M,15Z4sr 2 Gcn.rallyón the l8dr-l9thcenturypra.tice:CrÀwford, Crur,o, o/SÍ0,0r (zDd edn, 2006)

26J-74.

" Crstellino &Àllen (2003) ch 2.
ró For.,iiicism:lohnsÍ(l9ss) lrcr2l5|leíDings(1961)6 7.

"' flrus an'originnl node do(, not necesadlt giae a tittè lree oí eicumbnncs: Rt8l,r o/Pdsage,lcl

dualclassi6cati

Iegallyrelevant

Secondly,in,
ofsoverejgntyl
not apply tlrc or

rial sovereignt,!

prohibition on r

The result often

(e) onrcrNr

It may happen

informs the pri

(c) errecrr
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dual classificatioÍot€rsinrpli6es the situation,ànd the modes descÍibedas'derivative'
are so in rather di lïeÍen( ways. Moreover the usualanalyses do not explain how title is
acquiredwhen a ne{,state comes into existence.r' Events leadingto independence of
lhe new state are mostly rvithin the domesticjurisdiction ofaÍotherslate,yet th€y are

legally reievant to territorial disputes involving the new state.Itrthis type oícàse there

is no'root oftitle'arsrrch: iitle is a by product ofthe events leading to the creàtion ofa
§tate as a newsource of t€rritorial sovereigrÍy. i'

Secondiy, indetermining titl€, a tribunalwillconcern itselfwith proofoftheexercise
ot'sovereignty via conductà titre de souverainbefore the critical date or dates, and will
not apply the oÍthodox analysis to describe its process of decision. The issueoft€rrito-
rial sovereigniy is often complexand involv€s the application ofvarious legalprinciples
to the facts, including (as con.erns the mod€rn period) principles deriving fÍom the
prohibition on the acquisition ofterritoÍy by force and the invnlidity oícoeÍced t r€àties.

The result often cannot be àscribedto anysÍngle'mode ofacquisition'. orihodox anal),-

sls does not allow for the interaction ofacquiescence and recognition with the other
rules. Furthermore, a càtegory like'cessior or 'prescÍiption' may briÍg qdte distinct
sirrations into unhappy f€lloi'ship.{! Lastl),, the importance ofshowingabetterright in
.ontentious cases, that is, of relative title, is obscured iftoo much credit is given to the

6ve'modes. thus the íollowingheadings represent categories of convedence-

(r) oxrcrNar-,rNo nlsroRrc rrrlE
It may happen thst à current dispute involves not only reliance upon the exercise of
state authority but the invocation ofan ancient, original or historic title. The concept

inform s the principie of im memodai possession' and rcliance upon evidence oÍ gen -

eral repute or opinion as to matters ofhistorical fact. Particularly in Asia, lraditional
bourdaries play a signi6cant role.!r tnternational tribunals have recognized the con-

cept ofancient or origina I t itle,| butrequir€ appropriale evidence in support-

(c) rrrucrrvtoccueerrox'3
The concept ofelïective occupation in international law represents the type oflegal
relation which in private la$,wouldbe described as possession.In Eastel, G/rcrJard

Ii

r! lennings(196r)7 ll.Ako:l tltdes90ilH&kreóíh444-5.
.. I rus ford trndedn, t006r ö.4-5: \eeru,rhii rhrpe' 5.
ro ThetÍmlníexation isneilherítermofartnoÍaÍoorofritl.,buldescÍibe§ano6.ialnal.(isiSni-

ling an èxtension ofsover.i8nty. lvherherit is legal\.í.ctiv. is inolher mattc. See McNai., I Ornrà,r
235, 2ll9 r Hackrorti 146-9,

11 Kàikobad (1983)í1BI ll9,130-4.
a1 Mi quiers onrl E.tehos,Ll Reports 19s3 p 47,53-174-, (Judgé Basdevmi)ixa,tr o/(rkn (1963)

50 lLR),414: \Nesten Sdhara,lC, Reports 1975 p 12, 42-3r El Sdld./o,/Eod raJ,ICI Report, t9r2 P351,
561-5;Erit ddndvenen11998) L14ILR1,37 4s.

a3 waLdock11943)2s!v3llrloDderHerdre(193s)29,4/It443iFitznauri.e(1955 s6)t28v2a,49-7ti
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ofthe opposin

(i) Discovery

ltriscategor)..
sis.It LhlG th(

more gave tltl

period by the
and Non{egia
gives no title,l

misleading.T

the permànent Court said 'a claim to sovereignty based not upon some particlllar
a.t or utle sucli as a t.eaty ofcession but merely upon continued display oI authority,
irvolves two elements each ofwhich mustbe shownto exisi: the intenrion ànd will to
act as sovereign, and some actual exerclse or display ofsr.h authoity'.r+ Tlis state

menthàs notlost iis force, and wàs (in part)reiterated iD ,rÍrealye,, e,: '[t]lie modern
international law of the acquisition (or a Llibution) of lert.itory g€nerally requires that
there be:an nltentional displayofpower and authot ity over the territory, by the exer

cise otjurisdictio11 or Stàtefunctions, oD a.ontinuous and peaceful basis'.a5

In ihe absence of à formal bàsis of title in à treaty or judgmert, and in a system

without Íegistration oftltie, possession plals a significant role. It must be borne 1n

n]ind that 'legal possessiotr' nlvolves a sear.li for an i.terest,rorth proteciion by the

law. Legal poli.y may lead à court to regard as sumcient a tenuous connection with
the territory in certain conditions. Moreover what is important is rrar, d.|íd.y ,rd
especially àcts of adminjstration: use by local peoples generallylacks this elernent and
js onlytangentially relevant.l6 'Occupation' here derives from o..rpdiio in Romàn la$'
and does not necessarily signlfy occupalion in the sense ofr.tual settlenient and a
physical holding.

As in private ]aw, the concept of eÍIective occupation is compleit, and mary dif
ficuliies àrise in applylngit to the íacts. Precisell, whatrcts $'ill be sufficlelt to foud
sovereignLy is a matter oífacl .nd degree,r' and này depend on the chara.ter ofthe
terdlory: Ior exàmple, the b!r with r€spect to renrote and sparsely settled areas rvill be

set lowerthan ir the context of more heaviiy populated territory.
Efective and iong estàblislied occupation is key to a claim of acquisiti\.e pre

scrlption, althougl courts and tribunals har-e rarely applied that doctrine as such.l!
In pràcti.e it mày not be easy to djstinguish e1ïective occupation and prescriptjon,

^nd 
neiÍhet hland oÍ Palma s iot Eastetn Gree lafl d employs the categories. Beckett

classified the former as a case ofprescription, the latter as resting on occupation.l'
But in both cases the issue was simply which of two competing so\.ereignties had the
better righi. Prescription classically lnvolves usurpation, yet these cases involved,
for all pÍactical purposes, contemporàneous, competing acts of state sovereignty.In

11 (1933) PClj ScrA/3 No s3,,15 6,63i \1/Àre,r Sa/,a , lcl Reports l97s p 6, 12,41 3 'Ihese.riteria
rÍere apflied iD Cddà&.a, Sed,lcl Repoits r007 p 659,711 ll

§ 0993) l r.1rLR r,69.

'" KasiLili/Set1rtu l5land (Batw,n"/Àra,,iri"),ICIRèpóds 1999 p 10.1s,110s-6.
!: EB. Edned Grtdnnnd 1t933) PCll Ser A/l Nó 53, .15-6i MntititQ DeLlnltatio atul lèttitatlal

Q|ènio11s betreell Qnt n dBdÀl.i,,lcl Repors 2001p40,100 (.ndsee ltuhen (2002) 106 R6/rlP29s)i
PuLauLigit.n/si?nd.n,1clReports2002p625,632i?rldrrrrrP!i?l,lclRepo.ts2003pl2,34 7

^" È.8 PulduBntuPtteh.IC) R.ports2003pl2
" Be.kett(193.,)s0Èaguexe.@i1113,22a EanetnGteenlanA (lerl)PCIIserA/BNo53is.onhon\,

thouqht to hÈve been de.ided on thebrsn thài the arèa.ón.e.ne.twàs reÍ,,,ilia at the.ritical drte, bur
thisis anrisreading, dÈ virs.hèr (1967) 105. ï!è !elize sLerenàCourt held thatarilàin gaincd sorcrcigntl
orer Belize Ly a combinrtion oa the various treaties wilh Sp.in.Dd Iàter xith Guaternala,6,st À.quned
irteress in British Hondurns and bIefectÍe o.cup.tion and adninistration togcther Lrth thè pa$agè oa

rinc Cdl r Attotnef Getu1RL 12007) 16ILM 1022,1013.
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Minquierc aníl Ecrehos, the Court stated the issue as one of poss€ssion,5o which in the

cont€xt ras equated with §o!€reigtrt),.i Its tàskwas'to àppraise the relÀtive strength
ofthe opposing claims to sovereignty over the Ecrehos'.J:

(i) Discoverysr

Th is càtegor,v, much employ€d. isequally unsatisfactory forthe purposeoflegal analy'
sis. Il links the concept of'discovery'to thàt o[ rel/a lllr/l,rr, and is discredited for the
sane reasons. At one time it was thoughtthat in the filieenth and sixteenth centuries

discovery conferred a conrplete title.5r But it seems that it gave no more thaD an incho-
atetitle: an effectiye a€t of appropriat ion seems to have been necessaÍy.itÏhe modern

vieri', certainly, is that it gave no more than an inchoate title, an option, as against

other states, to proceed to elïective occupation u,ithin a reàsonable time.!r' In lila,ld
oJ Pdimar the US argued that, as successor to spain. its title derived from Spànish

discovery in the sixteenth centurp Huber responded that, even if discovery rvithout
moÍe gave title at that iime, the continued existence ofthe right must be determined
according to the la prevailing in 1898, the critical date. Ir hjs opinion the mod-
err là$'is that 'an inchoate title ofdiscovery must be completed within a reasonable

period by the eflective occupation ofthe region claimed to be discovered'.§i British5s

and Norwegian5' pràctlce supports this view The US view now is thatmeÍe discovery
gives no tit1e, inchoate oÍ otherwise, and this has much to connnend it.óo The notion of
discoveryonly makes sense ifit is placed firmly in the context ofeÍiective occupation,

and it is besi to avoid the category àltog€ther. Iurther, the notion ofinchoate title is

misleading. Title is never 'inchoate', though lt may be \reakifii rests on slight eviderce
of state activity.

" Mi quitta d Erfthos,lclR.ports l95lp47,55 7

't lbid,61. Cl Ea3tan Greenlar,i (1931) PCU S.r A/B No s3, 22, 4ó.

'r See 1H)de312-30rLindley (1926) ch 3ivon dtrEeydte (1935) 29 ,4/I! 448! Coèbel, Í,rSr,g8,€/o/
the Falkldnd ltlàh.ls í1927) 47-t lq W.ldock (1948) 25 rv311,322-5i M.Dou8al, Laswell, Vlasi. & Smith
(1961) lll U P.," lR 521, s:13-4, s53-60,593-óll; l\í.Dougr l, l-a sssell & Vlasic, taPanlP!&l,.Oftrern'
spa.r (1963) 329-l,li Kohen & Hébié, Trrirory, Di(ovdy (2011) MPEPII.

'a HÀl]l,tnt.ínotia nlLo lt880) 126.
5' In the 16th cenrurv Ródan làw relàting to {.quisition by finding w.s rPplied, and thh emph.sized

.cruall.king.Coítenporarystrt prrticeusuallydemanded!6htrakidglolloNedbyPublic.ndcontinu
ous possession€viden(.d hyÍ.1.:ctiyity. Scè lh. iístru.riont oÍ charl€s V ofSPnin to nit.mbassadóroÍ
l8 Deceíber rs23 i.spècti.B rh€ Sp.Íish rlaió to rhe Molu(car: Goeb€l (1927) 96 7; I Hyd.324. Kelle(
rÍír4.n &Mann ir8ue tL.t{hèrèís merèdiscov.rv could notgive.valid titlé, slhbolic dcft oltaki!8oí
po$e$ioncoulddo so: Creaiio, alRighkaíSawéignt/thnuihSr boli.Acts, A0 13a00938)113-9.

!ó Hàll (1330) l27rM€Na,a I OP,,idír23s.

" S.e also íXipp*to, klaníl (t9r l) 2 RlÀA I lO5, in rvl,i.h M.xi.o Èli€d u nsu.cssfully on dl€ged d,s_

'3 M.Nat,1O?i,iorr 235,237,320r l Hackworth 455.

'! I Ha.kwortb 400,4sr,469,459 (Frènchvi.w on Adélie Land)r Orent& Reinsch (1941) 35.A,IIL 44];cl
l Hld.32s(Portqu.sevi€q 

'tr 
1782).

& I Hàckworti r93-400,a52 460.

T
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(ii) Symbolic annexation6l

Symbollc anneÍation"r may be defined as a declaration or other act ofsovereignty or
an act ofprivjte persons, d ly authorized, or subsequently ratified by a sta1e, nlt€ided
to provide unequivocal evidence ofthe acquisition ofsov€reigntyover àpà.cel ofterri
tory or aD island. T]]e subject mustbe seen as a part ofthe general question ofeFective
occupation. There is no rnagic in the formrl de.làration ofsovereigntl by a govern-
nrent. whether ornotthis ispreceded, àccompanied or followed by a formal cercmony
in the vicinity. In the case ofuninhabited. inhospitàble and remote regions little is
reqr.dred in the nature of state activily and a li.st. decjsive act of sovereignty mày suf-

fice to create a valid tltle. But in pr cipl€ tlie state activity must saiisfy the nornal
requirements oí effecli{e occupation'. 'Synbolic annexation' does not give tille except

inspecialcircumstances(!sin ClippeÍtanÍslu d).Ho1\Everitisapartof theevidence
ofstate activitl,. It has been stated that'a prior State act of formal ànn€xauon cannot
aftera long interval prevail against an acrual and continuous dispiay ofsovereigntyby
aiother State'.ó3 Èut ifthe initial act was ellectlve 10 vest titl€ then a latecomer can only
succeed, ifàt all, on ihe basis ofprescription or à.quiescence. To require too much in
respect ofthe maintenance of rights may encouràge threats to tlie peace. ln the case

ofremote islands, it is unhelpful to require a determinàte minirnum of'etrectiveness',
once tiile is actually established.6!

ln Cli?perton IslarulaFÍench lieutenant, duly authodzed, proclaimed French sor-
ereignty in 1858: this was nolified to th€ government ofHawaii by ihe lrench con-
sulate. In I89Z alier inaciivity in the intervening years, a French vessel called at the
island àndfourdthreeAniericans coLLectingguano for an AmeÍican company. ïre Us
denie.l anylntention ofclalIning sovereignty.In the sameyearthe island received its
first lisit from a Mexican gunboat and a diplomatic controversy began. The Mexican
càse rested on Spanish discovery, but the arbitrator held that even iIa historic ght

existeditwas not supportedby any manifestatlon ofMexican sovereignty. The awnrd

ifà terÍitory, by vntue ol the lact thàt it was completely unnrhabited, is, fron the ÉNt mornetrt
when the oc.npying Stàte nrakes its alpearance tliere, atthc absolute and undisputed dis-
position ófthàL State, fÍom that nonenr the takilg ofpossession Dlust be coDsidered as

àccomplhhed, and the o.ctrpation h thereby .omp1etcd.6r

" IÍ.Dou8al,Ltrswell,Vlàsir&Sftith(1963)111UP2,,rn521,5.13.1,st3 60,593 6lli lvl.Dougal,
LàsNeil,vlàsi.&Smnh,tu,,,ldPtblieadetjhsPdte(.1963)329.14j1Hàckworth393 9j1{àldo.L(19.13)
25rv311,323-5jlvI.Nàin I O?iriotrs314ltrMàrston(1936) 574v337

"' Ti. tcrm ànncxation' is neithcr a tcín oaart nor a root oatitl.. lh. tcnn conmonly dcscriLes àn

oli.ial stàte act signifying a. extension oasolc'eig.qi wherrer itis legalll ede.tive k anodrer nratter. Sec

M.Nar,I Otinio,r235,231l Ha.kworth 146 9.
ótr SseWaldó.L(1950)16CSIl25.ClEiLzmauri.e(1955 6)12BÍ20,65.
"' on rhe e$àLlishmert of Brithh sovereignty over Ro.kàll in 195s: letL\jl,3 tntcínatioflnl La|| in

Irrsrori.dl Pc,VsÍir. (1963) 351.
6r (1931)2RlAA1l05, 1110.

'" (1933)PCIISàl
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fte annexaiion, ihough symbolicin form, hadlegrleÍiecL.

(iii) Ifiectiv€ and continuous display of ÍÍ1e aulhodty

As was roied by HubeÍ in klnnd oÍ Palnlas'Íhe acrtal continuous and penceful displà),

ofstate functions is in the case oídispute the sound and natural criterion ofterrito
rial sovereignty'.ói Tlis is in .ontrast to older rrorks on international ]aw, stressing

a nineteenth century view of occupation in terms of settlement and close physical

possession.6) Rather the question has become one ofadministralive charàciea under
whlch those acts which are reflective ofthe lnt€ntlon to govern, andnot merely to pos-

sess in some nominal fashioD, areconstitutive oftitle.6s

TI,'rs, it:, lsLand oÍ Palmas the Dutch clàim to the conlested terrilory was preferred

on the basis of evidence 'which tends to show that therc were un.hailenged àcrs of
peàcefuL display of Netherlands sovereignty from u00 to 1906 and which...may be

regarded as s Ëcieilly pro\.ing the existence ofNetherlands sovereignqr.6'qIn Iasrez
Greerlaa; the Danish clarm, based not on any physical presence in the coDtested

territory but on (a) the long-term presence ofcolonies in other Parts ofGreenlàDd,
(b) the wording of legislàtion :tnd treaties so as to render them applicable to Easterr

Greenland, and (c) seekingto hàve the resulting title recognized internationally, was

held to be superior to tlie Nor$'egian claim, based on thewjntedng ofvarious expedi

tions in the territory and the conÍruction ofa wireless station there. TIle permarent

Courtheld that Denmark, at leastin the I0 yearsprior lo Norwegian involvement, had
'displàyed and exerclsed her sovereign rights to an extenl suficient to constitutevalid
utle to sovereignty'.ri

'nie emphasis on the display ofstate activiq,. and the lnterpretàtion ofthe facts in
the light ofa legàl pollcy which Íavours stablllty and allows for the special character

istics of uninhabited and remote territo.ies, ggeÍ a chaÍgeln the law.i'Ïle modern

la!Í conceDtrat€s on til1e, onevidence ofsovereignty, ànd the notlon of occupation has

been renned ac.ordingly.;1Th!§ in MinquieÍs dfld E.rÉÀos m rehtion to the Ecrehos

group the Court was concerned reith acts involvirg the exercise of jurisdiction, Iocal

administration, such as the holding ofinquests,'r and a British Treasury lvarrant of
1875 consiituting Jersey a port ofihe Channel Islands.r'

" E.e.kld daÍPdl as (t923) 2 RIAAA3\ 339.

" seeu^ll, hr.rnario al Low \8th edn, 1924) 125. Also: McNaiÍ,1 O?inia s 29t,3ts-16; t llfde 342.

's cf Ettrea-Ethio?io Bounddry (2002) 130ILR 1,42.

"" kland oÍ Palnas 11928) 2P.AA a29,37a-t.

"' (I9r3) PCUSeT A/BNo s3, 63.
?r 

See Shaw. in shàw (200s) xi. xxiii xxiÍ
': Se von derHeydle(193s) 29 A/[ 443,462tr;3 Rouseau,169.
7: ICI Reporls 1953 p 4265 6. On a.rs relàting to the Minquie* seéibid,67 70.

" Minq ie$ a d Ecehos,Tol Reports l9s3 p 47 Furthe. Ftu, nt Dk?rk (Belgium/Nethdandl, lcl
Reports1959p2O9,228 9,23t 2,24A-50,251,255:Ten?L,ICIReports1962p6,12,29 30,59 60,72,9r-6j
Puldu Ligiton/siqidok,lcl Rèporls 2002 p 625, 678 86.

I
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By contrast acts by private persons puÍporting to appÍopriàte territory may be
ratified by the state and may then consdtute eviden€€ of its elle€tive occupation.rt
OtheÍwise theywill have no legal efFect.ró

(iv) The intention to act as sovereign

The requirement ofan intention to act as sovereign, oth erwise referred toasd,rin Ír
occuPanditl or animus poisidefldi,'i3 is generauy stressed. However, the notion may
create Drore problems than it solves: Ross descrlbed the subjective requirement of
the 'will to act as sover€ign' as 'an ernpty phantom'.:' ln truth the subiective crite-
rion is unÍealistic in se€king a coherent intention from activity involving numer-
ous individuals often ov€r a consideÍable periodoftime. FurthermoÍe, the cÍiterion
begs th€ question inmanycases where there are competing acts oísovereignty.r0

In .erta in contexts, howeveí the aninlus accupandi lor something like it) Àar à func-
tion. FirÍ, the activity mu stbe à titre de souveraii in the sense thaÍ the agency must be
that of the state and not of unauthorized persons. S€condly, it has a negative role if the
activity is by the consent ofanother state recognized as the rightful sovereign ther no
amount of state activÍy is capable ofmaturing into sovereigntï. flirdly, the state activ-
ity taken as a whole may be expticabte only on the bÀsis that sovereignty is assumed.s'

ThI§in Minquiers and k/ehos the fact that both parties had conducted oflicial hydro-
graphic surv€ys ofthe area was not necessarily referable to an asseÍtion ofsovereignty
by eith€r. Butcertain forms ofactivity, whilstnotnecessarilyconDected with territorial
sovereiSnty, have probative value, for example, the exercise ofcriminaljudsdiction.

(o) crssroNs'?

A right to territorymaybe conferred by t.eatï. provided thetransferee takes in accoïd.
ance with th€ treaty.sr An actual transfer is not requned.sr Tle daie on which title

?' McNalr, I O/i,,ons29r,ll.t,316 19,l2l 5. Aho:Orenr& Reins.h (1941)15n//1443,4s0 4tShas,

16 E.g. Q.tar ! Bdhtu.k,lcl \epods 2001 p 40, 99 100(diggnrgoía èsianNellsnotrededirèolsov-
ereirnq\ Puldu LiEita /Si?addn,lcl Reports 2002 p 62s.633 (illcgal frshing noi.viden.e olsovereign
conduco. Se àlso the Cou.t's tr.rl,nent oilhe peKislent presence ofindigenous propl.s in lhe conlcí.d
rcÍnroÍf in Kntikili/S.dudr Lla"l ICJ RepoÍ§ 1999 p 1045

r? cf Firznauri.e (1955 561 72 By 20, ss-at Clip?-ton kh,.l { l93t) ? RIÀÀ I tos, I I lo.
1' Seè Ea$etk Gtéènldk.ilr933) PcU ser A/B No 5r,33 (Judge Àffilotti, disr. Seeílso Fron.i./Di!?lr,

(Bèlglun/Nathtldnds), t.l Rcporti l9s9 p 1109,25s 0udgeMor$o Quinhnà, diss).

'o Lt Ear.rn LPcnlatul \t9!t) PLrJ \er A/È No jr, l(-bl Filzm iu ri.e (1955 561328120,56 3.

"'Th.te!mte$ion'isusedto.overayarietloltrrnsictions:ciDiÍéÉrdtStciAèsD$n/.tGigonrl.t1t962)
16 R]AA 197, 203 t2, Alsó: Cl,/i$d, r À [200ó] U KPC 4Z §11. se. g.íeralry DóÍ, C.$io.' (2006) ,\,ÍEgl,
Ontbepo$ibilnyoa.è$ionbythépèopleofrrèrritorr(Maltà)seè5d,,,,.,sr,.&ld,rll933lAC673.

B SarLot.n2óTith6t ?ft\ah. caICntM.tSdgeCo(t932)6ILRI13.Il6iIr,,.o-r,riopi,,ÀailldI
co 0957) 24 lLR602,616,623; Cirirrid, v À Í20061 U(PC 4Z §l l. Cl C{hit Ae as kteests ii Polish Upptt
Si,A,a (1926) PCl, ser A No Z 30. Liqhthoutet nt Crcte ond Sonos (19J7) PCU Ser À/B :.lo 71, 103.

"' Son. cases oitransler m.v be bener.la$ified as renu..iàlion SorlÀ v izdd (19s0) 17 UR 103.

atnóughth.terhcesióíissofretnnesused:6dr,,dhÀeparaliorr(1t24)IRIAÀ42r,4.13rÀa, /tu,ldri
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changes ríill noÍmally be the date on which the treàty comes inlo force:iJ an unrati-
fied treaty does not confer sovereignty,i6 Naturally the transferee cannot receive any
gre.rterrights than thosepossessed by the transferor: íeho dat quoíl non habet.\1

Apart from.ession and transferin rccor.lance with a treaty, titl€ may exist on lhe
basis of: h eaiy àlone, the tÍcaty maÍking a reclprocal recognition of sovereignty jn

solemn íorm.Ns Ín lhe.ase of a disputed frontier th€ boundary treàty ivhich closes

the disp te wi11./eale title. previously unsettled, í'hereas a treaty ofcession meÍely
lransfers an extani (thougb definitive) title.3'3 In the case where à territorial regime is
established by a treaty, this settlement achiev€s a permÀnenc€ which the tÍeaty irself
does not necessarily enjoy: the continued existence ofthàt regime is not dependent
upon theco tinuirg life ofthe treaty underwhich the regime is agreed.'o

(i) Agreemerts concluded with indigenous rul€rs"

Treaties bet§.een indiSeíous peoples and th€ state were a feature of the p€riod of colo-
nization but are of Iimited relevance, externally, followiíg the partition of the world
into indep€Ddent equal slàtes. The earl). position was defrned primarily in the era of
WesteÍn European colonial expansion, notably in the so,called'S€rambleforAfrica',,]
undeÍ which an immense number oÍ t.eaties rÍere concluded with various Aírican
polities.'r Such arraDgements with indigenous rulers were not normally considered
as.essions, but gave a form of dern,atiYe title di§tinguishing the act of acquisition
from thàt olmere occupation. This was characlerized by Huber in Islan., o/Pal asns
follo1{s:

In substance, it is nol an agreement between equàhiit is rather a form ofinternal organisa-
tion of a colonial territory, oD the basis ol autoromy of th€ tratives . . . And thus suzerainty

drr rll a (1949) r6ILil 160; DO'ttrdsSatiAés Dujàr rt Giga,,ísl (1962) 16 RIAA 197,203-12. In the
Trclq on rhe Final sdrlcnent wnh Àeipe.l lo Gemàny. l2 Septemb$ 1990, 1696 UNTS tl5, Ccmllny
conÍirmed iis border tÍnh Pólídd ànd other reÍnorial.lE nges

Nt Dnk ol titty inta Fate óJvc4diiler TÍ0 10961) 32lLR rr9tN MaíhonSnhibrChkÍConnissionet
(1976) 49ILR a3aj ànd s.è Treaty olCèsion rclating to the Krrià l\'luÍia hlàndr, l5 Nóvcnber 1961617
uNTSlt9.

^í l'e ritaritl Dn?utc ( Lib'a/Ch,d, lcl Reports l99l p 6, 25. Fu riher vCl.T, 22 Nlày 1969, I l5s U NTs

!r E.g. ftr,iàolPdl,Íd§(1e23) 2 RlaA329,8a2.
'" co.sequ..tlÍ dispur6 as to titlc m,y invohr rle inkrp.er bh oÍ r rÉaq. a.d nolh inB óoÈ è.8.

,ed8l.CÀ,,,?/(1977) 52 ILR93.
!' See McNan, id, o/ TÍnrier (1961) 65d-7; McNàjr. t OPinians 23\ l:nnttet Dk?ute (Belgiuht

\err,rdndJ),lC)Reporrs 1959 p r09.:26,23r,2s6: Ie,rpl.,lCI Reporrs 1962p6, t6,s2,67,7r-4,102-3.
"'p Í.r.itotid on.l Mdtiti e DLptne (Ni.antgun tCólontbio),Pr.lininary Ob)e.rion!,IC, R€porr,2007

p812,361;ribld/C1,,/,lCIRepórrs199.1p6,17,

"r cendally: Ca(foÍd {2ód èdn, 2006) ch 6; Alried$on, I.dit.nous Peopl.s, Trèàti.! wfth' (2007)

,!IPEP[. Se.àlsoUti D.claÉtio. on rheRighBollndigcDous PeoplÈs. GA R.s6l/291,13 S.pleóbcr 2007,

!r Geneullyr Pàkenh{nr, T e Snanbh íu AÍtko (t991); An8hie, Inpetidlhn, Sotutcig , dnd the
Mnk gofh cnlationnlLnn l2ooS).

'J Thecóur eíiÍàr.d thar during tne hr.r l9rh cenrlry, sooe 35o tÈries werë cotrclud€d bdwe.n
Cfcat Britàin d ihe lo.ol.hieftainr olthe Nig.Í Delta, Cd,roor e Nig./,a,ICJ Report§ 2002 p 303,40,1.

Al§r: Càícllino &AUèn (2003) ch {

k
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over the nàtive States b€comesthebasis ofterritoÍial sovereignty as towar<ls other members
of the commuDity of nations.rr

Subsequent decisions of the lnternationàl Court hàve qualided Huber's dictum to
a degree. In Wesre/,] Saàanr the Court stated that in the period beginning in 1884,
'agreements with locaIrulers, ríhetheÍ ornot considered as an actual'tession" ofthe
territory, were regarded as derivative roots oftitle, and nor original ritles obrained by
occupation oí rerla a&llius'.'q5

|nCameroo v Nigeria,r!,eCourtNascall€d upon to determ iDe the legàl etred ofan
1884 tre:rty bet!"een the UK and the'Kings and Chiefs ofOld Calabar', an area in rhe
Niger Delta, and its consequent eFect on the UKt capacitv io d€al iater with the ter,
ritory.'6 Nigeria considered the l88l treatyto have created an international protector,
ate, which did ,ot therefore result in the transfer ofiitle to ihe UK: rather it remained
vested in Old Calabar as a sovereign €ntitl The Court disagreed, noting that: (a) at

the iÍne, the UK did not regard Old Calabar as a state, a position consistent with its
activity in th€ rest ofthe regionr (b)the region did notpossess a centrallèdeÍàt arthor-
itysuÍfrcientto create a protecto.atei (c) British activit,v in the region was reflective of
an iniention to administer. r.lherthan merely protect; and (d) Nigeria was unable to
identify lvith any degree ofprecision the sourcc and character ofOld Calabar! inter-
national personality, either in 1884 or thereafter.'r The Court concluded th.t 'u1der
the làw at the time, Grcat Brita in $'as in a position in l913 to determine its bou [daries
with Germany in respect ofNigeria, includinS in the southern sectionle'

(ii) Renunciation orrelinquishment

It is possible for states to renounce title over ierritory in circumstànces in which the
subject-matterdoes not th eÍeby hecome terra hulliur.'l}is distinguishes renunciarion
from abtudon ment. I urthermore, there is no element ofreciprocity, and no commit-
ment to transfer, as ln the case ofà treattofcession. Renunciation may be recognition
that another state now has tillee'or an agreement to confer a po$'er ofdisposition to
beexercised by ànotheÍ state or a group ofstaies.'00

rights.r"r Renun(
aggressor that t€

there is no title t

(r) eop»rc,
While th€ subje

tion (this is tru€

(d) $'hen the suc

(e) rnr cor

(i) Theplaceofl

standard apolog

'r l,ld"d,/Par"6 (1923)2 RIÀA 829,3s3.

" lt'sÍ?r, S4hara,lcl Reporrs !97s p 12,39j123-4 (,udge Dillard). But .f Ca,r.ród, , Nrf.rd, ICJ
Repolrs 2002p301, 40s, referingi! pa$ingto'Lrcatiesfórcesion oÍland'.

'6 r0 s.pt€nb.Í rB84, r6t cTs r82.

'1 Cannoót I Nigerio,lcl Rep6ís 2002 p 103,.!0a 7

"E.g.tr€àryoi§rC€rmain-ën-Lalt,l0S.ptenbèrl9t9,226CTS3,Ar(s!6,43,46-7,51-4,59;Sourh
AÍric.'N.mjbia, Treàq vnh R€sp.d ro walyis Bàr,nd the oírho,e Isllnds,2a Februàry 199.1,3r ILM
1256, Att2. Als.: Cetnan RcPala,io,s(1924) I RIAA429,442.

"o TÉaty oasl Germain'eÍ Larc,A.tt39-9tr lAÀrro,s íIrdn.. and 6rr.e) (1956) 23ILR659,663-6.
OnIhliànrdunci.rioíolallrignràndtnl€br.ÍÍori.siíÀfncaseetheTrearyoaP.ace,r0Februàry1947,
a9UNTS3,Art23rBaí,,vl,a,ialdhdElLenall949)!6lLR73jSoftijv,44e,i(1950)lTlLRlOIrIarr,3id
v Nuoea Conp Ae A aLiflee\1951)18ÍLP71iCeíbogh.dhtlzudi.h,INPSl\grq)?7ILR627tDiiétèh.l!
so.iétét DuIa, et eiÈatíLt 1t962) 16 RIAA l9Z 203-12. A lso: TÍeary ofPeac. rnh làpa n, 3 seFr.mb.r 1951.
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ACQUISITION ÀND I RANSfER OF TERRITORIAI- SOT'ERIICNTY

A series oíunilateral acts n1ayconstitute evideDce ofan implicit relinquishment of
rights.r"LRenunciation is to be distinguished from reversion, that is, recognitiou byan
aggressor that terrltory seized is rightfullyunder the sovereignty of the vjctim. Here,

there is no title to renounce.rr'r

(r) e»luorcarroN
while the subje.t is generally neSlected, some jurists accept àdjudication bï à judi-
ci:l organ as a ode oi acqu isit ion. 0r The question iher, as reith a tÍeaty ofcession.
is whether the àward is self-executing, or merely gives an exe.utory right.'ol Al least

in ceÍtain cases the àwàÍd is dispositive as between the parlies: (à) when the charac-
ter oflhe territory is such thal Do physi.al act is necessary to its e6ective approprja-

tion (this is true ofmaritime delimitations)! (b) wheíe th€ two dispntants are both
exercising acts ofadministration in respect ofthe lerÍitory concerned aÍd the award
nerely declares which ofthe two possessors' is a lawtul holder; (c) where the loser is

io continue in possession with delegated powers of admin istration and jDrisd ic t ion;
(d)lvhcn the successful claimant is aLreadyi,r possessioni ànd (e) (perhaps)!Íhere tlte
award relatesonlyto the detailed 6xing ofa froDtier line.i"5

.T. DISPLACEMENT OF TITLE

(e) tnr coxcrlr oF'PRESCRrPTroN""n

(i) ïÏ€ place of prescription in the law

Àt its cor€, prescription refers to the remo l ofdefects in a putative title arising from
usurpation ofanotheÍt sover€ignty by the acquiescence ofthe former sovereign. The

standàrd apology for the pÍincipl€ rests on coDsiderations of good faith and the need

lróUNTS45.Art2.FortheÈlnerGÍfian.asernretritorics:TrcllyonlhelinalSettlenertwilhResPe.t
toGer rDy,l2 Septènber 1990,1696 UNTS 115,Art L

''' Àd",o/(ur.r0963) l, RIAÀ l , 53 1 -53, 567-70.
u' Fnnco-Ethiopidn Railwal Co (1957) 24ILR602,605-
l"r 3 Rousrau r36j I Ougg.n h.im 4,r2r Shah', in Shaa' (2005) ri, ,lii. Also: Minquí.^ a d Ècrehos. lcl

Reporr r9t3p4Zs6iaazii AritithGuiannBoundaryltgot) tt RlÀÀ 22i ÍurtheÍK.ikobàd,rÍ.rPr.lírDn

" 
h d R. rkio n óf t nterna tionol Bos \.1nry Det i sion s 12007) 3- 11.

'"'Atanyràte,beloreex..urionoftheawardthesuccesful.laimínt.$notsimpryseizethèteÍitorl';
UN Chírrer, Art 94(2)jMosle! & Oellèro-F.àhn, in Simma (ed),2 thè Chdlti aJ the United Notio$ GnA,

edn,2002)117.{.

ro' G.n.rrlly:2 wiritemln 1062-84rFlirfrauri.e 09sr) r0 3t l, 27-4r;Iitznauri.e (1955-56) l2 Av
20,rl-Ttl.nnings(1963)20 liBlum(1965)6-lr;lhirlMy(199s)66avl,i2-l,rrLesatr€r(2005)16Ellr25;
O KteÍ. (20I I ) l:r Li Co,rD rx 1,,7; \trour.is & verh@En. Prescriplion' (2003) MPEPII.
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to preserve intermtional order and stability. It is inelegant to de§cribe it as a mode
ofacquisition: the real source oftitle is recognition oÍ or acquies.ence in the conse-

quences of unchàllenged possession and control.
Prescription is distinct from the outright abandonment or relinquishment ofter-

ritory. Abandonmeni refers to a situalion where a state isheldto have surrendered its
title, converling the territoÍy to rd§ rrlli,/r, b€foÍe another state eslablishes its own
title by way oflawíLrI allocation oÍ eFectlve occupation. In the case ofabandonment,
there is no usurpation of sovereignty siÍce there are no contempo.aneous compet
ing claims.ro? Relinquishment isthe giving up ofaclaim to terriloryin faceofwhal is
lhereby ackno$'ledged to be a beiterclaim, or at least a subsisti[g one.]03

ln particularcases the difference between pres.ription and effective occupation is
not easy to establish. In -Island oÍ Pahkas aíd cases like it, there is simply contempo-
raneously cofipeling state activityr ln decidiDg on title the tribunal will apply the
criterion ofelïective control associated v,ith tfective occupation'.r0' To speak ofpre-
scriptioris u elpful,Ir0 and significantlyHuber avoided the term, apart from a pass-

ing reference to 'so-called prescription', by which he m€ant mercly 'continuous and
peaceful display of State sovereignty'.

(i i) the role ofprivate lawanalogie§

ln addr€ssing problems of prescription, wrilers have drawn on analogies from the
private law of both civil and common làw traditions.L'rlrom the civilian tÍadition hàs

been drawn the concept ofabandonment or der€lictio, unde. which the title holder
makes a conscious deci§on to relinquish its rights with respecl lo the contested ler'
ritory, which may result iD iis becoming res fl,111,ll§ prior to the assertjon of the other
statet claim. From the common Iaw comes the doctrin€ ofestoppel, under which a

repres€ntation made by one state that is relied on by another to its detriment may
preclude the former state írom acting in a contrary fashion. Another, now declining,
source ofanalogy has been the civil law doctrine of acquisitive prescription and the

common Iaw 'equivalent' oí adveÍse possession.r''

r" In porrl.ularcascsthe dnrnrcrion nàyw.arthini O'Keele (20Llll3 J,,Cdna tR I,17,179-30.

'"" §& Iudg6 §imo. and Abraham (disd in P,la, r,rr P!r.À, ICI Repork 2003 p I2, l2l Inf.ci,ith
noroÍgreàrimpórtànc.rhat...th.Cou.tshouldrelhisorthatlegalc.tegorlorch.n.t€rizrlion,aslhose
categories, it mustb. lcknowledSed, re often nol hsmdicíllysepa!ltedfroo oneanorhe!.'

to' klonÍl oJ Palna! 1t923) 2 RIAA a29, 34at líanti Dnputu (Br*i"a Iaro/Malr, ICI Rèpó s 1986 p

ss4,5aL ElSalva.lonHokluros, lcl Repods 1992 p 3sl,193,429i K,riliirTse/,dl IJld d,tCI Rèporls 1999

p r04s, 1094-.5 ALó: rhe dictnnin Àrg."tinc-ChiL Ftonri.í(1966) 16RlÀA I09, 173, emphn§zing the
relcvance oÍoltecrive adninnuàtion.

rl0Eaaopl.sofrefcr.n.estotlado/Pal,dràs.njníàn.eoíprcscription:Becker(1934)s0Hrgue

X..rer220,23q IohÍ$n (1950) 27 8l'3.12,3,l3.oiherc.s.s nisleadingl.yclatsincd in rhh salin.ludc the
Btdzil BtitkhG,iana Bó"ndnry (1904) ll RI A A 2l:6,rrdd,a (1909)ll RIAA l5s;Cdrr,,nia lrDxdr'n5
Ànu11tldt/ l\.)33) 2 RtAA 1322.

'r'Laur.rpacht,Pr,varrlarSoutesandAndlogiaoflhte 'dtiandl 
Ldw lI92T) 9ltLesrfrct Qa,s) \6 EJt L

I' O'K..fe(20n) 13In.co,,aRl4Z176-33.
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ÀCQUISlTION AND TRÀNSIihR OI TERRITORIÀI- SO\TEREIGNTY 2lr

Apart from the imperfect nàture oí these tources', there is the distinct issue ofthe
etrect ofthe presumption of legality. Analogies with municipai law reveal ihe difii
culty with any general doctrine ofpr€scriptiol1. Although it is sometimes said thai
the International Court would accept acquisitive prescription as à generrl pdnciple

of làw.'ir what is the content ofthe geDeral principle? lnstead ofprovlding guidànce,

aDalosies to acquisitive prescription, adverse possession or similàr concepts teDd to

spàrk confusion nnd leàd to lnconsistent terminology.'L'

(s) rue neeurnel{ENïs oF pREscRIprIoN

(i) Conduct onthe part of the us[rping party

To estabhsh sllch a.ase for the usurpation oftitie, certain prerequisites need to be

clearly establislied.i L5

(I) Possession must be exercised à titre de soulerai,. ftere must be à display of
state aulhority and the absence of recognition of sovereignty in .nother state,

for exanple under conditions ofa protectoràte LeaviDgthe prot€cted state with à

separate pelsonality. Without adverse possession there can be no Pr€scription.

(2) The possession must be public, peàceful, and uninterrupted. As lohnson has

remarked; 'Publicity is ess€r1tiàl becàuse acquiescence is essential:'ó Eycontrast
in a situation ofcompethg state activity, as in lsldrd o/Pdlmds, publicity will
not play an important role because acquiescence n1àynolbe relevant except in
mil1or rcspects.

(3) liràlly, possession mustpersist.In the case ofreceit possession itis dilicult to

adduce eviderce oItacit acquiescence. A few writers have prescrlbed nrcdperi-
ods ofyears."i Such suggestions are due to a yeaning all€r muni.ip.l models

and to the influence of the view that 'acquies.erce' may be 'implied' in certain

conditions. The betier l,iew ls that the length oftime requiredis a matteroffacl
depending on tlie particular case.irs

'ri lohnsó. (19s0)27!Y343.

"' See S.hwarzenbtrger (t957) 5l A/Ir r03,l2a ( il ippeaE th.t the Pncti.e of iniernàtionrl .outrs
and tibu.àls fits.àsilljnto a patte.n Í.hi.h dispenses completellwith ànalogies 6om private law Il ihen

energ6thntltlestoterrito,l.aFgóvèrnedprinarilybltherulesundÍlyingtheprin.iPlesoasolereigrty.
rècógniuon, conscnt and good aaith')

"' EE lGsitill/sedudu I\là"d,ICI Reports 1999 p 1045,1103 .1iP,id,a,r,P!ieÀ,Ici Rcports 2003p

ll, I2l (iudges S,mmaddAbraham,dÈs).

\') Fi.Ll, aunitlts oj dn 1 a' drio,il C"is (1372) §52 (50 yeas). lhe 50 year period sPè.inèd in Art
Iv(à) olthe nrbitrÀtiotr trearyrelanve tó &è Brnisl Cui.na-Venezuela boundary repraents ànadhoc rule

olihrmb:2 February l39Z 39 BFSP 57:BtitkhC iaB Vene.reJ, Ao,,rarl (1399) 23 RIAA 331 333-7 II
Ftuntier Disp,te (Bekn""/Nethdrd,dJ), àn important fa.iual aspè.r wàs $àt selgium hÀd Dor challctrged

thcl\retienànds exer.ne oierÍe.tive.{liniristration o\rr lhè teÍiLory i. question lor at Least s0 years,ICI

Repo'ts r959 p209, 231 (iMgeràlteryaclrt)

'r! lohnsón{19s0)27rI347,3s1i L HydelS8 9

l'

I
»>
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wher€ the ne.essàry qIe.ril,iléi or the pàIt of the usurping P ty have been e§tab-

iished, the competing conduct of the title'holder must be assessed to deternine
whether title has been rclinquished-

(ii) Theimportanceof acquiescencetD

tnlslanà aÍ Palnas,Hnber observed thatthe continuous and Peaceful display oIqflec-

ir,Ílsby a state mayprevail even ovel aprior, deliritive title put forwardby another

State'.'ro In the face ofconlpeting rclivity and claims by ànother a state nia)' by con'

duct or àdmisslon acquiesce intheextension ofits competitort soÍereignty.

At fts snnplest, this maI take the form ofan express declaraiion by one state thàt it
considers ànother to hold title 1lr the lerritory, combiDed wlth evidence ofcorduct d

tine de sau.yet .ínby t:Ilat other. Tlis wàs akeyfeatu.e in Edslem Greerld,d: Norivny

had, througha d€claration by its For€ign lvlinistet Nils lhlen. acceptedDanish titl€to
the disputed territory.L:' I n Pulalt Batu Putuh rhe Court gave great weight to a resPoNe

given in 1953 bytheActing Secretaryofstate oflohor that'the IohoÍ government [did]
not claim ownership of Pedra Branca':

Johor\ reply shows that as oI1953 lohor uDderstood thàt it did Dot hale §overeignty over

PedraBranca/Pulau Batu Puteh.lnlight oflohor's reply, the autho.ities in Singàporehnd Do

reason to.loubt that the United Kingdom had soverelgnty over d1e isla.d',

Even without an express declaration of relinquishment, the absence ofstate activit)'.

combin€d with an abseDce ofprotest that might otherwise be exPected in resPonse

to tlie elÍi:.Íilttlr ofthe oppostug party, may be decisive':r Iu the jurisprudence of
the Irtermtional Court, this has become known as acquies.erce, a concepi whiclr

is equivalent to tacit recognition manifested by unilateral corduct i{hich the other

party nay propedy interpret as consent. Although the term originally emerged in the

context of narilime delimitation,'r1 it has been adoPted bythe Court in the context of
teÍrito al disputes as well.\n pulau Batu Puteh, iÍ was said thaÍl

U.deÍ certain circunstances, sovereignly over territorl rnight pass as a result ol the lÀjl

u.e olà siàte which has solereignty to respond to conducl A l;rrc de soaleranr of the other

'' lHvdelg2 íi M.Nàn, L OPiriotu 299 losilloorc,lDiSsÍl00rBeckett093a)50HdgueR?.rtrls9,
252 s; I lla.krro h 442-3; Fitznra!Ii.e (19s5-56) 32 ,3v 20, 67r lennings (1963) 16 a0rKaikobàd(r933)

54sIrrgiMaÍst.n(r9s6)s7!vrrTilÍà.quesAntunet&Bràdlel,L,stoPPl Arquiesceren dRetog"nioll

ntIètíitoiatahdBaanotrDnPx,.s.tílc,.r(2000)io'Keefc(2orl)L3Licó,,rrÀ147,l47r(ohen
Abandonment' (2003) MPaPIt

\zo Lldnd aí rdtnd. 11928) 2 RIAA323, 333 9, 346

'1) EhstttlO.e l. (1s33:)rClISer,{/BNo53,Tr. rcbetiervie jsthattheaa.tsdis.losedanà3,ee

menkàlherthana trnilatèràl àct,rheq!Irlm lroLeirgDÀnish re.ógnition ofNorwègiànsovereignivóvèr

Svrlbàrd (spitzbe.gen). on uil.tera! a.ts generalllsee.haPièr 13.

'" lcl Reports 20oB p 12, 31. Àlihdu8[ thcrc h a driinction betweÈn sovereigntv ànd oxrerihiP, thc

CouÍtook ther berc tobe synonvnors jlid,30

"' ftrs mere protest uill be snli.ient io Frè!Ènt the .ondu§n,n thxt title has been abàndoncd: e.g

Cl,,,,zal(1911) ll RlÀA r09.
tll Dèlihtihtio oJ th! MaíiÍr"e Bau"àdry i11 the G"lJ oÍ )rÍttih. Ar.a íC,,íti,/Us), ICI RePo't§ le8a P
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Stat€...Such manifestations ofthe display ofsovereignty nay call for à response ifthey are

not opposable to the State in question. The absence ofa Íeaction may well amount to àcqui'
escence---That is to sàI, silence may also speak, but only if the conduct ofthe other Stale

calls for à response.lr'

But becàuse ofthe need to majDtaiD stability and to avoid temprations to 'squatting',

abandonment is not to b€ presumed.r'?ó Às the ChaÍnbet said in Bu*ina FasolMali,

where there is a conflict bet!Íeen title and 4lertirité§, preferen.e will be given to the

former.1'??Accordingly, very litde evidence ofeleclirirls will be required to prove ma in-
tenance of titte, pa rticutarly in regard to remote and uninhabited àreas. I 

'r 
Clipperlo,

Islarl it was stated: 'There is no reason to suppose that France has subsequently lost her

right by delellctró, since she never had the arimrs ofabandoningthe island, and the

fact that she has not ex€rcjsed her authority there in apositive manner does not in1ply

the forfeiture of an a.qu isition al ready definitiv€ly p Íotected' .t1r Ín Easteín Grcenland

Norway had argued that Greenland became rrrra nrlli s afteÍ the disappearance of
the early set tlements. The Court, rejectingthe argument, observed:

It isimpossible to read the re.o.dsoilh€de.isions in cases às to territorialsovereigntywith-
out observinS thatin manv cases the lribunal has been sàtisfied \rith lrry liitleiD the way

of the aciualexercise otsovereign rights, provided thai the other State could not make out
a superior claim. ïris is particularly true in the case olclaims to solereiSrty over areas in
thinly populàted or unsettled.ountries.':'

Similarly, in Camsroo, , Nig?.r'a the Court found thatCameÍoon had not abandoned

its title to tbe Bakassi region, despite having engaged in only occasional acts of admin-

ist.ation in the a.ea due to a iackoíresources.'r"
Thus it would seem that nothing short oflhe total (or near-total) absenceofconduct

à fiíe de sou\)erain in an area by the title'holder rÍi]] be sulficient to signal move-

meÍt away from the status quo. An illustration is PuLau Batu P teh wherc the Co\nt
held that'any passing of sorEreignt,v oveÍ territorl, on the basis of the conduct ofthe
Parties.-. must be manifested clearly and without any doubt by that coíduct and the

relevant fac ts . . . especia lly so ifwhàt may bë involved, in the case of one of the parties,

is in efect the abandonnent ofsovereignty over part ofits territory'.rl This wa§ only

t" Puldu Bdtu Puteh,ÍCl &èports 2003 p 12,50 l.
r'" Tributr0h ior nany ycits avoided prcnouD.ing on {hether drelk,,o was even Po$ible, PrèIèÍnrE

inse.dt 6nd rhe.laimrvàs nol made oul oD thè fà.8 è.9. cr,m,zai (l9ll) Il RI^A 109,323 (disPla.c_

mentoièxtanriitlëlercontoreGial'IFronrÈrDirplr.Íacl3,!-/NerircrlínAr,IC)RePort§1959p202
227 3r. Knsi*ili/S.dud" klo l,lcl Repo.rs l9e9 p 104s, I los. Sa ako O'Kedc (20r l) I I Lr co,,r lR l4Z

,1'rcjRcporrs1936p5í45867.5aèdlsoktatulaJ'patnoJ(1928)2RrAA329,367iArge,rrr.(_/,ils

l:rorri.r(1966) t6 RIA^ 109, l73j r/i!r.a 4nl l'.me, (1998) ll4ILR 1.51.

'|" 093t)2RlÀÀ I0i, lll0-ll.
"' Eosn Grc.nl.nd1t933)PCII SerÀ/B No $, a6. 'lne court lhen Nenton tósavthnt As rcgards vol-

unràryabaídonmenr, there is nothingtó $rosanydefinilerebun.jàtioíon thePartolth.(ingsofNorw.y

r'" Irdid, hoe.ever,.oll«l taxatiónfrom thearca: Cz,í.r@a /N,gdru,ICI RePorts 2002 p303,415_16

'" ICJ R.poÍts 2003 p 12,50-1.
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by illegal acts.'r:
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(D) HrsroRr(

Historical cons(

to lie in Ànglo-À
had delimited rl

established with reference to Pulau Batu Puteh (Pedra Branca) irselfand then only
because oí the decla ration of the Àctirrg Stat€ SecretaÍÍ

(iii) Estoppe}trr

Recognition, a.quiescence, admissions constituting a part of the evidence of
sover€igDty,'! and estoppel form an Írterrelared subj€ct-matter; everything depends
or the precise àlchemy of the opposi ng parl ies' sfecriyirls, combined ryith r h€ presence

ofsome form of representation by a pàÍty that it does notconsider itselfas sove.eign.
In 7lnlle the Court held thatby its conduct Íràiland had recognizedrh€ frontierline
contended for by Ca»bodia in the area ofthe temple, as marked on the »ap drawn
up by French m€mbers ofà Mixed Delimitation Comnhsion.ln particularthe Court
plàced reliance on a visit ofa quasi-omcial character'by a memb€Í ofthe Siamese
royal family to the disputed ierritory where he was'omcially received'by the local
French plenipotentiary with the FÍench flagÍlying'.Li'r fte Courtremarked:

Lookirg at ihe nrcident as a whole, it appea rs to have amou nt€d to a tacit recogn ition bI Siàn
of the sovereignq, of Cambodia (uoder FÍench Protectorat€) over Preah Vihear, through a

failure to react in any way, on an occasion that called fora reaction in order to amrm orpre,
serve title in the íace oían obvious rival claim. lvhat seens cleà. isthd eirhe. Si,h did í.r
in íact believe that shc had any title-and thjs would be wholly consisrent lvith herànitude
all0long... -orelse she decided not !o ass€rt it, whichagaiD means she accepted (he French
claim, or accepted the frontier ofPÍeàh Vihear as it wàs drawn on the map.,rJ

In manysituations acquiescence and express admissions are but pàrtofrhe evidence
of sovereigdy. Estoppel ditrers in that, ifthe conditions for an estoppel are sarisfied,
it suÍfrces to settle the issue. Resting on good faith and the principle ofconsistency in
state rclations, estoppel inay involve holding a government to a declaration which in
fact does not correspond to its reai intention, ifthe declaÍation is unequivocal nnd the
state to which it is made has reliedon it to its detriment. Such a principle Drust be used
with cnution, more particularly in dealing with territorial issues.rr" Thus the Court
held that the declaration ofthe Ac.ing State Secretaly that lohor did not possess sov-
ereignty over Pedra Branca did not give rise to an estoppel. TheCourt saidl

li, se aotien 0 9s, .}3 aI 176; Maccihbon (1953) T IciQ a63,5o69tMattin, L',Esto??el.n díón ink a.
tionol ?ubli.l.t979)\Thm*ay \1939) 60 aY 29! Sinclai!, rí Lorè & Fnzndníne, Fífu yeott oJ th. lrktndtiondl
Cau oJ lusriee 099é) t04. AeíeralLy see chapl.r 18.

LI sèeFirznaurice(l9ss-s6)12ril20,60-2iBoweu09s133ay176,t9ó 7
rrr Ir,,rL,ICJ Reports 1962p6,30.

rró see Bosett {r9s7) $ ay I76, t91-20t,7O?j aid Tedpte,l.l Reporc 1962 p 6, 142-6 oudge Sp€ndèt
disr, ln his yiew. on lh. Íacc, rhe elemenrs of€rioppel veft íór pre..nl iÍ any ca*. For.ril,cis6: chan
(2004)3Cri,./rl5ssrBuss(2010)9Crt./illll.Thèdispurehnsr€luÍn.dtotheCourt,undertheguiseof
.r.quèstíó.interpret rionun.lerÀrt60olrheSt.rute x.4!.ílorl optratiohoÍthèlutlgdehtóflslune
1962 in the Case cantatnlk| the Teople of Pre{h Viheàr (CaDbadlí \ 'frt\land) (Cditbarik I Thailard)

itl ,
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ÀcQUtsÍTtoN AND TIrANSnin OF THIRftoRrÀr. SOIrrRrirGNl y 1l;

[À] part).rehiDg on aD estop]rel must show, amoDg other thirys, drat it hàs taken disiincl
acts in reliaDce oD the other partyt statemert... Ï1e Court observes that Singapore dld
Dot|ointio anl such acts. To tlie contrary, it acknowledges nr its Reply ihat, alier re.elv-
iDg the letter, it had no reasotr to ch.Dge ils behnviouri the actjons after l9s3 lo rvhich it
refers were a coDtiDuatio! and developrnent ofthe actions it had taken oveÍ ihe !Íevious

Bycontrast, in cases such as ïe7"?le, where much ofthe e\,ldence is equivocal, à.qui
escence over à long period may be treated as decisive: here it is not itselfa root oftitle
but atr àid in the interpretation ofthe facts and legàl instrumenls.'r3 To be decisive

acquiescence must rest on very cogent evidence. Express recognilion ln à treaty of
the existence oftitle in the otherpaÍty (as opposed 1l) recogrlition by third states) is of
course conclusive.':'

(c)'Nrcarrvr lnrscnrprror.l'
Somewriters seen to suggestthat prescriptive title arises even without acquiescence,

siniply by lapse oftjme and possession not disturbed by measures offorcible self'help.ra{

A similar result is reachedbyformulations which presume acquiescence under certain
conditioDs. Such views are noi snpported by tlie jurisprudence,L{' which sets an exacl'
ing evidentiary standard for the displacement of confirmed title, a standard which
requires at least some evidence (tacit or express) of acquiescence. ïrey comnonly
antedate theperiod when forcible self-help and conquest were prohibired. It 1s proba-

bly the case now thnt prescription cannot create righls out of silu ations brought nboul
by illegnl acts.'!'?Finally, it must be remembered that ln klanà of Pabnas, Mi E]iers
,,?dr.reios and other like cases, the possession upheld by the tribunal is advers€ only
ir à special sensei theÍe is no deliberàle usurpaiion with a sequel ofrdvene holding,
but à nore or less contempomneous compelltior.

(o) nrsronrce.r, cousolrDATroN oF TITLE: ÀN EeITAIH

Historical consolidation as a concept refers to an acquisilion oftitle on the basis o{
its use without challenge ov€r a signilicànt period oftine. Its origin is g€nerally se€n

tolie it1Anglo Noruegia lis/íeriÉsr there, the Court, havng established that Norway
had deljmited the terrjtorial sea by a system ofstralght brselitres snice 1869, had 1()

'" P!ld,6ar,P,rell, rcl Reporis 2003 ! rl,8r.
"' jennings (1963) sr.
'" sec McNoir ?l",r. (r96r) a87, ÈleÍi.g 1ó EaÍ-" Gr"drlad 11933) rcll sei A/B No s3, 63 9.

M.Nan takes a les *i.t yie ófeÍoppelLhànnoNetl(1957)33rYL9i202.
''0 see ÀÍóore, 1 DAdÍ 293-s ( nbjguous àDd dive^e di.ta oapuhli.nts .olle.ted)i I HIde 136, 337

/rié.' 8'-è"è1,1iotd.q je..r..c.. 'g8e.ie , !r'
"' Cafttua t Nigrid,1Cl Repofrs 2002 p 30l,l46i2,la, Bdrr 2!1.À,ICl ReporLs 2003 ! 12, 120

lludg6SjnrDa andAb.àham, d*$.
Lr lauterpa.ht(1950)27 Bv36Z 197 3.

I

I
I
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decide whether, as against other siàtes, it had tltle to waters so delinited. Tle Court

lllt is nrdeed this systeft ilself [of straight baselinet Nhi.h would reap rhe beneit ol sen-
eraltolc.ation, the bàsis oIàn hislorlcal consolidation wlrich would !r*e it enlorceable as

agairNt all States.. The gereral toleration of foÍelgn S1àres u,ith .egard to the NoNegiaD
pmctice is an unchallenged fact.'the notoriet) ófthe facts, the general toleÍàrion ofthe
inl€rnational community, Great Britanis losition in the No.th Sea, her own lnLeÉsr i. the
queslion, and her prolonged absteDtionwould in àny.àse I'ar.ant Norway: enfór.enrent of
her system agajnstthe United Kingdom.r!r

The attitude of other states was taken as evidence of the legality ofthe sysiem, but
there were certain special íeatures. 111e extension ofsoÍereignty claimedwas ov€r a rrs
l:o, rÍr?rls andtherefore the tolerauon offoreign siates in gene.àtwas ofsigniE.arce.
Moreovea the Court appeared to regard Briiish silence as an independenr bàsis of
legalityas against the UK.

De Visscher took tli€ decision as an example of the 'fundamental interest of
the stability of territorial situailons frorn the poiDt of view of order 3nd peàce',
which'explains the p]à.e that consolidàlion by historic tirles holds lr lnrerna
tional laïr':

Tlis consolidation, which may hàve !Íactical imporiance lor leriito,ies not yer finally
organlzed urder a State regime às rrell as for certain str€tches ofseà likc ba],s, is Dot sub
je.l !o the conditions specificxlly requircd iD other nodes ofàcquiÍing teritory. Proven
iong usc, which is its foundauon, ner'ely rclresents a compler oi inte,ests and relalions
whlch hlhensehes have the efect ofattachiDg aterritoryor an eipànse ofseato a given

Thus,'.onsolidation'diFers from prescriplion aDd occupation jn de Visscher's do.
tdne. I1 is, moreover, certèin that the elenents rvhich he calls 'consolida tion' àre influ
entia! the esseDce ofthe matter ispeà.eful holding and acquiescence or toleràtion by
other Íates.h5 But the concept of historical consolidation is not uch Dore than a

compendium ofpre-existhg nodes ofacquisition. Certainly, as làte ns 1998 a distiD
guishedarbitral tribunàI referred to the concepr of consolidation oftitl€ Í'ith approv
a1.r1' Nonetheless, the accepted vieiv is that consolidation does not exist as a concept
independenl of Lhe established rules govern ing effective occupation and prescription.
In Caneraan t, Nigetia, tl\e Court stated that the theory ofhlslolicnl corsolidation is
highl), conrroversial ard cànnot replace the established modes ofacquisition oftitle
under internatioDal la$,'.r L'

I'I]R RITORIA L SOVERT I(;N'IY

r4r IClRepórrs 1951 p l16, l30, ll3-9.
\a! De \t isscneÍ, Theory oa.l Re.lit, in Public lntetnatianal Lds (4th edn, 19 70) 2 26-

"' Schwàizenberger(19s7) sl,4ltL 108,11ó)4,
"" Eritrca onÍ|Y.hen (Tetitotol so,./éisn.y) 0993) I 14ILR L l 17

'41 Canetuo t Nigetia,l.l Reports 2OO2 p 303, 352,
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5, EXTENT OF SOVEREIGNTY:
TERRITORIAL DISPUTESl,TJI

2.1;

We are here concerned with certain logical and equjtable principles which are not
roots oftitle but are imporiant in determiningthe actuàl extent oísovereigntyd€rived
from some source oftitle such as a treaiy ofcession or eileciive occupation.

(,r) rnn rnlNcrem oF coNTTGUITY

Conslderations ofcontlguity and geographical unity come to the íore when th€ dis-
puted territory is uninhabited, barÍen or uncharted.In relation to islandscontiSuity is

a relevànt concept.lr'Thus,in Land, Maritime and FrcrrierDisprre, th€ ChambeÍ held

that the island ofMeangueÍita was a dependency of the larger island ofMeanguera,
dueto its small size, its proximity, aDd the fact that the claimants to the dispute treated
tlre two as a single unit.'í But this isa presumption only. i^ pulau Batu Puteh one of
three disputed f€atures was heldto belong to Singàpore, a second (and by inference a

third) to Malaysia.t5l

fte principles are simply a part ofjudicial reasoning, but have significance iD olher
r€spects. State activity as evidence of sovereignty need not press uniformly ou every
part of territorÍ Associated with this is the presumplion of peripheral possession

basedon stateactivity, forexample,on the coast ofa barren territory.'s: Lastly, in giving

effect to principles ofgeographical unity in Earrerí 6/e0rldfld,L5i and thus conclud-

ing that somewhat locàlized Danish actirity gave title over the whole ofGr€enland,
lhe Permanent Court wàs not swayed by the significance ofunity isolated from the

cortext of eÍfective occupation. Writing of the decision, Lauterpacht remarked on

'ihose principles offinalit)., stabilityand efectiveness ofinternational rclations which
have characterized the work oftheCourt'.i54 Contiguity may be in itselfan eàrnest of

In conclusion the 'principle of contiguity' is little more than a technique in the

applicàtion oíthe normal principles of effective occupation.'55 In the case oíislands in

rrf rHydel3r-qvonderH.ydi.lt935l29AIIL448,463 Tljwaldocl(1943)25Av3ll,339fLaut.rpíchr
l.l95A)27 8v376,42!-3tiF\tznaurice (1955 s6)32nÍ20,72-5!Kchèn,Í/eràerylak.lrií(19s6)200-11i
McNair,1Otiriio,J237-3,292!3 Roosseaq 193-203i Sharnà (1997)i Ratner (2006) 100,4/1I303i Prescott

& Triggs (2003).
u' Se turth.r Shàrma 0997) 5 t -61.

'r" !cl Reporrs 1992p3sr,570.
r!' Icl Rèpofis 2008 p 12,9s-6 (Pedrà sràncÀ (Pulàu Bàru Pureh)),99 (Middle Rocks), 100-1 (South

t" B.azil-atituh Guiota Bounddr, (1e04) l, RI A A 21. see alió Índnn ol Paln4r (s2a) 2 Rl AA 3ss;
Minquien and Enehos,lcl P.ports l95l p 4Z 99i l.nnings (1963) 74-6.

B' (r9ï) PclJ serÀ/BNo5l,45-52;al$ w.í.r, sdÀ"ra,lcl Reports 1975p 12,42 L
'J' Iàuterpacht,D.!.io?,eÍr(1953) 241.
rrr Foradilïerentopinion:lCuggenhenn,440-l,Aho:2whilenanll04 3.

fllililr

nilflii
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paÍticular the notion ofcontiguity may be unhelpful. HvbeÍ in klahd aí Palnas sàid
that'the aueged principle itselfis by its lery nature so un.ertain and contested that
even governments ofthe same State have on dilÍerent occasions màintained contÍa-
dictoryopinionsas to its soundness ...'.r56

(r) rne utr rossrorrrs PRTNCIPLE

Put simply, the concept of rliporsid?ri.s provides that states emerging from th€ dis-
solution of a larger entity inherit as their borders those administmtive boundaries
r!hichwere in place at the lime of j ndep€Ddence. In Bu'kina Fdso/Mali, the Charnbet
in applying the pÍinciple to Africa said as fouows:'5i

'Ihe essence oÍthe principle lies in its primary aim ofsecuring resped for lerritorial bounda-
ries al th€ momeniwheD independence is achieved. Such rerritorialboundaries mighr be no
morcthaÍ delimitationsbetween diÍfeient adrniDistrativedivhjons or colonies allsubject to
the same soyereign. Itr th.t case. the appli.ation ofthe principle oí lri posrideÍis .esuked in
admiÍistÍaliee boundariesbeing transfoÍmed into internatioral frontiers in rhe fulls€nse

'ftough like manyconcepts iD this chapter it hns its origins in Roman law,'s3 the mod-
ern application ofthe doctrine began in Latin America in the nineteenrh century.
wherebythe eliteswho had declaÍed independence from Spain adopted the adminis-
trative divisions imposed bythe Spanish as the borders ofthe new states that emeÍged
inthe region.'r' Thus by iheir practice thesuccessor siatesagreed to apply, asbetween
themselves, and later in their disputes with Brazil, a principle for the settlenent of
frontier disputes in an aÍea in whi.h terra nullius lt€rritory belonging to no state) by
stipulation did no I exist: the independert republics regarded their titl€s as co eÍtensive
with that oíthe former Spanish empire. The principl€ involves implied agreement to
base territorial settlement on a rule of presumed poss€ssion by the previous Spanish
Àdministrative unitin 1821, in Central America,or in 1810, inSouth Americà.Its use

has peIsisted throughout the twentieth c€ntuÍy, and in a slightly differentform it has

been adopted
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"6 klsndofPnl,nds(t913)2RtAÀSSa.Othe.dispul.sinrclvinBoryune"tsbaFdoncontiguity:19!/í,,a
&la,d(r370),Moore,21,ÍAràr909itordtld,dr{1852),Móóre,lDigest26s 6,575t Ndyo$a Islahd 11372),
Móótc, t Digest 266-7. Ares Islatrd (1365), Moore, s rÍrÀlD s037 (Spankh .èport). Ilrther I Hyde 343-6i

1s1 Bu1th'a Fdto/Moti,ÍCllieports 1936p55,1,566:see,lsoDl Sdlyado Hotdutus.tol Rrpoíts t992 p
l5l,186 3(rripo$deiÈjurnise$.ítirllrrr.lroepectiyeprincipl.,investingàsinr.rnationalbound,Íies
.dhi,nkàtiveli'nitsinhdedoriSin.ltforanórherpurpose').Fu her:Shaw(l993)42rctQ929iLibnde,
Det tnitin|Bar Adtièsih aCo4irr.dfi..r,(2002)!Abi Saab,inKohen(2007)6s7

'" ln litigat io n over contested pro pe y,rhep,,,.órsóuldis!uearédi.tgrantingpÍolisjonaltitletothe
prrtl.atreadl in possessiotr ofthe hnd, unle6s h. h.d cone,bout it rhreugh rric kèr]1 v iolen.è or i. sonrc
aorniÍflo.ablebylh€oth€rp.rty,herc.then.ximasyoupos*ss,$youn.ypossesl(!r/os,ir.,ir,Ía
pósd.lir: R.rn.r(1e96)90À.frt590, 59ji Caíellino&Allen (2003)8-lr.

15'Furthe! Rrtner (1996) 90 A,/Ia 590, s93 3!Sh!\Í(r996)674y75,93 roq CaÍellino & Allen (2003)

t
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been adopted by govern ments and tribunals concerned with boundàries in Asiar"0 and

Africà.r6'The principle was also applied tn Íelation to the appearance ofn€w states on

the territoÍy of th€ formeÍ Yugodàvia.16l

The operation of ti possidetis does not always give satisfaclory §olutions.rd

The àdministrative boundaries are frequently ill-defrned or dimcull to prove.'"

Furthermore, the colonial boundaries on which the future of.oniested Íegions now

rely were often not drawn in the first place with aÍy degree ofethnic s€nsitivity, lead

ing to the inclusion ofopposed groups within the same new stat€.iis lin.r11y, the doc-

trine may impede the recognition ofnew stàtes due to the unwillingness of states to

acknowledge a desire for ind€pendence contraryto rtipossedetls. Ir a worst case sce-

nario, ihis may result in an otherwise successful polity belng shackled to a failed

No doubt the principle is not peremptory and the states concerned aÍe free to

adopt other principles as the basis of a settlement.r6' But the geneÍal prin.iPle that

pre independence boundaries of former administrative divisions subject to the same

sovereign rcmain in being is in accordance u/ith good Policy. Three arguments are

generally posited asjustitying this con.lusion:!6 (a) the doctrine renders the division

ofa state susceptibl€ to only one outcome, preventing armed conflict over terÍitoÍy;
(b) a division based on administrative boundaries is as valid as any other approach in
principle, and farsimpler irexecution; atrd (.) llt, Posridetis has achieved the status of
a general principle or deíault rule ofinternational law'6'

Í0 sèe lefl?le, ICI Reporrs 1162 p €,i Rdnn aí K,nh 11968) 50 ÍLR 2. Cl Líib.a anl tènè (fqíitarial
Sd!.erg,, (1993) ll.l ILR l, !2-a.

'"' OAU Re$lution or Bord.r Disputes, AHC/RëS 16(I), 2l July 196,rr Touvdl (,967) 2l ,,r or, 102:

alrÀn,d ad'D^rdii, ICI RÈpoís I986 P554,565 3,s36-1G!r'ea G'ituo(Bitilu) Mdtitinl. D.lintnaÍior
(1935) 77ILR636,6s7t Cxi,s. lBi!sdn)-5.n.!dl DelinnaÍio" (1939) 33 ItR 1.2À s6-3s (B€di.oui,d,sd

Ako: r,6,}r/CIDr', ICI R.porls 1994 P 6, 8l-92 I ludge ad hoc Ajiboh).
r': Badini€r ConrDi$ion, Opi" ión llo 2 (t992)92lLR t67:oPinio, No J ( 1992) 92 I LR 170; Cràv.í (199s)

'"'Riheridenrifiesrwoc.ntr.lconPlàints(l)nsinherentsimPli.itlgivèsriseloihet.mPtaliononlhe
p.rrofethni.sèpàràrislslofurtherdivideièÍnoryàlongqisl,ngbotódàriest(2)iPPlic.tionoflhePrin.i
pletonoden àtecolhp*sh0yl.adto3iSnincant!oPularion3bórhunsitisnedsilhlhensl.tusiotheíew
state ànduncertainolrheÍ Politi.al ParticiP.lionlhereiseèRàtner(1996) e01/I1590

tó' seèCuatenola-HandrtdsÉdlndarl(1933) 2 RIAA 1322. lor.oooenÍr FlsheÍ (1933)27À,11r40r. Cl
waldock(1943)25 !v325. A k ot El SolrotlarlHondltus, tol RePorts 1992 p 151 386-9sirro"iidrDis?,iè
(ao,i,/Niger, Icl Repolt§ 200s p90, Io8-10,133-41cdr,rreo, st.,ICl RcPorts 2007 P659,727_9

15 Fur.her: Luker{2003) 158-61,

'"" Onsonàlilànd: s.e Poore (2AO» 45 SranÍord IIL t\7:CÍawÍard (2trd.dn,2006) 412-,8.
r6r Ori,id^No2 (1992) 92 IIR 167, 163.

'"' Rarner(1996) 90,{/I! 590, 591.
tre EvÍn r Bu.Lino Fa ro/ Mali,lc l RePo rts r 986 p ss4, s6s: Nev.r theless l,ri Pd$idsrirl is doi n sPè.ial

rule$hichpertriíssol€tytoonesPecifr<§-Ístenofint€rnationallas.nisa$nèrdlPrin.iPle*hi.hislogi'
ally conne.trd sirhih.pheDoh.non oÍobtàining indePenden&, rvher.v.t it o..uB, hs obviotrs PurPose
is to pÍevenr tlÉ ind.p€ encc and ílbilitl ofn.re states bèi.gendang€red by íniri.idal ruggles- Als:
ladirrèr conmission, Oprio Nó30992)9211-Rl70,ltr-2.Som€scholar!havccon.toa(ribut€loitthe
sratnsóÍ.ustomaryitrl.rnalionallasr tulner(2006) r00A/rr303, 3ll.
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(c) eccnrrroNrTo

Accretion concerns the process ofincreíse of territory ! h rough new geological forrna-
tions. In the simpl€ case, deposits on a sea coast may result in an extension of sover-

eignty. Amore dramatlc example is provided with the emergence ofan island within
the territoÍiàl sea of lwo Jima due to volcanic activity in 1986j this was subj€ct to
immediate recognition by the UK government as part ofthe territory of lapan.r:r ln
such a càse, 'ldo formal a.ts of appropriation a re required'.r::

(o) avonaulrc rouuo.lurs

(i) Boundary Íiv€rs'?r

The principle ofdelimitation apparently established in the ]arv is that ofthe rialweS,
presumedto mean the middle of the main navigable channel. However, theterm may
have another mean ing in particular instruments afld treaties,viz., the line ofdeepest
soundings. lïe two definitions will often coincide. Bui .onditions prevailing, even

within the same riveÍ s),stem, areveryvariable and the learningin th€ bookstends to
be unhelpíul inpractice. Expertise is called for particularlyin relation to the determi-
nation oflhe main chànnel among seveml arms of a river.r;r

Unlike purcly terrestrial borders, bouídary rivers may change their course. This
is not a true case ofaccretion. Thus, in relation to the southern boundary ofNew
Mexico, the soluiion ofd isputes bet$een the US and Mexico depended on principles
ofacquiescence and the interpreiation ofrgreements as to the outcome ofnxtural
changes.';5 In this type ofcase, even in the absence ofapplicable agreements, sud-
den, fbrcible, and significant changes in river courses (avulsion) will not be con-
sidered to hàve changed th€ frontier liner;ó in other words, the boundary wiI b€

lixed along the route of the former river bed, following not the river bur the land
underneath. Ac.retion, the gradual and impeí.epiible addition ofsediments, càn

gjve rlse to an exlension ofth€ sovereignty oílhe co-riparian to areas àlready under

'i' S.è L Hackwo(h 409-2li1Hli.3s5iftld,rólPdl,rdJ (192n) 2 RIAA 329,8r9: Kd.sh. & lvlànko

'|']'| u(MtL(t9361 57 Ar437, 563.

l" Sr?ELauterFcnr(1960)9rClQ203;Bouch€z(l96J)I2,CtQ789tucÉsen,kt. tn»'nlBoudati..
o/ EaÍ,Vri.a (1971) 76-96r Kdikobad, Trr sinrÈdld&l' Bo!,darl Q!*rion (1938)i Bardonner (1976) l5l
H.guencrel9,33 gsrSchrocl..(t992)33,4IDI9í3 Ako:thèdl5putèr.latèdiotneboundaryriverSàn
JLmn bdwcen Nlc àgtra and Cosia Rica, C.4d,n ,4.rivtrrr .. iial out hf Ninrdgno i't thc Bonl.r Àr.n
íCona ilir, vNi.d,?gra), OrdcÍ ó13 Àíar.h 2011.

"' se AíE tnte-ChilcFtutier(1966)33ILR10,93:(.rJ*,1,/Sclíd!/rlad,lclReporlslee9p1045,
l\160-T4iEritted-EÍhlal,idBounddrl(2002)l30ILRl,l1618.rirlNrgeilCIReports2005p90,L4t-50.

'5S.eCl,,dnr,z"l09ll)llRlAAr09,316rSdnrord,,(1912)6ll.Rltl.All:ChaíizalCónvcniió..23
Àugusl 1963, ;05 UNTS r35.

'róN.rr,Jldrlo,r,r43USl59(1892)!(.nrds,Mkro,/,,322US213(1943)iGeorgdyso,Íc,ro,ru,
491\ls J76 í.tgrtl El snlvoi.t/Hondfini IC,Repons t992p351,5{6;.fCrrd,r€r,(,911) lt Rl^^ 309.
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effective occupationrr: on the basis of principles of contiguity and certainty. The

gràdual mtu.e of the process leads to a presumption ofoccupation by the riparian
state and one ofàcqriiescence by other statesi thus the boundarywill be heldio move
with the river.r73

(ii) Boundary lakes

As to boundary lak€s the prin€iple ofthe median line applies, but as usual expÍess

agreeme or àcquiescence may pÍoduce other modes of d'vision.

(e) rnr eou.n nrcloNs: THE sECToR pRINcIpLEtTe

Particularly in th€ case oÍthe Arctic, the question ofrights over frozen sëa or'ice ter-
ritory' arises,D0 but otherwise rormal principles apply to territory situated in polar
regions.lnthe making ofclaimsto ice deserts and remotegroupsofislands, itis hardly
surprising that governments should seek to establish the limi§ oft€rritoriai sover-

eigntyby means ofstraight lines, and similar systems ofdelimitation may be found nr

otherregions, fo.€xample in North Ame.ica.In the polar regions use hasbeen rnade

oflines of Iorgitude converging at the Poles to producea sector of sovereignty. While
the'sector principle' does not give title, it mày represent a reasonable applicàtion of
the principles of etrective occupation as they are now understood, and as applied in
Eastern Grce land.trt Ítrcmains a rough method ofdetimitation, and has not become
À sepaÍate rule oflaw

Confusionofclaims has arisenprimarilyfrom the iDdecisivenature ofstate aciivity
in the polar regions. However, three reservaiions may be mader the sector principle'

hàsthe defects oí any doctrine based uponcontiguityj its application is a little absurd
insofar as there is claim to a narrow diver ofsover€ignty stretching to the Pole; and,
lastly, it caÍnot apply so as to include areas ofthe high seas.

'" Seë ftl,n/ o/Pnl,rn ( 1923) 2 RIAA 339.

'1t Ël Sdlv^rlaÍtHonnums,lcl R.pons 1992 p 351, s46. Àlsd: Arlírjrs v T.,"e55..,2a6 us I53 (19r3)i

a.!nid,a,turrÀr?fi,282 Us 4s8 (r9.10I Georgu,sox.n c,roirrd,497 Us 376 (199r).

"'ontheAntarctic lH'(k{orth399 400,,149-T6jwaldock(1943)2slÍ3lljAuburn(t970)19]C.Q
229t,N Ís,lnre oriaiolLotuih.lthÉAhtdrcti.hearyS!íe,h (1992)i(nye,inOudeElfednk&R.thwell

kdl.IlELawóJthèseoàutPolatMdtitihrDelinitatia andlutirdi.rior(r001)lsTOntneAr.ti.:Làkhrlne
(,930)2,1ÀIIl703!lHydc349-s0iHead(1963)9M.6iilU200,Fuího:Snredal,,l.4unniDrDísodtA,,/
oE' Pól.r,Ar.ar (193I)r 2 Whitenrn 1051-611 3 Rousèau,203-loj Scova,zi, in Oudè Elferink& Rotha.ll
(2001)6qChurc[ill,ibid,los]TiÍ.hencko,ibi4269;s.oÍ,(2009)20v1'tlEa3cenenllt Roihx€I|,1à.
Poldí Regio s at.l dte Dewlot'»tent oÍ hn?nntonaL Lar (1996).

'"' someRrnc6 tate rh.view tnàt përmaíenrly aoz.n icc shelv.s aB sus.eptiblc to eÍfedire óccupa.

tion- Sc. waldocL (rrl8) 25 rl'ltl,3l7 lai Fnzn.urice (res7) 92 H1gue À€.!c,i l, l5s. fte UssR w.s
parricularlr lóíd óÍsucl dnims: Íor slile prà.I'ce Ée Lakntiot(lr]0) 24 A/11703; I Hà.kwoÍth 449 s2i
2 wÀirèÍan 1266-7 On rie stàrus ofice in intemariónal là( sè. indheÍ lóynei (t991) 3l Nn/2lri Joyn.r
(2001) 23.In th. Anlarciic cotrteÍt,scelhe Ndzalàndcl.im over th. Ross Depend€ncI, pa ólwbich
i.cludes a .laim oy€! the Ro$ icé sh.lu Rothwell (1996) 5s, Fig I Àlsor Rich.idson (19s7) rl NZU 381

A$urn, 7hr Xo$ D.p.rdcÍrt ( 1972)
., see wall0947) I [e54.
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In the AÍctic,'3r Denmark. Finla nd, Norway, and the US ha\€ refraiíed fÍom sector

claims liDked to teÍritories peripheÍal tothe polar seas. On the otheÍ hand Canada'$
àndthe Russian federation'lr have made use ofthe sector principle.It is probablethat
ii is recoSnition by treaty or otherwlse which creates title in the Arctic rather than the
sector principle as such.'rs

Sector claims lnAntarcticà have been mdebythe U1(,r36 Ne\^.ZealÀnd, Australia,
France, Norivày, Argentina, and Chil€.'s: The state practice calls for brief comment.
First, some .laims are made which do not depend on contiguity but on discovery.

Secondly, claimaDts are not con6ned to peripheíal neighbonÍs as in the Ar€tic. And
thirdll, recognitionrss is obvioudy important in estàblishing title in an oiher'Íise fluid
situatioD cÍeated by overlapping claims, màny ofwhich in law may amount to little
more tha ambit claims or declaÍations ofinterest. Overhyhg all such clainrs, how'
ev€r, is the AntarcticTreatyr!! which in Article IV(2) prevents any àdditiona I claims to
thecontiDent beingmade aM signals non re€ognition by third states ofclaims already

6. TERRITORIAL SOVEREIGNTY AND
PEREMPTORY NORMS

The complex question ofthe etr€ct of breaches of peremptory Dorms on the validity
ofinterstàte transactioÍs is considered in chèpt€r 27 The concern her€ is the effect of
certain rules on the power oíalienatlon.

(e.) rnlNsrer ax eN AGGREssoR

llre rnodern law forbids conquest and regaÍds a treaty of cession imposed by foÍce
as a nullity, a logical extension ofthe pmhibition on lhe use of forc€ coDtained in
Article 2(4) of the UN CharteÍ.r'! Even if ànd this is open to considerable doubt the

'': scad (1963)9Mc6,,lal2o0rRothwcll (19e6)4 6,166-73: also233-91(on thc.Arctkhke th.oqr.
seerlsoScov.zzi (2001) 69.

'!r No prerke d€clararióD *ds Nd.. bur sèe I H.cksorth.l63t 2 $rhitemaó 1267 For (h. Caíadiàn
dcdararion rhot th.s<rorprincipledo6 íor àpplylolhe Ar.lic (19?0) 9lLlvl60Z613.

'" Decrecof l5Àpril1926: I tlicknorlh 461.

'" rHackwodh463-3:2Whitcm{nl26s.Also:Rothwell(l9tó)59 63.
i3ó il. Íirit se.tor claim in lhe rea was by Ldès P cnt in l9l7 delning the F(lkldd kla.ds

Depeodcrciei. FurLher: Rothwell {1996) 51.

'"' Ior th. various.laims: ibid. 5l-8.
'"" Itus lhe Norwrgiàn pÍelnrnltior oa1939 Msaccompani.d by a nrinnreolthc Mini§ry orForeigD

AfiaiB*hich recognizedthe British,N.qZeahnd,Autk,lian,and Fft..h.lainN: ibid,57-3. No^eaydoet
íór rc.epi rÀ.s(rorprinciplc.ssuch.

'"' I Dcc.mber 195q402 UNTS72,

"' Ako:Arrs3ànd4oftheHel§inkiliíalA.t,rAosusr 1975, Irlj-lvlr292.
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vice in title car be.ured by recognition bythird states, it is clear that the loser is not
precludedÈom challenging anytitle based upon atrànsferfiom the àggressor.It is the

force ofapowerflllprohibition, the stamp ofillegality, whicli opemtes here mther than

the pr\ndp1e neno àat quod non habet.In the e\e\t, the Charter erà hàs been atlended

by far less acquisition ofle tory by force than periods before it.r'! This is r€Ílected

in the terms of SC Resolution 242 (1967), which highlighted the inadnissibility of
the acquisition ofterritorl bI foLce, and more emphatically, the Friendly Reiations

DeclaÍation of1970, whi.h Íipulates that:

the teriiory ofà state shall rot be the obje.l olàcquisition by.nother state resultjng from
thethre.t or use offorce. No terrilorial àcqtrlsition Íesulting from llle threat or us€ offo.ce
shàll be recognlzed as leg!].'!l

Exceptions couldperhaps oc.L1r when ihere is a disposition of territory by the prlnci
pal poirers oÍsome other interMtional pro.edure valid as againststates generally. So

far in the modern periodsu.h dhpositions have nol resulted in an aggressor keeping

(n) run rnrNcrerr oF sxr,F DETERMINATIoN AND
TERRITORIAL TRANSFERS

ls there à rule oflawinhibjting the transfe. ofterriloryifcertain minimum conditions

oflocal.onseDt are notíulfilled? Dispositiors bI theprhcipal powers, transfers under
procedures pres.dbed by international organizations, ànd bilateral cessions in the
period since 1919 hàve been expressed to be in accordrnce with the pÍinciPle ofself
dete.mioàtion. The màchinery of the plebiscite is sometimes applied,r'r or atrected

individuals nay be given an option ofnationality and/or repairiation."l
Some opirions sLrpport the view that t.aDsfers must satisfy lhe principle. Howevet

there is insuficient pn. t,ce to warrant ihe view thnt a lransíer is invalid simpLy because

there is no suffcient provision for expression ofopinior1 by Lhe inhabitants."1 Ai Pre
seri nost .laims à.e nade in lerms which do noi irclude a condilion as !o due con

sultatjon ofthe population concerned. Those jurists who insist on the prlnciPle refer

to excepLions, in parti.ular the existence ofa collective d€clsion of states representing

"' Zacher(2001)5sLrOrg2ls,223 aiRarnè.(2006) 100,4.1Ir303,311,

"'GARes262s(xxv),24O.tober1970.seeahoSCRes662(1990)§r,dèclàringthatlhelraqianDexa
tionof(uwait under any forn ald{hàteverPretexth.s no leEal validityànd hconsidered nullandvoid.
lurther:vcrT,Arts2(lreatypro.uredthioushuseorthreatoilorcèisvoidd&,,,Í,0)

:er lHyde364-5,172!2whltemanl163 72.Ilisnó$recendyoccurredinlhecase§ofEastTinorànd

"" E.g.lndia Bangladesh.AgreementConcèrningtheDemarcàtionoftÀeLandBoundarybeiweenlndià
and Bang làdèsh à nd Relaled M atte6, l6 Mày l9 74, ava i lable at www. hc idhaka. órg/agreenent- ind ia-bd.php,

Art3asenactedbytheProtocolol6sePtember20ll,ww.mèà.govin/mystait.phP?id=s00,1r8206.

"3 Ratner(2000 r00,{,IlI 808, 311.
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the international community ro impose measures on an aggressor.,L,6and rhep.incipte
of rcspect for pre-independ€nce adrnDisirative divisions foltorÍing aftài;menr of
independence by former coionies (rri pos§dd;r).,,: tn any event the apptication of
the principle maybe diliculr irl pracLice.In retation to the Brilish Argentine dispute
over the Malvinas/Falklands the relevant UN resoiutions catl lor transfer bvvirrue of
r tr -..o e ol o.. u oll/orron wn;'e e UK re8rrd\ rra" ler wrr'rout toca'. on.pr r ", "breach of the principle of self determinarion.r,d

point of l'ie
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L6 CftÀe deb ate over tne O.ler- Neiss e frontier e$àbtished by the pots d àm De.taràtjor (1945) 39 A,IIr
sup? 24, Brcwnlie, Use aÍ Fotce 11963) 409_t"-v.B,ihilo'ouah lLlRepol"'o8op,5asèo.,Drd.ör2-1,tu8eaoho.tr.n"..e,.

r"! \eeUKMII ,lqg).qöa)4O o 4-1-4. A .o Ro.ïrn LlaSJr o1 )r,e U ,2S7. (.d$Ioro 2ndédn
2000 6r 47.OnKo.ovo:e.8.,or-.n.rn(or edj L,be,Aaró,Dnt?aa.pn.t.,at.hp,ó,.,"p,na\raat
(2009)30.
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STATUS OF TERRITORY:
FURTHER PROBLEMS

1. INTERNATIONÀL PROCEDURES OF

TERRITORIAL DISPOSITIONI

A basic assumption ofthe intern:rtional system is that sovereignty-plenary porïer

over territory inheres individually in each siate which has the better claim to title
over that teritory, and that it is no1 shared. But this is an assumption; from a legal

point of view it may even be a presuirption: i1 is not a rule, still less a peremptoÍy

norm. There js nothing to prevent a slate fmrn ileely àbandoning its sovereignty in
Iavourofmerger in anotlier state, andwhatcrn be done tu whole cdn be done in pèrt.

Groups oístates, or an internàtionàl organizauon, can come to exerclse dlspositlve

authority over a given territory: questions may then arise as to th€ modrllties oíthe
exercise olsuch pol'ers and their reLation to the self deierminallonofthepeople oílhe
terrilory concerned. Some ofthese sitrations are grouped for consideration here.

(e) s.cneelreitr T WEEN THE srATEs coNcERNED

A.ession o{lerdtorymaydepend on tlle political decision ofthe states concemed in a

dispute. Such a cession maybe the result ofa political clain, orl grounds ofhisloryor
security, alegal cla]rn, ora combination ofthese. The conditions under rehich transfer

occurs màvbe inÍluenced by the recommendatiols ofpolitical organs ofmlernational
organlzations ànd,latlerly, by the principle of self detemhàtion (see chapters 5, 29).

On numerous o.casions, plebiscites have been organized und€r the ausPices of the

Uniied Nations,ivith the results treated as indicati\.e orbinding.l

' See esp lèn.ings, ,4.4lnn,0, oÍTttitor/ 1t961) 69 37j Ciawford, C,.a rio 
" 

o/ SÍafeJ (2nd edn,2006)

Rekfttda ond Natianal Ëlectian. 11994).
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(r) Iorur oecrsroN oF TuE pRrNCrpAL powERS

Ljkewise on a number ofoccasions a group ofleading powers, perhaps in associauon

witli à nunberofother states, have assun1e.l a power ofdisposltion, àlthough the legaL

bases ofsuch apower we|e sometines problematic.rli is possible ÈaL as in the càse of
the creation ofa ne$. constitution byrebelllon, the politlcal and legal bases are insep

arable: certainly the legà1 consequences ofthls pox'er ofdisposilion are commonly
accepted. ïhe mandates system rested in substantiàl part àt least on such a power of
disposilion, and the International Court ac.epted its conseqrences in its successive

advisory opinions on the status ofSouth West Afri.a.r
Disposition oftcrritor,v alone is not enough for a lransfer ofsovereignty, however.

hl the Etirrea/venen atbitration, the Tribunal .onsidered the status ofcertàin Red

Sea islands h Light ofArticle 16 ofthe Treàty ofLausanne, by Nhich the Ottoman

Empire renounced sovereignty over the islands. It heidthat Do doctrine ofreve ionoI
historical title applied, so that sov€r€ignty over the islands in question had rernained

indeterminate alier Turkey divested itself oI the territory.' What wàs required fo.
acquisition ofthe territory was'àn intenlional display ofpower and autliority over

the territor)-, by the exercise ofjurlsdi.uon ànd state functions, on a continuous aDd

(c) ,LcuoN nv uNrrED NATIoNS oRGANS

It is doubtful1fthe UN has a capaciiyto convel title, in part because it cannot assurne

the role ofterritorial sovereignr in spite ofthe pdncipie oI implied powers, the UN is
not a state ànd the General Assembly only has a power olrecommendation. On this

basis it car be àrgued that GA Resolution 18i(II) of29 NovembeÍ 19,12 approvrng a

partitio. plar for Palestine, was ilnot irlilr,i/es at an). rate not binding on member

However this may be, the fact is that states may agree to d€legàte a power ofdis
position to a poljticàl organ of the UN, at least where the prefiotls soverelgn has

relinquished titlej bÉ there is no llnnsfeÍ ofsovereignty and t1o disposilion oI a title
inherirg in the Organizatjon. In such càses the OrganizatioD àcts Prima \r as a ref'
eree. Tle General Assemblï played tliis type oI role in relation to the crcàtion ofthe
new states ofLibya andSomalia andinthe cnse ofteÍritoryreliDquishedbyllall under

the Peace Treàty ofl947i

) Cl lficr dtionatStdtusalsotrÀrrhrA,rri.o,lclReP.rts1930p1:3,116-6rÍJ,oÍdM.N"rir)
' Srdt,J o/ So.t, Í/d ,4, i.d, rcl Rcports l9s0 p I23i l.g,l Cahrqu ia Jat State: al the cdnkuet)

?ftsen.e oí Sauth Altidt in Nd1"ibi. (Sauth w6r AJt in, llottnhstuniirg Se.u)nr countiL RcsaLttior 276

0970),ICIRèp.r[ 1971p 16i tveÍen Salrd, Ic] Reports 197s p l2
\ Etitftd d"d Ye1"e (Ten itoml sovc,",g,r-, (1993) Ll.tlLR 1,41)

'Kc]Lsen, re1.d||óftheUhit.dNar,,,r(1950)195 7j Cràvford (2nd edn, 20061 í2! 16.

" See G^ Res 239A(Iv),21 Novcmber 1919i GA Rès 337(v), 17 Nolcmber 1950r GA Res 1r13(xl\r), s

Dc.c.rber 1959.Fr her GARes515(\rl),I Februàr! 1952,onthctraníe, oIlrit.èàbErhiopià.
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on similar principles, the General Assembly probably retaiDed a po$'er to lermi
nate trusteeship statlr for cause.! But the termination ofmàndates was à màtt€r ol'

more difliculty, partly becàuse the power ofdisposition arguably tuhered in tlie prin-
cipal Allied Powers participallng in the Treàty of Versallles.'0 It n1ay be that, in tlie
histoÉc cases ofmandate and trustee*ip, and also ofthe few rcmaining terriiories
to which Chapter xl of the Charter applies, lhe UN does no t confer sovereignty', but

rather decides on or approves the man Der in lvhich lhe principle of self- determlnation
is to be DpleDented. CeÍiainly resolutions ofthe Geneml Assembly play an lmpor
taDtelemenl in the consolidation oftitle over territory. This * especially the case with
the r€solllLions based on Resolution 1514(XV). the Declàmllon on the Granting of
Indeperdence to Colonial Couniries and PeopLes.Ll

However that may be, the General Assembly assumed the power 1o terminate

the Mandate for South \{est Africa in Resolution 214s(XXl) oI27 Oclober 1966.i:

Subsequentlythe General Assembly established the Council for South Wesi Afri.a,
àppointed a LÍN Commissioner to administerthe territory, ard reDarned the teritory
'Nan1lbia. South Africa failed to respond to ihese developmerts and the Security
Councilàdoptedresolutionsin I969and 1970'recognizing'thedecisionoftheGenerà1
Assembly to terminàte the Mandale and cailing upon àll siàtes to taLe measues to

lmplernent the6ndingthat South Afticat continuedpresence in NaDibia was illegal.

Bya furtherresolution the Internatioml Courtwas asked to give an advisoryopi11ion

or the question,'What are the legal coisequences for States ofthe coDtinued pres-

ence ofSouth Aftica in Namjbia notwithslanding Security Council Resolution 276

(1970)?'As a prchninary to gir-ing its views on the substance ofthe questior, tlie
Court coDsidered thevalidjty ofGA Resolution 2145(XXI) in terms ofthe Charter.rl

ïle Court held that the power ofthe League ofNations, ànd iherefore ofthe United

Nations, to revoke rhe Mandate fo. r€asons recognized by general irtertiational
law (terminàtion on the gÍound ofmaterial brea.h of a treaiy) $as to be implied.L'

]1re role adopted by the General Assembly, assisted by the Secllrity Council, was

1o rake such action as was necessary to ensur€ th€ lpplicàtion ofth€ provisloDs of
Resolution 151,1(XV) to the people of Namibia. In formal tems at least, this djd not

involve r power of disposition ns such, but the application of the provisions ofthe
Charter as interpreted by the pmctice of the organs, rel.ting to the pdnciPle ofself

' Thn óay be inferred lrom Arts 76 ànd 35 of the Chlrréi, Iennings (1963) 3r. No exPress provision

appèàrs, but (except wirh stEtè8ic riuíeeshiPsl it was lhè GA that àPProved the rrusteeship agrèenenl in
each c ase. Iu rther: Ma4ton (1969)13ICiQ l;Crawfórd(2ndedn,2006) 531 6

" Also: statts aÍsouth w6t AÍri.4,Icl Reporis 19s0p 123,150(ludgeMcNai),163 0udge Read), r30-l
(JudBeAlErez, diss);Cràwford (2ndedn,2006) s74-31.

u u Dè.enber 1960. Further lennings (1963) 32-z

': Fo. contempoiary coÉnent: Dugard (1963) 62 À/r 73j Marston (1969) ls ICaQ l,23ljRouNeàu
(196?) ?1 RGDIP 342.

'" N,fli&id, ICI Rèports l97lp 16,4s 50.

" Ibid,47 9. Also: Dugard 0963)6241tL73,34-3.

--

tr-

I
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detennination.'5 Namibia eventuàlly achiev€d independence in 1990 afler el€ctions
supeNised bythe UN liansition Assistance Grcup.L6

Th€ role of the General Assembly it1 tLe decolonization of Western Sahara has
irvolved a complex of issues con.erriDg the prjnciple of self-determinàtion and
the legal interesis ofMorocco (and at one time Mauritània).'; Tlie sitration remains

In the aftermath of tlie lraqi invasion and occupatlon of Kuwait the Securlty
Council adopted Resolution 687 (1991). ïhe resolLrtioD specified the measurcs
to be taken under Chàpter VII of the Charter. In particnlar, the Securlty Council
demanded respect for the agreed territorial dellmltation.r, ard decided ro guaraDtee

the inviolability of the . . . iDternational boundary and to take as appropriate all ne.
essary measrres to that end in accordance with the Cliirter oÍthe United Nriions'.
In the ev€nt. following the eviction oIIraq by a broad based coalition acrmg under
a Security Courcil mandate, a Dernarcàtion Commission was created: it subnitted
n Final Report oD the demarcàlion ofthe international boundary between Iraq and
Kurlait on 20 NIay 1993.r0In Resol tion 833 (1993) the SecurityCouncil adopted the
decisions ofthe Commission as 'fiDal'. Ée exercise was, at least in form, the demar-
cation ofan already agreed atlgnnent and no 'reallocation' was intended. Flowever
when the Final Report is exaniined it follows almost inexorably that elements of
delimitation 1r./einvolved, especiàlLy in relation to the madtime deliDitatiorl.lr The
outcome was cotltrov€rsial but ir is importanr to rememb€r that the security council
expressly disclalmed an intention to use the dernarcation process for the purpose of
'reallocating teritory between Kuwait ànd Iraq. lraq subsequently recognized the
boundary so determiDed.::

Ir the context of maintainjng international pea.e ànd security UN organs have also
beer preparedio assume administrative fu nclions jt1 relatior, for exarnple, to the CiLy

r5 For criti.ism ofrhè ópinió. ón the basisthat neithertheGA norrheSChas the power ro àbrógàte or
alteitedtorialrights,seeludgelnznàuri.e(disr,IClReportsl97rp16,230 3,294-5.ButinlheFriendiy
Relations Dectaration, ine GA siated rhar a.hièving d,, poliri.al status freeh determined br plebiscite is
lantanrolnt to achieving self-determination: Declaràtion on ?rinciplès óíInternatiónàl La{.olcerning
Irièndly Reldions àn.l Co operation amon8 States in accordancewirh the charter of the Unnèd Nàtions,
Annexto GA Res 2625(XXV),2.1 October 1970.

ró GA ResS.l3,23 April 1990,IollowingSC Res 652 (1990).

" wer,e, sara/d, Icl Repoits 197s p 12,69 77 (ludge G.os), lo5 15 Uudge Petrén), rt6-26 (Judge

Dillàrd), 127-72 (Judgede Castio).
r! IrÀnck (1976) 70 À/Ir 694i Shàw (1973) 49 ar l13j cravaord (2nd è.ln,2oaq g7 a7tSl2OA7l21A.
!'! lraq (uw.it, Agreed Minules Between the State of Kuwait and the Repubiic ol Iraq Regardiíg thé

Restoration of lriendl). Relations, Recognition and Related Matters, Baghdad,4 October 1963i 43s UNTS
321. ï!è Agieed Minutès did nót delimn naitime areas.

ro 5/25311, 21 Mày 1993.I Mendelson&Hulton (1993) 648Y135.
5 too4 -J. t4 o-.obe. toor. Al\o. sc Re. 04o Ltaoir
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oflerusalem,rr the lree City ofTrieste,ra East Timon':5 and Kosovo.':6 The existence of
such adminisuatjve powers resls legitimately on the principle ofnecessary implication

and is not incompatible with th€ vi€w that the UN cannot have territoÍial sovereignty.

SOVEREIGNTY DISPLACED OR ]N ABEYANCE

Althoughan undivided sovereignty is the normal mode of territorial administration,
ex.eptional situàtions exist ivhich €annot be forced into the sovereignty strail'jacket.
Thus solereignty may be held jointly by two states, as in a condominium,:: or dis'
tÍibuted in time, as with a leàs€hold oÍ otheÍ grnnt of sovereign rights subje€t to àn

ultimate right ofreversion.r" Or it may be in abeyance, as lrith the mandate and trus-
teeship systems.?' A brief aÍalysis of some other possibililies follows.

(e) rennlrol sur ruorcr
When a territorial dispute is referred to adjudicntlon, there is a real sense i» rvhich

sovereignty is in abeyance pertdente LiÍet at any I3te rhe tribunal cannot ackDowledge

eitherstateassovercigD pendingitsdecision,althoughlhedecisiononce giv€nwillbe
declaràtoryinfonn. ïheanalogyhereis perhàps $'iththerighl ofpossession whiclr the

sÉqaestdl or stakeholder had in Roman 1aw.30 The existing regime Íests on ècts in the

las,which inprinciple could not create sovereigntyin the existnBholderbut which do

not reÍder the Íegion rerm n !r llirs. Ior practical purposes thepresent possessormavbe

regarded as exercising Dormal powers of jurisdictiotr and admhislration, subje.t only
to external limitations arising from the legal instruments deteÍmining the status of
the region.'Ihus the r€levant agreement may contain proYisions for demilita rization.

Furthermore, there must be an implied obligation not to act in such a way as to

render fulfilment ofthe ultimàte objective ofthe arrangement impossible.'ftus ifthe

rr SeeTrnsreeshICouncil,St.urelortheCiryof]eÍusalÈm,T1592,.rÀPril19s0rSrihtr(2001)siuPUN)?
r05,126-11r,1:ChcstermÀn,vdr,IhePeoPte:theUne.lNdtions,T,.itiadlAdntitrtttutiotnklStdtc

'?i See Permanent Snnul. foÍ the Frèè TeÍitory ofTrieste, Annex VI tó th.
10 FebruaÍy 1947,4, UNTS li Stahn (2001) s MPL/Nv! 105, l2s 6, 13s-6,

Cheslerman (200,!) 50-2,
rs On the UN TrrnsitbnalAdni.htrítion in ËastTióór (1999-2002) see

560 2;Chestelmu (2004) 60-4, l3s-43,
:ó RÍfiert (2001) s0 iCtQ 6l3iSt{lrn (2001) s MPUNL losi Wilde (2001)

(2004) 79-33. Fuíhcr chrprcÍ4.
" r.uterpachr (1956)5lCtQ aos, 409-,ll4i Seyersted 0961) r7 avrsl,452-

,v7l (Ne{Hebride$.ClXch.n(19s0)l9s-7634 7.
r3 $è b.í.knosn c!r. js 6rd,,d,",ro Bd, undd thè Cuba-US Trealy

cTs3r4.
:' coNaord (2nd edn,2006), 6l]-15.
'" HolnEs, ?r.Co[don Ldk(183t) 209.

T.erty ol l,cd!. with ltrly,
130r 3 \Yhi1.m{tr 6lt-109i

Criwto (2nd edn, 2006)

95 àIll 583i Chostoilnrn

3iO CotrnclL (19ó8-69) 4l

oi 2l Feb!ur!v 1903, l9l

--
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stat€d objective is to provide foran€xp.ession ofopinion bycertain minoritvgroups
it would be ,/rra ,irer to deport or to harass and blackmail the groups conceÍned.rl
In this respect, the àbsence ofa textually-prescribed enforcement mechanism is not
eDough to ollset the obligalion not lo impede fulfilm€nt ofthe end goal, though the
presence ofsuchamechatris will add yet another arrow to the bor'. The statusofthe
inhabitants in terms ofnationaiity and citizenship will depend on the circumstaDces
ofthe particular case.r: lfone accepts the obligations inherent in the doctrine ofthe
ultimate objectilc theD the coDferment and deprivation oínatioDalitywould not be a

matter of dollrestic jurisdiction for the administering state.

(r) rrrxrrorr rrrrE To wHrcH rs uNDETERMTNED

lt may happen that a piece of territory not a res n"llirs has no determi»ate sover-

eign. This is not simply a case where two states have conflicti ng €la ims toterritoÍy. In
principle such cases cÀn be Àssessed 0ccordirg ro law, wlth judgment in ihe form ofa
declarrtion. By contrast there are cases where title is iD effectsuspended pendingsome

Existing cases spring chiet'ly from the Íenunciàtion of sovereignty by the former
holdeí and ihe exhtence ofan interr€gÍum with disposition postponed until à cer-

tain condition is fulfrlled. oÍ where rhe states having a power ofdisposition for what-

everÍeason do not exercise the poweror fàil to exercise it validly. Forexample, in lhe
1951 Peace Treaty Japan renounced all rights to Tai\€n.I But the better view is that
Taiwan $'as not the subjectofànyàct ofdispositionr it was not trànsíerred to anystate.
fte former view of the British government ,yas that: 'FoÍmosa and the Pescadores

are...ierritory the de ;r/e sovereignty over rlhich is uncertàin or undetermined'.:!
Since 1972 the British government has acknorvledged the position of the Chi nese gov-

ernment that Taiwan is a province ofChina.r:

(c) reana:vur,lrus36

For practical purposes the cases of terra nílliís and territory rxó iadi.í or title to
whlch is undeÍermined may, to a certalnexteDt, be àssimilated.In both cases activity
is limited by principles similar to those protecting a reversioner! interest in muni
cipal Iàw. However, in the c se ol the tern nullius the state which is jn the course of

" Cenocide Conyenttun,9December r9,{8,73 UN]'S 277.
tz Ct Etitte./ Ethiapih Clnin\ cothn\iot, Pdrtiil Atedl dt La* of PíoPiry ,' EthioPia auial 4 Nar

Reside t!ErnrcnsClnn No 21),19 oe.emb$2005, §§3-ll.
"" TrertyolPcd.ewithhpan,3ScptenbsÍ 19s1, l16UNÍS,{5,Art2(b)
r'wrnté.,Dsvèrbylh.seodÀryolSlÀtc,4Iebruaryl955,lD(19t6)5IcrQa05,,113ralsó,(1959)3

" seetheodjcijlsratementsin0936)574v509,5r2r(1991)628Y563i(1995)6ó8v613,620-l Onr[e
legal sl{lus olTanÍàD.ICrawford (2na èdn, 2006) 206-21

"IslodoJPnha3(t92ö2RtAA329rFir,óauric.(1957)92HagueR..ir€,]129,1a0 l.CfMrNdii,
Ofriidnr]la 25il".,Drer vNo,r/c{d, Go,snrn?,r(1933) 7ll.R 109. Àllor chaptèt 9,

consolidatir
.nt differen
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consolidating iitler'is in principleentitledto carryout acts ofsovereignty. The import,
ant difference is that \lhereas a tetru nuLlius is open to acquisition by any state, the
territorysrb irdice is notsusceptible to occupation, since the express conditionsfor its
attribution Inay have beer laid dowD àlready.Ir anycase, therealreadyis apossessor
whose interim possession may hÀve rec€ived some form ofrecognition.

À relrd nxllrrsis subiectto ceÍtain rulesoflaw which depend or two assumptions,
6rst,ihatsuch zonesare íor the tine beiÍg free íor the use and exploitation ofall and,
second, that persons are not deprived ofthe protection ofihe law merely because oí
the absence of state sov€reignty-the law of the sea gives the rel€vant analogy for th js.

States ma,v exer.ise jurisdiction itr respect oftheir individuals and companies caÍry-
ing on activilies in a tel/d rrllirs, as well as iD Íespect ofstàtcl€ss persons. There is also
u niversal ju risdicrion in certain cases:Article 101 ofthe UN Convention on the Laiv
of the Sea defines piràcy lo include acts directed 'against a ship, air.raft, persons or
pÍoperty in a Place outside thejurisdiction of any State'.r8 Acts in the »ature ofaggres-
sion orbreaches ofthe peace, war crimes, or cdmes against peàce ànd huInanity, will
equàllybeso rr teÍrd rri lius.r' Unjust i6ed interference from ageÍ.ies ofànotherstate
with lawful activity will create international responsibility in the ordinary Íva),. As
far as succession ofobligations to the new state goes, it is doubtful hether private
inierests estabiished prior to the reductlon into sovereignty ofa rerra nrll,rs must be

respected by the ne\Y sovereign.ro

Several issues remain unsettled. lt is not cleaí ihat a ferl4 trlllias has a territorial
sea: thelogic, suchas it is, of the doctdne of appurtenancerr does not apply here, and it
wouldbe reasonable to regard the adjacentwaters as high seas.rl

(o) nes coaza.ruivrs

'Ihe high seas are commonly described as ,.es.om ,?1 riso r lrm,| and occasionally as

Íes exttu comncíciun.1''Íhe use ofthese teÍms is inno.entenough, providing not too

J' Since í.r.s do nor alM,ls idvertise an ,,i,ar po$id.,r, ihis is prob.bly to bè pÍesrmèd, ex..pt
t{h.re represenhrions lro,n o(h.r states p,ovo\.. discl.im€r. Se È$orilN.la (2003) l,{ È/II- 703,717 (prc-

s(nt,trgonevier(ofdnn,lrpo$,.l.ndiasan cnprl phanlonr')t Legal Skitrt oÍ Ea.te Grcertand \t93t)

riUNCI,OS,l0De.enbèr193l,l3l3UNlSl.Alsó:UNCLOS,A $ l00, 105j ILC vl)k 1956/II, 282-l
(^ s33 9àídalindconn.ntaÍylhereon) On pÍacy: chapteÍ 13.

I Fitzmauri..(1957)92 È.gucRe.!.il 129, 112.

" Cf,lrlDd rOuee".ldd íN" 2) ll2 [R,,57
" E.e. cahan I Whttca lb lt9t9) 142 Minn ?0, 23 (Miirn SC) dennirg drpríe,ar.d s ftlhat whidr

belongsto sonrthingelse. Somdhin8 anner&l to anóth{$ing nórworihy,'
" GCTS,29 Àpnl les3, t16UNTS215,a l0àndUNCLOSArt2rp.ikoirheèrtensioíofthesoe.

cigml óar shtc, noioltÀeeicniolà rerrirór,y.
d Fnzna!ri.c (1957)92 ÈàgueXe.r.il l:9, 142,143,150-1,156-1 ló0-2.ln Romjn hwthe conccpt

did Dol àcqriÍc r verl delinile content w$.onfupd {l tines {ith dJr,&/,.a., On the ligh scÀsl

rr Lindle,v,I,r,{.4!È,,,o,n./Gov.nntt tnJBa.k nnlTèrÍitótyht tent iönol t-dn 11976) 2t,ses
lhclerm rerr,n ,n, nxili,r

ffiffiil1;
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much is read into them.lhey represent onlyaferrbasic guideposts and do not provide
a viable regime of tliemselves. nle /es cori ,l lr is may not be subjected to the sover

eig,rty ofany state, general acquiescence apart, and states are bound 1o refrain fronl
any acts which might adversely afect the use ofthe high seas by other states or tlieir
nationals. It is now generally accepted thrt outer space ànd celestial bodies have the
same general charàcier. Legàl reglmes thàt are similar in type maïbe appLied bytreaty
to otherresources, for example àn oilfield underlyiDg parts oft$'o or more states.!!

(t) rennrron rar- eNrrrres (ornrr rne.N srerss) nNloyrNc
LEGAL PERSONALITY

In Western Sahara the International Court .onsidered the legal status of the
'Mauritanian entity'at the time ofcolonization by Spain in the years 1884 onwards.
It wàs acceptedthatthe entitywas not a state. However, in coming to this conclusioi
the Court accepted as aprincjple that in certain conditions a legal entlty, other thnn a

state, 'enjoying some form ofsovereignty', could exist distinci from the sever.l eEir
ates and tribes which composed it.16 fhese conditions were not described with àny
precisjon by ihe Court but were Íelated to the existence of conmon institulions or
organs'andofan entity rÍhich was in'such a position that it possesses, m regardto its
Members, rights which itls entiiled to askthem 10 respect'.1i

(r),lrlrancuc.r.as

Escaping all classiflcrtions-but illustmting $'eIl the possibilities and x€aknesses of
international àrrangemenis for the governnent of territory is Antàr.tica. Virtually
the whole cortinert is clàimed by ore of the sever .lainànt states (there is a smaLl

unclainied sector rvhicL is the last Mviving Írrrd ,!Ui!s on earth). But these claims

are not recognized by ary other parti.ipant in Antarctic activitl, and tlie legal posi

tions ofboth claimants and non clainlants are protected by a continental 'without
prejudjce' clause, Article IV ofthe Antarctic Treaty.'! lt is on this fràgilebàsis ofclaims
and their non recognition that dre entire edifice ofAntarctic scientific and (jncreas

lng], touristic acti\.ity is based, as well as the regulatory fiamework ofthe Antarctic
TreatySystem.

is UK Netherlands, Agreement relating lo the rxpbitation oaSinsle Geological Structures extending
a.rós the Dividing Lineon the Continentàl ShelfundertheNorth Sea,6 October 196s,595 UNTS 106.

'" Icl Reports 1975 p 12, 57-65, 67-3.
r? Ibid, 63, rcferring to Àep,r,tion Íoí rnjnies Suiertà in thé sètri.è ol the U"ited Ndtion.Icl Repotrs

1949p 174,173. On legal person alitl chàptèr4.
a3 SëëBns6, Antdtíird d^d Intenariodi l,a, (1933); Rothwell,the Palot Regian. ond íhe DdeloP e í

ol Intenariokal La (1996)t stol&e & vidas, Go,e,fli,g r,r? A,r,r.ri. (I996)i Cr.vfo.d, in French, Saul&
w\i,re(.dÉ), Ihtet dtional Laea d Dk? te Settlehe t(2ata) 2'7t.

" A ntàrc tic Treaty, I December 1959,402UNTS 7l,Artlv,

illr,
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The Creation of the State of Palestine:
Too Much Too Soon?

James Crawford

I. Introduction

It seems to be difficult for international lawyers to write in an impartial and balanced way
about the Palestine issue. Most of the literature, some of it by respected figures, is vio-
lently partisan. It is true that this only reflects much of the political and personal debate
about Palestine. Still, such a level of partisanship in legal discourse is disturbing. Per-
haps the sceptics are right in claiming that "impartiality" is a facade and a pretence, in
which case Boyle at least has the merit of honesty and lack of hypocrisy in his pleading.
But the problem is that, if they are right, we should not merely give up the pretence but
the game itself. And the obstinate fact remains that the actors, most of the time, continue
to use the language of law in making and assessing claims. (International law scholars
are not like critics in an empty theatre). That the language of law is used implies that
these claims can be assessed, on the basis of values which extend beyond allegiance to a
particular party, country, bloc or religion.

It may be conceded that Boyle's evident and - if his work is to be read as stating a le-
gal claim rather than as a disguised oath of allegiance - regrettable partisanship has illus-
trious antecedents, on both sides of the dispute. Even so, an unusually high proportion of
what Boyle has to say is directed at issues of strategy and is concerned to advocate a cer-
tain position within the overall spectrum of the Palestinian cause. However, those views
are supported by legal arguments of various kinds, which call for separate examination.
To the extent that it involves propositions of international law, Boyle's thesis, as out-
lined in "The Creation of the State of Palestine"1 and stated in more detail elsewhere,2

involves three basic propositions;

(1) Having regard to the classical "four elements constituent of a state", Palestine, under
the provisional government of the Palestine Liberation Organization, is already a state
in international law: "all four characteristics have been satisfied by the newly proclaimed
independent state of Palestine."

Challis Professor of International Law, Dean, Faculty of Law, University of Sydney; Associe,
Institut de Droil International.

1 Boyle, 'The Creation of the State of Palestine1. EJIL (1990) 301.
2 See Boyle, 'Create the State of Palestine!' (1988) 7 Scandinavian Journal of Development Al-

ternatives 25.

/ EJIL (1990) 307
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(2) The General Assembly, whether as the successor of the League of Nations with respect
to the mandate system or by virtue of the authority to recognize the new state, and in its
Resolution 43/177 has "essentially" done so, such recognition "being constitutive,
definitive, and universally determinative." (Boyle has however already stated that the
Palestine National Council's Declaration of Independence was "definitive, determinative
and irreversible").

(3) To add yet a third level of determinacy (to make assurance trebly sure), he adds that
other states, and in particular Israel and the United States, are bound to accept the new
state, either because the international status of the Palestinian people had already been
"provisionally recognized" in Article 22 of the League of Nations Covenant, a position
preserved by Article 80 of the Charter, or (in the case of Israel) because its acceptance of
the Partition Resolution was a "condition for its admission" to the United Nations.

Other questions which he discusses include the present legal status of Jerusalem, and
the partly related issue of the modalities for terminating the Israeli occupation of the oc-
cupied territories. Boyle's "solution" for the Jerusalem problem would involve a demili-
tarized "corpus separatum", under United Nations auspices, with neither side relinquish-
ing its claim to sovereignty over the Old City. His suggestion for an orderly termination
of Israeli occupation seems to be involve the imposition of a trusteeship with the United
Nations itself, apparently, as administering authority. Both suggestions raise complex
legal issues: for example, are the occupied territories "now held under mandate" within
the meaning of Article 77(1 Xa) of the United Nations Charter, and if not, which state or
states are currently "responsible for their administration"? But they raise even more
formidable difficulties at the levels of policy, practicality and finance, and there seems
no need to discuss them in detail here. But it is necessary to say at least something about
the other three arguments.

II. The Status or Palestine under the Traditional Criteria for
Statehood

It is a curious feature of modern discussions of territorial status that the "traditional defi-
nition" of a state, as expressed in the four criteria referred to in the Montevideo Conven-
tion on the Rights and Duties of States of 1933,3 continues to exercise so strong a hold.
It is even more curious when the Montevideo definition, which looks to the ostensibly
separate elements of territory, permanent population, government and the capacity to en-
ter into relations with other states, is then minutely examined - in some cases one would
say tortured - in order to be able to argue that a particular entity fits within those criteria.

Even applying the Montevideo Convention, in a relatively superficial way, in accor-
dance with its terms, it is difficult to see how Palestine could constitute a state. Its whole
territory is occupied by Israel, which functions as a government in the territory. The
Palestine Liberation Organization has never functioned as a government in respect of the
occupied territories. But the Montevideo Convention treats statehood essentially as an
existing state of affairs, as a matter of fact as much as a matter of law.4 And as a matter of
fact, notwithstanding that allegiance, neither the PLO nor the Palestine National Council

3 165 LNTS 19.
4 See J. Crawford, The Creation of Slates in International Law (1979) 36-48 for an examination

and critique of the Montevideo formula.
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has been in a position to exercise the whole range of governmental powers within the
territory concerned. That they may have a right to do so - or, more accurately, that the
Palestinian people may have a right to choose a representative authority to govern them-
selves - is beside the point, from the perspective of the Montevideo formula. That for-
mula is concerned with the existence of secure governing authority rather than with any
right to exercise that authority in future. It should be recalled that the Montevideo Con-
vention was drafted at a time when the principle of self-determination was not generally
recognized in international law, and when the implications of the nascent rule prohibit-
ing the use of force between states in this context had not been worked out It may be that
the idea of statehood, imperfectly expressed in the Montevideo Convention, has been
modified by these developments. But it is curious that the debate about the statehood of
entities such as Palestine is still conducted in terms of that Convention. Boyle's essay is
a good example of this.

Rather than examining separately the four apparently discrete criteria listed in the
Montevideo formula, it is preferable to focus on the notion of state independence as a
prerequisite for statehood. Essentially that notion embodies two elements - the existence
of an organized community on a particular territory, exclusively or substantially exercis-
ing self-governing power, and secondly, the absence of the exercise of another state, and
of the right of another state to exercise, self-governing powers over the whole of that ter-
ritory.5

From this perspective, the often stated proposition that the absence of clearly delim-
ited boundaries is not a prerequisite to statehood is axiomatic. Boundaries are the conse-
quence of territory. But territory, in the context of statehood, is not "something owned."
It is the basis in space for the organized community which is the state. No doubt the PLO
directly and indirectly exercises considerable influence within the occupied territories,
and commands the allegiance of a significant part of the population of those territories.
But this falls far short of what is required in terms of the first element, the existence of an
organized self-governing community. Moreover, that Israel's governmental power and
authority over those territories does not amount, for the most part, to a claim of
sovereignty, that it would be unlawful if it did amount to a consensus that the Palestinian
people are entitled to form a state - none of this could affect the point that they do not
currently do so, if the generally-accepted principle of state independence is applied. In
this respect Boyle fails to face up either to the law or the facts.

Of course there are other conceptions of statehood under which different results might
be reached. The first and most obvious alternative - though Boyle does not rely upon it -
is the constitutive theory of statehood. According to this view an entity is a state if, and
only if, it is recognized as such by other states. But the difficulty is that the constitutive
theory inevitably leads to extreme subjectivity in the notion of the state. There is no rule
that majority recognition is binding on third states in international law. At present
Palestine has been recognized as a state by over 100 states, but it does not yet command
anything like the level of quasi-unanimous support as such which would be required to
establish a particular rule of international law to the effect that Palestine is a state. In the
absence of such a "particular" rule, the constitutive theory leads inevitably to the propo-
sition that another state is not bound to treat an entity as a state if it has not recognized
it. Since the crucial actors here are the United States and Israel, which vehemently do not
recognize Palestine as a state, the theory leads nowhere. In any event, there are com-
pelling reasons for rejecting the constitutive theory, and most modem authorities do so.6

5 Id., 48-71.
Id., 15-24, with references to other authorities.
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The second alternative would be to seek to take advantage of developments in interna-
tional law since 1943 which have arguably modified the conception of statehood from
that implied by the Montevideo formula. There has been a certain departure from the no-
tion of a state as an effective territorial community independent of other states. Instead,
notions of entitlement or disentitlement to be regarded as a state have been influential, at
least in some situations. Thus entities which would have otherwise qualified as a state
may not do so because their creation is in some significant sense illegitimate (Rhodesia,
the Bantustans, the Turkish Federated States of Cyprus). Palestine involves the converse
problem, that of an entity which is not sufficiently effective to be regarded as indepen-
dent in fact, but which is thought entitled to be a state.

It should be stressed that we are not dealing with the situation of the extinction of
states which were once, incontestably, established as such. The situation here involves
the establishment of a new state on territory over which other states have claims of one
kind or another. On this issue the practice is limited, though it is not non-existent In the
case of a number of former Portuguese territories in Africa (Guinea-Bissau being the best
example'')' the view was taken that the National Liberation Organization's extensive de
facto control over large parts of the territory in question, and the apparent inevitability
of its success, combined with the principle of self-determination, meant that the entity
became a state in circumstances in which the recognition of its statehood would other-
wise have been premature. Although the arguments in favour of premature statehood were
often not set out or were poorly articulated, the importance of the principle of self-deter-
mination in such cases seems to have been that it disentitled the former sovereign to rely
on its authority over the territory. On the other hand it is significant that in each of these
cases the liberation organization did have a significant degree of control in the territory,
such that its victory could reasonably be said to be imminent. Moreover the issue pre-
sented was one of a simple yes/no kind - independence for the territory in question or the
continuation of colonial rule. There was no question of any subsisting claim by the colo-
nial power, or indeed by any other state, to significant parts of the territory in question.

The situation in Namibia provides an instructive contrast There, notwithstanding the
undoubted entitlement of the people of Namibia to self-determination, as declared by the
International Court in the Namibia case,& and despite the fact that the relevant liberation
organization, SWAPO, did have a high degree of allegiance, and a fluctuating degree of
control, in Namibia, there was no attempt to treat Namibia as being already legally a
state. Instead action was taken to bring about its independence, and in the meantime to
seek to protect the rights of the people of Namibia through other means (e.g. the Resolu-
tion of the United Nations Committee for Namibia on Permanent Sovereignty over its
Natural Resources). In this situation the modalities of achieving independence were of
great importance, and were undoubtedly an important factor in leading states to maintain
the distinction between the rights of the people of Namibia and their present status.
Much the same thing could be said of the Western Sahara, especially having regard to the
presence of a relatively powerful neighbouring state with claims over the territory.

Thus although a majority of states have taken the view that the next logical step be-
yond the Guinea Bissau situation should be taken in the case of Palestine, a significant
minority of states opposes that step. There is certainly not the level of support in state
practice, nor in the other sources of international law, to support that additional de-
velopment.

7 Id., 260-1.
8 ICJ Rep (1971) 16.
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practice, nor in the other sources of international law, to support that additional de-
velopment.

This is not to say that the territory now designated as the territory of Palestine lacks a
special legal status, or that appropriate representatives of the people of that territory do
not share that status for various international purposes. But the continuing reservations
held about the status of Palestine are reflected, both in the practice of international orga-
nizations and in the actions of individual states. For example, on 12 May 1989 the 42nd
World Health Assembly deferred consideration of the application of Palestine for admis-
sion as a member of the World Health Organization. The preamble of the relevant resolu-
tion (A42/VR/10) states, in part

Recognizing in this context that the legal and other issues related to the application
of Palestine for membership of the World Health Organization require further detailed
study...

Similarly the Executive Board of UNESCO deferred consideration of a Palestinian applica-
tion for membership of UNESCO, while adopting measures to ensure that Palestine had
the fullest possible opportunity (short of membership) of participation in the work of
UNESCO.'

Another expression of doubt as to the status of Palestine is contained in the Note of
Information which Switzerland, as the depository of the 1949 Geneva Conventions on
the Laws of War and the 1977 Protocols, addressed to States Parties. In that Note Switzer-
land reported that it had declined to accept a "communication" from the permanent ob-
server of Palestine to the United Nations office in Geneva, acceding to the Conventions
and Protocols, on the grounds that

Due to the uncertainty within the international community as to the existence or the
non-existence of a State of Palestine and as long as the issue has not been settled in
an appropriate framework, the Swiss Government, in its capacity as depository ... is
not in a position to decide whether this communication can be considered as an in-
strument of accession in the sense of the relevant provisions of the Conventions and
their additional Protocols... The unilateral declaration of application of the four
Geneva Conventions and of the additional Protocol I made on 7 June 1982 by the
Palestine Liberation Organization remains valid.10

Against this general background some brief comments should be made about two other
arguments used by Boyle to support the case for the statehood of Palestine.

III. The Authority of the General Assembly to Recognize
Palestinian Statehood

Boyle takes a very extensive view of the General Assembly's authority to recognize
Palestinian statehood, specifically by its Resolution 43/177. These seem to be three
main bases for this authority. The first involves the "provisional recognition" given to

s See UNESCO 132 EX/31, 29 September 1989. and the associated Consultation by Professor
Alain Pelet. 7 September 1989.

1 0 Embassy of Switzerland, Note of Information tent to Slates Parties to the Convention and
Protocol, 13 September 1989.
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the sovereignty of the nations subject to "A" class mandates pursuant to Article 22 of the
League of Nations Covenant. That provisional recognition would be a right of peoples
saved or reserved by Article 80 of the United Nations Charter. But the fact is that, with
the exception of Iraq, the "provisional recognition" given by Article 22 did not amount
to much.11 In practice the "A" class mandates were subject to the normal mandatory
regime, and it was not argued that the sums of the territories concerned was that of inde-
pendent states. In this context the distinction between "state" and "nation", rejected by
Boyle, is crucial: certain "peoples" or "nations" were recognized by Article 22 as having
rights of a relatively immediate kind, but these did not as yet amount to statehood.

The second element supporting General Assembly Authority, according to Boyle,
arises from his assertion that the General Assembly was the successor to the League of
Nations with respect to the mandate system. But there was no direct succession between
the League of Nations and the United Nations in this or in other respects, and this lack of
succession was wholly deliberate. Instead, the International Court in 1950'2 and again in
197113 supported the exercise by the United Nations of authority with respect to man-
dates on the basis of arguments which did not depend on a rule of succession. Moreover,
although the General Assembly acquired power through these means to revoke the man-
date for South West Africa, that power was not of a general discretionary or governing
kind, but was more in the nature of a declaratory power exercised on behalf of the interna-
tional community in a situation where no state had sovereignty over the territory con-
cerned. The binding character of that decision, and in particular the legal consequences
foT states as set out in the Namibia Opinion, were in a substantial part due to the opera-
tion of Security Council resolutions pursuant to Article 25 of the Charter. No doubt there
are important implications for the status of Palestine in these arguments. But they stop
far short of the proposition that the General Assembly can recognize Palestine as a state,
and not merely for such "internal" purposes of the United Nations as observer status, with
an effect which is "constitutive, definitive, and universal1;' determinative." What the po-
sition would be if Palestine was actually admitted to United Nations membership is, of
course, another question.

IV. The Position of Dissenting or Opposing States

Finally I should briefly note Boyle's arguments to the effect that both the United States
and Israel are bound to accept the status of Palestine as a new state, notwithstanding their
consistent opposition. So far as the United States is concerned, the principal ground for
the argument is based upon the "provisional recognition" by Article 22 of the League pf
Nations Covenant of the status of the nations under "A" class mandates, a position pre-
served in Article 80 of the Charter. This argument has already been dealt with. It is only
necessary to add, to the extent that it may be relevant, that the United States was not a
party to the Covenant. It could be argued that Article 80 cannot have the effect of preserv-
ing treaty rights as against states which were not parties to the relevant treaties. Perhaps
the better view, however, is that Article 80 is a mere savings clause of an essentially
declaratory and limited kind.

So far as Israel is concerned, Boyle's argument is principally based upon the proposi-
tion that Israel's acceptance of the Partition Resolution (General Assembly Resolution

' * Crawford, supra note 337-40.
1 2 Status of South West Africa Opinion. ICJ Rep (1950) 128.
13 Namibia Opinion, ICJ Rep 1071, p. 16.

3 1 2
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181(11) of 29 November 1947) was "a condition for its admission" to the United Nations.
The essential point here is that, although the relevant Jewish organization did accept the
Partition Resolution when it was first adopted, the Resolution was not accepted by the
Arab states involved. Instead war broke out, leading to a cease-fire on quite different
boundaries. Israel was not admitted to the United Nations on the basis of a division of ter-
ritory which in any way reflected the partition resolution. Moreover the Charter makes
no provision for "conditional admission."

V. Conclusion

It has to be said that the case for Palestinian statehood presented by Boyle is weak and
unconvincing. Indeed it is weaker and more unconvincing than it need have been, having
regard to some of the post-1945 developments, and in particular to the case of Guinea
Bissau. But if that case is to be justified on the premise "nasciturus pro jam natus ha-
betur",!* the fact remains that a Teal State of Palestine is by no means yet assured. For a
Palestinian State to be properly described as "nasciturus", what is needed is statesman-
ship on all sides, and respect for the rights of the peoples and states of the region. The
manipulation of legal categories is unlikely to advance matters.

Sec Crawford, supra note 391-2.
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Territorial Administration by
Non-territorial Sovereigns

MALCOLM N SHAW QC*

INTRODUCTION

I . INTRODUCTION

THE CONCEPT OF sovereignty plays a critical role in the struc-
ture of international law, composed as it is primarily of states
possessing comprehensive international legal personality and

equality in formal juridical terms.1 If statehood (and territorial
sovereignty as its operating principle) is the primary and most important
model of an entity existing within the framework of international law and
the one possessed of the most extensive collection of rights and duties
consequent upon international legal personality, it is clearly not the only
one, and indeed to focus exclusively upon that model would be to
misunderstand the international system. The question addressed in this
chapter is the extent to which that model is inadequate in the light of
modern experience and the need to refocus our conception of the relation-
ship between the international community, the state and territory. Indeed,
it is one of the arguments of this chapter that this relationship has become
more distant than in the past.

Sovereignty in international law, or external sovereignty, refers to
‘legal authority which is not in law dependent on any other earthly
authority’.2 Judge Huber in the Island of Palmas case put it as follows:

Sovereignty in the relations between States signifies independence. Independ-
ence in regard to a portion of the globe is the right to exercise therein, to the
exclusion of any other State, the functions of a State.3

369

* The Sir Robert Jennings Professor of International Law, University of Leicester.

1 See, eg, I Brownlie, Principles of Public International Law (6th edn, Oxford University Press,
2003) 287.

2 R Jennings and A Watts (eds), Oppenheim’s International Law (9th edn, London, Longmans,
1992) 122.

3 Island of Palmas Case (1928) 2 RIAA 829, 838 (1928).
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That means that each state as a matter of definition possesses a spatial
dimension within which no other state may act and with regard to which
the state exercises a range of competences as recognised in international
law.

A fundamental element of sovereignty consists of the relationship of
the state to its territory, whether the title to territory itself or the compe-
tence to acquire one way or another additional territory. The concept of
territorial sovereignty is concerned with the nature of the authority
exercised by the state over its territory. Territory forms the spatial
framework for the existence and exercise of sovereign rights. Territorial
sovereignty is, therefore, centred upon the rights and powers coincident
upon territory in the geographical sense. As such it has provided the
basis for modern international law. Territorial sovereignty must exist
before one can talk of a state.

Maine wrote that

if sovereignty had not been associated with the proprietorship of a limited
portion of the earth, had not, in other words, become territorial, three parts of
the Grotian theory would have been incapable of application.4

Judge Huber regarded the principle of the exclusive competence of the
state in regard to its own territory as the point of departure in settling
most questions that concern international relations,5 while Jennings
referred to the ‘mission and purpose of traditional international law’ as
being the delimitation of the exercise of sovereign power on a territorial
basis.6 Brierly emphasised that sovereignty referred not to a relation of
persons to persons, nor to the independence of the state itself, but to the
characteristics of rights over territory and was a convenient way of
contrasting ‘the fullest rights over territory known to the law’ with
certain minor territorial rights, eg, leases and servitudes.7 In other words,
the notion of territorial sovereignty is the basis of international law and
comprises a key element of its substance and it focuses upon the notion of
rights and duties, being the pinnacle of a structure of such attributes.

Territorial sovereignty has a positive aspect, ie, the exclusive com-
petence of the state within its territory, and a negative aspect, ie, the
obligation to protect the rights of other states, and characterises a
particular kind of link between state and land recognised by international
law. The collection of competences associated with the concept of terri-
torial sovereignty may be seen as derived ultimately from the norms of

370 Malcolm N Shaw

4 H Maine, Ancient Law (1861) 66.
5 Island of Palmas, above n 3, 838.
6 RY Jennings, The Acquisition of Territory in International Law (Manchester University Press,

1963) 2.
7 JL Brierly, The Law of Nations (6th edn, Oxford University Press, 1963) 162.
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the international legal order itself. But this should not be understood as
detracting from the important social and psychological role played by the
state in the life of a community. Sovereignty in international law reflects
the need for security and stability, but it also constitutes, in Alvarez’s
words, ‘an institution, an international social function of a psychological
character’.8 Territorial sovereignty is the answer provided by inter-
national law as regards the needs for security, stability and identity felt by
a particular population within a certain area

Holsti has summed up the meaning of sovereignty in the following
way:

Sovereignty is a foundational institution of international relations because it is
the critical component of the birth, maintenance, and death of states. . . . Sover-
eignty helps create states; it helps maintain their integrity when under threat
from within or without; and it helps guarantee their continuation and pre-
vents their death. . . . Sovereignty defines the limits of a legal realm.
Jurisdiction exists only within a specified territory and extends no further. . . .
The external aspect of sovereignty is that the state has constitutional inde-
pendence. It is not legally subject to any external authority.9

However, sovereignty in international law is not absolute in the way that
sovereignty internally could be. Sovereignty, and territorial sovereignty,
derives from international law and is thus subject to it and to the way in
which it evolves. It is limited by the need to accept the sovereignty of
other states and by the obligations imposed on states from time to time by
the rules of international law, and it has long been accepted that such
norms need not be consensual in order to be binding.10 Indeed, the Draft
Declaration on Rights and Duties of States proclaimed in 1949 that ‘the
States of the world form a community governed by international law’.11

Further, recent approaches to sovereignty have treated the concept in a
variable or relative context, rather than focusing on any attributes that are
deemed absolute.12

Holsti has written that:

Sovereignty is a distinct legal or juridical status. A state is either sovereign or
it is not. It cannot be partly sovereign or have ‘eroded’ sovereignty no matter
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8 Corfu Channel case, [1949] ICJ Rep 4, 43.
9 KJ Holsti, Taming the Sovereigns (Cambridge University Press, 2004) 113 (emphasis in

original).
10 See, eg, Oppenheim’s International Law, above n 2, 29
11 UNGA Res 375 (IV) (6 December 1949). Para 1 of the Preamble.
12 See, eg, H Spruyt, The Sovereign State and Its Competitors (Princeton University Press, 1994);

J Bartelson, A Genealogy of Sovereignty (Cambridge University Press, 1995); TL Ilgen (ed),
Reconfigured Sovereignty (Aldershot, Ashgate, 2003); N Walker (ed), Sovereignty in Transition
(Oxford, Hart Publishing, 2003); and J Bartelson, ‘The Concept of Sovereignty Revisited’
(2006) 17 European Journal of International Law 463.
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how weak or ineffective it may be. . . . It is an absolute category and not a vari-
able. Interpretations of the term, as well as sovereignty practices, change with
time, but its foundational principles have remained essentially intact. . . . This
is not to deny all sorts of anomalies, of which there are quite a few, but not
enough to constitute a pattern or regular practice.13

However, the range of what Holsti terms anomalies is increasing and the
absolute nature of sovereignty is decreasing in the light of the needs of
the international community, such that traditional descriptions of sover-
eignty in bold absolute terms require rethinking. Lapidoth has pointed
out that the concept of sovereignty ‘is one of the most controversial
notions in constitutional law and international law, as well as in political
science and international relations’. It has been linked to the idea of
absolute political authority and has been used or abused to justify total-
itarianism and expansionist regimes and to glorify the state.14 On the
other hand, there is an inherent flexibility in the notion of sovereignty in
the context of functional competence that may enable the circle to be
squared.15

The challenges to the absolutist approach to sovereignty are many and
varied.16 On the one hand the rise of other international legal persons as
characterised by international law has clearly impacted upon the exclu-
sivity of states within the international system. International organisa-
tions, both global and regional, play an increasing role in the conduct of
international relations. They can enter into agreements with states, create
rights and duties for other legal persons, establish and enforce binding
norms of international law and are increasingly important in the multi-
plying mechanisms for dispute resolution.17 Across a range of areas,
states have surrendered elements of their sovereign power to such
organisations in the belief that this may prove a more effective method of
achieving aims no longer adequately attainable by themselves alone.
Non-governmental organisations and multinational enterprises flourish
and function now on the international scene in a manner inconceivable in
earlier decades and with increasing effect. Individuals are now the reposi-
tories of rights and duties directly under international law and may
enforce their international rights through international mechanisms18 and
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13 Holsti, above n 9, 114.
14 R Lapidoth, Autonomy (Washington, US Institute of Peace Press, 1997) 41.
15 See ibid, ch 6 and generally.
16 See, eg, A-M Slaughter, ‘Sovereignty and Power in a Networked World Order’ (2004) 40

Stanford Journal of International Law 283.
17 See, eg, MN Shaw, International Law (5th edn, Cambridge University Press 2003) ch 23.
18 See, eg, the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Political and Civil Rights

(adopted 16 December 1966); International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discrimination (adopted 21 December 1965, entered into force 4 January 1969) Art 14.
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be prosecuted through international courts.19 Certain groups may benefit
from the application of international law norms20 and may even have the
right to independence in certain circumstances.21 On the other hand, in
the face of challenges of an international nature and increasing awareness
of global interdependence, states through processes of co-operation with
other states and entities have constrained their own exercise of sover-
eignty in areas such as human rights and humanitarian law, the
environment and international trade, and thereby permitted other states
to impact upon matters heretofore recognised as subject to exclusive
domestic jurisdiction.

Sovereignty, therefore, is not the iconic talisman of the classic period of
international law. While in most cases critical issues do not arise as to
how to deal with asymmetries between sovereignty and actual control
and administration, in some situations such problems may arise and
these require careful consideration of the circumstances and thus the
allocation of rights and responsibilities in each particular case. In other
words, in order to deal with many of the most critical situations in inter-
national relations, an exclusive focus upon sovereignty is simply not
sufficient, and indeed as the concept of sovereignty is undoubtedly
evolving, the range and manner of methodologies of actual control and
administration of territory has perhaps been insufficiently examined.

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL BY THIRD PARTIES

I I . ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL BY THIRD PARTIES

A. General

Consideration of a number of situations in which effective control is
exercised by other than the territorial sovereign will be undertaken
briefly in order to demonstrate the increasing range of examples in which
the absolute territorial sovereignty model has been superseded, at least
for a time, in the light of the perceived inadequacy of that mechanism and
in order to illustrate some of the problems that may ensue. First, however,
some of the reasons that have impelled such approaches should be noted.
Such a disjunction between control and sovereignty may arise as a
consequence of the inability of the international community, or the major
powers, to agree upon or recognise the allocation of sovereignty or
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19 See the Statute of the Yugoslav Tribunal (adopted 25 May 1993 by UNSC Res 827); the
Statute of the Rwanda Tribunal (adopted 8 November 1994 by UNSC Res 955); Statute of the
International Criminal Court (adopted 17 July 1998) 2187 UNTS 90.

20 See, eg, A Cassese, Self-Determination of Peoples (Cambridge University Press, 1998), and
G Simpson, ‘The Diffusion of Sovereignty: Self-Determination in the Post-Colonial Age’
(1996) 32 Stanford Journal of International Law 255; and see for indigenous peoples, P Thorn-
berry, Indigenous Peoples (Manchester University Press, 2002).

21 In the case of colonial territories, see, eg, Cassese, above n 20.
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because that is the solution agreed upon for reasons deriving from
idealism or power balance considerations either on a permanent or a
temporary basis, or because the existing political system in a territorial
unit has collapsed and the existing and recognised sovereign power is
unable to maintain order or prevent egregious violations of human
rights.22

Further, the actual mechanisms of such administration may vary from
military to civilian control and the mix of applicable law may be different
from one situation to another. Military officials tend to feel more at home
with the minimalist approach of traditional occupation law with its stress
on military necessity, while international organisation officials focus more
upon international norms relating to human rights and development.23

Similarly, accountability issues may be dealt with in various ways,
whether exclusively within the territory concerned or involving military
or civilian elements within the occupying or administering power or
involving the responsibility and authority of organs of international
organisations, such as the Security Council or the Secretary General.

It should be noted in passing that states may agree to restrict the range
of rights they possess by virtue of territorial sovereignty. The UK and
France, for example, have agreed to permit each other’s frontier control
officers to work in specified parts of one another’s territory, thus allowing
for the application and enforcement of the laws of one state in the
territory of the other,24 while Annex I(b) and (c) of the 1994 Israel–Jordan
Peace Treaty recognises the areas of Naharayim/Baqura and Zofar/
Al-Ghamr as under Jordanian sovereignty but subject to a special regime
permitting extensive Israeli jurisdiction.

Classical international law has long accepted the existence of entities of
more limited personality, including states. Several states, for example,
were rendered subject to special operating conditions. Switzerland (1815),
Belgium (1831)25 and Austria (1955), for example, were recognised as
guaranteed and neutral states by virtue of international agreements.26

Again, certain states entered into protectorate agreements or arrange-
ments whereby one state took over certain sovereign powers from
another, usually the conduct of foreign affairs and national defence.27
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22 See, eg, R Wilde, ‘From Danzig to East Timor and Beyond: The Role of International
Territorial Administration’ (2001) 95 American Journal of International Law 583, discussing the
categories of ‘sovereignty’ and ‘governance’ problems.

23 See S Ratner, ‘Foreign Occupation and International Territorial Administration: The
Challenges of Convergence’ (2005) 16 European Journal of International Law 695, 702–3.

24 See the Protocol Concerning Frontier Controls and Policing, Co-operation in Criminal
Justice, Public Safety and Mutual Assistance Relating to the Channel Fixed Link, 1991 and the
Protocol of 29 May 2000 and the Channel Tunnel (International Arrangements) Order 1993.

25 This ceased after the First World War.
26 See, eg, Oppenheim’s International Law, above n 2, 319ff.
27 Ibid, 266ff. See, eg, Tunisia under French protection and Morocco partly under French and

partly under Spanish protection, see MF Lindley, The Acquisition and Government of Backward
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However, not all protectorate arrangements fell into the same pattern.
The ‘colonial protectorate’ as applied in Africa in the nineteenth century
was essentially little more than a colonising device.28 These examples,
however, operated by recognising de jure the sovereignty in question,
while de facto restricting some of the consequences thereof.

B. Control of Territory by Another State

(1) In a Situation of Unallocated Sovereignty

After the end of the First World War and the collapse of the German,
Austro-Hungarian, Russian and Ottoman empires, a system for dealing
with the colonies of the defeated powers that did not involve annexation
was developed. These territories, no longer under the sovereignty of the
former powers, were to be governed according to the principle that ‘the
well-being and the development of such peoples form a sacred trust of
civilisation’ which would be implemented by entrusting the tutelage of
the peoples of such territories to ‘advanced nations’. These arrangements
were to be exercised by these ‘advanced nations’ as mandatories on
behalf of the League of Nations to which they reported and were
accountable.29 The mandatory power exercised a full range of adminis-
trative and legislative control over the territory, but not the expanse of
competences and authorities consequent upon ownership. While it was
clear that sovereignty over the territory did not pass to the mandatory
power,30 it was less clear where sovereignty did reside. Various possi-
bilities were canvassed, ranging from the Council of the League to the
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Territories in International Law (Longman, Green, 1926), and Persian Gulf States under British
protection, see HM Al-Baharna, The Arabian Gulf States: Their Legal and Political Status and Their
International Problems (2nd edn, Beirut: Librairie du Liban, 1978), and the Malay States, see
AP Rubin, International Personality of the Malay Peninsula (Kuala Lumpur: Penerbit Universiti
Malaya, 1974).

28 See Land and Maritime Boundary (Cameroon v Nigeria), [2002] ICJ Rep paras 205 and 207. See
also MN Shaw, ‘The Acquisition of Territory in Nineteenth Century Africa: Some Thoughts’
in PM Dupuy et al (eds), Festschrift for Christian Tomuschat (Kehl, NP Engel Verlag, 2006) 1029.

29 Covenant of the League of Nations (adopted 28 April 1919) Art 22. See also the
International Status of South West Africa [1950] ICJ Rep 128, 132; the Namibia case [1971] ICJ Rep
16, 28–9 and Cameroon v Nigeria [2002] ICJ Rep para 212. See also J Crawford, The Creation of
States in International Law (2nd edn, Oxford University Press, 2006) ch 13; HD Hall, Mandates,
Dependencies and Trusteeship (London, Stevens, 1948) and Oppenheim’s International Law, above
n 2, 295ff.

30 Note that an assertion by South Africa of sovereignty over its mandated territory of South
West Africa in a boundary agreement with Portugal of 22 June 1926 was withdrawn after
objections from the League of Nations’ Permanent Mandates Commission, see Crawford,
above n 29, 568. Judge McNair in his separate opinion in the Status of South West Africa case
noted that sovereignty over a mandated territory was ‘in abeyance’ to be revived if and when
the inhabitants of the territory obtained recognition as an independent State, [1950] ICJ Rep
150.
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principal allied powers and from the League to the inhabitants of the
territory.31 What was accepted was that such territories possessed ‘an
international status’.32

The mandate system was transformed into the United Nations trust-
eeship system after the conclusion of the Second World War and the
demise of the League, together with territories taken from the defeated
states as a result of that conflict.33 Although there was no obligation upon
mandatory powers to transfer mandated territories into trust territories,
all but South Africa in respect of South West Africa did so. In the latter
case, the International Court held that the mandate arrangements simply
continued. Indeed, what is also of importance in this context is that the
Court held that the League’s supervisory competence with regard to
mandated territories was inherited by the United Nations with regard to
trust territories.34

With regard to trust territories, the obligation to safeguard and
advance the interests of the inhabitants was deemed paramount, while
one of the objectives of the system was to promote the progressive devel-
opment of the territories ‘towards self-government or independence’ in
the light of the ‘freely expressed wishes of the people concerned’.35

Indeed, the International Court made it clear that the principle of self-
determination was applicable to mandate and trust territories,36

Mandatory and trusteeship powers possessed wide-ranging com-
petence in the legislative and administrative field, subject to the
requirement to the supervision of the League of Nations and then the UN
General Assembly,37 but this did not include the capacity to modify the
international status of the territory concerned. This capacity rested with
the power acting with the consent of the international organisation.38

While the trust power could administer the territory concerned together
with a neighbouring territory, it could not alter unilaterally international
boundaries nor otherwise dispose of the territory.
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31 Crawford, above n 29, fn 6. See also Q Wright, ‘Sovereignty of the Mandates’ (1923) 17
American Journal of International Law 691 and id, Mandates under the League of Nations (Chicago
University Press, 1930).

32 International Status of South West Africa [1950] ICJ Rep 132. Duncan Hall noted that ‘twenty
years of inconclusive speculation among international lawyers as to where sovereignty was
really lodged did not really help matters‘, above n 29, 73.

33 UN Charter, Art 77.
34 International Status of South West Africa [1950] ICJ Rep 137, 140 and 143–4.
35 UN Charter, Art 76.
36 See the Namibia case [1971] ICJ Rep 6, 31 and the Western Sahara case [1975] ICJ Rep 12,

31–3.
37 Strategic trust territories were subject to a slightly different regime under the supervision

of the Security Council, See, eg, M Whiteman, Digest of International Law vol I (Washington,
Government Printing Office, 1963) 769–839.

38 International Status of South West Africa [1950] ICJ Rep 143–4.
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(2) In a Situation Where the Recognised Sovereign Was Deprived by Force of
Control

(i) Traditional Occupation The capture by force of the territory of another
state and the establishment of control raises immediately in international
law the status of belligerent occupation with a range of consequential
applicable norms. Such rules were essentially predicated upon the expec-
tation of a relatively short period of occupation of the territory of the
defeated enemy, and this coloured the nature of the relevant provisions.
The occupying state was entitled to exercise a variety of powers, focused
upon the establishment and preservation of order, but such powers were
carefully constrained. The fundamental principle, however, was that the
capture and control of such territories could not of themselves transfer
sovereignty from the defeated to the victorious power.39 Thus the process
of occupation in law involved the regulation of control by the occupying
power notwithstanding the continuation of the existing sovereign title
with a view to resolving the dispute by a peace agreement with the mini-
mum of disruption to the lives of the occupied population.

Territory is deemed occupied, according to Article 42 of the Hague
Regulations attached to the 1907 Hague Convention IV on the Laws and
Customs of War on Land and accepted as part of customary international
law,40 ‘when it is actually placed under the authority of the hostile army’,
while ‘the occupation extends only to the territory where such authority
has been established and can be exercised’. This has recently been under-
lined by the International Court in Democratic Republic of Congo v Uganda,
where it was further noted that:

In order to reach a conclusion as to whether a State, the military forces of
which are present on the territory of another State as a result of an interven-
tion, is an ‘occupying Power’ in the meaning of the term as understood in the
jus in bello, the Court must examine whether there is sufficient evidence to
demonstrate that the said authority was in fact established and exercised by
the intervening State in the areas in question.
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39 See, eg, E Benvenisti, The International Law of Occupation (Princeton University Press,
revised paperback printing 2004) 5–6, and UK Ministry of Defence, The Manual of the Law of
Armed Conflict (Oxford University Press, 2004) 278. Note the special situation of the adminis-
tration of Germany by the Four Allied Powers in 1945, see Crawford, above n 29, 452–4;
ID Hendry and MC Wood, The Legal Status of Germany (Cambridge, Grotius Publications,
1987) and ME Bathurst and JL Simpson, Germany and the North Atlantic Community (London,
Stevens, 1972).

40 See, eg, Judgment of the International Military Tribunal of Nuremberg, 30 September and
1 October 1946, 65; Legality of the Threat of Use of Nuclear Weapons [1996] ICJ Rep 256; Legal
Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory [2004] ICJ Rep __
para 89 and Democratic Republic of Congo v Uganda [2005] ICJ Rep 116, para 219. See also the
Eritrea–Ethiopia Claims Commission, Partial Award, Central Front, Ethiopia’s Claim 2, The
Hague, 28 April 2004 at para 16.
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The mere presence of occupying forces was not sufficient; there was a
need to substitute their own authority for that of the Congolese
Government. Any justification given by Uganda for its occupation would
be of no relevance nor would it be relevant whether or not a structured
military administration of the territory occupied had been established.41

In other words, the test is purely pragmatic with no necessary impli-
cation as to title. It matters not to the application of the law that there may
be a genuine dispute as to the repository of sovereignty with regard to
any particular territory. Accordingly, for example, the Israeli Supreme
Court (sitting as the High Court of Justice) has affirmed that Israel holds
the areas of Judea and Samaria in belligerent occupation.42

The law of belligerent occupation is further contained in the Fourth
Geneva Convention on the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War
1949. Article 2, paragraph 2, provides that the Convention is to apply

to all cases of partial or total occupation of the territory of the High Contract-
ing Party, even if the said occupation meets with no armed resistance.

The International Court has taken the position that the Convention ‘is
applicable in any occupied territory in the event of an armed conflict
arising between two or more High Contracting Parties’ so that with
regard to the Israel/Palestine territories question

the Convention is applicable in the Palestinian territories which before the
conflict lay to the east of the Green Line and which, during that conflict, were
occupied by Israel, there being no need for any enquiry into the precise legal
status of those territories.43

The Eritrea–Ethiopia Claims Commission has pointed out that:

These protections [provided by international humanitarian law] should not be
cast into doubt because the belligerents dispute the status of territory. . . .
respecting international protections in such situations does not prejudice the
status of the territory.44
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41 Democratic Republic of Congo v Uganda [2005] ICJ Rep, para 173. See also the UK Manual of
the Law of Armed Conflict, above n 39, 275.

42 See HCJ 2056/04 Beit Sourik Village Council v Government of Israel and Others (Judgment) 30
June 2004, President A Barak, para 1, and HCJ 7957/04 Mara’abe v Prime Minister of Israel
(Judgment) 15 September 2005, President A Barak, para 14.

43 Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall, above n 40, para 101. It should be noted
that Israel has long asserted that it applies the humanitarian parts of the Convention to the
occupied territories, See, eg, M Shamgar, ‘The Observance of International Law in the Admin-
istered Territories’ (1977) Israel Yearbook on Human Rights 262, and T Meron, ‘West Bank and
Gaza’ (1979) Israel Yearbook on Human Rights 108. See also Mara’abe v The Prime Minister of Israel,
above n 42, President A Barak, para 14.

44 Partial Award, Central Front, Ethiopia’s Claim 2, The Hague, 28 April 2004, para 28.
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Further, the Commission emphasised that:

neither text [the Hague Regulations and the Fourth Geneva Convention] sug-
gests that only territory the title of which is clear and uncontested can be
occupied territory.45

Article 4 of Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions 1977 reinforces the
fundamental approach that:

The application of the Conventions and of this Protocol, as well as the conclu-
sion of the agreements provided for therein, shall not affect the legal status of
the Parties to the conflict. Neither the occupation of a territory nor the applica-
tion of the Conventions and this Protocol shall affect the legal status of the
territory in question.

In the case of an occupied territory under the traditional law, the rights
and duties of the occupying power are tightly circumscribed. Article 43 of
the Hague Regulations46 provides that:

The authority of the legitimate power having in fact passed into the hands of
the occupant, the latter shall take all the measures in his power to restore and
ensure, as far as possible, public order and safety [l’ordre et la vie publics],
while respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the law in force in the country.

Accordingly, the structure of an occupation under international law is
predicated upon the regulation of the actual exercise of power and not its
legitimacy, the upholding of public order and the maintenance of the
local legal system. The focus was upon minimalist interference with the
pre-existing framework, while ensuring public order.47 Military necessity
constitutes the key to the regulation of the exercise of power by the
occupant as balanced by humanitarian considerations, although the
precise contours of that relationship are controversial. In the difficult
balance between military necessity and humanitarian concern, the twin
poles of traditional occupation law, a key rule is played by the principle
of proportionality and this may provide the test by which military
necessity may be deemed acceptable in the light of the terms of the law of
occupation as a whole.48
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45 Ibid, para 29.
46 Described by Benvenisti as ‘a sort of miniconstitution for the occupation administration’,

above n 39, 9. See also M Sassoli, ‘Legislation and Maintenance of Public Order and Civil Life
by Occupying Powers’ (2005) 16 European Journal of International Law 661, 663ff.

47 See, eg, the occupation of areas of France in the Franco-Prussian war, see DA Graber, The
Development of the Law of Belligerent Occupation 1863–1914 (New York, Columbia University
Press, 1949) 268.

48 See, eg, R Higgins, Problems and Process (Oxford University Press, 1994) 219; JG Gardam,
‘Proportionality and Force in International Law’ (1993) 87 American Journal of International Law
391 and the Judgment of President Barak in Beit Sourik, above n 42, para 36ff.
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Article 23(g) of the Hague Regulations prohibits the destruction or
seizure of enemy property, unless imperatively demanded by the neces-
sities of war. Article 46, a key provision, insists that the family honour
and rights, the lives of persons, and private property, as well as religious
convictions and practice, must be respected, while private property
cannot be confiscated. Requisitions in kind and services must be
restricted to the needs of the army of occupation,49 while any taxes or
other money contributions levied in the occupied territories shall be for
the expense of the administration of the territory in question or for the
needs of the army. Article 50 of the Hague Regulations states that no
general penalty, pecuniary or otherwise, shall be inflicted on the
population on accounts of acts of individuals for which they cannot be
regarded as jointly and severally responsible. Article 55 emphasises that
the occupying power is to be regarded

only as administrator and usufructuary of public buildings, real estate, forests
and agricultural estates belonging to the hostile State, and situated in the
occupied country. It must safeguard the capital of these properties, and
administer them in accordance with the rules of usufruct.

This pattern was replicated and reinforced in the provisions of the Fourth
Geneva Convention.50 Article 27 provides that persons in the hands of the
occupying power are entitled in all circumstances to respect for their
persons, their honour, their family rights, their religious convictions and
practices, and their manners and customs. They are to be humanely
treated at all times, although the parties to the conflict may take such
measures of control and security in regard to them as may be necessary
as a result of the war.51 Article 47 provides that the benefits of the Con-
vention are not to be taken away by any change introduced by the
occupying power, up to and including annexation of the whole or part of
the occupied territory, while Article 49 prohibits individual or mass
forcible transfers, as well as deportations of protection persons from the
occupied territory, although evacuation of an area may be undertaken if
the security of the population of imperative military reasons so demand.
Further, the occupying power shall not deport or transfer parts of its own
civilian population into the territory it occupies. The destruction of
private or public property is prohibited, except where rendered
absolutely necessary by military operations.52 Article 54 provides that the
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49 Hague Regulations, Art 52.
50 The Eritrea–Ethiopia Claims Commission in its Partial Award, Central Front, Ethiopia’s

Claim 2, The Hague, 28 April 2004, paras 15 and 16, takes the position that the Convention is
part of customary international law. See also Partial Award, Central Front, Eritrea’s Claims 2,
4, 6, 7, 8 and 22, The Hague, 28 April 2004, paras 21 and 22.

51 See also Arts 29, 31, 32, 33 and 34.
52 Art 53.
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occupying power may not alter the status of public officials or judges in
the occupied territories or in any way apply sanctions to or discriminate
against them, although it retains the right to remove public officials from
office, eg, for refusing obedience to the occupying power.53 The penal
laws of the occupied territory shall remain in force with the exception
that they may be repealed or suspended where they constitute a threat to
the security of the occupying power or an obstacle to the application of
the Convention itself.54

Thus, to summarise, the traditional international law on occupation55

seeks (i) to prevent any unilateral change in the pre-existing sovereignty
position; (ii) to emphasise the temporary nature of the occupation; (iii) to
permit the occupying power to restore and maintain public order and
public life; (iv) to constrain the activities of the occupier to the minimum
necessary consistent with the need to upkeep public order; and (v) to
maintain its own stance as interpreted in the light of military necessity
and oblige the occupier to treat the population of the area in question
with humanity and dignity. However, the application of the relevant
principles becomes ever more complex the longer the occupation goes on
and the predominant assumption of the temporary control of the territory
pending a peace settlement weakens or disappears.56 Problems will arise
in a period of rapid social, economic and political changes taking place
both within the territory in question and outside where this is impacting
upon the population under occupation, particularly where the legal and
political system of the territory is anchored in a different time and
cultural framework and is thus unable to deal with the evolving situation.
The rules traditionally provided by the law of occupation are predicated
upon the temporary and minimally interfering nature of the occupation,
not upon any perceived need to bring the social, economic and political
system of the territory up to date and reform inappropriate laws,
practices or procedures. The Israeli Supreme Court put it this way:

Life does not stand still, and no administration, whether an occupation
administration or another, can fulfil its duties with respect to the population if
it refrains from legislating and from adapting the legal situation to the exigen-
cies of modern times.57

Roberts has written that the argument that in a prolonged occupation,
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53 See UK Manual of the Law of Armed Conflict, above n 39, 283.
54 Art 64.
55 See generally Graber, above n 47, and A Roberts, ‘What Is a Military Occupation?’ (1984)

55 British Year Book of International Law 249.
56 See A Roberts, ‘Prolonged Military Occupation: The Israeli-Occupied Territories Since

1967’ (1990) 84 American Journal of International Law 44, especially 47.
57 The Christian Society for the Sacred Places v Minister of Defence, 26 (1) PD 574, 582 (1971) as

cited in Benvenisti, above n 39, 146.
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new and sometimes long-term measures have to be taken in response to
new problems is ‘powerful’, while raising the problem of how to assess
the changing needs of the population.58 Coupled with the unfortunate
fact that many military occupiers have in the recent past simply refused
to accept and apply the rules of belligerent occupation with regard to the
territory they control,59 it is clear that the traditional rules are under some
pressure

(ii) Traditional Occupation Plus—The Application of International Human
Rights Law The question of the application of treaties generally to occu-
pied territory has long been an issue,60 with particular resonance for
international human rights law. In recent years, the issue has been faced
as a consequence of the evolving range of such rights, the increasing
penetration of international human rights law into domestic legal system,
and the changes in the nature of occupation governance. Human rights
has long been seen by the international community as relevant to armed
conflicts, ironic as this may seem,61 and where the parties are subject to a
particular human rights regime implemented by a judicial mechanism
this becomes clear and evident.62 The UK Manual of the Law of Armed
Conflict, for example, concludes that:

Where the occupying power is a party to the European Convention on Human
Rights the standards of that Convention may, depending on the circum-
stances, be applicable in the occupied territories.63

One particular issue of more general issue before the English courts
concerns the relationship between human rights law and Security
Council resolutions, and the House of Lords has taken the position that
the European Human Rights Convention provisions concerning liberty
and security of persons must give way to the provisions of Security
Council resolution 1546 permitting the post-occupation multinational
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58 Roberts, above n 56, 94.
59 See, eg, the Moroccan occupation of Western Sahara since 1974, the Indonesian occu-

pation of East Timor from 1975 to 1999, territories occupied by Eritrea and Ethiopia since the
conflict of 1998, the occupation of part of the Democratic Republic of Congo by Uganda and
Rwanda, and the occupation of Northern Cyprus by Turkey since 1974.

60 See, eg, Roberts, above n 56, 70, and T Meron, ‘Applicability of Multilateral Conventions
to Occupied Territories’, (1978) 72 American Journal of International Law 542.

61 See, eg, UNGA Res 2444 (XXIII) (19 December 1968).
62 See, eg, Cyprus v Turkey (Judgement) ECHR 10 May 2001.
63 UK Manual of the Law of Armed Conflict, above n 39, 282. See also as to the application of the

European Convention of Human Rights to the British occupation of and subsequent presence
in southern Iraq, the decisions of the House of Lords in Al-Skeini v Secretary of State for Defence
[2007] UKHL 26 and Al-Jedda v Secretary of State for Defence [2007] UKHL 58. See also Coard v
United States, Report No 109/99, 29 September 1999, for the view expressed by the
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights that the US was bound by relevant rules of
humanitarian law and human rights law in the Grenada intervention.
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force in Iraq to intern people for imperative reasons of security as a
consequence of the operations of Article 103 of the Charter, whereby
Charter obligations prevail over obligations under any other inter-
national agreement.64

More generally, the International Court has discussed the relationship
between international humanitarian law and international human rights
law. In its advisory opinion on the Legality of the Threat of Use of
Nuclear Weapons, the court emphasised that

the protection of the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights does
not cease in times of war, except by operation of Article 4 of the Covenant
whereby certain provisions may be derogated from in a time of national
emergency

and in such cases the matter will fall to be determined by the applicable
lex specialis, ie, international humanitarian law.65 The court returned to
this matter in its advisory opinion on Legal Consequences of the Con-
struction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, where it declared
more generally that:

the protection offered by human rights conventions does not cease in case of
armed conflict, save through the effect of provisions for derogation of the kind
found in Article 4 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights.66

As to the relationship between international humanitarian law and
human rights law, the court noted that there were three possible situ-
ations. First, some rights might be exclusively matters of humanitarian
law, some rights might be exclusively matters of human rights law and
some matters may concern both branches of international law.67 It was
essentially a question of interpretation of the particular instrument in
question. In particular, the jurisdiction of states, while primarily
territorial, may sometimes be exercised outside the national territory and
in such a situation the International Covenant and other relevant human
rights treaties had to be applied by state parties.68 In reaching this
conclusion, the court clearly relied, albeit implicitly, upon the evolution of
the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) with
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64 Al Jedda v Secretary of State for Defence [2007] UKHL 58 at para 26ff.
65 [1966] ICJ Rep 239.
66 [2004] ICJ Rep, para 106.
67 Ibid.
68 Ibid, paras 109, 112 and 113. This was a matter of interpretation of the Covenant and of the

practice of the Human Rights Committee established thereunder, ibid. See also Bankovið v
Belgium, decision of 12 Dec 2001, with regard to a similar statement concerning the European
Convention on Human Rights.
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regard to the meaning of ‘jurisdiction’ contained in Article 1 of the
European Convention,69 as well as the practice of the UN human rights
organs and the general principle of state responsibility for the acts of its
organs which would obviously include members of its armed forces.70

The court interestingly referred to the prolonged occupation question,
observing in this human rights context, although specifically dealing with
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, that
‘the territories occupied by Israel have for over 37 years been subject to its
territorial jurisdiction as the occupying Power’ and then noting that

In the exercise of the powers available to it on this basis, Israel is bound by the
provisions of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights.71

The court returned to the question of the relationship between inter-
national humanitarian law and international human rights law in
Democratic Republic of Congo v Uganda, and reaffirmed that:

international human rights instruments are applicable ‘in respect of acts done
by a State in the exercise of its jurisdiction outside its own territory’, particu-
larly in occupied territories.72

A series of international human rights instruments was listed as being
applicable with regard to the Congo situation, including the International
Covenants on Human Rights, the Convention on the Rights of the Child,
and the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights.73 It was
concluded that Uganda was responsible for various violations of inter-
national human rights law and international humanitarian law, including
those committed by virtue of failing to comply with its obligations as an
occupying power.74 Reference was also made to the violation of Article 47
of the Hague Regulations and Article 33 of the Fourth Geneva Con-
vention and of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights with
regard to the exploitation of the natural resources of Congo.75

Accordingly, it is now accepted that the law applicable in occupation
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69 See, eg, Loizidou v Turkey (Judgment) ECHR 18 December 1996; Cyprus v Turkey
(Judgment) 10 May 2001; IlaŸcu v Moldova and Russia (Judgment) 8 July 2004 and Asanidze v
Georgia (Judgment) 8 April 2004.

70 See, eg, Difference Relating to Immunity from Legal Process of a Special Rapporteur [1999] ICJ
Rep 87 and Democratic Republic of Congo v Uganda [2005] ICJ Rep, paras 213–4. See also the
International Law Commission’s Articles on State Responsibility, 2001, A/56/10, Art 4; and
UNGA Res 56/83 (12 December 2001).

71 Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall, above n 40, para 112 (emphasis added).
72 [2005] ICJ Rep, para 216.
73 Ibid, paras 217–18.
74 Ibid, paras 219–20.
75 Ibid, paras 245–50.
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situations includes multilateral human rights instruments to which the
occupying power is a party. This means inevitably not only that the
organs and agents of the occupying power must act in conformity with
the provisions of such instruments, but also that the population is entitled
to the benefit of their application, and as such it must follow that laws
and practices already in operation in the territory prior to the occupation
that do not meet these human rights standards must be modified. Thus,
the application of human rights law in these situations impacts upon the
powers and duties of the occupier and affects the traditional attempts to
balance military necessity and humanity in any occupation.

(iii) Occupation Mutating—Israel, the Palestinian Territories and the Palestinian
Authority A fascinating example of the slow mutation of occupation
into the envisaged establishment of a new and recognised sovereign is
provided by the situation in what is termed the Palestinian Territories, ie,
the West Bank of the Jordan River and the Gaza Strip, captured respect-
ively from Jordan and Egypt in 1967.76

Under the Declaration on Principles on Interim Self-Government
Arrangements signed by Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organisation
(PLO) on 13 September 1993 (following an exchange of letters whereby
the PLO recognised Israel’s right to exist and Israel recognised the PLO as
the representative of the Palestinian people), a transitional period of up to
five years of Palestinian interim self-government in the West Bank and
the Gaza Strip was posited and a transfer of certain powers and responsi-
bilities to the newly created Palestinian institutions provided for. This
took place by virtue of the Cairo Agreement of 4 May 1994 on the Gaza
Strip and Jericho; an Agreement on Preparatory Transfer of Powers and
Responsibilities of 29 August 1994, passing powers to the Palestinian
Authority in the areas of education, social welfare, tourism health and
taxation; a protocol of 27 August 1995 transferring powers in the areas of
labour, trade and industry, gas and gasoline, insurance, postal services,
statistics, agriculture and local government; the Interim Agreement of 28
September 1995 incorporating and superseding earlier agreements; an
agreement on a Temporary International Presence in Hebron of 9 May
1996; the Hebron Protocol of 17 January 1997; the Wye River Memor-
andum of 23 October 1998; and the Sharm el-Sheikh Agreement of 4
September 1999.

The withdrawal of Israeli forces and citizens and facilities from the
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76 See, eg, Crawford, above n 29, 442ff; AShapira and M Tabory (eds), New Political Entities in
Public and Private International Law (The Hague, Kluwer, 1999); E Benvenisti, ‘The Status of the
Palestinian Authority’ in E Cotran and C Mallat (eds), Arab-Israeli Accords: Legal Perspectives
(Boston, MA, Kluwer Law, 1996); E Benvenisti, ‘The Israeli–Palestinian Declaration of
Principles: A Framework for Future Settlement’ (1993) 4 European Journal of International Law
542; and P Malanczuk, ‘Some Basic Aspects of the Agreements Between Israel and the PLO
from the Perspective of International Law’, (1996) 7 European Journal of International Law 485.
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Gaza Strip in August and September 2005 (and from four northern West
Bank settlements) needs also to be noted. Although Israel continues to
control maritime, airspace and most land access to the Gaza Strip, an
agreement was signed in November 2005 providing for the reopening of
the Rafah border crossing between Gaza and Egypt under joint Pales-
tinian Authority and Egyptian control with monitoring provided by the
European Union.

The effect of these agreements was to establish a territorial and
personal jurisdictional patchwork of powers and responsibilities pending
a final status solution. In particular, the following points should be noted.
First, the agreements deal with the gradual shift from full belligerent
occupation of the territories by Israel to an agreed ‘final status’ depend-
ing upon the wishes and consent of the parties. Second, the territorial
framework for the exercise of powers by the Palestinian authorities was
described as ‘West Bank and Gaza territory’, ie, with the omission of the
definite article, thereby leaving open the possibility that some areas may
not fall under Palestinian jurisdiction in the interim period.77 Thus
redeployment matters covered in the agreements do not cover areas
which are ‘issues that will be negotiated in the final status negotiations’,
such as Jerusalem, settlements, specified military locations, Palestinian
refugees, borders, foreign relations and Israelis.78 Third, an additional
exception to redeployment is constituted by ‘Israel’s overall responsibil-
ity for Israelis and borders’.79 Fourth, Israeli forces are to be redeployed to
‘specified military locations’ to be determined by Israel.80 Fifth, powers
and responsibilities not transferred to the Palestinian Council were
reserved to Israel.81 Sixth, following the redeployment of Israeli forces,
Palestinian jurisdiction covered two areas. Area A comprised the cities of
Jenin, Nablus, Tulkarem, Kalkilya, Ramallah, Bethlehem and Jericho,
containing some 26 per cent of the Palestinian population in which the
Palestinian Council, elected in January 1996, was given full responsibility
for internal security and public order as well as full responsibility for civil
affairs. The city of Hebron was rendered subject to special arrangements
set out in the Interim Agreement and the 1997 Protocol. Area B comprised
the Palestinian towns and villages in the West Bank, containing some 70
per cent of the Palestinian population, where the Palestinian Council
assumed full civil authority and responsibility for public order, while
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77 See Israeli–Palestinian Interim Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip (28
September 1995) Art XI.2. To be contrasted with references in the Gaza–Jericho agreement
which referred to ‘withdrawal from the Gaza Strip and Jericho’, Arts V and VI of the
Declaration of Principles on Interim Self-Government Arrangements (13 September 1993)
(hereafter ‘Declaration of Principles’) (emphasis added).

78 Interim Agreement, Art XVII.
79 Ibid, Art XIII.2b(8).
80 Ibid, Art XI.2(f).
81 Declaration of Principles, Art VII (5).
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Israel retained overriding security responsibility to safeguard its citizens
and combat terrorism. A third area, C, comprised the largely unpopulated
areas of the West Bank deemed of strategic value to Israel together with
Jewish settlements. In these areas, Israel retained full responsibility for
security and public order and civil responsibilities related to the territory,
such as planning and archaeology; the Palestinian Council has civil
responsibility for all other civil spheres. The first and second phases of
the redeployment were completed in March 2000, at which point some 40
per cent of the West Bank, comprising some 98 per cent of the Palestinian
population, was under full Palestinian civilian control and full or partial
security control.

In this situation, it is necessary to emphasise two points. First, that the
Palestinian Authority emerging out these agreements is not identical to
the PLO, recognised by the international community and by Israel as the
representative of the Palestinian people, but is rather an entity deriving
its legitimacy and powers from the agreements.82 Secondly, the effect of
these agreements is not to terminate as such the status of belligerent
occupation. Indeed, Article XXXI (7) of the Interim Agreement specifi-
cally states that neither side shall initiate or take any step that will change
the status of the West Bank and Gaza pending the outcome of negotia-
tions, while Article XXXI (8) provides that the status of these areas will be
preserved during the interim period. Thus both Israeli annexation and a
unilateral declaration of Palestinian independence are precluded.83

In principle, therefore, Israel remains the occupying power and retains
its international powers and responsibilities. Those powers and responsi-
bilities transferred to the Palestinian Authority may be seen as an exercise
in delegation and the creation of an autonomous zone coupled with
certain self-imposed constraints upon Israeli action. However, this does
leave a grey area where actions are undertaken by Palestinian forces free
from Israeli control and thus to some extent, but only to some extent, free
from its jurisdiction. To that extent, and bearing in mind the nature of the
agreements between Israel and the PLO, a rather curious occupation
regime has emerged with a clear co-occupation element.

(iv) Occupation Plus Plus—The Case of Iraq 2003–4: A New Model
Occupation? In the letter from the Permanent Representatives of the UK
and the USA to the Security Council on 8 May 2003, following the mili-
tary operations commenced against Iraq on 20 March 2003, the two states
concerned noted that:
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82 See, eg, Crawford, above n 29, 444–5 and OM Dajani, ‘Stalled Between Seasons: The
International Legal Status of Palestine During the Interim Period’ (1997) 26 Denver Journal of
International Law and Policy 27.

83 See, eg, J Singer, ‘The Oslo Peace Process: A View from Within’, in New Political Entities,
above n 76, 17, 49.
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The States participating in the Coalition will strictly abide by their obligations
under international law, including those relating to the essential humanitarian
needs of the people of Iraq

and informed the Council of the creation of the Coalition Provisional
Authority ‘to exercise powers of government temporarily’.84 On 22 May
2003, the Security Council adopted resolution 1483 (2003), described by
Benvenisti as ‘a rare and significant event in the history of the troubled
law on occupations’.85 Essentially this resolution both affirmed the posi-
tion of the UK and US as occupying powers in Iraq under international
law and placed a range of other powers and responsibilities upon them
over and above the law relating to occupation.86 This was accepted by the
occupying powers. CPA Regulation No 1 (16 May 2003) declared that the
Authority was

vested with all executive, legislative and judicial authority necessary to
achieve its objectives, to be exercised under relevant UN Security Council
resolutions, including Resolution 1483 (2003), and the laws and usages of war,

while CPA Memorandum No 3 on Criminal Procedures specifically stated
that the CPA was acting ‘consistent with the Fourth Geneva Convention
of 1949 Relative to the Treatment of Civilians in Time of War’ and that the
provisions therein set out ‘give effect to the requirements of international
humanitarian law’ (section 1(2)). The formal status of occupation ended
on 28 June 2004 with the formal handover of authority to the Iraqi Interim
Government, as recognised in Security Council resolution 1546.

Resolution 1483 recognised in the preamble

the specific authorities, responsibilities and obligations under applicable inter-
national law of these States [UK and US] as occupying powers under unified
command (the ‘Authority’)

thereby according UN acceptance of the concept of occupation both
generally and particularly with regard to the Iraq situation. The reso-
lution also noted that other states ‘not occupying powers are working
now or in the future may work under the Authority’, thus rendering such
states subject to the rules and principles contained both in occupation law
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84 S/2003/538.
85 See E Benvenisti, ‘Water Conflicts During the Occupation of Iraq’ (2003) 97 American

Journal of International Law 860 and ibid, ‘The Security Council and the Law on Occupation:
Resolution 1483 on Iraq in Historical Perspective’ (2003) 1 IDF Law Review 19, 20.

86 See generally, ‘Iraq: Law of Occupation’, House of Commons Research Paper 03/51,
2 June 2003; Benvenisti, ibid; M Hmoud, ‘The Use of Force Against Iraq: Occupation and
Security Council resolution 1483’ (2004) 36 Cornell International Law Journal 435; D Scheffer,
‘Beyond Occupation Law’ (2003) 97 American Journal of International Law 842; GH Fox, ‘The
Occupation of Iraq’ (2005) 36 Georgia Journal of International Law 195.
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and under the resolution. What is particularly interesting is the extent to
which the resolution expands the range of the competence of the
occupying powers (and other relevant states) beyond those flowing from
the traditional law of occupation.87

The following provisions are particularly relevant. Operative para-
graph 4

calls upon the Authority [which includes states not being occupying powers
themselves], consistent with the Charter of the United Nations and other rele-
vant international law, to promote the welfare of the Iraqi people through the
effective administration of the territory, including . . . the creation of condi-
tions in which the Iraqi people can freely determine their own political future.

Paragraph 22 noted ‘the relevance of the establishment of an interna-
tionally recognised, representative government of Iraq’. Paragraph 8 calls
upon the Secretary General to appoint a Special Representative for Iraq
whose independent responsibilities were to include ‘in coordination with
the Authority’, assisting the people of Iraq across a range of activities,
including

working intensively with the Authority, the people of Iraq and others to
advance efforts to restore and establish national and local institutions for rep-
resentative governance . . . promoting the protection of human rights . . . [and]
. . . encouraging international efforts to promote legal and judicial reform.88

Such provisions clearly go beyond the minimalist competences in such
matters in the traditional law of occupation. In addition to requiring the
occupying powers in the form of the Authority to effectively administer
the territory for the welfare of the population and create the framework
for democratic expression, the Authority was also obliged to act, with
others, to create national and local representative institutions and an
internationally recognised representative government. Further, the
Authority, in co-ordination with the Special Representative, was required
to promote human rights and legal and judicial reform.89

This approach may also be linked with the unique provisions in the
resolution for international monitoring. Paragraph 8, as noted, called for
the appointment of a Special Representative for Iraq with substantial
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87 Operative para 5 ‘calls on all concerned to comply fully with their obligations under
international law, including in particular the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the Hague
Regulations of 1907’.

88 Para 8(a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (g) and (i). Para 9 provides the support of the Council for the
‘formation, by the people of Iraq with the help of the Authority and working with the Special
Representative, of an Iraqi interim administration as a traditional administration run by
Iraqis, until an internationally recognised, representative government is established by the
people of Iraq and assumes the responsibilities of the Authority’.

89 See for criticism of this, Hmoud, above n 86, 448–9.
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co-ordinating responsibilities, reporting to the Council, while an Inter-
national Advisory and Monitoring Board90 of the Development Fund for
Iraq was established with the duty to approve the appointment of
independent public accountants to audit the Development Fund and all
export sales of petroleum, petroleum products and natural gas.91 Further,
the Secretary General was asked to continue or commence the exercise, in
co-ordination with the Authority, of responsibilities for a six-month
period in order to terminate the UN oil-for-food programme and after
this period to transfer the administration of any remaining activity under
the programme to the Authority.92 The Secretary General was also
requested to transfer as soon as possible to the Development Fund for
Iraq $1 billion from funds held pursuant to resolutions 778 (1992) and 986
(1995).93

Thus, both in the range of competences exercisable by the occupying
powers, particularly in the human rights, welfare and economic fields,94

and by the establishment of various monitoring mechanisms, resolution
1483 marks a highly significant step in the evolution of the law of occu-
pation, and a consequential shift in the traditional balance between
military necessity and humanitarian considerations. In addition, the aims
of the occupation and the methodology of seeking to achieve them are
markedly different. In traditional occupations, the aim of the occupation
was simply to hold on to the territory with minimal cost to the occupier
and the occupied pending a peace settlement which almost invariably
involved the return of the territory to the dispossessed sovereign. In Iraq,
the aim of the occupation was to ensure that the previous regime could
not return to power and that the whole political, social, economic and
legal system be totally transformed. Therefore, even the approach of the
traditional occupation as supplemented by human rights law has been
overtaken in this major exercise in societal reordering as internationally
mandated.

As Crawford has written, the broad responsibilities laid down in
resolution 1483 ‘would be difficult to satisfy if the general obligations of
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90 The membership of the Board was to include duly qualified representatives of the
Secretary General, of the Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund, of the
Director General of the Arab Fund for Social and Economic Development and of the President
of the World Bank.

91 Paras 12, 20.
92 Para 16.
93 Para 17.
94 Note, eg, the new laws adopted by the Authority with regard to foreign investments (CPA

Order No 39, 19 September 2003), securities markets (CPA Order No 74, 18 April 2004),
copyright law (CPA Order No 83, 1 May 2004) and anti-money-laundering legislation (CPA
Order No 93, 3 June 2004), as well as those establishing a property claims commission (CPA
Regulation No 12, 23 June 2004) and banning former members of the Ba’ath Party from
public-sector employment (CPA Order No 1, 16 May 2003).
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an occupying power were observed’.95 The key question, therefore, is on
what basis did this new model occupation framework arise? Since there
was in the Iraq case clearly no consent by the population to such arrange-
ments, the only answer can be with regard to the Chapter VII powers of
the Security Council.

CONTROL OF TERRITORY BY AN INTERNATIONAL AUTHORITY

I I I . CONTROL OF TERRITORY BY AN INTERNATIONAL
AUTHORITY

A. As a Mechanism to Pass Sovereignty or Territorial Control to the
Recognised Sovereign

In a number of situations and for various reasons spreading over a
century, the international community has assumed control of a territory.96

Such international administration has sometimes been in order to act as
a procedural device whereby sovereignty would pass with as little
disruption as possible from the recognised sovereign or effective
controller of the territory to a recipient recognised by the international
community as the correct and appropriate beneficiary. These are cases
where there is little or no serious dispute as to the ultimate destination of
title to the territory in question, but considerable difficulties in practice
with regards to the process of transmission itself.97

B. Within States

A number of examples may be noted here of the use of international
administration as a methodology to pass control from one entity to the
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95 Crawford, above n 29, 563. See also V Lowe, ‘The Iraq Crisis: What Now?’ (2003) 52
International and Comparative Law Quarterly 859

96 See, eg, S Chesterman, You, The People: The United Nations, Territorial Administration and
State-building (Oxford University Press, 2004); R Caplan, A New Trusteeship? The International
Administration of War-torn Territories (Adephi Paper No 341, Oxford University Press, 2002);
M Ydit, Internationalised Territories (Leyden, Sythoff, 1961); SR Ratner, ‘Foreign Occupation’,
above n 23; R Wilde, ‘From Danzig to East Timor and Beyond’, above n 22; ibid, ‘The Complex
Role of the Legal Adviser When International Organisations Administer Territory’ (2001) 95
Proceedings of the American Society of International Law 251; ibid, ‘Representing International
Territorial Administration: A Critique of Some Approaches’ (2004) 15 European Journal of
International Law 71; ibid, ‘The United Nations as Government: The Tensions of an Ambivalent
Role’ (2003) 97 Proceedings of the American Society of International Law 212; MJ Matheson,
‘United Nations Governance of Postconflict Societies’ (2001) 95 American Journal of Inter-
national Law 76.

97 This chapter does not deal with the supervisory responsibility of the League of Nations or
the United Nations with regard to mandate and trust territories respectively, nor the failed
arrangements with regard to Jerusalem or Trieste, see generally Ydit, above n 96, chs 3 and 4,
231–72 and 273–315.
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recognised sovereign within a state where there was no dispute as to the
territorial sovereignty of the state in question.

The area of Eastern Slavonia within Croatia was controlled by
insurgent Serb forces from the outbreak of the armed conflict over the
future of Yugoslavia. An agreement was signed on 12 November 1995
between Croatia and the Serb forces providing for a period of UN admin-
istration pending reincorporation into Croatia, and the United Nations
Transitional Administration in Eastern Slavonia (UNTAES) came into
existence.98 Security Council resolution 1037 (1996) laid down the man-
date of UNTAES as the peaceful reintegration of the area99 into the
Republic of Croatia including demilitarisation, the return of refugees and
displaced persons, the reconstruction of the region, and the organisation
of free and fair elections. The resolution also stressed the importance of
full respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms in the terri-
tory.100 The employment, educational and health sectors were integrated,
social and security was essentially achieved, and the political rights of the
local Serbs guaranteed by a Croatian letter of intent by autumn 1997; the
mandate ended on 15 January 1998.101

Mostar was a city divided into Croat and Bosniak (Muslim) sectors,
within Bosnia and Herzegovina. In the face of the deep inability to reach
any kind of agreement, the two parties signed a Memorandum of Under-
standing on 6 April 1994 in Geneva empowering the European Union to
administer Mostar until a more permanent solution could be reached.102

A Memorandum of Understanding signed on 5 July 1994 by the states of
the European Union, the Western European Union who supplied the
police force, the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Federation of
Bosnia and Herzegovina and local Mostar administrators laid down the
legal framework for the EU administration of Mostar. The EU adminis-
tration was accorded legislative and executive powers,103 organised, inter
alia, the spending of reconstruction funds, and secured the parties’
agreement to an Interim Statute regulating the city’s governance on 7
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98 Croatia–local Serbian Community: Basic Agreement on the Region of Eastern Slavonia,
Baranja and Western Sirmium, (1996) 35 International Legal Materials 184. See also M Bothe,
‘The Peace Process in Eastern Slavonia’ (December 1996–January 1996) International Peace-
keeping 6, and JP Klein, ‘The United Nations and Administration of Territory: Lessons from the
Front Line, The United Nations Transitional Administration in Eastern Slavonia (UNTAES)’
(2003) 97 Proceedings of the American Society of International Law 205.

99 Eastern Slavonia, Baranja and Western Sirmium.
100 See also UNSC Res1043 (31 January 1996), UNSC Res 1079 (15 November 1996), UNSC

Res 1120 (14 July 1997) and UNSC Res 1145 (19 December 1997).
101 See Klein, above n 98, 207–9.
102 See, eg, International Crisis Group, Reunifying Mostar: Opportunities for Progress, April

2000, and ibid, Building Bridges in Mostar, November 2003.
103 Note that Art 7(1) of the Memorandum stipulated that the EU administration had to

exercise its authority in conformity with the overall principle of subsidiarity, taking due
account of the views and wishes of the local parties and population.
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February 1996, which has had in practice little success.104 At the date
agreed in the July 1994 Memorandum of Understanding of 22 July 1996,
the responsibilities of the EU administration were transferred to a Special
Envoy of the European Union in the city of Mostar.105 From January 1997,
these responsibilities passed to the Office of the High Representative in
Bosnia and Herzegovina and a regional office was opened in the city. A
Statute of the City of Mostar was adopted on 28 January 2004.

The area of Br‰ko within Bosnia and Herzegovina was disputed
between the Serbs and the Bosniaks and the issue remained unresolved at
the Dayton peace conference in 1995.106 Article V of Annex 2 of the
Dayton Peace Agreement provided for binding arbitration ‘of the dis-
puted portion of the Inter-Entity Boundary Line in the Br‰ko area’. The
tribunal’s first award was published on 14 February 1997.107 Noting that
the Republika Srpska had failed to implement its obligations under the
Dayton accords to permit the return of refugees and allow free movement
in that part of Br‰ko under its control, the tribunal authorised the estab-
lishment for one year of ‘interim international supervision of Dayton
implementation in the Br‰ko area’. The Supervisor was given a specific
mandate including the phased and orderly return of refugees and
displaced persons, enhancement of democratic government and a
multi-ethnic administration of the town of Br‰ko, ensuring freedom of
movement, the establishment of normal democratic policing function and
the promotion of economic revitalisation. The Supervisor (and Deputy
High Representative) was empowered to issue binding orders and
regulations in furtherance of his mandate.

This mandate was reaffirmed and strengthened in the Tribunal’s
supplemental award of 15 March 1998, in which it was ruled, inter alia,
that the Supervisor should have the same powers as those conferred on
the High Representative of Bosnia and Herzegovina, including the
authority to sack any public official who obstructed the implementation
of the Dayton agreement, and to strengthen democratic institutions and
revive the economy in the Br‰ko area.108 A final award was issued on 5
March 1999 (and Annex published on 18 August 1999). This established a
special district for the pre-war Br‰ko Opstina, under the exclusive sover-
eignty of Bosnia and Herzegovina, with the territory belonging to the two
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104 The principles of which had already been agreed at the Dayton conference and included
as an Annex to the Dayton Agreement 1995. See International Crisis Group, Building Bridges,
above n 102, 1 and 3.

105 See EU Joint Action of 15 July 1996, 96/442/CFSP.
106 See, eg, International Crisis Group, Br‰ko Arbitration, August 1996; ibid, Br‰ko: A
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entities (Republika Srpska and the Federation of Bosnia and Herze-
govina). The demilitarised district was to be self-governing with a single,
unitary, multi-ethnic and democratic government and a unified and
multi-ethnic police force and independent judiciary, with extensive
powers reserved to the Supervisor, including the right to select voting
mechanisms, dissolve existing municipal assemblies, disband and recon-
stitute municipal governments, appoint initially members of the judiciary
and prosecutorial services, appoint the first chief of police, have the final
word on the budget, and to transfer publicly owned property to the
administration of the district and to privatise it in accordance with
Bosnian law.109 This was described in an International Crisis Group
report as creating ‘a fully fledged if small scale international trustee-
ship’.110 The High Representative of Bosnia issued a Decision on the
Establishment of the Br‰ko District of Bosnia and Herzegovina on 8
March 2000 formally creating the District as a special unit of local self-
government under Bosnian sovereignty.111 A Statute was declared to be in
force and an interim government appointed pending elections by orders
of the Supervisor on that same date.112

C. As Between a Third Party Controlling Administration and a
Recognised Sovereign

A second category is where an international authority is introduced as a
method of transmitting power between a third-party-controlled adminis-
tration, often of controversial legitimacy, and an entity recognised
internationally as the beneficiary of sovereign title, in circumstances
where direct action is not politically feasible. Several examples may be
given here.

(1) Leticia

In 1932, Peruvian irregular forces captured the Colombian town and
district of Leticia in violation of the treaty between the states of 24 March
1922 that ceded the territory to Colombia.113 Following the involvement
of the League of Nations, the parties concluded an agreement on 25 May
1933 under which the territory was entrusted to a special League of
Nations Commission, acting in the name and at the expense of Colombia,
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109 Annex of the Final Award. See also Bosnia’s Br‰ko, above n 106, 9–11.
110 Bosnia’s Br‰ko, above n 106, 9. See also (2000) 39 International Legal Materials 879.
111 See www.ohr.int. See also the Report from the Supervisor of Br‰ko to the Peace

Implementation Council of 18 March 2004, available at www.ohr.int.
112 Bosnia’s Br‰ko, above n 106, 13.
113 See, eg, Ydit, above n 96, 59ff; L Woolsey, ‘The Leticia Dispute between Colombia and

Peru’ (1935) 29 American Journal of International Law 94; and Wilde, above n 22, 587.
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for a period of one year pending a resolution of the dispute. In the event
the parties reached an agreement on 24 May 1934, and the territory was
handed over by the Commission to the Colombian authorities. The short
period of League administration essentially enabled Colombia to regain
control, while maintaining a critical symbolic presence in the territory
during this period,114 and allowed Peru a measure of face-saving as well
as providing a point of pressure to encourage Colombia to come to a
comprehensive border settlement.

(2) Libya

The Peace Treaty with Italy in 1947 authorised the Allied Powers to
determine the future status of the former Italian colony of Libya. The
question was passed on to the UN General Assembly, which appointed a
UN Commissioner for Libya with the aim of preparing the territory for
independence.115 The territory was administered by the two Administer-
ing Powers (UK and France) in co-operation with the UN Commissioner,
and the territory became independent on 24 December 1951.116

(3) West Irian

West Irian (West New Guinea) was a Dutch colony which remained
under Dutch control after the rest of the Dutch East Indies came to
independence as Indonesia, and its future was disputed between the two
states.117 Ultimately, it was agreed that the Netherlands would transfer
administration of the territory to a UN Temporary Executive Authority
(UNTEA) under the jurisdiction of the Secretary General, which would
pass control to Indonesia.118 UNTEA was to have full authority to
administer the territory in accordance with the agreement, including the
power to legislate and to replace Dutch officials with non-Indonesian
ones. The costs of the administration were shared between the two states.
Control over the territory was established on 1 October 1962 and
transferred to Indonesia after 1 May 1963.
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114 Eg, it provided troops for the Commission and its flag flew alongside that of the League,
Ydit, above n 96, 61.

115 See UNGA Res 289 (21 November 1949). See also Ydit, above n 96, 68–9; Crawford, above
n 29, 554–5; and A Pelt, Libyan Independence and the United Nations: A Case of Planned Decolon-
isation (New Haven, Yale University Press, 1970).

116 Ydit, above n 96, 69.
117 See, eg, Crawford, above n 29, 555 and DW Bowett, United Nations Forces (London,

Stevens, 1964) 255–61.
118 Indonesia–Netherlands Agreement of 15 August 1962. See also UNGA Res 1752 (XVII)

(21 September 1962).
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(4) Namibia

In October 1966, the General Assembly resolved that since South Africa
had failed to fulfil its obligations, its mandate over South West Africa
(Namibia) was therefore terminated and the territory was to come under
the direct authority of the United Nations.119 The UN Council for
Namibia was established as the legal administering authority over the
territory pending independence.120 Decree No 1 of the Council declared
null and void permits or licenses issued by South Africa with regard to
the exploitation of natural resources in the territory and forbade such
activities.121 The Council also issued travel documents, but was refused
entry into the territory. It remained essentially ineffective. SWAPO (the
South West Africa People’s Organisation) was recognised in 1973 as the
representative of the Namibian people with regard to the ‘international
territory of Namibia’.122 In 1978, South Africa accepted the proposals
negotiated by the five Western contact powers for Namibian indepen-
dence involving elections supervised by a UN Transitional Assistance
Group and peacekeeping forces.123 After some difficulties,124 Namibia
obtained its independence and was admitted to the United Nations on 23
April 1990.125

(5) East Timor

One of the major examples of UN territorial administration in this context
has taken place with regard to East Timor. Portugal evacuated its colony
in 1975 amidst domestic upheavals, and Indonesia took control and pur-
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119 See UNGA Res General Assembly resolution 2145 (XXI) (27 October 1966). See also J
Dugard, The South West Africa/Namibia Dispute (Berkeley, University of California Press, 1973)
and S Slonim, South West Africa and the United Nations (Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1973). See also LL Herman, ‘The Legal Status of Namibia and of the United Nations
Council for Namibia’ (1975) 13 Canadian Yearbook of International Law 306.

120 See UNGA Res 2248 (XXII) (19 May 1967), S-9/2, 1978, 33/182 (C).
121 27 September 1974. See also UNGA Res 35/227/I (6 March 1981) and 43/29 (22

November 1988). This decree was described by the UN Commissioner for Namibia as a ‘new
and strange concept’, A/AC.131/81, 18 July 1980.

122 UNGA Res 3111 (XVIII) (12 December 1973). See also UNSC Res (24 January 1969), UNSC
Res 269 (12 August 1969), UNSC Res 276 (30 January 1970) and the Namibia case (Advisory
opinion) [1971] ICJ Rep 16, approved in UNSC Res 301 (20 October 1971).

123 (1978) 17 International Legal Materials 762–9. See UNSC Res (29 September 1978). See also
VP Fortna, ‘United Nations Transition Assistance Group in Namibia’, in WJ Durch (ed), The
Evolution of UN Peacekeeping (New York, St Martin’s Press, 1994) 353.

124 See, eg, S/14459, S/14460/Rev 1, S/14461 and S/14462.
125 Note also the role of the UN with regard to Western Sahara. The UN Mission for a

Referendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO) was established in Security Council resolution
690 (1991) to implement a peace plan proposed by the Secretary General (S/21360 and
S/22464). MINURSO has been mandated to monitor the ceasefire, oversee the exchange of
prisoners and organise a referendum. To date no such referendum has been held.
MINORSO’s mandate was extended in Security Council resolution 1675 (2006).
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ported to annex it shortly thereafter.126 The Security Council reaffirmed
the right of the territory to self-determination and called upon Indonesia
to withdraw its forces.127 Eventually in 1999 Portugal and Indonesia
agreed to a popular consultation under UN auspices.128 This was sup-
ported by the Security Council129 and a UN Mission in East Timor
(UNAMET) was established.130 The referendum rejected Indonesia’s
proposal of autonomy status, and violence by pro-Indonesian militias
ensued.131 As a result, the Security Council adopted resolution 1264
(1999) condemning the violations of human rights and humanitarian law,
and acting under Chapter VII of the Charter, a multinational force
(INTERFET) was authorised. This force, under Australian command,
began to deploy on 20 September 1999. In resolution 1272 (1999), the
Security Council established the UN Transitional Administration in East
Timor (UNTAET) with a wide-ranging mandate to administer the
territory.132 By Regulation No 1 adopted on 27 November 1999, all
legislative and executive authority with respect to East Timor, including
the administration of the judiciary, was vested in UNTAET and exercised
by the Transitional Administrator. This Administrator was given the
competence further to appoint any person to perform functions in the
civil administration in the territory, including the judiciary, or remove
such person and to issue regulations and directives.

UNTAET was further to administer all immovable and movable
property of the Republic of Indonesia or its organs and agencies in the
territory of East Timor. All persons undertaking public duties or holding
public office were to observe internationally recognised human rights
standards.133 The applicable law was stated to be the pre-25 October
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126 See, eg, Crawford, above n 29, 560ff; C Stahn, ‘The United Nations Transitional Adminis-
trations in Kosovo and East Timor: A First Analysis’ (2001) 5 Max Planck Yearbook of United
Nations Law 105; H Strohmeyer, ‘Collapse and Reconstruction of a Judicial System: The United
Nations Missions in Kosovo and East Timor’ (2001) 95 American Journal of International Law 46;
M Ruffert, ‘The Administration of Kosovo and East Timor by the International Community’
(2001) 50 International and Comparative Law Quarterly 613; RS Clark, ‘East Timor, Indonesia and
the International Community’ 14 (2000) Temple International and Comparative Law Journal 75;
J Dunn (ed), International Law and the Question of East Timor (Leiden, CIIR, 1995); R Goy,
‘L’indépendence du Timor Oriental’ (1999) 45 Annuaire Français de Droit International 203; and
JM Sorel, ‘Timor Oriental: Un résumé de l’histoire de droit international’ (2000) 104 Revue
Générale de Droit International Public 37.

127 See UNSC Res 384 (22 December 197) and 389 (22 April 1976). See also the East Timor case
[1995] ICJ Rep 90, 96–7.

128 See S/1999/513.
129 UNSC Res 1236 (7 May 1999).
130 UNSC Res 1246 (11 June 1999). See also S/1999/595.
131 Under the direction, it seems, of the Indonesian military, see UNAMET’s analysis,

S/1999/976, Annex, para 1.
132 See also S/1999/24. Note the heavy reliance of UNTAET on the experience of the UN in

Kosovo, see Chesterman, above n 96, 63.
133 In particular, the Universal Declaration on Human Rights (adopted 10 December 1948);

the International Covenants on Human Rights (adopted 16 December 1966); the Convention
on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (adopted 21 December 1965); the
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1999134 local law insofar as it did not conflict with human rights
standards, the fulfilment of the mandate of UNTAET under resolution
1272 or any regulation or directive issued by the Transitional Adminis-
trator and until replaced by UNTAET Regulations or subsequent legis-
lation of democratically elected institutions of East Timor.135 UNTAET
also set up a National Consultative Council as a mechanism for transition
to self-government136 and signed an agreement with Australia on behalf
of the territory to continue the application of the Australian–Indonesian
Treaty on the Timor Gap.137 UNTAET adopted a number of Regulations
covering a number of important issues, including the introduction of the
dollar as the currency in the territory138 and the creation of central fiscal
authorities.139

East Timor became an independent state in 2002 and was admitted as a
member of the United Nations on 27 September that year.140

B. As a Mechanism to Realise or Sustain a Recognised Settlement

Elements of international administration in one form or another may also
be introduced as an important constituent of reaching and maintaining a
settlement of a dispute where there are significant and often irrecon-
cilable internal tensions.

The Free City of Danzig was established by the Treaty of Versailles as a
compromise in order to ensure Poland’s access to the sea, although the
population was German. Germany renounced its rights over the territory
in favour of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers,141 who created
the Free City as a unit under the protection of the League of Nations and
under therefore neither German nor Polish sovereignty.142 The Free City
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Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (adopted 18
December 1979); the Convention Against Torture (adopted 10 December 1984) and the
International Convention on the Rights of the Child (adopted 20 November 1989) Section 2,
Regulation No 1.

134 The date of adoption of resolution 1272.
135 UNTAET Regulation 1999/1, s 3. Note the dispute as to whether the local law was

Indonesian law or Portuguese law, see S de Bertodano, ‘East Timor—Justice Denied’ (2004) 2
Journal of International Criminal Justice 910; H Strohlmeyer, ‘Policing the Peace: Post-Conflict
Judicial Reconstruction in East Timor’ (2001) 24 University of South Wales Law Journal 171, cf
Prosecutor v Armando Dos Santos, Case No 16/2001 of the East Timor Court of Appeal, 15 July
2003, available at http://jsmp.minihub.org//judgmentspdf/courtofappeal/Ct_ofApp-dos_
Santos_English22703.pdf.

136 Regulation No 2, 1999. See also S/2000/53.
137 See Crawford, above n 29, 562.
138 UNTAET Regulation No 2000/7.
139 UNTAET Regulation No 2000/1.
140 UNSC Res (23 May 2002) and UNGA Res (20 September 2002).
141 Art 100. See, eg, Crawford, above n 29, 236–41; Chesterman, above n 96, 20–21 and

H Hannum, Autonomy, Sovereignty and Self-Determination (Philadelphia, University of Penn-
sylvania Press, 1990) 375–9.

142 Art 102.
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possessed extensive domestic powers, but its Constitution was guar-
anteed by the League, which could intervene to implement it.143 The
League also appointed a High Commissioner.144 The foreign relations of
the Free City were undertaken by Poland, by virtue of an international
agreement between Danzig and Poland of 9 November 1920.145 The
arrangement collapsed with the outbreak of the Second World War.146

In another relevant case, following Vietnamese intervention and an
ensuing and vicious civil war, agreements on a comprehensive settlement
of the Cambodia conflict were signed on 2 October 1991.147 The Compre-
hensive Settlement Agreement created a Supreme National Council as the
‘unique legitimate body and source of authority in which, throughout the
transitional period, the sovereignty, independence and unity of
Cambodia are enshrined’.148 The Supreme National Council in turn trans-
ferred to the United Nations ‘all powers necessary to ensure implemen-
tation of this Agreement’.149 The United Nations was invited in particular
to set up the UN Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC) with
civilian and military components under the direct responsibility of the
UN Secretary General and with the mandate specified in the Agree-
ment.150 The mandate in question called for the establishment of a neutral
political environment conducive to free and fair general elections, with
the requirement for such UN control over a wide range of governmental
organs, including those dealing with foreign affairs, defence, finance and
information, as was necessary to ensure their strict neutrality.151 There
were also provisions concerning the relationship between UNTAC and
the Supreme National Council, so that, for example, the former had to
follow the advice of the latter if it was acting unanimously (or if Prince
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143 Art 103. See Treatment of Polish Nationals in the Danzig Territory, PCIJ Reports, Series A/B,
No 44, 21 (1932) and Consistency of Certain Danzig Legislative Decrees with the Constitution of the
Free City, PCIJ Reports, Series A/B, No 65, 13 (1935).

144 However, this did not prevent the Free City from introducing anti-Semitic legislation,
following the Nuremberg laws of 1936 in Germany, see Crawford, above n 29, 241, n 211.

145 See Art 104 of the Versailles Treaty and Jurisdiction of the Courts of Danzig, PCIJ Reports,
Series B, No 15, 17 (1928). The nature of the arrangement was discussed by the Permanent
Court in Free City of Danzig and the ILO, PCIJ Reports, Series B, No 18, 13 (1930).

146 Cf. the position with regard to the Memel Territory in the inter-War period. This was
transferred by the Principal Allied and Associated Powers from Germany to Lithuania after
the end of the First World War in order to provide that state with a port. However, in view of
the fact that the population involved was German, a special regime was established, under
Lithuanian sovereignty, with legislative, judicial, administrative and financial autonomy with
the limits prescribed by the Statute. See Art 99 of the Versailles Treaty and the Convention
Concerning the Territory of Memel 1924 with annexed Statute. See also Crawford, above n 29,
237–8; Lapidoth, above n 14, 77–85 and Hannum, above n 141, 379 –84.

147 See, eg, SR Ratner, ‘The Cambodia Settlement Agreements’ (1993) 87 American Journal of
International Law 1; MW Doyle, UN Peacekeeping in Cambodia: UNTAC’s Civil Mandate (Boulder,
Lynne Rienner, 1995); and Chesterman, above n 96, 74–5.

148 Art 3. See also to this effect, UNSC Res 668 (20 September 1990).
149 Art 6.
150 Art 2.
151 Art 6.
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Sihanouk as the President of the Council provided the advice on its
behalf) and if such advice was consistent with the objectives of the
Agreement as determined by the head of UNTAC, the Secretary General’s
Special Representative.152

UNTAC was formally established by the Security Council in resolution
745 (1992) for a period not exceeding eighteen months with elections to be
held in May 1993.153 The mandate laid down for UNTAC, unlike that
relating to UNTEA in West Irian three decades earlier,154 was detailed and
specific. The provisions concerning civil administration were thorough.
The Special Representative was given power, for example, to issue
binding directives to a wide range of government agencies and to
introduce UN officials with unrestricted access to information and
administrative operations, and to remove or reassign existing officials.
UNTAC took control of the civil police and other law-enforcement
systems and was competent to act against activities deemed inconsistent
with a comprehensive political settlement. The mission consisted essen-
tially of seven distinct components: human rights, electoral, military, civil
administration, civilian police, repatriation and rehabilitation. Although
with only a relatively short duration, UNTAC was the first compre-
hensive effort by the UN to assume significant elements of control and
administration concerning a state.

Bosnia and Herzegovina provides a further example of this usage of
international control powers. Recognised as an independent state, the
degree of international control over basic governmental functions is
nonetheless high. Unlike other situations, however, this international
control has been diffuse rather than focused and centralised, involving
different agencies. The military component consisted of the NATO-led
implementation force, IFOR,155 and from 20 December 1996 a stabilisation
force, SFOR,156 replaced on 2 December 2004 by the European Union’s
EUFOR.157 The civilian components consisted of UN Mission (UNMIBH),
based on a UN International Police Task Force and a UN civilian office,
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152 See Annex I of the Agreement, Sec A, para 2 (a), (d) and (e).
153 Such elections were duly held and certified by the UN Special Representative as free and

fair, see Chesterman, above n 96, 74. See also UNSC Res (4 November 1993) noting the
conclusion of UNTAC’s mission. However, a coup followed in 1997 and flawed elections the
following year: ibid, 75 and International Crisis Group, Back from the Brink: Cambodian
Democracy Gets a Second Chance (January 1999).

154 Which simply gave the head of UNTEA ‘full authority under the direction of the
Secretary General to administer the territory’, Art V of the Agreement on West New Guinea.
See, eg, Ratner, above n 147, 15.

155 UNSC Res 1031 (15 December 1995). IFOR took over from the UN Protection Force
(UNPROFOR), established by UNSC Res 743 (21 February 1992) and see also UNSC Res 749 (7
April 1992), 757 (30 May 1992), 758 (8 June 1992), 770 (13 August 1992) and 776 (14 September
1992).

156 UNSC Res 1088 (12 December 1996).
157 UNSC Res 1575 (22 November 2004). See also UNSC Res 1551 (9 July 2004) and 1639 (21

November 2005).
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and the High Representative. The High Representative, whose mandate
terminated on 31 December 2002, to be replaced by an EU Police
Mission,158 was responsible for the ‘interpretation of this Agreement on
the civilian implementation of the peace settlement’,159 and in particular,
played a steadily enlarging role in the areas of the police, judicial system,
human rights, co-ordination of humanitarian relief and refugees, land-
mine clearance, and elections.160

The establishment of the post of High Representative arose out of the
end of the Bosnian war with the signing of the Dayton Peace Agreement
in 1995. Bosnia and Herzegovina was established as a state consisting of
two units (or Entities) each with significant autonomy (Republika Srpska
and the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina). The Dayton Agreement
provided for the designation of a High Representative161 as ‘the final
authority in theatre’. The High Representative was to monitor the imple-
mentation of the peace settlement, promote the full compliance of the
parties with the civilian aspects of the peace settlement, co-ordinate the
activities of the civilian organisations and agencies in Bosnia and
Herzegovina to ensure the effective implementation of the settlement,
and facilitate the resolution of difficulties in implementation.162 The High
Representative is nominated by the Steering Board of the Peace Imple-
mentation Council,163 a group of 55 countries and international organisa-
tions that sponsor and direct the peace implementation process, and this
nomination is then endorsed by the Security Council.

The relatively modest powers of the High Representative under Annex
10 were subsequently enlarged in practice by the Peace Implementation
Council in the decisions it took at the Bonn Summit of December 1997. In
particular, paragraph XI of the Bonn Conclusions recognised the compe-
tence of the High Representative to adopt binding decisions with regard
to interim measures when the parties are unable to reach agreement,
remaining in force until the Presidency or Council of Ministers has
adopted a decision consistent with the Peace Agreement on the issue
concerned and

other measures to ensure implementation of the Peace Agreement throughout
Bosnia and Herzegovina and its Entities, as well as the smooth running of the
common institutions.
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158 UNSC Res 1423 (12 July 2002). See also the final report of the Secretary General on the
mission, S/2002/1314.

159 Art V, Annex 10.
160 See, eg, Chesterman, above n 96, 77.
161 See Annex 10 of the Dayton Peace Agreement. See also R Caplan, ‘International Author-

ity and State Building: The Case of Bosnia and Herzegovina’ (2004) 10 Global Governance 53;
International Crisis Group, Bosnia: Reshaping the International Machinery, November 2001.

162 Art II, Annex 10. Note, the High Representative has no authority over IFOR and is unable
to interfere in the conduct of military operations, Art II (9).

163 See www.ohr.int/ohr-info/gen-info/#pic.
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Such measures could include, for example, actions against persons found
by the High Representative to be in violation of legal commitments made
under the terms of the implementation of the Peace Agreement.164

In this context, the High Representative has taken a wide-ranging
number of decisions, from imposing the Law on Citizenship of Bosnia
and Herzegovina in December 1997165 and imposing the Law on the Flag
of Bosnia and Herzegovina in February 1998166 to enacting the Law on
Changes and Amendments to the Election Law in January 2006 to mark
the ongoing process of transferring High Representative powers to the
domestic authorities in the light of the improving situation.167 In addition,
a number of persons were removed from public office. From March 1998
to mid-2003, over 100 elected officials were so removed, including a
former prime minister of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, a
president of Republika Srpska and a member of the Bosnian presi-
dency.168 More recently, the ban on removals from office has been lifted in
a number of cases with regard to specific individuals.169 Decisions were
also adopted limiting removals from public office. For example, on 28
November 2005, a decision was issued lifting the ban except with regard
to certain positions of a defence, security or intelligence nature,170 and on
4 April 2006 a decision was adopted which permitted those banned from
public office by a decision of the High Representative to apply for and
hold a position in a public enterprise or institution not covered by civil
service laws but supported by public funding.171 In view of the
improving situation, the Steering Board of the Peace Implementation
Council announced on 24 June 2005 its intention to continue the process
of transferring responsibilities to the Bosnian authorities and to replace
the High Representative with an EU Special Representative, something
that would require a Security Council resolution.172
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164 www.ohr.int/pic/default.asp?content_id=5182. This competence has been regularly
affirmed by the Security Council, See, eg, UNSC Res 1247 (18 June 1999), 1395 (27 February
2000), 1357 (21 June 2001), 1396 (5 March 2002) and 1491 (11 July 2003).

165 www.ohr,int/statemattersdec/default.asp?content_id=343.
166 www.ohr,int/statemattersdec/default.asp?content_id=344.
167 www.ohr,int/statemattersdec/default.asp?content_id=36465.
168 See Chesterman, above n 96, 130–1 and the lists by year contained on the High Represen-

tative’s website: www.ohr.int/decisions/removalssdec.
169 See, eg, that on Milandan Pesic, www.ohr.int/decisions/removalssdec/default.asp?

content_id=36467, 30 January 2006; on Svetozar Radulovic, www.ohr.int/decisions/
removalssdec/default.asp?content_id=36515, 30 January 2006 and on Zelijko Jangic,
www.ohr.int/decisions/removalssdec/default.asp?content_id=36513, 30 January 2006.

170 Decision of 28 November 2005, www.ohr.int/decisions/removalssdec/default.asp?
content_id=36075.

171 Decision of 4 April 2006, www.ohr.int/decisions/removalssdec/default.asp?content_
id=36919. The decision does not apply to any elected, executive, advisory, security or
managerial civil servant position, Art 4.

172 www.ohr.int/pic/default.asp?content_id=3491. Note that the EU’s General Affairs
Council appointed the High Representative as the EU’s Special Representative in March 2002,
See, eg, Council Joint Action 2004/569/CFSP; Council Joint Action 2005/825/CFSP and
Council Joint Action 2006/49/CFSP.
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C. As a Mechanism to Promote a Settlement Where Sovereignty Is
Disputed

(1) The Saar

International administration of territory as a way of a holding operation
pending the reaching of a new settlement is not new. Under the Versailles
Treaty of 1919, France was authorised to exploit the coalmines in the Saar
territory of Germany for a period of 15 years.173 Germany renounced
‘in favour of the League of Nations, in the capacity of trustee, the
government of the territory’.174 The question of ultimate sovereignty over
the territory remained unclear, but the better view is that it resided with
Germany.175 The League of Nations administered the territory for the
15-year period through a Governing Commission appointed by the
League of Nations Council. After the end of this period, a plebiscite was
held in which the population voted to return to German administration. It
is interesting to note that both union with France and a continuation of
international administration were possible outcomes of the process under
the Versailles Treaty.176

(2) Kosovo

The Serbian province of Kosovo, with its 90 per cent ethnic Albanian
population, had been the site of increasing domestic unrest since the
ending of its autonomous status in 1989.177 Security Council resolution
1160 (1998) called for an ‘enhanced status for Kosovo’ including ‘a sub-
stantially greater degree of autonomy’. Talks held at Rambouillet failed178
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173 See, eg, Ydit, above n 96, 44–7; Chesterman, above n 96, 18–20; Crawford, above n 29,
233–4 and Wilde, ‘From Danzig to East Timor’, above n 22, 589.

174 Versailles Treaty, Art 49.
175 See Crawford, above n 29, 233 n 172, cf Ydit, above n 96, 44.
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Danzig (where local powers were split between the city and Poland, while Poland was
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powers and of guaranteeing the status of the city by the competence to approve or not of
constitutional amendments, see Arts 102–4 of the Versailles Treaty and Crawford, above n 29,
236–41.

177 See C Tomuschat (ed), Kosovo and the International Community: A Legal Assessment (The
Hague, Kluwer Lane International, 2002); Crawford, above n 29, 557–60; Chesterman, above
n 96, 79–83; Strohmeyer, above n 126; B Knoll, ‘From Benchmarking to Final Status? Kosovo
and the Problem of an International Administration’s Open-Ended Mandate’ (2005) 16
European Journal of International Law 637; Kosovo: KFOR and Reconstruction (1999) House of
Commons Research Paper 99/66; A Yannis, ‘The UN as Government in Kosovo’ (2004) 10
Global Governance 67; International Crisis Group, Kosovo: Towards Final Status, January 2005;
ibid, Kosovo: The Challenge of Transition, February 2006; A Zimmermann and C Stahn, ‘Yugoslav
Territory, United Nations Trusteeship or Sovereign State? Reflections on the Current and
Future Legal Status of Kosovo’ (2001) 70 Nordic Journal of International Law 423.

178 See S/1999/648.
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and internal repression led to increasing flows of refugees. NATO
operations commenced on 24 March 1999179 and concluded on 9 June that
year with the signing of a military-technical agreement between the
NATO-led international security force (termed KFOR) and the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia, as a consequence of which Yugoslav forces with-
drew from Kosovo and KFOR was deployed.180 The following day,
Security Council resolution 1244 (1999)181 was adopted under Chapter
VII.

This resolution reaffirmed ‘the commitment of all Member States to the
sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia’, but deprived this of all but symbolic meaning by authorising
Member States and relevant international organisations to establish both
an ‘international security presence’ and an ‘international civil presence’
in Kosovo with extensive powers. The former was to be endowed with all
necessary means to fulfil its responsibilities, which included establishing
a secure environment for the return of refugees and displaced persons,
the operation of the international civil presence, the establishment of a
transitional administration, the delivery of humanitarian aid, and
ensuring public safety and order until the international civil presence
could take responsibility. The international civil presence was granted
responsibilities, including promoting ‘the establishment, pending a final
settlement, of substantial autonomy and self-government’; performing
basic civilian administrative functions; organising the development of
provisional institutions for democratic and autonomous self-government,
pending a political settlement; and protecting and promoting human
rights.182

The authority vested in the UN Interim Administration Mission
(UNMIK), as this international civil authority was termed, by resolution
1244 became exercisable by the Special Representative of the UN
Secretary General, who was made responsible for the four main compo-
nents as defined with the participation of other international organisa-
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179 Questions as to the legitimacy of the use of force in Kosovo are not addressed in this
chapter. See, eg, C Gray, International Law and the Use of Force (Oxford University Press, 2000)
31; B Simma, ‘NATO, the UN and the Use of Force: Legal Aspects’ (1999) 10 European Journal of
International Law 1; KA Annan, The Question of Intervention: Statements by the Secretary-General
(New York, United Nations Department of Public Information, 1999); ‘NATO’s Kosovo Inter-
vention’, various writers, (1999) 93 American Journal of International Law 824–62; D Kritsiotis,
‘The Kosovo Crisis and NATO’s Application of Armed Force Against the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia’ (2000) 49 International and Comparative Law Quarterly 330; P Hilpod, ‘Human-
itarian Intervention: Is There a Need for a Legal Reappraisal?’ (2001) 12 European Journal of
International Law 437; and ‘Kosovo: House of Commons Foreign Affairs Committee 4th
Report, June 2000’ various memoranda (2000) 49 International and Comparative Law Quarterly
876–943.

180 S/1999/672, annex.
181 Prefigured in Art 1(2) of the Agreement. KFOR deployment occurred two days after the

resolution was adopted.
182 Paras 10 and 11.
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tions, so that while the UN is concerned with civil administration, the
OSCE (Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe) deals with
institution-building matters, the UNHCR (UN High Commissioner for
Refugees) with humanitarian matters and the European Union with
reconstruction issues. 183

Annex 1 of the resolution provided for an immediate and verifiable
end to violence and repression in Kosovo; the withdrawal of the military,
police and paramilitary forces of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia;
establishment of an interim administration to be decided by the Security
Council; the safe and free return of all refugees; a political process
providing for substantial self-government; the demilitarisation of the
Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA); and a comprehensive approach to the
economic development of the crisis region. It also called for, crucially, the

deployment in Kosovo of effective international civil and security presences,
endorsed and adopted by the United Nations, capable of guaranteeing the
achievement of the common objectives.

Annex 2 reaffirmed these principles, noting in paragraph 3 that there
needed to be agreement on the

deployment in Kosovo under United Nations auspices of effective inter-
national civil and security presences, acting as may be decided under Chapter
VII of the Charter, capable of guaranteeing the achievement of common objec-
tives.

Paragraph 4 noted that

The international security presence with substantial North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation participation must be deployed under unified command and
control and authorised to establish a safe environment for all people in
Kosovo and to facilitate the safe return to their homes of all displaced persons
and refugees.

The very extensive nature of the competence of UNMIK was early
signalled. Section 1.1 of the first Regulation issued by UNMIK in 1999
stated that:

All legislative and executive authority with respect to Kosovo, including the
administration of the judiciary is vested in UNMIK and is exercised by the
Special Representative of the Secretary General184
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183 See S/1999/779, Report of the UN Secretary General, 12 July 1999. These components
became known as the Four Pillars, with Pillar I being police and justice under the direct
leadership of the UN; Pillar II being civil administration under the direct leadership of the
UN; Pillar III being democratisation and institution building led by the OSCE and Pillar IV
being reconstruction and economic development led by the EU.

184 UNMIK/REG/1991/1, S/1999/987, P 14.
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while section 1.2 provided that the Special Representative could appoint
any person to perform functions in the civil administration in Kosovo,
including the judiciary, or remove such person in accordance with the
applicable law.185 Section 3 of this Regulation provided that the laws
applicable in Kosovo prior to 24 March 1999 would continue to apply
insofar as they did not conflict with internationally recognised human
rights standards, the fulfilment of the mandate given to UNMIK under
resolution 1244 or any Regulation issued by UNMIK.186 Section 4
provided for the issuance of legislation in the form of regulations, while
section 6 provided that UNMIK was to administer all property of the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia or Republic of Serbia in Kosovo.
Regulation 1999/3 established a customs system for Kosovo,187 while
Regulation 1999/4 introduced the deutschmark as a permitted currency
in the territory. It is also worth noting Regulation 2005/16, which
regulates the movement into and out of Kosovo.

On 15 May 2001, the Special Representative signed the Constitutional
Framework for Provisional Self-Government under which responsibil-
ities were transferred to Provisional Institutions of Self-Government.188

Article 1.1 of Chapter I of the Constitutional Framework defined Kosovo
as ‘an entity under interim international administration’, while the
responsibilities transferred to the Provisional Institutions189 were to be
within the limits of resolution 1244.190 The powers reserved exclusively to
the Special Representative included full authority to ensure that the
rights and interests of the communities were fully protected; dissolving
the assembly and calling for new elections; final authority with regard to
the budget and monetary policy; exercising final authority regarding the
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185 As amended in UNMIK/REG/2000/54.
186 This was repealed in UNMIK/REG/1999/25. The law in force in Kosovo was stated in

UNMIK/REG/1999/24 to be (a) Regulations promulgated by the Special Representative and
subsidiary instruments issued thereunder and (b) the law in force in Kosovo on 22 March
1989. This was reaffirmed in UNMIK/REG/2000/59, which noted that if a court or body or
person required to implement a provision of the law determines that a subject matter or a
situation is not covered by these law, then the law in force in Kosovo after 22 March 1989 shall
be applied exceptionally, provided that it is non-discriminatory and complies with inter-
national human rights conventions as listed in s 1.3. S 1.3 provided that all persons exercising
public functions shall observe internationally recognised human rights standards as reflected
in particular in the Universal Declaration, the International Covenants on Human Rights, the
European Convention on Human Rights, the Racial Discrimination Convention, the Women’s
Discrimination Convention, the Torture Convention and the Rights of the Child Convention.
S 3 also substituted a sentence of a term of imprisonment for the death sentence applicable
under the law in force as at 22 March 1989.

187 Amended by UNMIK/REG/2005/11.
188 UNMIK/REG/2001/9. Note that amendments with regard to the executive branch of

the Provisional Institutions were adopted in UNMIK/REG/2001/19 and UNMIK/REG/
2005/16.

189 Ch 5.
190 Preamble, para 6 and ch 2 (a).
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appointment, removal from office and disciplining of judges and pro-
secutors;191 exercising powers and responsibilities of an international
nature in the legal field; exercising authority over law-enforcement insti-
tutions; exercising control and authority over the management of the
administration and financing of civil security; concluding agreements
with states and international organisations in all matters within the scope
of resolution 1244; external relations; and customs matter.192

Further, Chapter 12 emphasised that the exercise of the responsibilities
of the Provisional Institutions under the Constitutional Framework

shall not affect or diminish the authority of the SRSG [Special Representative]
to ensure full implementation of UNSCR 1244 (1999), including overseeing the
Provisional Institutions of Self-Government, its officials and agencies, and tak-
ing appropriate measures whenever their actions are inconsistent with
UNSCR 1244 (1999) of this Constitutional Framework

while Chapter 14.3 provides that the Special Representative on his own
initiative may effect amendments to the Constitutional Framework.193

The international community is currently discussing the future of
Kosovo and there is no doubt that the independence of the territory is
one strong possibility. Although, the UN embarked upon a ‘standards
before status’ approach,194 the Security Council appointed former Finnish
President Ahtisaari in November 2005 as a special envoy to start a
political process to determine the final status of the territory.195
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191 As to which, see also UNMIK/REG/1999/7 and UNMIK/REG/2000/57.
192 Ch 8.
193 In addition, ch 6 underlines that the Kosovo police service functions under the authority

of the Special Representative and under the supervision of UNMIK Police, while ch 13 notes
that nothing in the Constitutional Framework is to affect the authority of KFOR.

194 See, eg, Security Council Presidential Statement of 30 April 2004, SC/8082. See also
B Knoll, ‘From Benchmarking to Final Status? Kosovo and the Problem of an International
Administration’s Open-Ended Mandate’ (2005) 16 European Journal of International Law 637;
BS Brown, ‘Human Rights, Sovereignty and the Final Status of Kosovo’ (2005) 80 Chicago Kent
law Review 235; and International Crisis Group Reports of January 2005 and February 2006,
above n 177.

195 SG/A/955, 15 November 2005. See also the Eide Report of 7 October 2005, S/2005/635.
This process has started with moves for decentralisation focusing on local finance, the
creation of new municipalities and cross-boundary co-operation, see UN press release of
3 May 2006, www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=18337. The Ahtisaari Plan was
presented to the UN Security Council on 26 March 2007, S/ 2007/168, but has since become
mired in disputes between Western states and Russia and Serbia as to its application, See, eg,
Kosovo: No Good Alternatives to the Ahtisaari Plan, International Crisis Group Report, 14 May
2007 and Breaking the Kosovo Stalemate: Europe’s Responsibility, International Crisis Group
Report, 21 August 2007. Kosovo declared independence on 17 February 2008.
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THEMATIC CONCLUSIONS

IV. THEMATIC CONCLUSIONS

A. Why Does the Administration of Territory by Non-Sovereign
Situations Arise?

The administration of territory by (third party) non-sovereigns arises
essentially because of a breakdown of either international or internal
peace and security. The situation constitutes an exception to the norm of
administration and control by the territorial sovereign and poses a
problem to international law, focused as it is upon the rights and
responsibilities of sovereign states. The fundamentals of the legal system
cope, in theory, easily with traditional occupations, since these are
predicated upon temporary and relatively minimal societal control by the
forces of one state of the territory of another pending a peace settlement.
Problems have arisen in practice where the occupation is prolonged, and
tensions have therefore arisen between the traditional rules and the need
to take account of the needs of the local population in an evolving society.
Beyond that, the interposition of organised international administration,
although not a new phenomenon, has recently assumed a higher profile
and this has brought new problems to the fore.

Territory may be administered by an entity, whether state or interna-
tional organisation or other arrangement, for a number of reasons. First,
as a consequence of armed conflict whether legal or illegal. Second, as an
attempt to facilitate the transmission of control and/or sovereignty from
one international entity to another. Third, as an attempt to resolve diffi-
culties of governance within a state, flowing usually from a civil war or
outside intervention or a mix of the two. Such administrations may result,
therefore, in the creation of a new or restored independent state, in the
integration of the territory into an existing state whether the previous
sovereign or a third party, or in a new internal constitutional arrange-
ment. Methodologies and aims may differ, of course, depending on the
circumstances. The traditional occupation regime, for example, is focused
upon the preservation of order and minimalist control by the occupying
power so as to prevent annexation and to protect the local population
pending a formal peace treaty, while some international administrations
are created with a proactive mission. Globalisation, both in the form of
the immediate and dramatic impact of crisis situations upon the inter-
national community and in the form of the spread of international law
standards, particularly those relating to human rights, has increased
pressures for international action to resolve or mitigate or minimise such
crises, and the device of international administration now forms part of
the mechanisms readily to hand.
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B. The Source of Authority

In the case of occupations of territory by (third-party) states, authority
will flow from the factual situation itself, ie, from the establishment of
actual control resulting from the use of force, whether legal or illegal, and
the consequential application of international humanitarian law. It is by
its very nature non-consensual and the views of the local population fall
outside of this equation, except that in the light of the development of
human rights law and the principle of self-determination, it is impossible
to ignore the wishes of the local population in terms, at least, of the
resolution of the particular dispute.

In the case of administration of territory by an international organi-
sation, authority will flow from the constitutional norms of the organisa-
tion in question and from the nature and scope of any relevant
international agreements. Often the international organisation in question
will be the UN Security Council, which has the power to adopt decisions
under Chapter VII of the Charter, which is binding upon all members of
the UN. Such resolutions have laid down the basic principles of gover-
nance and have been complemented by legislative activity within the
territory. As far as the authority of the Security Council itself to undertake
such enterprises is concerned, it is now beyond dispute that the Security
Council can deal with questions of the administration and even dispo-
sition of territory.196 Although the normal and natural basis for this is
Chapter VII action, it is possible for an international administration to be
established on the basis of Chapter VI’s peaceful settlement provisions.197

The fount of authority will vary from situation to situation. In the case
of Cambodia, UNTAC derived its power from a UN resolution after the
Supreme National Council, established by the Comprehensive Settlement
Agreement, had transferred to the UN ‘all powers necessary’ to imple-
ment the agreement, which also contained provisions concerning the
relationship between the Supreme National Council and UNTAC. The
mandate for UNTAES, UNTAET and UNMIK derived from Security
Council resolutions,198 that for the EU administration of Mostar from an
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196 See, eg, Crawford, above n 29, 563, and Zimmermann and Stahn, above n 177, 438.
Whether there is a limit to what the Council can do as a matter of principle in the context of
particular threats to or breaches of international peace and security is beyond the scope of this
chapter.

197 See, eg, UNTAC and Cambodia, see above
198 Note the argument that the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was not a member of the UN

at the relevant time, see Zimmermann and Stahn, above n 177, 438–40. See UNGARes 47/1 (22
December 1992) and 55/12 (1 November 2000); UNSC Res 757 (30 May 1992) and 777 (19
September 1992) and the UN Legal Opinion of 29 September 1992, A/47/485. However, the
FRY did at that time maintain that it was such a member and the doctrine of estoppel would
no doubt apply to constrain any subsequent denial with regard specifically to Kosovo. In any
event, the FRY gave its consent to the Kosovo arrangements in the Military and Technical
Agreement of 9 June 1999.
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agreement between the EU and other relevant parties, that for the admin-
istration of Brcko from a series of arbitration awards based upon the
Dayton Peace Agreement, while that of the High Representative in Bosnia
and Herzegovina from the Dayton Peace Agreement as substantively
enhanced in practice by the decision of the Peace Implementation
Council. The situation in Iraq from 2003 to 2004 marks a confluence of
two sources of authority: the traditional law of occupation plus the
extended mandate provided by the Security Council. In each case, the
range of powers granted to the particular administration will depend
primarily upon the terms of the mandate, however sourced and subse-
quent practice, so that, for example, while UNTAES exercised executive
power and little legislative power, both UNMIK and UNTAET exercised
significant legislative power, as did the Authority in Iraq between the
commencement of military operations and the formal ending of
occupation in June 2004.

Where there is more than one source of authority, issues often arise as
to priority and conflicting or inconsistent requirements. Insofar as hierar-
chical questions are raised, it is clear that a Security Council resolution
under Chapter VII will be superior to the rules of belligerent occupation
where this is relevant. This follows from the Iraq situation between 2003
and 2004 where the proactive requirements of resolution 1483 were
clearly intended to operate notwithstanding the law of occupation to the
contrary and from the terms of resolution 1244 concerning Kosovo where
the range of powers granted to UNMIK far exceeded the limits imposed
by traditional occupation law and included the authority to reorganise
governmental institutions of all kinds. However, this cannot be taken to
mean that in such situations the rules of international humanitarian law
were totally superseded. The correct position must rather be that interna-
tional humanitarian law is applied subject to any particular norms being
necessarily replaced by clear provisions to that effect contained in a
binding Security Council resolution.

Where there is one source of authority, interpretational problems will
tend to arise in the context of the exercise of legislative or executive
power. For example, it may be argued that it is far from clear that the
authority of the High Representative, as it has evolved, can be firmly
grounded upon the Dayton agreement. Perhaps some element of reinter-
pretation of the agreement has taken place by the relevant parties as a
matter of subsequent practice as reflected in the Conclusions of the Bonn
Summit of 1997 or consensual activity by the Bosnian government and
constituent Entities. Further, in the case of UNMIK, it could be main-
tained that its legislative competence derived, in the absence of an explicit
provision, implicitly by way of a broad understanding of the resolution as
expressed in its first Regulation. However one characterises the precise
nature of such legislative enactments (usually termed Regulations or
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Orders),199 legal questions do arise as to their interpretation in the context
of the mandating instruments and accountability.

The issue of the termination of the authority of the third-party admin-
istration is an important one. In the case of occupation, termination
occurs upon a peace treaty between the parties concerned or other inter-
nationally recognised formal withdrawal of effective control over the
territory or where the ousted sovereign is able to regain control,200 but
otherwise the position is rather unclear, appearing to focus upon the
exercise of actual control without defining what that means, a point
raised with regard to the Gaza Strip. In the case of international adminis-
tration, the date of termination may be specified, as in the case of UNTAC
(Cambodia) where the mission was authorised to operate for a period of
up to 18 months, or dependent upon the completion of a particular
defined task, as in the cases of Libya, West Irian and East Timor, or rather
more open-ended with objectives less clearly specified, as in Bosnia and
Kosovo. In the latter situation, it is then up to the mission concerned (and
ultimately the Security Council) to determine when its aim has been
achieved.

C. Applicable Law

Unlike the situation that exists with regard to the source of authority, the
position as to the applicable law as it affects occupation and international
administration situations shows elements of convergence. In the case of
traditional occupations, the occupying power is to retain the existing
framework as far as possible, consistent with the maintenance of public
order and the needs of military necessity. However, evolving inter-
national law has made international human rights law as well as
humanitarian law applicable in addition to the pre-existing local law.
How far the introduction of the former impacts upon the presumption
upon minimal interference with the local law is unclear, but that it does
have an impact is beyond dispute. One further issue concerns the
application of the domestic law. Officials, including armed forces
personnel, are subject to their own local law to the extent that govern-
mental activities are concerned. Thus in English law, soldiers are subject
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199 See, eg, Ruffert, above n 126, and E De Wet, ‘The Direct Administration of Territories by
the United Nations and its Member States in the Post Cold War Era: Legal Bases and
Implications for National Law’ (2004) 8 Max Planck Yearbook of United Nations Law 291.

200 HP Gasser suggests also debellatio, but this probably unlikely, D Fleck, The Handbook of
Humanitarian Law in Armed Conflicts (Oxford University Press, 1995) 251. Art 6 of the Fourth
Geneva Convention provides merely that the application of the Convention shall cease one
year after the general close of military operations, although the occupying power will be
bound by a number of key provisions to the extent that the power exercises the functions of
government in the territory.
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to English criminal law wherever they are, as if they are in the juris-
diction.201 This will include legislative provisions concerning war crimes,
crimes against humanity and genocide and will include the provisions of
the European Convention on Human Rights as incorporated by the
Human Rights Act 1998 in certain situations.202

In the case of the international administration of territory, the appli-
cable law will usually be specified in an enactment by the mission in
question. To the local law will usually be added the legislative acts of the
mission authorities, as in the case of Kosovo and East Timor, for example,
and priority will be accorded to the latter, as indeed was the case with
Namibia. Sometimes the provisions of the local law will be deemed to
apply to the extent that they are consistent with the international admin-
istration’s decrees. In Kosovo, the applicable local law was redefined
from that in being at the date of the relevant Security Council resolution
to that in force on 22 March 1989 due to the introduction after that date of
discriminatory laws. Priority is given to the Regulations of UNMIK and
the application of international human rights provisions is established. A
further question is whether international humanitarian law also applies.
Until relatively recently, international organisations were ambivalent as
to the application of humanitarian law to their mission.203 On 6 August
1999 the Secretary General issued a statement confirming that the
principles and rules of international humanitarian law apply to UN
forces when in situations of armed conflict they are actively engaged as
combatants.204 However, this statement does not appear to cover forces
not operating under UN command and control, so many questions
remain,205 although it should be pointed out that the states supplying
forces for international administration duties are bound by humanitarian
law.

Other issues of priority with regard to the established applicable law
that are raised include the position with regard to any conflict between
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201 See s 70 of the Army Act 1955 as amended and Lord Bingham, R v Boyd [2002] UKHL 31 at
paras 4–5. See also the International Criminal Court Act 2001.

202 See the decision of the House of Lords in Al-Skeini v Secretary of State for Defence [2007]
UKHL 26. Currently the situation in English law is that persons held in British military
detention facilities benefit from the application of the European Human Rights Convention,
but that the Convention would not apply outside of the UK where British forces are simply on
patrol in areas not within their effective overall control as per the Convention case law, See,
eg, Cyprus v Turkey (Judgment) ECHR 10 May 2001; Bankovið v Belgium (Judgment) 12
December 2001and Issa v Turkey (Judgment) 16 November 2004.

203 See, eg, L Green, The Contemporary Law of Armed Conflict (2nd edn, Manchester, Man-
chester University Press, 2000), ch 20 and C Greenwood, ‘International Humanitarian Law
and United Nations Military Operations’ (1998) 1 Yearbook of International Humanitarian Law 3.
See also the resolutions of the Institut de Droit International stating that humanitarian law
applied to the UN, (1971) 54 (II) Annuaire de l’Institut de Droit International 465 and (1975) 56
Annuaire de l’Institut de Droit International 540

204 ST/SGB/1999/13.
205 See Ratner, ‘Foreign Occupation’, above n 23, 705–6.
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the provisions of humanitarian law and human rights law conflict, for
example, with regard to the detention of persons and by extension
between a Security Council mandate and human rights. With regard to
the latter, the recent English Court of Appeal case of Al-Jedda v Secretary of
State for Defence came to the conclusion that in such a situation priority
lies with the Security Council in view of Article 103 of the Charter
providing for the superiority of Charter obligations over those arising
from other international instruments.206

D. Accountability Issues

In the case of occupations, occupying forces are subject to their own
domestic law, which will usually contain international humanitarian law
principles, either by direct legislative action incorporating the Geneva
Conventions and other pertinent agreements or by way of international
customary law, such as the Hague Regulations, deemed part of the
internal law, as well as relevant public law principles. Together with
relevant human rights provisions, a framework for accountability thus
exists. Internationally, the existence of, for example, the International
Committee of the Red Cross and other non-governmental organisations,
and the operations of various international organisations will or may
constitute sources of pressure for the accountability of those violating the
law in occupied territories. Further, the Security Council or the Inter-
national Court of Justice may adopt relevant binding measures.

In the case of international administrations of territory, the matter is
more complex. UN missions will be subject to a measure of UN control,
being accountable in principle to the Secretary General and Security
Council,207 but in practice this may be seen as operating in a less than
efficacious manner. Officials and forces on UN mission will remain
subject to accountability under their own domestic legal systems, but
accountability within the territory being administered is likely to prove
problematic. This issue has received much attention in Kosovo in view of
the wide immunities conferred on UNMIK and KFOR in Regulation
47/2000, thereby depriving the local courts of jurisdiction with regard to
such personnel and their property and assets. In Bosnia, the High Repre-
sentative has often asserted that certain executive decisions are not
subject to domestic review as they were adopted pursuant to an inter-
national mandate and in the light of his position as a ‘final authority’
under the Dayton Agreement, and this has been accepted by the Consti-
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206 [2006] EWCA Civ 327.
207 See, eg, SR Ratner, The New UN Peacekeeping: Building Peace in Lands of Conflict After the

Cold War, (New York, St Martin’s Press, 1995) 41–50.
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tutional Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina.208 An Ombudsman has been
established and ways to rendering enforceable the European Convention
on Human Rights in the territory are being investigated, although
complications exist in view of the uncertain status of the territory in inter-
national law and for the purposes of identifying the state or states within
whose jurisdiction the territory may be deemed to fall in view of the lack
of control exercised by Serbia and Montenegro (the former Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia). Further, the ECHR held in Behrami v France that
both KFOR and UNMIK were operating under the valid and binding
authority of Chapter VII of the UN Security Council and that any
impugned action would therefore be attributable to the United Nations,
which benefited from an international legal personality separate from
that of its member states. Since the UN was not a member of the
European Convention system, the ECHRwould not have jurisdiction with
regard to a complaint against a state or states acting in Kosovo within the
framework of either or both KFOR and UNMIK.209

While UNMIK has recently signed an agreement to implement the
Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities of the
Council of Europe and for the extension of the right of the European
Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment to visit places of detention coming under the
authority of the interim civil administration in Kosovo, such an
agreement with regard to KFOR has not been reached.

E. Sovereignty and Third-Party Administration

In the light of the extensive developments taking place with regard both
to traditional occupations and to international administration of territory,
the question may finally be asked as to the place of sovereignty in the
changed world. Sovereignty remains as a totemic symbol. No entity
seeking sovereignty will willingly settle for less; no state will willingly
forego its sovereign status. Compromises will usually be made on the
exercise of sovereignty in specific areas in order to maximise particular
benefits, especially economic ones, as the evolution of international trade
law demonstrates, or indeed to further human rights, but no surrender of
the very existence of that status can easily be achieved. However, the
problems arise not where states exist without existential challenge or
where aspirant candidates encounter no opposition, but in the troubled
region of significant breakdown in civil society, whether internal or
international, whether actual or potential. In such instances, mechanisms
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208 See, eg, Milorad Bilbija et al, AP-953/05, decision of the Constitutional Court of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, 8 July 2006, http://www.esiweb.org/pdf/esi_news_id_113a.pdf.

209 Judgment of 2 May 2007.
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will be sought to resolve or cope with the crises in question and it is here
that recourse to the nature of sovereignty is of little assistance in practice.
The suspension, or by-passing, or sovereignty may in certain situations
be the best way to move forward. As the scope of international law
increases to cover an ever broader range of persons and issues, so the
legal advantages of formal sovereign status tend to fade. Effective control,
which is in any event a component of territorial title, may be the best way
in which to resolve an actual or threatened breakdown of peace and
security pending a final settlement acceptable to all, and functional
administrative operations may constitute a perfectly acceptable alter-
native to a highly contested sovereignty, at least as an interim or
transitional measure. Of course, there may be circumstances where an
administrative arrangement involving less than full sovereignty may in
any event be the optimum solution with elements of divided control by
overlapping authorities. The goal will tend to be sovereignty, but reality
may interpose an alternative solution, and if it works, that will be its own
justification.
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ARTICLE 

ASSESSING THE SCOPE OF THE PALESTINIAN 
TERRITORIAL ENTITLEMENT 

Ariel Zemach* 

ABSTRACT 
What is the scope of the Palestinian entitlement to the territory of 

the West Bank, currently occupied by Israel? The right of the 
Palestinian people to self-determination and its derivative, a 
Palestinian right to statehood, have been widely acknowledged. But 
does the right to self-determination determine the borders of the 
Palestinian state, giving rise to a Palestinian territorial entitlement to 
the whole of the West Bank? The Article answers this question in the 
negative, demonstrating that neither state practice nor the 
jurisprudence of the International Court of Justice support a rule of 
customary international law that assigns self-determination 
considerations a role in the demarcation of international boundaries. 

The Article also examines the role of international recognition of 
title to territory in the resolution of the territorial dispute between 
Israel and the Palestinians. To what extent does international law 
empower the international community to resolve a territorial dispute 
over the objection of an affected party, by pronouncing a collective 
position that reflects near-consensus? The Article concludes that a 
collective recognition by the international community of Palestinian 
title to territories currently occupied by Israel would have neither a 
probative value nor a constitutive effect under international law, unless 
such international position takes the form of UN Security Council 
action in the exercise of its binding powers under Chapter VII of the 
UN Charter. 

The Article further demonstrates that international law does not 
support an Israeli claim to sovereignty over the occupied West Bank. 
This inquiry focuses on a critical examination of a theory recently 
advanced in legal literature, which predicates such a claim on the 
 

*  Senior Lecturer, Ono Academic College. 
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doctrine of uti possidetis juris. Finally, the article considers the 
consequences of the absence of a norm of international law governing 
the demarcation of the border between Israel and the Palestinians. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Most territorial disputes are captured by a web of well-established 

norms on border demarcation.1 The challenge for international 
adjudicators of such disputes typically concerns evidentiary difficulties 
in the application of a clearly identified norm.2 It is far less common 
that uncertainty extends to the question of which legal principle 
governs the territorial dispute, or to whether such a principle exists. The 
territorial dispute between Israel and the Palestinians is an instance of 
the latter situation. Whereas most territorial disputes are minor and 

 
1.  See Brian Taylor Sumner, Territorial Disputes at the International Court of Justice, 53 

DUKE L.J. 1779, 1792-808 (2004) (reviewing the adjudication by the International Court of 
Justice of territorial disputes). 

2.  See, e.g., Frontier Dispute (Burk. Faso/Mali), Judgment, 1986 I.C.J. Rep. 554, 587 (Dec. 
22) (addressing evidentiary difficulties in the application of the principle of uti possidetis juris); 
Land, Island and Maritime Frontier Dispute (El Sal./Hond.: Nicar. intervening), 1992 I.C.J. Rep. 
351, 513 (Sept. 11) (identifying the principle of uti possidetis juris as the applicable border 
demarcation rule, but noting the absence of “any evidence whatsoever as to the line of the uti 
possidetis juris” in the region in question). 
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peripheral,3 uncertainty regarding the norm governing the Israeli-
Palestinian territorial dispute affects the scope of the dispute, which 
extends to a significant portion of the West Bank,4 an area currently 
occupied by Israel and claimed by the Palestinians as the territory of a 
Palestinian state. 

Any inquiry into the scope of Palestinian territorial entitlement 
would be pursued in the shadow of the controversy on whether or not 
a Palestinian state exists. It has been noted that “the question of 
boundaries arises only once independence has been acquired.”5 The 
question of whether or not the Palestinian political entity in the West 
Bank qualifies under international law as a state has been the subject of 
an extensive debate,6 which is beyond the scope of this Article. Rather, 
the Article follows the literature that examined the territorial scope of 
a Palestinian state on the assumption that such a state exists.7 
Moreover, regardless of whether or not a Palestinian state currently 
exists, there is little doubt that the Palestinian people have a right to 

 
3.  Eugene Kontorovich, Israel/Palestine – The ICC’s Uncharted Territory, 11 J. INT’L 

CRIM. JUST. 979, 997 (2013) (noting that “while many nations are involved in territorial disputes, 
most are minor, peripheral and non-militarized”). 

4.  The scope of Israeli territorial claims in relation to the West Bank is demonstrated by a 
statement issued in 2004 by the Prime Minister of Israel at the time, Ariel Sharon, which 
presented the Israeli plan for disengagement from the Gaza Strip. The statement stipulated that 
“it is clear that in the West Bank, there are areas which will be part of the State of Israel, 
including major Israeli population centers, cities, towns and villages, security areas and other 
places of special interest to Israel.” See Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, Prime Minister of Israel, 
Disengagement Plan of Prime Minister Ariel Sharon – Revised, sec. 1(3), (May 28, 2004). 

5.  Anne Peters, The Principle of Uti Possidetis Juris: How Relevant is it for Issues of 
Secession?, in SELF-DETERMINATION AND SECESSION IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 95, 101 
(Christian Walter et al. eds., 2014). 

6.  JAMES CRAWFORD, THE CREATION OF STATES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 446-47 (2d 
ed., 2007) (rejecting the contention that a Palestinian state already exists); Paul Eden, 
Palestinian Statehood: Trapped between Rhetoric and Realpolitik, 62 INT’L & COMP. L.Q. 225, 
233 (2013) (observing that “the powers currently possessed by the Palestinian Authority fall 
short of the independence necessary for Palestine (as currently constituted) to be regarded as a 
sovereign State”); John Quigley, Palestine is a State: A Horse with Black and White Stripes is a 
Zebra, 32 MICH. J. INT’L L. 749, 752 (2011) (contending that Palestine is a state); Francis A. 
Boyle, The Creation of the State of Palestine, 1 EUR. J. INT’L L. 301, 301-03 (1990) (arguing 
that Palestine meets the criteria for statehood, and that “the [U.N.] General Assembly’s 
recognition of the new state of Palestine is constitutive, definitive, and universally 
determinative”); William Thomas Worster, The Exercise of Jurisdiction by the International 
Criminal Court over Palestine, 26 AM. U. INT’L L. REV. 1153, 1174 (2011) (concluding that 
“Palestine is not a state for all purposes, though it appears to be incrementally exerting increasing 
independence . . . Palestine is most appropriately categorized as a quasi-state”). 

7.  Kontorovich, supra note 3, at 980-81; Yael Ronen, Israel, Palestine and the ICC – 
Territory Uncharted but Not Unknown, 12 J. INT’L CRIM. JUST. 7, 8 (2014). 
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statehood, emanating from the right of peoples to self-determination.8 
The right to statehood, which implies some Palestinian territorial 
entitlement, requires examining the scope of such entitlement. 

This Article examines whether it is possible to discern a legal 
principle that governs the territorial dispute between Israel and the 
Palestinians. The inquiry begins with the norms that dominate the 
jurisprudence of the International Court of Justice (“ICJ”) on the 
resolution of territorial disputes. These norms, termed in the legal 
literature “the tripartite hierarchy,” 9F

9 concern (a) the establishment of 
international borders by way of a boundary treaty; (b) the recognition 
of the administrative boundaries of a former colony or of a former 
federal province as international boundaries under the principle of uti 
possidetis juris; and (c) the acquisition of territory through the exercise 
of effective control over it. 10F

10 
Having concluded that none of these norms pertain to the 

territorial dispute between Israel and the Palestinians, this Article turns 
to consider whether the dispute can be legally resolved under a norm 
that is extraneous to the tripartite hierarchy, focusing on the right of the 
Palestinian people to self-determination. The inquiry reveals that 
neither state practice nor the jurisprudence of the ICJ supports a rule of 
customary international law that assigns self-determination 
considerations a role in the demarcation of international boundaries. 

Finally, the Article examines whether international law vests the 
international community with the power to resolve a territorial dispute 
over the objection of an affected party, through the pronouncement of 
a collective position that reflects near-consensus. Such power may be 
vested in the UN Security Council (“Security Council”), acting under 
Chapter VII of the UN Charter.11 The Article demonstrates, however, 
that outside the legal framework of Security Council action, the 
international community may confer title to territory on a party to a 
territorial dispute, over the objection of the other party, only if the 
former is in possession of the territory. Acting by way of a UN General 
Assembly resolution or other pronouncements of a collective position 

 
8.  See infra notes 168-71, and accompanying text. See also CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 

438-39 (noting that “[t]here is a substantial international consensus that the Palestinian people 
are entitled to form a State” and that Palestine is “an entity . . . whose people is entitled to self-
determination, i.e., to elect to form their own State”). 

9.  Sumner, supra note 1, at 1807-08. 
10.  See discussion infra Section IV.A. 
11.  See infra notes 340-48 and accompanying text. 
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that do not involve Security Council action, the international 
community may not grant the Palestinians title to territories occupied 
by Israel because the Palestinians are not in possession of these 
territories. Although a convergence of Israeli possession of the 
occupied West Bank and a broad international recognition of Israeli 
sovereignty over this territory could, in theory, lead to Israeli title to 
the territory, such international recognition is not forthcoming. 

The Article concludes that none of the norms of the international 
law on the resolution of territorial disputes governs the territorial 
dispute between Israel and the Palestinians. The silence of international 
law on this question has consequences with regard to Israel’s liberty to 
prolong the occupation of the West Bank and to leverage the 
occupation in the course of peace negotiations with the Palestinians in 
order to advance a political claim to sovereignty over parts of the West 
Bank. 

Part II of this Article provides a brief review of the historical 
background to the territorial dispute between Israel and the 
Palestinians. Part III demonstrates that, in and of itself, the status of the 
West Bank as an occupied territory does not give rise to a Palestinian 
legal entitlement to the entirety of the West Bank. Part IV reviews the 
norms that form the tripartite hierarchy, applied by the ICJ in the 
adjudication of territorial disputes, and proceeds to consider and reject 
two arguments advancing a claim for Israeli sovereignty over the West 
Bank in reliance on these norms. The first concerns the provisions of a 
1922 international treaty between the League of Nations, on one hand, 
and Britain, on the other, establishing the Mandate for Palestine.12 The 
second concerns the application of the uti possidetis juris principle. 

The Article proceeds to examine arguments regarding title to the 
West Bank, which are extraneous to the tripartite hierarchy. The first, 
considered in Part V, derives a Palestinian territorial entitlement to the 
entirety of the West Bank from the right of the Palestinian people to 
self-determination. The second, considered in Part VI, promotes a 
narrow construction of the prohibition on the acquisition of territory 
through the use of force, which would support a claim by Israel to 
sovereignty over parts of the West Bank. The Article finds these 
arguments unpersuasive. Part VII demonstrates that under customary 

 
12.  British Mandate for Palestine, 17 AM. J. INT’L L. SUPP. 164 (1923), available at 

http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/palmanda.asp [https://perma.cc/Q9TR-B6RL] 
[hereinafter Palestine Mandate]. 
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international law, a collective recognition by the international 
community of Palestinian title to territories currently occupied by Israel 
would have neither a probative value nor a constitutive effect. Finally, 
Part VIII considers the consequences of the absence of a norm of 
international law governing the demarcation of the border between 
Israel and the Palestinians.  

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND TO THE ISRAELI-PALESTINIAN 
TERRITORIAL DISPUTE 

Before 1917, Palestine was a part of the Ottoman Empire. It was 
relinquished by the Ottoman Empire and came under British control as 
a result of World War I.13 Palestine was subsequently committed to the 
Mandate system, established under Article 22 of the Covenant of the 
League of Nations (“Article 22”)14 to dispose with former colonies of 
Germany and of the Ottoman Empire, relinquished by these powers in 
the wake of World War I. 15F

15 The Mandate system provided for tutelage 
of the former colonies by “advanced nations . . . as Mandatories on 
behalf of the League [of Nations].”16F

16 In accordance with Article 22, 
each Mandate was established by an international agreement between 
the League of Nations (“League”) and a Mandatory, 17F

17 which vested the 
Mandatory with the power to administer the territory under the 
supervision and control of the League for the purpose of promoting “the 
well-being and development”18F

18 of the people of the territory as well as 
their right to self-determination.19F

19 The Mandate regime for Palestine 
was established in 1922 by way of an international agreement between 
the League and Britain, designating the latter as the Mandatory. 20 F

20 At 
the time the Mandate of Palestine took effect, its territory encompassed 
all of present-day Jordan, Israel, the Gaza Strip, and the territories that 
 

13. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 422. 
14. League of Nations Covenant art. 22. 
15. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 422, 566. 
16. League of Nations Covenant art. 22. 
17. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 574; Yoram Dinstein, The Arab-Israeli Conflict from the 

Perspective of International Law, 43 UNIV. N.B. L.J. 301, 304 (1994) (noting that “like all other 
Mandates, the Mandate for Palestine was an international agreement concluded between the 
League of Nations, on the one hand, and the Mandatory Power (Britain), on the other”). 

18.  League of Nations Covenant art. 22. 
19. Malcolm N. Shaw, Peoples, Territorialism and Boundaries, 3 EUR. J. INT’L L. 478, 

479-80 (1997); CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 566-67 (observing that “the principle of self-
determination . . . was made applicable to Mandates, . . . which became the first distinct category 
of self-determination territory”). 

20. Palestine Mandate, supra note 12; see also Dinstein, supra note 17, at 304. 
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are currently under Israeli occupation, including those that are the 
object of the territorial dispute between Israel and the Palestinians.21 

Citing a commitment undertaken by Britain toward the Jewish 
people a few years earlier,22 the Mandate agreement entrusted Britain 
with the responsibility to promote “the establishment in Palestine of a 
national home for the Jewish people, it being clearly understood that 
nothing should be done which might prejudice the civil and religious 
rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine . . . .”23 Article 
25 of the Mandate agreement, however, authorized Britain to 
administer the eastern part of Palestine separately from its western part, 
and to exclude the eastern part of Palestine from the purview of its 
obligation to promote the establishment of a national home for the 
Jewish people.24 Exercising this authority shortly after assuming its 
role as a Mandatory, Britain divided the Palestine Mandate into two 
administrative units: an eastern province, referred to as Transjordan, 
and a western province, which was subsequently referred to as 
“Palestine.”25 In accordance with Article 25 of the Mandate agreement,  
Britain determined the administrative border between Transjordan and 
Palestine to be the Jordan River, the Dead Sea to which the Jordan 

 
21. Abraham Bell & Eugene Kontorovich, Palestine, Uti Possidetis Juris, and the Borders 

of Israel, 58 ARIZ. L. REV. 633, 669 (2016). 
22.  In a letter of November 2, 1917, the British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Lord 

Balfour, had issued the following statement, afterwards known as the “Balfour Declaration”: 
 
His Majesty’s Government views with favor the establishment in Palestine of a 
national home for the Jewish people, and will use their best endeavors to facilitate the 
achievement of this object, it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done 
which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish 
communities in Palestine, or the rights and political status enjoyed by Jews in any 
other country. 

 
See PALESTINE ROYAL COMMISSION, REPORT, 1937, HC Cmd 5479, at 22 (UK). See also 
Palestine Mandate, supra note 12, at preamble (providing that “the Mandatory should be 
responsible for putting into effect the declaration originally made on November 2nd, 1917, by 
the Government of His Britannic Majesty.”). 

23.  Palestine Mandate, supra note 12, pmbl. 
24. Palestine Mandate, supra note 12, at art. 25; see also CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 423. 
25. LEAGUE OF NATIONS, MANDATE FOR PALESTINE TOGETHER WITH A NOTE BY THE 

SECRETARY-GENERAL RELATING TO ITS APPLICATION TO THE TERRITORY KNOWN AS TRANS-
JORDAN UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 25 (1922), available at https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.
cloudfront.net/truthmustbetold/pages/93/attachments/original/1448574108/Mandate_of_Palesti
ne_.pdf?1448574108 [https://perma.cc/T6UK-DFD3]. 
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River flows, and a line stretching south from the Dead Sea to the town 
of Aqaba by the Red Sea.26 

Although Transjordan formally remained a part of the Palestine 
Mandate, in 1928 Britain granted Transjordan extensive self-governing 
powers,27 and in 1946, proceeded to recognize the independence of 
Transjordan as the state of Jordan, effectively terminating the Palestine 
Mandate there.28 Commentators thus noted that “[f]or the last two years 
of the Palestine Mandate (until May 1948), it did not include 
Transjordan. Upon the independence of Transjordan, the 
administrative boundary between it and Palestine became the new 
international boundary, consistent with the doctrine of uti possidetis 
juris.”29 

In February 1947, Britain referred the question of Palestine to the 
United Nations, and announced its intention to terminate its presence 
in Palestine and relinquish its role as Mandatory by August 1, 1948.30 
On November 29, 1947, the UN General Assembly (“General 
Assembly”) adopted Resolution 181 (II), embracing a plan for the 
partition of Palestine into two states, Arab and Jewish, and the 
internationalization of Jerusalem.31 The bulk of authority takes the 
view that the adoption of the partition plan by the General Assembly 
“was intended as no more than a recommendation,”32 and is therefore 
not legally binding upon the parties involved. The Jewish national 
institutions in Palestine accepted the partition plan, but the plan was 
rejected by the Arab leadership in Palestine as well as by various Arab 
states.33 

 
26. Id. (stipulating that the territory of Transjordan encompasses “all territory lying to the 

east of a line drawn from a point two miles west of the town of Akaba on the Gulf of that name 
up the center of the Wady Araba, Dead Sea and River Jordan to its junction with the River 
Yarmuk”). 

27. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 673; CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 423. 
28. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 423-24; Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 674. 
29. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 674-75. 
30. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 424. 
31. G.A. Res. 181 (II), The Plan of Partition with Economic Union, (Nov. 29, 1947). 
32. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 431 (“The conclusion must be that the partition plan, 

though valid, was intended as no more than a recommendation.”); see also Clyde Eagleton, 
Palestine and the Constitutional Law of the United Nations, 42 AM. J. INT’L  L. 397, 397 (1948) 
(noting that “[i]t is clear to any student of the Charter that a resolution of the General Assembly, 
such as that for the partition of Palestine, is no more than a recommendation, and that it can have 
no legally binding effect upon any state whatsoever”); Dinstein, supra note 17, at 306. 

33. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 424 (noting that “the Zionist League declared its 
acceptance of the partition plan, but it was rejected by the Arab States and organizations”); Ardi 
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The Mandate was terminated with the completion of British 
withdrawal, on May 14, 1948.34 On that day, the Jewish leadership in 
Palestine proclaimed the independence of the State of Israel.35 The 
termination of the British Mandate was immediately followed by the 
invasion of Palestine by the armies of the surrounding Arab states, 
resulting in an armed conflict between these states and the emerging 
State of Israel. Hostilities ended in 1949 with the signing of armistice 
agreements between Israel and each of the neighboring Arab states.36 
Following the separation of forces along the lines demarcated by the 
armistice agreements, Israel controlled seventy-eight percent of the 
territory of the Palestine Mandate,37 which far exceeded the territory 
Israel would have possessed under the partition plan.38 The remaining 
territory of the Palestine Mandate was held by Jordan, which occupied 
the West Bank of the Jordan River, including East Jerusalem (the 
“West Bank”), and by Egypt, which occupied the Gaza Strip. 

The terms of the armistice agreement between Israel and Jordan 
are of particular significance for the purposes of this Article because 
the West Bank is the object of the current territorial dispute between 
Israel and the Palestinians. This agreement states that the armistice line 
separating the territory controlled by Israel from the West Bank, widely 
referred to as “the Green Line,” was not considered an international 
boundary and therefore did not resolve the question of sovereignty over 
any part of the territory of the Palestine Mandate.39 Article 2(2) of the 
Israel-Jordan Armistice Agreement stipulates: 

[I]t is . . . recognized that no provision of this Agreement shall in 
any way prejudice the rights, claims and positions of either Party 
hereto in the ultimate peaceful settlement of the Palestine question, 

 
Imseis, On the Fourth Geneva Convention and the Occupied Palestinian Territory, 44 HARV. 
INT’L L.J. 65, 75-76 (2003). 

34. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 425. 
35. Declaration of Establishment of the State of Israel (May 14, 1948). 
36. See Israeli-Syrian General Armistice Agreement, Isr.-Syria, July 20, 1949, U.N. Doc 

S/1353; Egyptian-Israeli General Armistice Agreement, Egypt-Isr., Feb. 24, 1949, U.N. Doc. 
S/1264; Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and Israel: General Armistice Agreement, Isr.-Jordan, 
Apr. 3, 1949, U.N. Doc. S/1302 [hereinafter Israel-Jordan Armistice Agreement]. 

37. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 679; Imseis, supra note 33, at 76. 
38. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 425. 
39. Israel-Jordan Armistice Agreement, supra note 36, art. VI(9) (stipulating that “[t]he 

Armistice Demarcation Lines defined in articles V and VI of this Agreement are agreed upon 
by the Parties without prejudice to future territorial settlements or boundary lines or to claims of 
either Party relating thereto”). But see Dinstein, supra note 17, at 312 (arguing that “the 
Armistice Lines constitute international frontiers”). 
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the provisions of this Agreement being dictated exclusively by 
military considerations.40 
Jordan declared the annexation of the West Bank in 1950,41 but a 

near-consensus within the international community has rejected this 
annexation as illegal and void, and the status of Jordan in relation to 
the West Bank was widely considered as that of an occupying power 
rather than a sovereign.42 The Jordanian occupation of the West Bank 
lasted until 1967, when an armed conflict erupting between Israel and 
its neighbors, among them Jordan, resulted in the occupation by Israel 
of the entire territory of the West Bank.43 Upon the commencement of 
the Israeli occupation of the West Bank, no state held sovereign title to 
that territory.44 

A series of interim agreements were concluded in the period 
between 1993 and 1995 between Israel and the Palestine Liberation 
Organization, as a representative of the Palestinian people (the “Oslo 
Accords”).45 The Oslo Accords provided for the transfer by Israel to a 
newly established Palestinian interim administration of some 
governing powers in certain parts of the West Bank.46 Pursuant to the 
Oslo Accords, the Israeli military in the West Bank redeployed outside 

 
40. Israel-Jordan Armistice Agreement, supra note 36, art. II(2). 
41. EYAL BENVENISTI, THE INTERNATIONAL LAW OF OCCUPATION 204 (2012). 
42. Id. (observing with regard to the annexation by Jordan of the West Bank, “[t]his 

purported annexation of parts of the former Mandatory Palestine was, however, widely regarded, 
including by the Arab League, as illegal and void, and was recognized only by Britain, Iraq, and 
Pakistan”); Adam Roberts, Prolonged Military Occupation: The Israeli-Occupied Territories 
Since 1967, 84 AM. J. INT’L L. 44, 76 (1990) (“There are strong grounds for doubt whether the 
West Bank and Gaza were, before 1967, simply integral parts of Jordan and Egypt, 
respectively.”); Yehuda Z. Blum, The Missing Reversioner: Reflections on the Status of Judea 
and Samaria, 3 ISR. L. REV. 279, 281 (1968) (noting that “the Kingdom of Jordan never 
acquired, from the point of view of international law, the rights of a legitimate sovereign over 
those parts of former Mandatory Palestine that came under its control in the course of the 
Palestine hostilities of 1948-49”); Imseis, supra note 33, at 78 (noting that “Jordan’s annexation 
was ‘unanimously denounced’ by the Arab League” and that “[w]ith the exception of Britain 
and Pakistan, the Jordanian annexation was not recognized by any member of the international 
community”). 

43.  Imseis, supra note 33, at 79. 
44. BENVENISTI, supra note 41, at 204 (observing that “neither the West Bank nor Gaza 

had in 1967 a government that could validly claim to represent its interests as its sovereign”). 
45.  Declaration of Principles on Interim Self-Government Arrangements, Isr.-Palestine 

Liberation Organization, Sept. 13, 1993, 32 I.L.M. 1525; Agreement on the Gaza Strip and the 
Jericho Area, Isr.-Palestine Liberation Organization, May 4, 1994, 33 I.L.M. 622; Israeli-
Palestinian Interim Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, Isr.-Palestine Liberation 
Organization, Sept. 28, 1995, 36 I.L.M. 551 [hereinafter Israeli-Palestinian Interim Agreement]. 

46. BENVENISTI, supra note 41, at 210. 
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Palestinian population centers.47 The ICJ noted that the transfer of 
authority to the Palestinians remained, in practice, “partial and 
limited.”48 Moreover, the transfer of authority from Israel to the 
Palestinians was confined to a relatively small portion of the West 
Bank.49 Noting that the West Bank and East Jerusalem were occupied 
by Israel in 1967, the ICJ thus concluded that the Oslo Accords “have 
done nothing to alter this situation. All these territories (including East 
Jerusalem) remain occupied territories and Israel has continued to have 
the status of occupying Power.”50 

The Oslo Accords did nothing to resolve the territorial dispute 
between Israel and the Palestinians.51 The Accords listed the question 
of borders among the issues to be determined in future permanent status 
negotiations,52 emphasizing that “[n]othing in this Agreement shall 
prejudice or preempt the outcome of the negotiations on the permanent 
status to be conducted . . . Neither Party shall be deemed, by virtue of 
having entered into this Agreement, to have renounced or waived any 
of its existing rights, claims or positions.”53 A subsequent agreement 
on borders and other permanent status issues has never been reached. 

 
47. BENVENISTI, supra note 41, at 210. 
48. See Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian 

Territory, Advisory Opinion, 2004 I.C.J. Rep. 136, 167, ¶ 77 (July 9); see also Zinaida Miller, 
Perils of Parity: Palestine’s Permanent Transition, 47 CORNELL INT’L L.J. 331, 349 (2014) 
(noting that “while the [Oslo] Accords assigned a series of responsibilities to the newly-created 
Palestinian Authority, they left a wide array of issues under Israeli control”). 

49. See, e.g., Planning Policy in the West Bank, B’TSELEM (Nov. 11, 2017), 
http://www.btselem.org/area_c/what_is_area_c [https://perma.cc/5ZRH-W8B7] (explaining 
that territories defined in the Oslo Accords as “Area C” cover 60% of the West Bank and that 
“Israel has retained almost complete control of this area, including security matters and all land-
related civil matters, including land allocation, planning and construction, and infrastructure”); 
see also AEYAL GROSS, THE WRITING ON THE WALL: RETHINKING THE INTERNATIONAL LAW 
OF OCCUPATION 183 (2017); Miller, supra note 48, at 349. 

50. Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian 
Territory, 2004 I.C.J. Wall Advisory Opinion, at 167, ¶ 78. 

51. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 443 (observing that “the agreements are remarkably 
unforthcoming on issues of status, no doubt because of fundamental disagreements between the 
parties.”). 

52. Israeli-Palestinian Interim Agreement, supra note 45, art. 31(5). 
53. Israeli-Palestinian Interim Agreement, supra note 45, art. 31(6). 
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III. THE STATUS OF THE WEST BANK AS OCCUPIED 
TERRITORY AND THE SCOPE OF THE PALESTINIAN 

TERRITORIAL ENTITLEMENT 
The West Bank is widely considered as occupied territory,54 

although no state held sovereign title to it at the time Israel seized 
control of it. Does the status of the West Bank as an occupied territory 
give rise, in and of itself, to a Palestinian legal entitlement to its 
entirety? 

Article 42 of the Hague Regulations Respecting the Laws and 
Customs of War on Land (“Hague Regulations”), which have attained 
the status of customary international law,55 states that “[t]erritory is 
considered occupied when it is actually placed under the authority of 
the hostile army. The occupation extends only to the territory where 
such authority has been established and can be exercised.”56 
Occupation is thus defined as “the effective control of a power (be it 
one or more states or an international organization, such as the United 
Nations) over a territory to which that power has no sovereign title, 
without the volition of the sovereign of that territory.”57 The bulk of 
authority maintains that effective control of a territory by a foreign state 
amounts to occupation not only when the state that is the legitimate 
sovereign of the territory withholds its consent to such control, but also 
when sovereignty over the territory is vested in no state.58 

 
54. Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian 

Territory, 2004 I.C.J. at 167, ¶ 78; S.C. Res. 2334, preamble, U.N. Doc. S/RES/2334 (Dec. 23, 
2016) (referring to Israel as “the occupying Power” in the “Palestinian Territory occupied since 
1967”); Theodor Meron, The West Bank and International Humanitarian Law on the Eve of the 
Fiftieth Anniversary of the Six-Day War, 111 AM. J. INT’L L. 357, 360 (2017) (observing that 
“the Israeli Supreme Court itself has routinely defined the situation on the West Bank as a 
territory under belligerent occupation”). For examples of Israeli jurisprudence recognizing the 
status of the West Bank as occupied territory, see HCJ 7015/02 Ajuri v. The Commander of IDF 
Forces in the West Bank 56(6) PD 352 ¶¶ 13, 21, 22 (2002) (Isr.); HCJ 2056/04 Beit Sourik 
Village v. The Government of Israel and the Commander of the IDF Forces in the West Bank 
58(5) PD 805 ¶ 1 (2004) (Isr.). 

55. Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian 
Territory, 2004 I.C.J. at 167, ¶ 78. 

56.  Annex to the Convention on the Law and Customs of War on Land (Hague 
Convention IV): Regulations Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, Oct. 18, 1907, 
36 Stat. 2295, art. 42. 

57. BENVENISTI, supra note 41, at 43. 
58. Meron, supra note 54, at 362-63 (“Article 42 of the Hague Convention No. IV . . . 

defines territory as occupied when it is actually placed under the authority of a hostile army, 
without any reference to the legal status of the occupied territory.”); YUTAKA ARAI-
TAKAHASHI, THE LAW OF OCCUPATION: CONTINUITY AND CHANGE OF INTERNATIONAL 
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The purpose of this broad definition of occupation was to ensure 
that the special protections provided to residents of an occupied 
territory by international humanitarian law extend to all individuals 
governed by a foreign power.59 The need for such protections arises 
whenever the residents of a territory are not the nationals of the state 
exercising effective control over the territory, regardless of whether or 
not a dispossessed sovereign can be identified, because such situations 
are characterized by an “inherent conflict of interests between 
governments and those governed,”60 resulting in a “potentially hostile 
environment”61 for the local population. 

The need for applying the humanitarian protections provided by 
the law of occupation “to all circumstances in which non-allegiance 
characterizes the relationship between an administration of territory 
and the population subject to it”62 has also resulted in the expansion of 
the spatial scope of occupation to “disputed areas.”63 But the rationale 
for defining occupation broadly, which concerns humanitarian 
protections, does not justify granting any party a territorial title that did 
not exist before the occupation.64 Occupation produces title to the 
territory neither for the occupant nor for any other party, be it another 
state or a people. International treaty law has gone a long way to 
reassure states that viewing a territory under their control as occupied, 
which is necessary for the application of humanitarian protections, does 
 
HUMANITARIAN LAW, AND ITS INTERACTION WITH INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW 52 
(2009) (concluding that “the law of belligerent occupation is applicable even where a displaced 
power was not a lawful sovereign”); Kontorovich, supra note 3, at 985 (“The dominant 
interpretation of the Geneva Conventions is that an ‘occupation’ can arise even in an area that is 
not the territory of any state.”). 

59. BENVENISTI, supra note 41, at 59 (“The fact that the individuals are citizens of a 
different state raises the need to ensure their protection in the potentially hostile environment, 
. . . which sets in motion the law of occupation.”); Roberts, supra note 42, at 46 (noting that one 
of the primary purposes of the international law of occupation is “ensuring that those who are in 
the hands of an adversary are treated with humanity. (In this respect the rules on occupations 
serve a similar purpose to those on prisoners of war and internees.)”). 

60. BENVENISTI, supra note 41, at 59. 
61. BENVENISTI, supra note 41, at 59. 
62. BENVENISTI, supra note 41, at 60. 
63. BENVENISTI, supra note 41, at 59; see also Adam Roberts, What is Military 

Occupation?, 55 BRITISH Y. B. INT’L L. 249, 283 (1984) (noting that the law of occupation “is 
applicable even in cases where there is doubt about the legal status of the territory in question”). 

64. Kontorovich, supra note 3, at 985 (noting the rationale underlying the broad definition 
of occupation, which concerns humanitarian protections, Kontorovich maintains that “even if 
Israel is an occupying power throughout the West Bank for the purposes of substantive 
humanitarian law, this does not establish that settlement activity [in the West Bank] occurs ‘on 
the territory’ of a state of Palestine.”).  
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not diminish their claim to sovereignty over that territory. The First 
Additional Protocol to the Geneva Conventions (“Protocol I”) 
explicitly states that “[n]either the occupation of a territory nor the 
application of the [Geneva] Conventions and this Protocol shall affect 
the legal status of the territory in question.”65 It has been noted that the 
purpose of this provision was “[t]o allay [states’] concerns that by 
recognizing their status as occupants they might concede their lack of 
sovereignty claims over the occupied area.”66 The Eritrea-Ethiopia 
Claims Commission thus adopted the view that title to an occupied 
territory may be contested and unclear.67 This view finds support in the 
legal literature.68 

Hence, the conclusion that a territory is occupied does nothing to 
resolve a territorial dispute concerning it, regardless of whether such 
dispute is between the occupant and a state that previously 
administered the territory, or between the former and a people that is 
yet to obtain statehood.69 By themselves, the territorial boundaries of 
occupation do not indicate the location of an international frontier. 
Determining the scope of Palestinian territorial entitlement requires 
resorting to legal principles outside the definition of occupation. 

IV. THE NORMS DOMINATING ICJ ADJUDICATION OF 
TERRITORIAL DISPUTES AND THE QUESTION OF TITLE TO 

THE WEST BANK 

A. The Tripartite Rule 
Reviewing ICJ adjudication of territorial disputes, Brian Sumner 

noted that “the Court, in analyzing the competing claims for 
sovereignty involved in territorial disputes, applies a tripartite, 
hierarchical decision rule that looks first to treaty law, then to uti 
possidetis, and finally to effective control”70 (“tripartite rule”). 
 

65. Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating to 
the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I) art. 4, June 8, 1977, 1125 
U.N.T.S. 3 [hereinafter Protocol I]. 

66. BENVENISTI, supra note 41, at 59. 
67. Eritrea-Ethiopia Claims Commission, Partial Award, Central Front, Ethiopia’s Claim 

no. 2, ¶¶ 28-29 (2004) (rejecting the view that “only territory the title to which is clear and 
uncontested can be occupied territory”). 

68. BENVENISTI, supra note 41, at 59. 
69. Kontorovich, supra note 3, at 985 (noting that “the mere fact of Israeli occupation does 

not mean the territory falls under Palestinian sovereignty”). 
70. Sumner, supra note 1, at 1803-04. 
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Boundary treaties, whereby states determine the border between them 
or otherwise transfer territory to one another, “constitute a root of title 
in themselves. They constitute a special kind of treaty in that they 
establish an objective territorial regime valid erga omnes.”71 In the 
adjudication of territorial disputes by the ICJ, the content of a boundary 
treaty is generally conclusive,72 the title emanating from the treaty 
defeating contradictory territorial claims based on possession of the 
territory.73 The ICJ has confined its resolution of a territorial dispute to 
the construction and application of a treaty that pertains to the dispute, 
even if the treaty is unclear.74 

In the absence of a boundary treaty, the ICJ resolves territorial 
disputes based on the doctrine of uti possidetis juris, if applicable.75 
According to the doctrine of uti possidetis juris, states emerging from 
decolonization or from the breakup of a mother federal state inherit the 
colonial or federal administrative borders that were in force at the time 
of independence.76 Uti possidetis juris has been traditionally perceived 
as a principle regulating the process of decolonization.77 The ICJ 

 
71. MALCOLM N. SHAW, INTERNATIONAL LAW 358 (2014). 
72. Sovereignty over Certain Frontier Land (Belg./Neth.), 1959 I.C.J. Rep. 209, 222 (June 

20); Temple of Preah Vihear (Cambodia v. Thail.), 1962 I.C.J. Rep. 6, 20-21 (June 15); 
Territorial Dispute (Libya/Chad), 1994 I.C.J. Rep. 6, 12-13, 28-33 (Feb. 3); Land and Maritime 
Boundary between Cameroon and Nigeria (Cameroon v. Nig.: Eq. Guinea intervening), 2002 
I.C.J. Rep. 303, 340-44 (Oct. 10); see also Sumner, supra note 1, at 1804 (“The existence of a 
prior boundary treaty or other documentation reflecting interstate agreement as to boundaries 
(or provisions for their delimitation) is generally dispositive for the court.”). 

73. Cameroon v. Nig.: Eq. Guinea intervening, 2002 I.C.J. at 352-53; Belg./Neth., 1959 
I.C.J. at 227; see also Sumner, supra note 1, at 1805-06. 

74. Sumner, supra note 1, at 1804. 
75. Frontier Dispute (Burk. Faso/Mali), 1986 I.C.J. 554, Rep. 570, 586-87 (Dec. 22); Land, 

Island and Maritime Frontier Dispute (El Sal./Hond.: Nicar. intervening), 1992 I.C.J. Rep.351, 
391-92 (Sept. 11); see also Sumner, supra note 1, at 1804 (“When no international agreement 
exists, however, the next most dispositive basis for a judgment is uti possidetis, if applicable.”). 

76. See Steven R. Ratner, Drawing a Better Line: Uti Possidetis and the Borders of New 
States, 90 AM J. INT’L L. 590 (1996) (“Stated simply, uti possidetis provides that states emerging 
from decolonization shall presumptively inherit the colonial administrative borders that they 
held at the time of independence.”); Conference on Yugoslavia, Arbitration Commission 
Opinion No. 3, in Alain Pellet, The Opinions of the Badinter Arbitration Committee: A Second 
Breath for the Self-Determination of Peoples, 3 EUR. J. INT’L L. 178, 185 (1992) [hereinafter 
Badinter Committee: Opinion No. 3] (concluding that the purview of the principle of uti 
possidetis extends beyond decolonization and that this principle also determines the borders of 
states emerging from the dissolution of Yugoslavia); Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 635. 

77.  Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 635 (noting that “uti possidetis juris is widely 
acknowledged as the doctrine of customary international law that has proven central to 
determining territorial sovereignty in the era of decolonization”); Bell & Kontorovich, supra 
note 21, at 640-42. 
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explained the transformative effect that uti possidetis juris has on 
colonial administrative lines, established by the colonizing power: 

Such territorial boundaries might be no more than delimitations 
between different administrative divisions or colonies all subject 
to the same [colonial] sovereign. In that case, the application of the 
principle of uti possidetis resulted in administrative boundaries 
being transformed into international frontiers in the full sense of 
the term . . . Uti possidetis [is] a principle which upgraded former 
administrative delimitations, established during the colonial 
period, to international frontiers.78 
Uti possidetis also applies to new states emerging from the 

termination of a Mandate,79 and its purview has recently been expanded 
beyond the context of decolonization, to determine the borders of states 
emerging by way of secession from a mother state or as a result of its 
dissolution.80 As in the case of treaty titles, a title emanating from uti 
possidetis defeats territorial claims based on possession of the 
territory.81 

If neither treaty law nor uti possidetis regulates the territorial 
dispute, the ICJ would resolve the dispute in favor of the party 
demonstrating effective control over the territory.82 This rule of 
territorial dispute resolution is premised on the doctrine of original 
occupation, which allows a state to gain title to terra nullius (i.e., 
territory that belongs to no one).83 The ICJ adhered to a narrow 
 

78. Burk. Faso/Mali, 1986 I.C.J. at 566, ¶ 23. 
79. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 648-67 (reviewing the application of uti 

possidetis to terminated Mandates). 
80. According to the prevailing view, the boundaries that separated various republics that 

were parts of a federation become, upon the independence of such republics, international 
borders. See Badinter Committee: Opinion No. 3, supra note 76, at 185; Peters, supra note 5, at 
110 (“The better view is that today uti possidetis has the value of a customary rule which applies 
to secession beyond the colonial context.”); ANTONIO CASSESE, SELF-DETERMINATION OF 
PEOPLES: A LEGAL REAPPRAISAL 332 (1995) (noting that “the rule on uti possidetis enjoins that 
States, when achieving independence, must retain the borders they had either when they were 
under colonial rule, or . . . when they were part of a federated State”); Shaw, Peoples, 
Territorialism and Boundaries, supra note 19, at 478, 503 (concluding that uti possidetis 
“extends to all cases of transition to independence”); Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 635. 

81. Burk. Faso/Mali, 1986 I.C.J. at 586-87, ¶ 63. 
82. Minquiers and Ecrehos (Fr./U.K.), 1953 I.C.J. Rep. 47, 65-69, 72 (Nov. 17); 

Sovereignty Over Pulau Ligitan and Pulau Sipadan (Indon./Malay.), 2002 I.C.J. Rep. 625, 674-
78, 684-86 (Dec. 17); see also Sumner, supra note 1, at 1804 (“In cases that do not concern 
postcolonial borders and that lack manifest consent as to borders, the court is most likely to base 
its decision on effective control.”). 

83. SHAW, INTERNATIONAL LAW, supra note 71, at 363 (“Occupation is a method of 
acquiring territory which belongs to no one (terra nullius).”); Hugh Thirlway, Territorial 
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definition of terra nullius, which excludes from it any territory 
inhabited by an organized population,84 precluding the application of 
the doctrine of original occupation to such territory. The Permanent 
Court of International Justice (“PCIJ”) has noted that the acquisition of 
title to territory through original occupation “involves two elements 
each of which must be shown to exist: the intention and will to act as 
sovereign, and some actual exercise or display of such authority.”85 The 
degree of exercise of sovereign authority that suffices for a state to 
secure title under the doctrine of original occupation is measured in 
relation to the exercise of authority by other states advancing 
competing claims, sovereignty being conferred upon the state that has 
exercised the greater degree of authority.86 

Under the doctrine of prescription, title to territory may be 
transferred from one state to another through the continuous possession 
of the territory by the latter, manifested in the display of territorial 
sovereignty, with the acquiescence of the former.87 Because 
acquiescence on the part of the original, dispossessed sovereign is 
essential for prescription, “protests by the dispossessed sovereign may 
completely block any prescriptive claim.”88 Both original occupation 
and prescription are modes of territory acquisition based on effective 
control, and it was noted that the difference between them “is usually 
blurred in real life, because often one of the very points in dispute is 
whether the territory was terra nullius or was subject to the sovereignty 
of the ‘first’ state before the ‘second’ state arrived on the scene.”89 For 
the purposes of the present inquiry, this Article refers to the tripartite 
rule broadly, to describe the web of rules that recognize title to territory 
on the basis of treaty, the uti possidetis doctrine, and effective control. 

 
Disputes and their Resolution in the Recent Jurisprudence of the International Court of Justice, 
31 LEIDEN J. INT’L L. 117, 128 (2018). 

84. Western Sahara, Advisory Opinion, 1975 I.C.J. Rep. 12, 39, ¶ 80 (July 9) (observing 
that “the State practice of the relevant period indicates that territories inhabited by tribes or 
peoples having a social and political organization were not regarded as terra nullius”). 

85. Legal Status of Eastern Greenland (Den. v. Nor.), 1933 P.C.I.J. (ser. A/B) No. 53 
(Sept. 5), at 45-46. 

86. Id. at 46 (observing that “in many cases the tribunal has been satisfied with very little 
in the way of the actual exercise of sovereign rights, provided that the other State could not make 
out a superior claim”). 

87. SHAW, INTERNATIONAL LAW, supra note 71, at 364-66, 376. 
88. SHAW, INTERNATIONAL LAW, supra note 71, at 365. 
89. PETER MALANCZUK, AKEHURST’S MODERN INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL 

LAW 150 (7th ed., 1997). 
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The ICJ has confined the resolution of territorial disputes to the 
norms of the tripartite rule, resorting to equity considerations only as 
an interpretive measure in the application of these norms.90 Some 
commentators have argued that the Israeli-Palestinian territorial 
dispute is legally resolved under one or another element of the tripartite 
rule.91 Others have sought a resolution of this dispute based on legal 
principles outside the tripartite rule.92 The following discussion 
considers these arguments. 

B. The Agreement Establishing the Mandate of Palestine 
A commission of jurists appointed by the Israeli government to 

pronounce on the legality of the construction of settlements in the West 
Bank by Israel, headed by former Justice of the Supreme Court of 
Israel, Edmund Levy (“Levy Commission”), advanced a claim for 
Israeli sovereignty over the West Bank based on the 1922 Mandate 
agreement establishing the Mandate of Palestine.93 The Mandate 
agreement was an international treaty between the League of Nations 
and Britain, as the Mandatory.94 Therefore, “it was not only Britain that 
was bound by the instrument, but also the League of Nations (the 
international organization in which most of the then-existing States of 
the world were members).”95 The Mandate agreement provided that 
Britain, acting as a Mandatory, would be responsible for promoting 
“the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish 
people, it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done which 
may prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish 
communities in Palestine.”96 

 
90. See discussion infra Section V.B.; see also Frontier Dispute (Burk. Faso/Mali), 1986 

I.C.J. Rep. 554, 567-68 (Dec. 22) (“It is clear that the Chamber. . . . will have regard to equity 
infra legem, that is, that form of equity which constitutes a method of interpretation of the law 
in force, and is one of its attributes.”). 

91. See discussion infra Sections IV.B., IV.C.. 
92. See discussion infra Parts V, VI. 
93. THE LEVY COMMISSION, REPORT ON THE LEGAL STATUS OF BUILDING IN JUDEA 

AND SAMARIA (2012) [hereinafter Levy Commission Report]; see also Palestine Mandate, 
supra note 12. 

94. Dinstein, supra note 17, at 304. 
95. Dinstein, supra note 17, at 304. 
96. Palestine Mandate, supra note 12, pmbl. Article 2 of the Mandate agreement further 

stipulates: 
 
The Mandatory shall be responsible for placing the country under such political, 
administrative and economic conditions as will secure the establishment of the Jewish 
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The Levy Commission and others have pointed out that this 
language grants only the Jewish people the right to establish a national 
home in Palestine, whereas the non-Jewish communities in Palestine 
are guaranteed only civil and religious rights,97 with the implication 
that “non-Jews would live as a protected minority within the Jewish 
national home.”98 Relying on the language of the Mandate agreement, 
the Levy Commission concluded that Israel “had the full right to claim 
sovereignty over these territories [the West Bank].”99 The Commission 
explained the choice by Israel not to annex the West Bank as a 
“pragmatic approach in order to allow for peace negotiations with 
representatives of the Palestinian people and the Arab states.”100 The 
Commission also concluded that in view of the national rights 
conferred by the Mandate agreement on the Jewish people alone, and 
of the strength of the Israeli claim to sovereignty over the West Bank 
emanating from these rights, possession of the West Bank by Israel 
does not amount to occupation.101 Rather, by assuming control of the 
West Bank, in 1967, Israel “restored the legal status of the territory to 
its original status, i.e., territory designated to serve as the national home 
of the Jewish people.”102 

The view that Israel holds title to the West Bank, by virtue of the 
Mandate agreement or otherwise, has been rejected by the ICJ, which 
held that efforts on the part of Israel to facilitate the integration of parts 
of the West Bank into Israel were contrary to the principle of the 
inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory through the use of 
force,103 and amounted to a violation of the right of the Palestinian 
 

national home, as laid down in the preamble, and the development of self-governing 
institutions, and also for safeguarding the civil and religious rights of all the 
inhabitants of Palestine, irrespective of race and religion. 
 
Palestine Mandate, supra note 12, at art. 2. 
97. Levy Commission Report, supra note 93, ¶ 7 (“It should be noted here that the 

mandatory instrument . . . noted only that ‘the civil and religious rights’ of the inhabitants of 
Palestine should be protected, and no mention was made of the realization of the national rights 
of the Arab nation.”); Dinstein, supra note 17, at 305 (observing, “whereas Jews were granted 
the right to establish a national home, non-Jews were conceded only civil and religious rights”). 

98. Dinstein, supra note 17, at 305. 
99. Levy Commission Report, supra note 93, at ¶ 9. 
100. Levy Commission Report, supra note 93, at ¶ 9. 
101. Levy Commission Report, supra note 93, at ¶¶ 5, 65. 
102.  Levy Commission Report, supra note 93, at ¶ 8. 
103. Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian 

Territory, Advisory Opinion, 2004 I.C.J. Rep. 136, 182, ¶ 117 (July 9) (citing resolutions 
adopted by the UN General Assembly and the UN Security Council, which “have referred, with 
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people to self-determination.104 The position taken by the ICJ reflects 
the view that the Green Line “is the starting line from which is 
measured the extent of Israel’s occupation of non-Israeli territory.”105 
Similarly, the Security Council has unanimously decreed that the 
annexation by Israel of any part of the occupied West Bank is a 
violation of international law and is therefore “null and void.”106 The 
rejection by the ICJ and the Security Council of the view that Israel 
holds title to the West Bank or parts thereof carries significant 
probative weight in the interpretation of the international instruments 
establishing the Mandate of Palestine.107 

The main difficulty arising in relation to the interpretation of the 
Mandate agreement by the Levy Commission concerns the severing of 
the link between this agreement and its normative premise, namely, 
Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of Nations, which established 
the Mandates system.108 Article 22 founded the Mandates system on 
the principle that the “well-being and development of such peoples [the 
peoples inhabiting the Mandated territories] form a sacred trust of 
civilization.”109 It is widely agreed that this principle concerned the 
right of the peoples of the Mandated territories to self-determination.110 
At the time of the establishment of the Mandate of Palestine, the Arab 
population formed an overwhelming majority of the general population 

 
regard to Palestine, to the customary rule of ‘the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by 
war’”). 

104. Id. at 182-84, ¶¶ 118-22. 
105. Id. at 238, ¶ 11 (separate opinion of Judge al-Khasawneh). 
106. S.C. Res. 478, ¶¶ 2-3 (Aug. 20, 1980); see also S.C. Res. 2334, ¶ 3 (Dec. 23, 2016) 

(stating that the Security Council “will not recognize any changes to the 4 June 1967 lines, 
including with regard to Jerusalem, other than those agreed by the parties through negotiations”). 

107. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF THE FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES 
§ 103 cmt. b (AM. LAW INST. 1987) (stating that “to the extent that decisions of international 
tribunals adjudicate questions of international law, they are persuasive evidence of what the law 
is. The judgments and opinions of the International Court of Justice are accorded great weight.”); 
Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, 2004 
I.C.J. at 176, 183-84, ¶¶ 99, 120 (relying on Security Council resolutions in the interpretation of 
international law). 

108. League of Nations Covenant art. 22. 
109. Id. 
110. Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian 

Territory, 2004 I.C.J. at 172, ¶ 88 (“[T]he ultimate objective of the sacred trust referred to in 
Article 22, paragraph 1, of the Covenant of the League of Nations was the self-determination . . . 
of the peoples concerned.”); CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 566-67; Shaw, Peoples, Territorialism 
and Boundaries, supra note 19, at 479-80. 
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there, accounting for nearly eighty-nine percent of the inhabitants.111 
James Crawford noted that the commitment to the self-determination 
of the “peoples” of the Mandated territories, contained in Article 22 of 
the Covenant, “referred to the actual inhabitants of Mandated 
territories.”112 Therefore, had Article 22 not been supplemented by the 
provisions of the Mandate agreement, “the principle of self-
determination, applied to the Mandates by Article 22, would only have 
concerned the Arab majority resident in the territory. On this basis the 
creation of Israel would have been an outright violation of self-
determination . . . .”113 

Moreover, Article 22 recognized “communities formerly 
belonging to the Turkish Empire,”114 including the population of the 
Mandate of Palestine, as “independent nations . . . subject to the 
rendering of administrative advice and assistance by a Mandatory until 
such time as they are able to stand alone.”115 Crawford correctly 
observed that, applied to Palestine, this language recognized only the 
Arab people of Palestine as an independent nation because only this 
people fitted the description, “communities formerly belonging to the 
Turkish Empire.”116 

Hence, whereas the right of the Arab people in Palestine to a 
national home in Palestine emanated directly from the terms of Article 
22, securing a similar right to the Jewish people required an explicit 
provision to that effect to be included in the Mandate agreement. The 
recognition by the Mandate agreement of the right of the Jewish people 
to establish a national home in Palestine placed that people on a par 
with the Arab people in view of the terms of Article 22. The argument 
that the normative framework underlying the Mandate of Palestine 
yields an Israeli title to the entire territory of the Mandate of Palestine 
is therefore unpersuasive. 

This conclusion finds support in the position of then British 
Secretary of State for the Colonies, Winston Churchill, pronounced in 
1922, shortly after the conclusion of the Mandate agreement. Churchill 
clarified that the commitment undertaken by the British government to 

 
111. See J.B. BARRON, SUPERINTENDENT OF THE CENSUS, REPORT AND GENERAL 

ABSTRACTS OF THE CENSUS OF 1922 (1922) (Palestine). 
112. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 429. 
113. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 426. 
114. League of Nations Covenant art. 22. 
115. Id. 
116. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 429. 
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promote the establishment of a national home for the Jewish people in 
Palestine,117 subsequently incorporated into the Mandate agreement, 
did not provide that “Palestine as a whole should be converted into a 
Jewish National Home, but that such a Home should be founded in 
Palestine.”118 

C. The Doctrine of Uti Possidetis Juris 
Abraham Bell and Eugene Kontorovich relied on the doctrine of 

uti possidetis juris to advance an Israeli claim for sovereignty over the 
entire West Bank.119 Uti possidetis juris provides that “by becoming 
independent, a new State [emerging from decolonization] acquires 
sovereignty with the territorial base and boundaries left to it by the 
colonial power,”120 the colonial administrative boundaries “being 
transformed into international frontiers in the full sense of the term.”121 
Once the boundaries of a former colonial administrative unit become 
the international frontiers of the new state, the territorial entitlement 
defined by these frontiers consolidates, as “the principle of uti 
possidetis [juris] freezes the territorial title; it stops the clock . . . .”122 

Bell and Kontorovich observed that the transformation, upon 
independence, of colonial administrative boundaries into international 
frontiers means that the first state to emerge within a former colonial 
administrative unit gains sovereignty over the entire territory of such 
unit.123 In other words, the first independence within the administrative 
unit precludes subsequent ones. Bell and Kontorovich conceded that 
the application of uti possidetis juris may be complicated when several 
states within an administrative unit achieve independence 
concurrently.124 But “where a single state emerges from a given 
territory, the application of uti possidetis juris is easy . . . uti possidetis 

 
117. See Balfour Declaration, supra note 22. 
118. See Letter from the British Colonial Office to the Zionist Organization, enclosure: 

British Policy In Palestine (June 3, 1922), Cmd. 1700, at 18, available at https://unispal.un.org/
DPA/DPR/unispal.nsf/0/48A7E5584EE1403485256CD8006C3FBE [https://perma.cc/3CEP-
B7LS]; see also Orna Ben-Naftali & Rafi Reznik, The Astro-Nomos: On International Legal 
Paradigms and the Legal Status of the West Bank, 14 WASH. U. GLOBAL STUD. L. REV. 399, 
423 (2015). 

119. See generally, Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21. 
120. Frontier Dispute (Burk. Faso/Mali), 1986 I.C.J. Rep. 554, 568, ¶ 30 (Dec. 22). 
121. Id. at 566, ¶ 23. 
122. Id. at 568, ¶ 30. 
123. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 646. 
124. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 646. 
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juris requires that the entire territory become the sovereign territory of 
the newly independent state.”125 

When the Mandate of Palestine ended, its territory formed a 
unitary administrative unit.126 According to Bell and Kontorovich, the 
application of the principle of uti possidetis to the termination of the 
British Mandate of Palestine in 1948 “seems straightforward”:127 

Israel was the only state to emerge from the Mandate of Palestine 
[at its termination, in 1948]. Israel’s independence would thus 
appear to fall squarely within the bounds of circumstances that 
trigger the rule of uti possidetis juris. Applying the rule would 
appear to dictate that Israel’s borders are those of the Palestine 
Mandate that preceded it . . . Given the location of the borders of 
the Mandate of Palestine, applying the doctrine of uti possidetis 
juris to Israel would mean that Israel has territorial sovereignty 
over all the disputed areas of Jerusalem, the West Bank, and 
Gaza.128 
At the heart of the argument advanced by Bell and Kontorovich 

lies the assumption that the principle of uti possidetis juris overrides 
the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination.129 Whether or 
not the right of peoples to self-determination had acquired the status of 
customary international law by the time the Mandate of Palestine was 
terminated,130 “the Covenant [of the League of Nations] and . . . the 
Mandate [agreement] specifically applied the principle of self-

 
125. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 646. 
126. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 685 (observing that “at the time of [Israel 

gaining] independence, there was only one administrative unit in Palestine”). 
127. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 636. 
128. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 637, 681-82 (“Israel was the only state that 

emerged from Mandatory Palestine . . . There was therefore no rival state that could lay claim 
to using internal Palestinian district lines as the basis of borders. . . . Thus, it would appear that 
uti possidetis juris dictates recognition of the borders of Israel as coinciding with the borders of 
the Mandate as of 1948.”). 

129. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 635 (“The doctrine [of uti possidetis] even 
applies when it conflicts with the principle of self-determination.”); Bell & Kontorovich, supra 
note 21, at 685 (observing that “uti possidetis juris may actually conflict with and override the 
demands of self-determination”). 

130. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 428 (“It has been argued that since self-determination 
was not a general rule or principle of international law in 1920 or in 1948, it can have had no 
application to Palestine at either period.”); Dinstein, supra note 17, at 315-16 (observing that 
“the right of self-determination did not exist in international law when . . . the Mandate for 
Palestine was adopted. In my opinion, neither was it extant when the Partition Resolution was 
formulated”). 
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determination to the territory of Palestine,”131 granting the right to self-
determination to both the Jewish and the Palestinian people.132 Bell and 
Kontorovich, however, emphasized that “[t]he rights of multiple 
nations to self-determination on a given territory should not, prima 
facie, disturb application of the doctrine of uti possidetis juris.”133 They 
based this conclusion both on ICJ jurisprudence, which acknowledged 
that uti possidetis juris may override the right to self-determination,134 
and on state practice, noting that “many of the states that have had their 
borders established by uti possidetis juris have, in fact, been subject to 
multiple claims of self-determination; in no case has the existence of 
an additional nation with a right of self-determination defeated 
application of the doctrine of uti possidetis juris.”135 

It is widely agreed that the principle of uti possidetis juris stands 
in tension with the right to self-determination and limits that right.136 

 
131. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 428. Crawford further notes that “Palestine in 1948 

constituted a self-determination unit in international law.” CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 428. 
132. See supra notes 109-18 and accompanying text; see also CRAWFORD, supra note 6, 

at 428 (“In effect the Mandate [of Palestine] constituted a trust over the same territory, the 
beneficiaries of which were two distinct and predictably antagonistic peoples.”); CRAWFORD, 
supra note 6, at 435 (noting that under the Mandate regime both the Jewish people and the 
Palestinian people had a right to self-determination); Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 684 
(acknowledging that “it may be argued that, notwithstanding the silence of the founding 
documents of the Mandate, the Palestinian Arabs did have a claim to self-determination. General 
Assembly Resolution 181 of 1947 would have given both the Palestinian Jewish and Palestinian 
Arab peoples independent states”). 

133. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 684. 
134. Frontier Dispute (Burk. Faso/Mali), 1986 I.C.J. Rep. 554, 567, ¶ 25 (Dec. 22); Bell 

& Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 685. 
135. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 685. 
136. Burk. Faso/Mali, 1986 I.C.J. at 567, ¶ 25 (“At first sight this principle [uti possidetis 

– A.Z.] conflicts outright with another one, the right of peoples to self-determination. In fact, 
however, the maintenance of the territorial status quo . . . is often seen as the wisest course, to 
preserve what has been achieved by peoples who have struggled for their independence . . . “); 
Conference on Yugoslavia, Arbitration Commission Opinion No. 2, cited in Alain Pellet, The 
Opinions of the Badinter Arbitration Committee: A Second Breath for the Self-Determination of 
Peoples, 3 EUR. J. INT’L L. 178, 184 (1992) [hereinafter Badinter Committee: Opinion No. 2] 
(“[W]hatever the circumstances, the right to self-determination must not involve changes to 
existing frontiers at the time of independence (uti possidetis juris).”); Peters, supra note 5, at 
126 (“Roughly speaking, uti possidetis normally stands in an antagonistic relationship to the 
principle of self-determination.”); Farhad Mirzayev, Abkhazia, in SELF-DETERMINATION AND 
SECESSION IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 191, 212 (Christian Walter et al. eds., 2014) (“[T]here are 
strong grounds to argue that the principle of uti possidetis . . . has primacy force over the right 
to self-determination.”); CASSESE, SELF-DETERMINATION OF PEOPLES, supra note 80, at 192-
93 (noting that uti possidetis “is in sharp contrast with [the principle of] self-determination. . . . 
In this area, the principle of self-determination, instead of influencing the content of international 
legal rules, has been ‘trumped’ by other, overriding requirements.”). 
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But the rejection by the ICJ and the Security Council of the view that 
Israel has sovereignty over the entire territory of the Mandate of 
Palestine137 suggests that the argument advanced by Bell and 
Kontorovich misconceives the extent to which uti possidetis overrides 
the right to self-determination. The precedence granted to uti possidetis 
over the right to self-determination manifests in two ways. First, “[a] 
boundary based on uti possidetis will often lead to states which harbor 
ethnic minorities,”138 frustrating the national ambitions of such 
minorities to form a state of their own or to unite with a neighboring 
state governed by a majority of their ethnicity.139 Second, after the new 
state has been established, the border formed under the principle of uti 
possidetis is protected by the principle of the territorial integrity of 
states,140 which generally precludes the consolidation of the right of a 
national minority to external self-determination, that is, the right to 
secede from the state.141 

The crux of the right to self-determination, however, is “the right 
of the majority within a generally accepted political unit to the exercise 
of power.”142 Nothing in the jurisprudence of the ICJ or in state practice 
supports the position that uti possidetis may operate to frustrate this 
aspect of self-determination. At the time of the termination of the 
Mandate of Palestine, the Arab population formed a solid majority 
within the borders of the Mandate.143 The State of Israel emerged as a 
vehicle for the realization of the right of only the Jewish people to self-

 
137. See supra notes 103-06, and accompanying text. 
138. Peters, supra note 5, at 119. 
139. CASSESE, SELF-DETERMINATION OF PEOPLES, supra note 80, at 332 (noting that 

because of the principle of uti possidetis, “the populations living along or close to . . . borders 
are denied the right freely to choose the State to which they intend to belong. In this case, 
overriding geopolitical considerations eventually result in the thwarting of self-determination.”). 

140. Shaw, Peoples, Territorialism and Boundaries, supra note 19, at 495 (“Once the new 
state is established, the principle of uti possidetis will give way to the principle of territorial 
integrity, which provides for the international protection of the new state so created.”). 

141. Mirzayev, supra note 136, at 212 (“[I]n the conflict between the right to self-
determination and the principle of territorial integrity, the former is limited in favor of the latter. 
External self-determination in the form of secession is not recognized in international law and 
primacy has been given to the principle of territorial integrity.”). 

142. ROSALYN HIGGINS, THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL LAW THROUGH THE 
POLITICAL ORGANS OF THE UNITED NATIONS 104 (1963). 

143.  Special Comm’n on Palestine, Rep. to the General Assembly, U.N. Doc. A/364,  ch. 
IIA, sec. 13 (Sept. 3, 1947), attached to G.A. Res. 181 (II) (Nov. 29, 1947) (estimating the 
population of Mandatory Palestine at the end of 1946 as follows: Arabs, 1,203,000; Jews, 
608,000; others, 35,000). 
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determination.144 The exercise by Israel of this role within borders that 
extend to the entire territory of the Mandate clearly would have violated 
“the right of the majority within a generally accepted political unit to 
the exercise of power.”145 More specifically, the establishment on the 
entire territory of the Mandate of a state dedicated to the advancement 
of the right to self-determination of only a minority group would have 
required divesting the members of the majority group, the Palestinians, 
of the right to vote for the governing institutions of the state. The 
tension between the principle of uti possidetis and the right to self-
determination does not extend to these extremes. An extensive review 
of the application of uti possidetis to terminated Mandates other than 
the Mandate of Palestine, presented by Bell and Kontorovich, does not 
reveal cases in which uti possidetis was applied to preclude a people 
representing the majority within a Mandatory administrative unit from 
advancing its national aspirations, allowing only the minority group to 
realize such aspirations.146 

The application of uti possidetis presumes that the population 
within a colonial or Mandatory administrative unit forms a single 
collective possessing a right to statehood.147 The terms of the legal 
regime underlying the Mandate for Palestine, however, refute this 
presumption. Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of Nations 
recognized “communities formerly belonging to the Turkish 
Empire,”148 including the population of the Mandate of Palestine, as 
“independent nations.”149 Such recognition was subject only “to the 
rendering of administrative advice and assistance by a Mandatory until 
such time as [these communities] are able to stand alone.”150 The right 
 

144. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 435 (“Israel could be regarded as an expression of the 
principle of self-determination for the Jewish people of Palestine as at 1948 . . . But there was 
no equivalent expression for the Palestinian population.”). 

145. See HIGGINS, supra note 142. 
146. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 648-67. 
147. CASSESE, SELF-DETERMINATION OF PEOPLES, supra note 80, at 334-35 (observing 

that “in the case of the accession of colonial peoples to independence . . . no right has been 
granted to the ethnic groups making up those peoples freely to choose their international status. 
Independence . . . has been granted to the colonial people as a whole, regardless of its possible 
ethnic components”); SUZANNE LALONDE, DETERMINING BOUNDARIES IN A CONFLICTED 
WORLD: THE ROLE OF UTI POSSIDETIS 166 (2002) (noting that “once independence has been 
achieved, self-determination is interpreted by the international community as a right that belongs 
to the population of the new state as a whole and that serves to protect its national unity and 
political independence”). 

148.  League of Nations Covenant art. 22. 
149. Id. 
150. Id. 
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of the Palestinian people (a community that formerly belonged to the 
Turkish Empire) to be an “independent nation” flowed directly from 
the terms of Article 22.151 The Jewish people could not be regarded as 
a community formerly belonging to the Turkish Empire,152 but its right 
to be an “independent nation” in the territory of Palestine stemmed 
from the terms of the Mandate agreement between Britain and the 
League of Nations, which required the former to advance “the 
establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people.”153 
Upon termination of the Mandate, Palestine constituted a single 
administrative unit containing two peoples, each qualifying as an 
“independent nation” and possessing a right to form a national home in 
Palestine, a unique phenomenon among the various Mandates.154 The 
hostilities surrounding the termination of the Mandate, and the unique 
character of the emerging State of Israel as a Jewish state, left no doubt 
that the new state could not accommodate two “independent nations,” 
each maintaining its own national home. The application of uti 
possidetis to grant Israel sovereignty over the entire territory of the 
Mandate thus seems contrary to the particular terms of the Mandate. 

The justifications offered by Bell and Kontorovich for the 
application of uti possidetis to determine the scope of Israeli 
sovereignty over the territory of the Mandate of Palestine are 
unpersuasive. Upgrading of former colonial administrative lines to 
international frontiers under uti possidetis has been viewed by the ICJ 
as a means of preventing any part of the territory of a former colony 
from becoming terra nullius, and hence precluding claims to the 
territory by potential colonizing powers.155 Bell and Kontorovich argue 
that this traditional justification for the principle of uti possidetis 
applies equally to the case of the Mandate of Palestine, and that 
granting Israel sovereignty over the entire territory of the Mandate by 
virtue of Israel being the only state to emerge from the Mandate upon 
 

151. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 429. 
152. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 429. 
153. Palestine Mandate, supra note 12, pmbl. 
154.  CASSESE, SELF-DETERMINATION OF PEOPLES, supra note 80, at 334-35; LALONDE, 

supra note 147, at 166. 
155.  Land, Island and Maritime Frontier Dispute (El Sal./Hond.: Nicar. Intervening), 1992 

I.C.J. Rep. 351, 387, ¶ 42 (Sept. 11) (“[C]ertainly a key aspect of the principle [of uti possidetis] 
is the denial of the possibility of terra nullius.”); Frontier Dispute (Burk. Faso/Mali), 1986 I.C.J. 
Rep. 554, 566, ¶ 23 (Dec. 22) (noting that at the time the former Spanish colonies in America 
gained independence, the purpose of uti possidetis “was to scotch any designs which non-
American colonizing powers might have on regions which had been assigned by the former 
metropolitan State to one division or another, but which were still uninhabited or unexplored”). 
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its termination was necessary to prevent parts of Palestine from 
becoming terra nullius.156 Yet the ICJ adhered to a narrow definition 
of terra nullius, which excludes any territory inhabited by an organized 
population.157 This suggests that no part of Palestine could become 
terra nullius upon termination of the Mandate, regardless of the 
location of the Israeli border.158 

Advocating the application of uti possidetis to the territorial 
dispute between Israel and the Palestinians, Bell and Kontorovich have 
also touted the role of uti possidetis as “a strong force for the stability 
of borders [that] serves to reduce conflicts.”159 It is widely agreed that 
the main justification for the principle of uti possidetis is the clarity it 
provides, which promotes stability of borders and thereby reduces the 
risk of international and internal armed conflict.160 The ICJ thus 
observed with regard to this principle that “its obvious purpose is to 
prevent the independence and stability of new States being endangered 
by fratricidal struggles provoked by the challenging of frontiers 
following the withdrawal of the administering power.”161 Yet, applying 
uti possidetis in the manner proposed by Bell and Kontorovich 
translates into a “winner takes all” resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian 
territorial dispute, depriving the people that formed the majority group 
within the Mandate of Palestine of the right to self-determination. The 

 
156. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 646 (observing that “one of the main purposes 

of using uti possidetis juris is to avoid a situation in which there is terra nullius, i.e., territory 
without a sovereign. That means that uti possidetis juris requires that the entire territory become 
the sovereign territory of the newly independent state”); Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 
685-86 (“To attempt to apply uti possidetis juris to any borders other than those of the Mandate 
would leave the remaining Mandatory territories terra nullius, which is exactly the situation the 
doctrine seeks to avoid.”). 

157. Western Sahara, Advisory Opinion, 1975 I.C.J. Rep. 12, 39, ¶ 80 (July 9) (concluding 
in view of state practice that “territories inhabited by tribes or peoples having a social and 
political organization” are not considered terra nullius). 

158. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 432 (observing that Palestine could not have become 
terra nullius in 1948, because “[t]he category terra nullius applies only in limited circumstances, 
and does not apply to any territory inhabited by an organized population”). 

159. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 643. 
160. Peters, supra note 5, at 115-16 (“The generally acknowledged function of uti 

possidetis is to secure the stability and finality of borders . . . [T]he stability of boundaries and 
of states normally helps to safeguard peace. Especially with regard to territorial issues, stability 
tends to prevent war.”); LALONDE, supra note 147, at 3; Shaw, Peoples, Territorialism and 
Boundaries, supra note 19, at 503 (noting that “[t]he primary justification of the principle of uti 
possidetis . . . has been to seek to minimize threats to peace and security, whether they be 
internal, regional or international. This is achieved by entrenching territorial stability at the 
critical moment of the transition to independence.”). 

161. Frontier Dispute (Burk. Faso/Mali), 1986 I.C.J. Rep. 554, 565, ¶ 20 (Dec. 22).  
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claim that such legal resolution of the dispute would promote stability 
and reduce conflict seems removed from reality. 

Bell and Kontorovich acknowledged that their uti possidetis 
argument in favor of Israeli sovereignty over the entire territory of the 
Mandate of Palestine would have been moot “[i]f an Arab-Palestinian 
state had achieved independence in 1948, alongside the Jewish one.”162 
They emphasize, however, that “only one state was born in 1948 at the 
termination of the prior administration. As the Palestine Mandate 
ended, the state of Israel achieved independence. No other state did.”163 
Bell and Kontorovich did not consider, however, the reasons for the 
failure of a Palestinian state to emerge upon termination of the 
Mandate. The 1949 armistice agreement between Israel and Jordan left 
the West Bank in the hands of Jordan, which, in 1952, annexed it.164 
Jordanian control over the West Bank clearly precluded the 
establishment of a Palestinian state in this territory. Applying uti 
possidetis, based on such factual reality, to defeat a Palestinian claim 
to any part of the territory of the Mandate of Palestine would link the 
application of uti possidetis to the results of a war. This contradicts the 
fundamental precepts of uti possidetis, which regard possession to be 
immaterial for the determination of title, and maintain that “[t]he status 
quo post bellum and the vicissitudes of war do not change 
boundaries.”165 

Yoram Dinstein has argued that the annexation of the West Bank 
by Jordan in 1951 was the result of a free choice made by the 
Palestinian population of the West Bank to unite with Jordan.166 As 
Dinstein noted, “[t]he crux of self-determination is the right of a people 
to freely determine their political status, up to and including sovereign 
independence, but there is no duty of establishing a sovereign State. If 
a people elect to join an existing State, that is indisputably their right 
within the purview of self-determination.”167 To the extent that the 
Palestinians freely chose to join Jordan rather than form an independent 
state, the right to self-determination requires that such choice not 
 

162. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 685. 
163. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 685. 
164. Israel-Jordan Armistice Agreement, supra note 36; see also BENVENISTI, supra note 

41 and accompanying text.  
165. Bell & Kontorovich, supra note 21, at 686, 681 (“The doctrine of uti possidetis 

juris . . . rejects possession as grounds for establishing title, favoring instead legal entitlement 
based upon prior administrative borders.”). 

166. Dinstein, supra note 17, at 311-12. 
167. Id. at 316. 
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operate to their detriment by granting Israel title to the entire territory 
of the Mandate of Palestine through the application of uti possidetis. In 
conclusion, it seems that the purview of the doctrine of uti possidetis 
does not extend to the circumstances of the Israeli-Palestinian 
territorial dispute. 

The preceding discussion suggests that the tripartite rule does not 
cover the circumstances of the territorial dispute between Israel and the 
Palestinians. The inquiry below examines whether this dispute is 
resolved under legal principles outside the tripartite rule. 

V. THE RIGHT OF PEOPLES TO SELF-DETERMINATION AND 
THE DEMARCATION OF INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARIES 

The right of peoples to self-determination has acquired the status 
of a peremptory norm of customary international law.168 The existence 
of a Palestinian people vested with the right to self-determination has 
been widely acknowledged.169 The right to self-determination is 
defined in conventional and customary international law as the right of 
peoples “freely to determine, without external interference, their 
political status and to pursue their economic, social and cultural 
development.”170 It has been noted that “self-determination is, at the 
most basic level, a principle concerned with the right to be a state.”171 
But does the purview of the legal right to self-determination extend 
beyond the existence or creation of a state to the demarcation of its 
 

168. SHAW, INTERNATIONAL LAW, supra note 71, at 377; CASSESE, SELF-
DETERMINATION OF PEOPLES, supra note 80, at 133-40; Glen Anderson, A Post-Millennial 
Inquiry into the United Nations Law of Self-Determination: A Right to Unilateral Non-Colonial 
Secession?, 49 VAND. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 1183, 1186 (2016) (noting that “self-determination is 
widely regarded as a peremptory norm (jus cogens)”). 

169.  Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian 
Territory, Advisory Opinion, 2004 I.C.J. Rep. 136, 182-83, ¶ 118 (July 9) (recognizing the right 
of the Palestinian people to self-determination); G.A. Res. 58/163, art. 1 (Mar. 4, 2004) 
(reaffirming “the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination, including the right to their 
independent State of Palestine.”); see also Eden, supra note 6, at 233 (noting that “[t]here can 
be little doubt that the Palestinians have a right of self-determination”). 

170.  G.A. Res. 2625 (XXV), Declaration on Principles of International Law Concerning 
Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in Accordance with the Charter of the United 
Nations, princ. 5(1) (Oct. 24, 1970) [hereinafter Declaration on Principles of International Law]; 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, art. 1(1), Dec. 19, 1966, 999 U.N.T.S. 171. 

171. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 107. See also Declaration on Principles of International 
Law, supra note 170, princ. 5(4) (“The establishment of a sovereign and independent State, the 
free association or integration with an independent State or the emergence into any other political 
status freely determined by a people constitute modes of implementing the right of self-
determination by that people.”). 
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borders, or are self-determination interests implicated by border 
disputes merely a basis for a political argument?172 

The right of a people to self-determination in the form of 
statehood is eroded when the demarcation of borders excludes a portion 
of that people from enjoying that right. Moreover, in some cases, the 
location of the border may result in the deprivation of a portion of a 
people, “left behind” as a minority group in a neighboring state, of any 
prospect of pursuing its “economic, social and cultural 
development”173 within the borders of that state. The toll that the 
demarcation of borders may exact on the right to self-determination led 
several commentators to argue that this right should play a role in the 
resolution of territorial disputes.174 

Steven Ratner has advocated for such a role for self-
determination, based on an approach that equates self-determination 
with democracy.175 Ratner has argued that the right to democratic 
participation, a derivative of the right to self-determination, extends in 
the case of emerging states to choice of country. Self-determination, 
therefore, requires that the demarcation of borders between a new state 
and its neighbors be affected by the preferences of the inhabitants of 
the territory in question as to whether to join one state or the other.176 
 

172. MALANCZUK, supra note 89, at 157 (“In territorial disputes, legal and political 
arguments are often used side by side . . . The main political arguments which are used in 
territorial disputes are the principles of geographical contiguity, of historical continuity and of 
self-determination . . . Such principles cannot, by themselves, create a legal title to territory.”); 
see also Shaw, Peoples, Territorialism and Boundaries, supra note 19, at 479 (noting that “[o]ne 
must, of course, distinguish between the legal right to self-determination and the political 
expression of the doctrine. The latter will have a far greater application than the former”). 

173.  See Declaration on Principles of International Law, supra note 170 and 
accompanying text. 

174. Michal Saliternik, Expanding the Boundaries of Boundary Dispute Settlement: 
International Law and Critical Geography at the Crossroads, 50 VAND. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 113, 
147 (2017); Ratner, supra note 76, at 611-13; Peters, supra note 5, at 137; SHAW, 
INTERNATIONAL LAW, supra note 71, at 379; LALONDE, supra note 147, at 239; Ronen, supra 
note 7, at 16 (contending that “a factual analysis, based on normative elements such as the right 
to self-determination, allows the conclusion that the [Israeli] settlements [in the West Bank] are 
within the territory of the state of Palestine”). 

175. Ratner, supra note 76, at 612 (observing the “trends in state practice toward equating 
the right of internal self-determination with democracy”); Timothy William Waters, 
Contemplating Failure and Creating Alternatives in the Balkans: Bosnia’s Peoples, Democracy, 
and the Shape of Self-Determination, 29 YALE J. INT’L L. 423, 435 (2004) (noting that “[a] 
recent trend . . . has been the re-expression of self-determination as a right to internal 
democracy”). 

176. Ratner, supra note 76, at 613 (observing “the recognition in international law of the 
primacy of political participation,” Ratner argues: “if the overriding purpose of a state is to 
permit its people to advance their values through a democratic process, then the formation of a 
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In view of the principle of the territorial integrity of states, Ratner 
suggested confining such a role for self-determination to situations in 
which the preferences of the population do not result in the loss for a 
state of territory that is already under its sovereignty.177 This seems to 
be the case with regard to the territorial dispute between Israel and the 
Palestinians. 

A more limited argument for considering self-determination 
interests in the demarcation of borders turns on the relationship 
between the rights to internal and external self-determination. In the 
case of a people that forms a majority within part of the territory of an 
existing state, but not within the entire population of the state, 
international law grants supremacy to the principle of the territorial 
integrity of states over the right to self-determination. International law 
expects peoples to exercise their right to self-determination by pursuing 
their economic, social, and cultural development through political 
participation within the framework of their existing states (“internal 
self-determination”).178 There is some support, however, for the view 
that failure by a state to respect a people’s right to internal self-
determination, manifested in the denial of the right to political 
participation or in other discriminatory policies, gives rise to a right of 
that people to secede from the state and form a new state or join a 
neighboring state (“external self-determination”).179 
 
new state ought to take that goal into account. One method of promoting this policy is to ensure 
that the inhabitants of the new state truly seek membership in it and adjust the frontiers so as to 
produce an acceptable degree of participation.”). 

177.  Ratner, supra note 76, at 613 (noting that “peoples long present in a state offering 
them full civil rights . . . would seem to have a weak claim to border adjustments that would put 
them in a neighboring state”). 

178. Reference re: Secession of Quebec, (1998) 161 D.L.R. 4th 385, 436 (S.C.C.) (Can.) 
(The Canadian Supreme Court concluded that “international law expects that the right to self-
determination will be exercised by peoples within the framework of existing sovereign states 
and consistently with the maintenance of the territorial integrity of those states.”); LALONDE, 
supra note 147, at 168; Shaw, Peoples, Territorialism and Boundaries, supra note 19, at 482 
(noting that “[t]he very UN instruments that proclaimed the foundation of self-determination 
also clearly prohibited the partial or total disruption of the national unity and territorial integrity 
of existing independent states”); see also Mirzayev, supra note 136. 

179. Advancing this view, ICJ Judge, Yusuf, noted that “if a State fails to comport itself 
in accordance with the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, an exceptional 
situation may arise whereby the ethnically or racially distinct group denied internal self-
determination may claim a right of external self-determination or separation from the State.” See 
Accordance with International Law of the Unilateral Declaration of Independence in Respect of 
Kosovo, Advisory Opinion, 2010, I.C.J. Rep. 618, 622-23 ¶ 12 (July 22) (separate opinion by 
Yusuf, J.); see also CASSESE, SELF-DETERMINATION OF PEOPLES, supra note 80, at 120 (noting 
that “a racial or religious group may attempt secession, a form of external self-determination, 
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Commentators have argued that the relationship between internal 
and external self-determination also has an ex ante effect on the 
demarcation of international borders. According to this view, the 
border between an emerging state and its neighbors must be determined 
with a view to ensuring that a national or ethnic group does not become 
part of a state that is likely to deny it the right to political participation 
necessary for the realization of the right to internal self-
determination.180 

Some of the commentators advocating a role for self-
determination considerations in the demarcation of borders have 
argued that such considerations should override at least some of the 
elements of the tripartite rule, when the former conflict with the 
latter.181 Others have advocated for a residual role for self-
determination considerations, when the application of the tripartite rule 
does not suffice to establish a border.182 As shown below, however, 
 
when it is apparent that internal self-determination is absolutely beyond reach”). This view is 
controversial, however. See Rosalyn Higgins, Postmodern Tribalism and the Right to 
Secession—Comments, in PEOPLES AND MINORITIES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 30, 33 (1993) 
(doubting that the denial of the right to internal self-determination gives rise to a legal right to 
secession); Anderson, supra note 168, at 1241 (concluding that, outside the context of 
decolonization, only peoples subjected to “human rights abuses in extremis (ethnic cleansing, 
mass killings, or genocide)” have a right to external self-determination). 

180. Ratner, supra note 76, at 612 (arguing that the right to internal self-determination 
“does open the door to drawing borders so that individuals will not simply be part of an 
oppressed minority in a new state . . . When a new state is formed, its territory ought not to be 
irretrievably predetermined but should form an element in the goal of maximal internal self-
determination.”); Saliternik, supra note 174, at 147 (maintaining with regard to the 
determination of borders, “[a]rguably, the right to internal self-determination—understood as 
the right of all groups within a state to effectively participate in political decision making—
should play a crucial role here. This means that, all other things being equal, if the prospects of 
a certain community to enjoy equal political rights in one country seem to be higher than in the 
other, it should stay with the country with more political rights”); see also LALONDE, supra note 
147, at 239 (maintaining that current international instruments recognizing the right to self-
determination “may suggest that new states ought to be delineated in such a way as to encourage 
governments that represent ‘the whole people belonging to the territory without distinctions as 
to race, creed, or color‘”). 

181. Peters, supra note 5, at 137 (“The application of uti possidetis can . . . be set aside on 
the basis of material considerations, notably respect for a concerned people’s right to self-
determination, exercised in proper procedures.”); Saliternik, supra note 174, at 147 (maintaining 
that “in some cases, the need to secure the right of people to internal self-determination may 
provide an independent justification for modifying an uti possidetis or treaty-based boundary 
line”); Ratner, supra note 76, at 611-13. 

182. SHAW, INTERNATIONAL LAW, supra note 71, at 379 (“Self-determination cannot be 
used to further larger territorial claims in defiance of internationally accepted boundaries of 
sovereign states, but it may be of some use in resolving cases of disputed and uncertain frontier 
lines on the basis of the wishes of the inhabitants.”). 
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neither state practice nor the jurisprudence of the ICJ on border disputes 
supports a rule of customary international law that assigns self-
determination considerations a role in the demarcation of international 
boundaries. 

A. State Practice 
State practice as evidence of customary international law does not 

indicate that the purview of the right to self-determination extends to 
the demarcation of international boundaries. The bulk of authority 
supports the view that UN General Assembly resolutions could serve 
as evidence of customary international law to the extent that they are 
indicative of opinio juris.183 The General Assembly has unanimously 
adopted a series of resolutions elaborating on the content and legal 
consequences of the right to self-determination. Among these are the 
Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly 
Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance with the 
Charter of the United Nations;184 the Declaration on the Occasion of 
the Fiftieth Anniversary of the United Nations;185 and the Declaration 
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.186 None of these resolutions links 
the right to self-determination to the demarcation of international 
borders, nor does such an understanding of the right to self-
determination find support in treaties recognizing that right.187 

The reluctance of the international community to introduce a 
border demarcation rule that would accommodate self-determination 
interests has been manifest in the recent extension of the principle of 
uti possidetis to cover situations of secession and dissolution of states 
outside the colonial context.188 A commission chaired by Judge Robert 
Badinter, advising the European Community on legal questions 
 

183. Michael Byers, The Shifting Foundations of International Law: A Decade of Forceful 
Measures Against Iraq, 13 EUR. J. INT’L L. 21, 31 (2002); HIGGINS, supra note 142, at 5-7; 
David A. Koplow, ASAT-Isfaction: Customary International Law and the Regulation of Anti-
Satellite Weapons, 30 MICH. J. INT’L L. 1187, 1231 (2009); Scott W. Lyons, Ineffective 
Amnesty: The Legal Impact on Negotiating the End to Conflict, 47 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 799, 
810, n. 59 (2012). 

184. Declaration on Principles of International Law, supra note 170, princ. 5. 
185. G.A. Res. 50/6, Declaration on the Occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the United 

Nations (Oct. 24, 1995). 
186. G.A. Res. 61/295, United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 

arts. 3-5 (Sept. 13, 2007). 
187. See, e.g., International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, art. 1(1), Dec. 19, 

1966, 999 U.N.T.S. 171. 
188. See supra note 80 and accompanying text. 
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associated with the breakup of Yugoslavia (“Badinter Commission”), 
applied an expansive interpretation of the purview of uti possidetis. The 
Commission maintained that “[u]ti possidetis, though initially applied 
in settling decolonization issues in America and Africa, is today 
recognized as a general principle,”189 and therefore applies outside the 
context of decolonization to determine the borders of states emerging 
by way of secession from the mother state or as a result of the 
dissolution of the latter.190 

Steven Ratner noted that the conclusions of the Badinter 
Commission “go well beyond accepted notions of uti possidetis,”191 a 
principle that traditionally derived its normative force from “the 
universally agreed policy goal it was serving—orderly 
decolonization.”192 Yet the position of the Badinter Commission has 
become the prevailing interpretation of customary international law, as 
evidenced by “the practice of states during the dissolution of the former 
Soviet Union, Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia, apparently sanctifying 
the former internal administrative lines as interstate frontiers.”193 
Expanding the purview of uti possidetis beyond decolonization 
imposes a substantial toll on the right to self-determination and 
promotes instability “by leaving significant populations both 
unsatisfied with their status in new states and uncertain of political 
participation there.”194 It has been noted that this development in the 
law amounted to “hiding behind inflated notions of uti possidetis”195 to 
avoid boundary demarcation based on considerations of self-
determination.196 

The reluctance of the international community to move beyond 
the tripartite rule, manifest in the extension of the purview of uti 
possidetis, seems to reflect the general disinclination of international 
law to balance competing claims in the international arena. Proponents 
 

189. Badinter Committee: Opinion No. 3, supra note 76, at 185. 
190. Badinter Committee: Opinion No. 3, supra note 76, at 185. 
191. Ratner, supra note 76, at 614. 
192. Ratner, supra note 76, at 614. 
193. Ratner, supra note 76, at 590; see also Shaw, Peoples, Territorialism and 

Boundaries, supra note 19, at 499-500 (reviewing state practice that supports the expansion of 
the purview of uti possidetis to non-colonial situations.); Saliternik, supra note 174, at 124-25. 

194. Ratner, supra note 76, at 591; see also CASSESE, SELF-DETERMINATION OF PEOPLES, 
supra note 80, at 332. 

195. Ratner, supra note 76, at 591. 
196. Ratner, supra note 76, at 591 (“By hiding behind inflated notions of uti possidetis, 

state leaders avoid engaging the issue of territorial adjustments—even minor ones—which is 
central to the process of self-determination.”). 
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of a role for self-determination in the demarcation of borders 
acknowledge that the preferences of the population affected by the 
location of the border should not be the only consideration taken into 
account.197 A new norm on border demarcation, developed either to 
supplement or to replace the existing tripartite rule, would require 
adjudicators to consider a variety of equitable criteria, including the 
preferences of the people affected, economic considerations, the effect 
of border location on the viability of a state, security interests, and 
historical claims.198 Such criteria would often point in different 
directions and would have to be balanced, a process amenable to 
politicization. Balancing of this type is generally repugnant to 
international law. Commentators have noted that “although a balancing 
procedure is often used in the context of US constitutional law, there is 
no equivalent in international law and limited authority for introducing 
a balancing approach into international law.”199 

B. The Jurisprudence of the International Court of Justice 

1. The Tripartite Rule and Equity Considerations 
A study from 2004 on ICJ adjudication of territorial disputes has 

demonstrated the exclusivity of the norms forming the tripartite rule 
(i.e., boundary treaties, uti possidetis juris, and the doctrine of effective 
control) in the demarcation of international borders.200 The study 
shows that ICJ jurisprudence does not deem territorial claims based on 
self-determination considerations,201 economic interests, geography, 
 

197. Saliternik, supra note 174, at 151-52 (proposing that international borders be 
determined by balancing human-oriented interests and the interest in boundary stability); Ratner, 
supra note 76, at 620-23 (addressing the various considerations to be weighed in determining 
the location of international boundaries, among them equitable considerations). Ratner noted 
that “while leaving much to the biases of arbitrators, equity offers some framework within which 
courts can take account of a variety of relevant factors.” Ratner, supra note 76, at 623. 

198. See Ratner, supra note 76, at 621 (proposing considerations that should be taken into 
account in the application of a new norm on border demarcation); Saliternik, supra note 174, at 
146-51; Sumner, supra note 1, at 1789-90 (discussing geographical, economic, cultural and 
historical justifications for territorial claims). 

199. Courtney W. Howland, The Challenge of Religious Fundamentalism to the Liberty 
and Equality Rights of Women: An Analysis Under the United Nations Charter, 35 COLUM. J. 
TRANSNAT’L L. 271, 326, n. 246 (1997); see also Laker Airways v. Sabena, 731 F.2d 909, 950 
(D.C. Cir. 1984) (“This court is ill-equipped to ‘balance the vital national interests of the United 
States and the [United Kingdom] to determine which interests predominate.’”). 

200. Sumner, supra note 1, at 1792-1804. 
201.  The study considers territorial claims based on self-determination considerations as 

“cultural claims.” Sumner, supra note 1, at 1785-86. 
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and history to be protected by any rule on border demarcation, either 
contradictory or residual to the tripartite rule.202 

The normative web of the tripartite rule covers the circumstances 
of the vast majority of border disputes;203 the one between Israel and 
the Palestinians is a rare exception. The absence of ICJ jurisprudence 
applying border demarcation rules that are residual to the tripartite rule 
does not attest, in and of itself, to a rejection by the ICJ of such rules, 
as “the definitive formulation of a particular rule may well await a 
situation requiring its application.”204 Yet, the approach of the ICJ 
toward the concept of equity in the demarcation of borders suggests a 
rejection of the possibility of developing additional border demarcation 
rules based on self-determination interests or economic claims, to be 
applied independently of the tripartite rule in the event the latter does 
not resolve the dispute. 

The ICJ noted that “equity as a legal concept is a direct emanation 
of the idea of justice.”205 The application of equity praeter legem (i.e., 
equity as a residual, independent rule of decision “filling in gaps and 
interstices in the law”206) to border demarcation could bring into play 
self-determination and economic claims when none of the elements of 
the tripartite rule is applicable.207 But when the evidence before the ICJ 
did not allow the resolution of a territorial dispute by a straightforward 
application of the tripartite rule, the Court explicitly rejected the 
possibility of resorting to equity as an independent border demarcation 
rule.208 Under such circumstances, the Court recognized the role of 
equity in border demarcation only as an interpretive principle (i.e., 
 

202.  Sumner, supra note 1, at 1807 (observing that “these categories [of territorial claims] 
do not form part of the court’s tripartite hierarchy” and did not guide the Court in the 
adjudication of border disputes). 

203.  See Sumner, supra note 1, at 1792-808 (reviewing the adjudication by the 
International Court of Justice of territorial disputes). 

204. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 428. 
205. Continental Shelf (Tunisia/Libya), 1982 I.C.J. Rep. 18, 60, ¶ 71 (Feb. 24). 
206.  Maritime Delimitation in the Area between Greenland and Jan Mayen (Den. v. Nor.), 

1993 I.C.J. Rep. 38, 231, ¶ 65 (Jun. 14) (separate opinion by Weeramantry, J.). 
207. Id. at 223-24, ¶ 38 (equity considerations in the demarcation of maritime boundaries 

include “economic impact.”); Frontier Dispute (Burk. Faso/Niger), Judgment, 2013 I.C.J. Rep. 
44, 160 (Apr. 16) (separate opinion by Daudet, J.) (resolving a border dispute in a manner that 
secures the essential interests of the local population is “justified from the point of view of 
equity”). 

208.  Frontier Dispute (Burk. Faso/Mali), 1986 I.C.J. Rep. 554, 567, ¶ 28 (Dec. 22) (“It is 
clear that the Chamber cannot decide ex aequo et bono in this case . . . it must also dismiss any 
possibility of resorting to equity contra legem. Nor will the Chamber apply equity praeter 
legem.”). 
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equity infra legem)209 applied to the tripartite rule, compensating for 
the lack of evidence that would otherwise preclude the application of 
the tripartite rule.210 In Burkina Faso v. Mali, the Court emphasized 
that applying equity infra legem “is not a matter of finding simply an 
equitable solution, but an equitable solution derived from the 
applicable law,”211 which in the case at hand was the principle of uti 
possidetis.212 Limiting the role of equity to the application of the 
tripartite rule makes equitable considerations immaterial to the 
territorial dispute between Israel and the Palestinians, which is not 
governed by any of the norms of the tripartite rule. 

2. A New Trend in the International Adjudication of Border Disputes? 

Detecting an erosion of the traditional tripartite rule of border 
dispute resolution, Michal Saliternik has identified a “recent 
adjudicatory trend of incorporating human-oriented considerations into 
boundary dispute settlement.”213 This observation hinges largely on the 
recent decisions of the Permanent Court of Arbitration (“PCA”) in the 
Abyei case214 and of the ICJ in Burkina Faso v. Niger.215 Yet, the 
argument that these decisions represent a “development [that] arguably 
amounts to a paradigm shift in the adjudication of international 
boundary disputes”216 is unpersuasive. 

a. The Abyei Case 
The decision by the PCA concerned a territorial dispute between 

the government of Sudan, representing the northern regions of the 
country, and the Sudanese People’s Liberation Movement, 
representing the emerging state of South Sudan, regarding the Abyei 
area located between the two territories.217 A Comprehensive Peace 
Agreement (“Peace Agreement”) concluded between the parties in 
 

209.  Id. at 567-68, ¶ 28 (noting that the Court “will have regard to equity infra legem, that 
is, that form of equity which constitutes a method of interpretation of the law in force, and is 
one of its attributes”). 

210. Id. at 632-33, ¶¶ 148-50 (resorting to equity in the application of uti possidetis). 
211. Id. at 568, ¶ 28. 
212. Id. at 632-33, ¶¶ 148-50. 
213. Saliternik, supra note 174, at 116, 118. 
214. Delimiting Abyei Area (Gov. of Sudan v. Sudan People’s Liberation 

Movement/Army), Final Award, 48 I.L.M. 1245 (Perm. Ct. Arb. 2009). 
215. Frontier Dispute (Burk. Faso/Niger), Judgment, 2013 I.C.J. Rep. 44 (Apr. 16). 
216. Saliternik, supra note 174, at 135. 
217. Gov. of Sudan v. Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army, 48 I.L.M. at ¶¶ 1, 102. 
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2005 provided for a referendum among the population of South Sudan 
on the question of whether the South would become an independent 
state.218 A separate Protocol concerning the Abyei area, attached to the 
Peace Agreement (“Abyei Protocol”), provided that the inhabitants of 
Abyei would determine in another referendum whether this area 
remains part of Sudan or joins the potentially independent state of 
South Sudan.219 The Abyei Protocol also appointed a Boundaries 
Commission to demarcate the boundaries of the Abyei area,220 which 
would determine who is eligible to vote in the Abyei referendum and 
the extent of the territory gained by either Sudan or South Sudan 
following the results of the referendum.221 

Referencing a past decision by the British Colonial government 
of Sudan on the demarcation of the boundaries of the Sudanese 
province of Kordofan, the Abyei Protocol described the Abyei area as 
“the area of the nine Ngok Dinka Chiefdoms transferred to Kordofan 
in 1905”222 (“demarcation formula”), and instructed the Boundaries 
Commission to demarcate the boundaries of the Abyei area in 
accordance with this formula.223 But the area defined by the 
demarcation formula was susceptible to two different interpretations, 
either as the area of the nine Ngok Dinka chiefdoms that was 
transferred to Kordofan in 1905 (territorial interpretation), or as the 
area of the nine Ngok Dinka chiefdoms that were transferred to 
Kordofan in 1905 (tribal interpretation).224 The Boundaries 
Commission adopted the tribal interpretation, which was unfavorable 
to the government of Sudan because it resulted in a significant 
expansion of the Abyei area to the north, compared to a demarcation of 
the area under the territorial interpretation.225 The decision by the 

 
218. Id. ¶¶ 110, 118. 
219. Protocol between the Government of the Republic of Sudan and the Sudan People’s 

Liberation Movement/Army on the Resolution of Abyei Conflict, art. 1.3, May 26, 2004 
[hereinafter Abyei Protocol], as incorporated into the Comprehensive Peace Agreement 
between the Government of the Republic of Sudan and the Sudan People’s Liberation 
Movement/Army ch. IV at 63, Jan. 9, 2005 [hereinafter Comprehensive Agreement]. 

220. Abyei Protocol, supra note 219, art. 5. 
221. Abyei Protocol, supra note 219, arts. 1.3, 5.1. 
222. Abyei Protocol, supra note 219, art. 1.1.2. 
223. Abyei Protocol, supra note 219, art. 5.1. 
224. Gov. of Sudan v. Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army, 48 I.L.M. at ¶ 232. 
225. Id. ¶¶ 558-570 (reviewing the reasoning provided by the Boundaries Commission); 

ABYEI BOUNDARIES COMMISSION, ABYEI BOUNDARIES COMMISSION REPORT 11, 20-22 
(2005) (positions of the parties and conclusions); Saliternik, supra note 174, at 129. 
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Boundaries Commission was rejected by Sudan,226 and the parties 
subsequently agreed to refer the decision for review to the PCA.227 
Examining the reasonableness rather than the correctness of the 
findings of the Boundaries Commission, the PCA upheld the tribal 
interpretation.228 Turning first to a textual interpretation of the 
demarcation formula, the PCA stated: 

A purely grammatical approach to the interpretation of these 
terms . . . does not yield any determinative conclusion as to their 
ordinary meaning. There is no conclusive method for determining, 
by recourse to the text alone, whether “transferred” relates to 
“area,” suggesting a territorial dimension, or whether it relates to 
“the nine Ngok Dinka chiefdoms,” suggesting a more tribal 
dimension. Both propositions are equally tenable.229 
A textual interpretation of the demarcation formula thus led the 

PCA to conclude that the tribal interpretation “was not unreasonable 
and accordingly did not constitute an excess of mandate.”230 The PCA 
augmented its textual analysis by pointing to the object and purpose of 
the Peace Agreement and of the Abyei Protocol, which concerned the 
achievement of peace in Sudan, promoting “the right of the people of 
Southern Sudan to self-determination . . . .”231 Observing that the 
territorial interpretation “could result in splitting the Ngok Dinka 
community,”232 and implying that such result could compromise both 
peace and the right to self-determination,233 the PCA concluded that “it 
was not unreasonable to interpret the Formula in a predominantly tribal 
manner, that interpretation being more likely to encompass the whole 
of the Ngok Dinka people.”234 

Saliternik suggested that “the emphasis that the PCA placed on 
the parties’ desire to promote self-determination and peace . . . 
represented a clear departure from the adjudicatory approach adopted 
by international tribunals in earlier boundary dispute cases,”235 

 
226.  Gov. of Sudan v. Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army, 48 I.L.M. at ¶¶ 137, 

168. 
227. Id. ¶ 3. 
228. Id. ¶ 571. 
229. Id. ¶ 580. 
230. Id. ¶ 582. 
231. Id. ¶¶ 587, 588-89. 
232. Id. ¶ 595. 
233. Id. ¶ 596. 
234. Id. 
235. Saliternik, supra note 174, at 130-31. 
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ascribing an increased role to human-oriented interests such as self-
determination and peace in the adjudication of border disputes.236 This 
proposition seems to overstate the role attributed by the PCA to the 
interests in peace and self-determination in the demarcation of the 
border. In interpreting the demarcation formula—a treaty provision—
the PCA explicitly followed the requirements of Article 31 of the 
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, which provides for a textual 
interpretation of treaties, informed by their object and purpose.237 
Nothing in the reasoning of the PCA suggests a willingness to “stretch” 
the language of the demarcation formula to accommodate the interests 
in peace and self-determination, as the PCA concluded that the 
territorial and tribal interpretations “are equally tenable” under a purely 
grammatical approach to interpretation.238 

b. Burkina Faso v. Niger 

The interests of the population affected by border demarcation 
were also taken into consideration by the ICJ in the Burkina Faso v. 
Niger case, in 2013.239 The border dispute between Burkina Faso and 
Niger concerned, among other issues, the demarcation of the border 
near the Bossébangou village, which is situated a few hundred meters 
from the Sirba River, on its right bank.240 The Court was called upon 
to determine whether the boundary was located in the Sirba River or on 
its right bank between the river and the village.241 The former location 
was clearly more favorable to Bossébangou villagers, for whom the 
river is an essential source of water. In their Special Agreement on 
referring the dispute to the ICJ, the parties requested the Court to follow 
the course of an administrative boundary described in an Arrêté 
(“order”) issued in 1927 by the French colonial authorities, and if the 
Arrêté were not sufficiently clear, to follow the line shown on an 
official French map from 1960.242 

The Court found the guidance provided by the Arrêté to be 
sufficiently clear with regard to this segment of the border, relying on 
 

236. Saliternik, supra note 174, at 135. 
237.  Gov. of Sudan v. Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army, 48 I.L.M. at ¶¶ 575, 

583; see also Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties art. 31, May 23, 1969, 1155 U.N.T.S. 
331. 

238. See supra note 229 and accompanying text. 
239. Frontier Dispute (Burk. Faso/Niger), Judgment, 2013 I.C.J. Rep. 44 (Apr. 16). 
240. Id. at 85, ¶ 100. 
241. Id. at 85, ¶ 101. 
242. Id. at 50, ¶ 2. 
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a textual interpretation of the Arrêté to conclude that the boundary 
passed in the Sirba River along its median line.243 Locating the 
boundary on the right bank, between the river and the village, would 
have meant that the boundary crossed the river at Bossébangou.244 The 
Arrêté, however, described the boundary as “reaching the River Sirba 
at Bossébangou.”245 According to the Court ruling, “it is significant 
that, in describing the relevant section of the frontier, the Arrêté uses 
the verb ‘reach’ rather than ‘cut,’”246 as this wording indicates that the 
boundary did not cross the river but rather passed in it.247 

Having concluded its textual analysis, the Court proceeded to 
remark: 

Moreover, there is no evidence before the Court that the River 
Sirba in the area of Bossébangou was attributed entirely to one of 
the two colonies. In this regard, the Court notes that the 
requirement concerning access to water resources of all the people 
living in the riparian villages is better met by a frontier situated in 
the river than on one bank or the other.248 
The invocation by the Court of the interest the villagers have in 

access to water resources was viewed as a manifestation of its increased 
willingness to introduce human-oriented considerations into boundary 
demarcation, eroding the exclusive reliance on the traditional tripartite 
rule in border dispute resolution.249 But the reasoning of the ICJ 
suggests that the Court leaned toward the view that according to a 
purely grammatical interpretation of the Arrêté, the border is located in 
the river, and invoked the interests of the villagers merely as an 
additional consideration, augmenting its linguistic reasoning.250 It is 
 

243. Id. at 85, ¶ 101. 
244. Id. 
245. Id. at 77, ¶ 70 (emphasis added). 
246. Id. at 85, ¶ 101. 
247. Id. 
248. Id. 
249. Saliternik, supra note 174, at 132-36. 
250. In his Separate Opinion, Judge Daudet took the view that the border runs along the 

right bank of the river, contrary to the determination by the Court. See Frontier Dispute (Burk. 
Faso/Niger), Judgment, 2013 I.C.J. Rep. 44, 163 (Apr. 16) (separate opinion by Daudet, J.). 
Judge Daudet’s conclusion regarding the location of the border resulted from a grammatical 
interpretation of the words “reaching the River Sirba at Bossébangou,” which differs from that 
of the Court. Id. at 160-61. Saliternik relies on Judge Daudet’s view to assert that “the court 
made a remarkable move” by adopting “a creative interpretation of the Arrêté that secured the 
water needs of local populations, even though it knew that the boundary line thus determined 
might be different from the historic colonial boundary.” Saliternik, supra note 174, at 132. 
However, the disagreement between the majority opinion and Judge Daudet regarding the 
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noteworthy that Judge Daudet, who concluded in a Separate Opinion 
that a textual interpretation of the Arrêté supports the view that the 
border separates the village from the river, advocated such a ruling by 
the Court, notwithstanding the interests of the affected villagers.251 

In another Separate Opinion, Judge Cançado Trindade stated that 
“people and territory go together”252 and that “consideration of 
frontiers cannot ignore or overlook the human factor.”253 This language 
implies that in the view of Judge Cançado Trindade, human-oriented 
considerations may affect the demarcation of international frontiers 
independently of the traditional rules of border demarcation, and 
perhaps override these. This view, however, does not find support in 
the reasoning delivered by the Court. 

In conclusion, the judgment of the ICJ in Burkina Faso v. Niger 
and the decision of the PCA in the Abyei case do not suggest the 
existence of an independent rule on border demarcation that concerns 
self-determination or any other human-oriented consideration. 

3. The Wall Advisory Opinion 
In its Advisory Opinion on the Legal Consequences of the 

Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (“Wall 
Advisory Opinion”), the ICJ examined whether the construction by 
Israel of a wall within the occupied West Bank violated Israel’s 
obligations under international law.254 As observed by Judge 
Kooijmans, concurring with the Court in a Separate Opinion, “[t]he 
Court has refrained from taking a position with regard to territorial 
rights and the question of permanent status.”255 The Court considered, 
however, the compatibility of the construction of the wall with the right 
of the Palestinian people to self-determination.256 

The Court observed that the route of the wall would leave a large 
number of Palestinians within the area located between the wall and the 
 
grammatical interpretation of the Arrêté does not suffice to infer a “remarkable move” by the 
Court of the type observed by Saliternik. 

251.  Frontier Dispute (Burk. Faso/Niger), Judgment, 2013 I.C.J. Rep. 44, 163 (Apr. 16) 
(separate opinion by Daudet, J.) (“I am aware . . . that in terms of equity this solution is not 
satisfactory. However . . . I think that it should have been the solution chosen by the Court.”). 

252.  Id. at 126 (separate opinion by Cançado Trindade, J.). 
253.  Id. at 132-33. 
254.  Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian 

Territory, Advisory Opinion, 2004 I.C.J. Rep. 136, 167, ¶ 77 (July 9). 
255.  Id. at 228, ¶ 30 (separate opinion of Kooijmans, J.). 
256.  Id. at 182-84, ¶¶ 118-22. 
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Green Line, separating them from the rest of the occupied West 
Bank.257 Noting that the area between the wall and the Green Line 
would also include most Israeli settlements illegally established in the 
West Bank, and that the construction of the wall would likely 
contribute to the departure of Palestinians from this area,258 the Court 
expressed concern that the wall would facilitate the de facto integration 
of this area into Israel.259 Considering the effect that the wall would 
have on the ability of the Palestinian people to exercise its right to self-
determination, the Court thus stated: 

[The Court] cannot remain indifferent to certain fears expressed to 
it that the route of the wall will prejudge the future frontier 
between Israel and Palestine, and the fear that Israel may integrate 
the settlements and their means of access. The Court considers that 
the construction of the wall and its associated régime create a “fait 
accompli” on the ground that could well become permanent, in 
which case, and notwithstanding the formal characterization of the 
wall by Israel, it would be tantamount to de facto annexation.260 
In view of the effect that the wall would likely have on the 

permanent status of parts of the occupied territories, the Court 
concluded that the construction of the wall “severely impedes the 
exercise by the Palestinian people of its right to self-determination, and 
is therefore a breach of Israel’s obligation to respect that right.”261 It 
has been argued that this conclusion implies that the entire territory 
under Israeli occupation falls within the Palestinian territorial 
entitlement by virtue of the right of the Palestinian people to self-
determination.262 But the violation of the right to self-determination 
found by the Court concerned a measure that could “prejudge the future 
frontier between Israel and Palestine.”263 The concern of the Court that 
the frontier might be “prejudged” suggests that it did not view the 
Green Line as the existing boundary of the Palestinian territorial 

 
257. Id. at 184, ¶ 122. 
258. Id. 
259. Id. ¶¶ 121-22. 
260. Id. ¶ 121. 
261. Id. ¶ 122. 
262. Ronen, supra note 7, at 13 (citing the ICJ’s conclusion that the construction of the 

Wall violates the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination, Ronen notes, “by 
implication, the area beyond the Green Line (the 1949 Armistice Lines) and the separation 
barrier, including the settlements, falls within the entitlement . . . of the Palestinian state”). 

263. Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian 
Territory, Advisory Opinion, 2004 I.C.J. Rep. 136, 184, ¶ 121 (July 9). 
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entitlement, but rather considered that such boundary is yet to be 
determined.264 As noted by Kontorovich, “[i]f the Green Line was the 
recognized ‘frontier,’ the Wall would not prejudge it, but rather simply 
infringe on it. Thus if the . . . ICJ advisory opinion show[s] anything, it 
is that the border between Israel and Palestine remains in substantial 
dispute.”265 

This view finds support in the Separate Opinion of Judge al-
Khasawneh, who concurred with the Advisory Opinion of the Court.266 
Judge al-Khasawneh subscribed to the view that the Green Line “is the 
starting line from which is measured the extent of Israel’s occupation 
of non-Israeli territory,”267 but he immediately proceeded to state that 
“there is no implication that the Green Line is to be a permanent 
frontier.”268 

The holding of the ICJ in the Wall Advisory Opinion indicates 
that the right to self-determination provides partial, negative protection 
to self-determination interests arising in relation to border disputes. 
Although the right to self-determination does not support a positive 
legal rule on the demarcation of international borders, it precludes 
Israel from taking measures that are contrary to Palestinian self-
determination interests, before an agreement has been reached between 
Israel and the Palestinians resolving the territorial dispute. This view 
seems consistent with Antonio Cassese’s assessment of the role of 
international law with regard to the territorial dispute between Israel 
and the Palestinians, which holds that international law “confine[s] 
itself to an essentially negative stand, that is to withholding its 
endorsement of the de facto situation [i.e., Israel’s possession of the 
West Bank] . . . By and large international law does not seem to provide 
a solution in positive terms.”269 
 

264. Kontorovich, supra note 3, at 988 (noting that “in the view of the Court, there was 
no recognized frontier between the two entities”). 

265.  Kontorovich, supra note 3, at 988. 
266.  Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian 

Territory, Advisory Opinion, 2004 I.C.J. at 238, ¶ 11 (separate opinion by al-Khasawneh, J.). 
267.  Id. 
268.  Id. 
269.  Antonio Cassese, Legal Considerations on the International Status of Jerusalem, 3 

THE PALESTINE Y.B. OF INT’L L. 13, 37 (1986); see also CASSESE, SELF-DETERMINATION OF 
PEOPLES, supra note 80, at 131, 188. Cassese maintains that “one of the consequences of the 
body of international law on self-determination is that at present no legal title over territory can 
be acquired in breach of self-determination,” and that, therefore, “assuming that the legal regime 
of the Arab territories occupied by Israel in 1967 is uncertain because Jordan never acquired a 
sovereign title . . . Israel cannot acquire such title on the strength of customary rules relating to 
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C. The Territorial Dimension of the Right to Statehood 
The essence of the right to statehood, guaranteed to the Palestinian 

people under the principle of self-determination, concerns title to 
territory. “States are territorial entities,”270 and therefore statehood 
“implies exclusive control over some territory.”271 Yet, the territorial 
criterion for statehood set forth by international law has virtually no 
effect on the resolution of territorial disputes. Although the possession 
of “a defined territory” is one of the conditions for the existence of a 
state,272 “there appears to be no rule prescribing the minimum area of 
that territory.”273 Hence, “states may occupy an extremely small 
area,”274 the smallest state recognized under international law having a 
territory of merely 0.4 square kilometers.275 Note that international law 
does not require that a state have defined borders, as long as a core 
territory of any size is clearly under its sovereignty.276 Therefore, 
“claims [by other states] to less than the entire territory of a new state, 
in particular boundary disputes, do not affect statehood.”277 Similarly, 
although a permanent population is a necessary requirement for 
statehood,278 there is no minimum limit on the size of that 
population.279 

Clearly, Israel may not restrict the exercise by the Palestinian 
people of its right to statehood to a diminutive portion of the Palestinian 
 
acquisition of territory.” CASSESE, SELF-DETERMINATION OF PEOPLES, supra note 80, at 188. 
Cassese notes, however, that “there is legal uncertainty about who is the holder of sovereign 
rights over the territories [occupied by Israel],” and that the rules on self-determination “do not 
offer any proper guidelines for this situation.” CASSESE, SELF-DETERMINATION OF PEOPLES, 
supra note 80, at 131. 

270. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 46. 
271. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 48. 
272. Convention on Rights and Duties of States art. 1, Dec. 26, 1933, 165 L.N.T.S 19 

[hereinafter Montevideo Convention] (stipulating that “[t]he State as a person of international 
law should possess the following qualifications: (a) a permanent population; (b) a defined 
territory; (c) government; and (d) capacity to enter into relations with the other States.”); 
CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 47 (noting that “the best known formulation of the basic criteria 
for statehood is that laid down in Article I of the Montevideo Convention”). 

273. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 46. 
274. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 46. 
275. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 46. (noting that the territory of the Vatican is merely 0.4 

square kilometers). 
276. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 48-52; Eden, supra note 6, at 231 (noting that “there is 

ample evidence in State practice (not least in the example of Israel itself) to conclude that a State 
does not require exactly defined or undisputed borders to exist”). 

277. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 49. 
278. Montevideo Convention, supra note 272, art. 1. 
279. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 52. 
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population of the West Bank. Such an attempt would strip Palestinian 
statehood of its significance as a manifestation of the principle of self-
determination, and would thus undercut the right of the Palestinian 
people to statehood, regardless of the formal criteria for the existence 
of a state. This would shift the territorial dispute between Israel and the 
Palestinians from the realm of the law on border demarcation to the 
domain of the right to statehood guaranteed to the Palestinian people 
under the principle of self-determination. Nevertheless, this link 
between self-determination and title to territory would have little effect 
on the resolution of the territorial dispute between Israel and the 
Palestinians, as the bulk of the Palestinian population resides in 
population centers that make up relatively small portions of the West 
Bank, to which Israel is not likely to lay claim.280 

VI. PURVIEW OF THE PRINCIPLE OF THE INADMISSIBILITY 
OF THE ACQUISITION OF TERRITORY THROUGH THE USE OF 

FORCE 
Stephen Schwebel and Yehuda Blum have argued that the 

fundamental norm of international law precluding the acquisition of 
territory through the use of force is qualified in a manner that would 
allow Israel to obtain sovereignty over the West Bank based on its 
occupation of that territory.281 According to this view, “[w]here the 
prior holder of territory had seized that territory unlawfully, the state 
which subsequently takes that territory in the lawful exercise of self-
defense has, against that prior holder, better title.”282 Observing that 
Jordan gained possession of the West Bank in 1948 through the 
unlawful use of force,283 and that this territory was subsequently 
relinquished by Jordan in 1967 and came under Israeli occupation 
through the lawful use of force by Israel in the exercise of its right to 
self-defense,284 Schwebel and Blum concluded that Israel has better 

 
280.  See Disengagement Plan of Prime Minister Ariel Sharon – Revised, supra note 4 

(specifying the scope of Israeli territorial claims in relation to the West Bank). 
281.  Stephen M. Schwebel, What Weight to Conquest?, 64 AM. J. INT’L L. 344, 345-47 

(1970); Blum, supra note 42, at 293-94, 295 n.60. 
282.  Schwebel, supra note 281, at 346. 
283.  Schwebel, supra note 281, at 346; Blum, supra note 42, at 283 (observing that the 

invasion by Jordan of the territory of Mandatory Palestine in 1948 violated the prohibition on 
the use of force contained in Article 2(4) of the UN Charter). 

284.  Schwebel, supra note 281, at 346 (“The facts of the June, 1967, ‘Six Day War’ 
demonstrate that Israel reacted defensively against the threat and use of force against her by her 
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title to the West Bank than Jordan does,285 which opens the door for 
Israeli sovereignty over the territory. Schwebel thus maintained that 
“modifications of the 1949 armistice lines among those states within 
former Palestinian territory are lawful,”286 including “substantial 
alterations—such as recognition of Israeli sovereignty over the whole 
of Jerusalem.”287 Similarly, according to Blum, “[s]ince . . . no State 
can make a legal claim [to the West Bank] that is equal to that of Israel, 
this relative superiority of Israel may be sufficient, under international 
law, to make Israel’s possession of Judea and Samaria [the West Bank] 
virtually undistinguishable from an absolute title, to be valid erga 
omnes.”288 

As noted above, both the ICJ and the Security Council took the 
view that the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory through the 
use of force extends to the circumstances of the Israeli occupation of 
the West Bank, and that the annexation by Israel of any part of the West 
Bank would therefore amount to a violation of international law.289 The 
rejection by the ICJ and the Security Council of the view that Israel 
holds title to the West Bank or parts thereof carries significant 
probative value in the interpretation of customary international law.290 

The refusal by the international community to qualify the 
application of the rule on the inadmissibility of the acquisition of 
territory by force concerns the interpretation of the self-defense 
exception to the prohibition on the use of force. As explained by 
Antonio Cassese: 

[Self-defense] does not legitimize the acquisition of territory . . . 
At least since 1945, sovereignty cannot be acquired through 
military conquest, not even when the territory was previously 
unlawfully controlled by another state, or when force is resorted to 

 
Arab neighbors”); Blum, supra note 42, at 294 (noting that Israel obtained control of the West 
Bank “lawfully”). 

285.  Schwebel, supra note 281, at 346; Blum, supra note 42, at 294 (“The legal standing 
of Israel in the territories in question is thus that of a State which is lawfully in control of territory 
in respect of which no other States can show a better title.”). 

286. Schwebel, supra note 281, at 346-47. 
287. Schwebel, supra note 281, at 347. 
288. Blum, supra note 42, at 295 n.60. 
289. See supra notes 103-06 and accompanying text. 
290. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF THE FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES 

§ 103 cmt. b (AM. LAW INST. 1987); Prosecutor v. Tadic, Decision on the Defence Motion for 
Interlocutory Appeal on Jurisdiction,  Case No. IT-94-1-AR72, ¶¶ 133-134 (Int’l Crim. Trib. for 
the Former Yugoslavia, Oct. 2, 1995) (relying on Security Council resolutions as evidence of 
customary international law). 
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in order to repel an unlawful attack. The ban on the use of force 
and military conquest, laid down in the [UN] Charter, is too 
sweeping and drastic to make allowance for such qualifications.291 
This interpretation of the prohibition on the use of force and its 

self-defense exception is reinforced by the right of peoples to self-
determination, which is cast aside by the approach that balances 
competing Israeli and Jordanian titles as the basis for Israeli 
sovereignty over the West Bank.292 The reasoning of the ICJ in the Wall 
Advisory Opinion indicates that before an agreement between Israel 
and the Palestinians has been reached, the right to self-determination 
precludes any measure that would prejudge the future frontier between 
Israel and the Palestinians and is contrary to self-determination 
interests.293 Although the right to self-determination does not generate 
a rule on the demarcation of borders based on the principle that the 
border follows the population, it precludes, in the case of territory not 
under the sovereignty of any state, the granting of sovereignty to any 
party contrary to the self-determination interests of the local population 
and over its objections.294 

VII. THE ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION IN THE 
RESOLUTION OF TERRITORIAL DISPUTES 

What is the legal significance of the position taken by the 
international community in relation to a particular border dispute? Yael 
Ronen has suggested that international recognition of a state’s title to 
territory may resolve a territorial dispute, granting such title over the 
objection of the other party to the dispute.295 Addressing the boundaries 
of Palestinian territorial entitlement, Ronen argued: “How wide a 
state’s territory extends depends on international recognition of its 

 
291.  Cassese, Legal Considerations on the International Status of Jerusalem, supra note 

269, at 305-06; see also Orna Ben-Naftali, Aeyal M. Gross, Keren Michaeli, Illegal Occupation: 
Framing the Occupied Palestinian Territory, 23 BERKELEY J. INT’L L. 551, 573 (2005) (“[T]he 
most convincing basis for the rejection of the argument that legitimizes the acquisition of 
territory through use of force in self-defense is the frequent inability to distinguish between the 
aggressor and the victim in a particular conflict.”). 

292. Imseis, supra note 33, at 97 (noting that the argument for Israeli title to the West 
Bank, advanced by Blum, “fails to take into account the effect of the international law on self-
determination of peoples”). 

293. Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian 
Territory, Advisory Opinion, 2004 I.C.J. Rep. 136, 182-84, ¶¶ 118-22 (July 9). 

294.  See supra note 269 and accompanying text. 
295. Ronen, supra note 7, at 13. 
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sovereignty rather than on effective control . . . It therefore remains to 
explore the extent of territory that is internationally recognized as 
falling within Palestine’s sovereignty.”296 It is unclear whether, 
according to this view, an international recognition that carries such 
legal weight must represent a near-consensus within the international 
community, or whether the position of a vast majority of states, falling 
short of a near-consensus, suffices. Ronen concluded that “Palestine’s 
territory is internationally recognized as comprising the West Bank, 
Gaza Strip and East Jerusalem,”297 subject, perhaps, to minor 
modifications,298 and that such recognition is determinative of the 
realm of Palestinian sovereignty. 

The view that the international community overwhelmingly 
recognizes a Palestinian entitlement to the entire territory of the West 
Bank, subject to minor modifications, is supported by Resolution 2334, 
adopted unanimously by the Security Council in December 2016.299 
Resolution 2334 refers to the West Bank in its entirety as “the 
Palestinian territory occupied since 1967;”300 it expresses grave 
concern “that continuing Israeli settlement activities are dangerously 
imperiling the viability of the two-State solution based on the 1967 
lines;”301 and it calls for a peaceful solution to the conflict that would 
bring “an end to the Israeli occupation that began in 1967,”302 
presumably referring to the entire occupied territory. 

A. The Probative Significance of International Recognition of Title 
to Territory 

International recognition may have a probative value in the 
determination of title to territory.303 This view finds support in the 
jurisprudence of the Permanent Court of International Justice (“PCIJ”). 

 
296. Ronen, supra note 7, at 13. 
297. Ronen, supra note 7, at 16. 
298. Ronen, supra note 7, at 14 (observing that “there is no international consensus on the 

route which the determination of borders of Palestine should follow once agreed with Israel”). 
299. S.C. Res. 2334, supra note 54. 
300. S.C. Res. 2334, supra note 54, at pmbl. (emphasis added). 
301. S.C. Res. 2334, supra note 54, at pmbl. 
302. S.C. Res. 2334, supra note 54, at ¶ 9. 
303. ROBERT Y. JENNINGS, THE ACQUISITION OF TERRITORY IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 

38 (1963) (observing that “all forms of acknowledgment of a legal or factual position may be of 
great probative or evidentiary value even when not themselves an element in the substantive law 
of title. Recognition-and also acquiescence-is likely, therefore, for that reason alone, to have a 
prominent place in territorial questions.”). 
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In the Eastern Greenland case,304 which concerned competing claims 
to sovereignty over Eastern Greenland by Denmark and Norway, the 
PCIJ considered recognition by uninvolved states of the sovereignty of 
Denmark over the disputed territory as evidence supporting the Danish 
claim to the territory.305 

Yet recognition by uninvolved states of title to territory has 
evidentiary value only if it can be linked to a rule of international law 
that pertains and can be applied to the territorial dispute in question. It 
is the rule of international law that grants a state title to territory. 
Granting an evidentiary role to recognition can relate only to the correct 
application of such a rule in the particular circumstances of the case at 
hand. For example, in the Eastern Greenland case, the probative 
significance of the recognition by uninvolved states of the sovereignty 
of Denmark over Eastern Greenland was linked to the application by 
the PCIJ of the effective control element of the tripartite rule.306 The 
position of uninvolved states appeared to have been one of the 
considerations supporting the conclusion reached by the Court that the 
activities of Denmark in Eastern Greenland demonstrated “the two 
elements necessary to establish a valid title to sovereignty, namely: the 
intention and will to exercise such sovereignty and the manifestation of 
State activity.”307 

The preceding discussion demonstrated the absence of a rule of 
customary international law on the demarcation of borders that is 
applicable to the territorial dispute between Israel and the Palestinians. 
Such rule (e.g., a potential rule granting the right to self-determination 
a prominent role in the demarcation of borders) may emerge in the 
future only on the basis of state practice that is, among others, general 
and consistent,308 thus transcending the circumstances of the Israeli-
Palestinian dispute. In the absence of a link between the position of 
uninvolved states and a substantive rule of customary international law 

 
304. Legal Status of Eastern Greenland (Den. v. Nor.), 1933 P.C.I.J. (ser. A/B) No. 53 

(Sept. 5), at 45-46.  
305.  Id. at 51-52, 54-60. See also JENNINGS, supra note 303, at 38 (“One need look no 

further than the Eastern Greenland case to see both the anxiety of Denmark to collect 
recognitions from third States of her pretensions over Greenland, and the importance which the 
Court was willing to attach to them.”). 

306.  Den. v. Nor., 1933 P.C.I.J. (ser. A/B) No. 53 at 63. 
307.  Id.  
308.  Customary international law arises from “a general and consistent practice of states 

followed by them from a sense of legal obligation.” RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF THE FOREIGN 
RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES  § 102(2) (AM. LAW INST. 1987). 
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that is applicable to this territorial dispute, the former cannot be 
evidence of title to territory. 

It is necessary to examine, however, whether international 
recognition of title to territory may also have a constitutive effect, 
recognition being “itself a root of title or at least an ingredient in a root 
of title and not merely evidence.”309 This inquiry raises two questions. 
First, is there a rule of customary international law, either overriding 
or supplementing the tripartite rule, which grants the international 
community, acting through United Nations organs or otherwise, the 
power to determine title to territory? Second, does the UN Charter vest 
either the General Assembly or the Security Council with such power? 

B. The Constitutive Consequences of International Recognition of 
Title to Territory 

1. The Significance Under Customary International Law of 
International Recognition of Title to Territory 

International recognition may facilitate the acquisition of territory 
by a state through possession. If part of the territory possessed by an 
emerging state is claimed by another state, “a sufficient number of 
recognitions of the new State clearly implying recognition of its title to 
the disputed territory would presumably destroy the claim [of the other 
state],” resolving the territorial dispute in favor of the new state.310 

International recognition has a more limited role when it comes to 
the acquisition by an existing state of part of the territory of another 
state through prescription. Prescription flows from possession of the 
territory in question (i.e., the exercise of effective control over the 
territory), manifested in continuous display of territorial sovereignty, 
with the acquiescence of the original, dispossessed sovereign.311 
Generally, “where the possession of the territory is accompanied by 
emphatic protests on the part of the former sovereign, no title by 
prescription can arise, for such title is founded upon the acquiescence 
of the dispossessed state, and in such circumstances consent by third 
states is of little consequence.”312 Yet, there is some support for the 
view that recognition by a large number of uninvolved states of the 

 
309. JENNINGS, supra note 303, at 38 (exploring this question). 
310. JENNINGS, supra note 303, at 38. 
311. See supra notes 87-88 and accompanying text. 
312. SHAW, INTERNATIONAL LAW, supra note 71, at 373. 
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sovereignty of the possessing state may substitute for the requirement 
of acquiescence by the dispossessed sovereign and thereby consolidate 
the transfer of title through prescription over the objection of the 
latter.313 In other words, recognition by a large segment of the 
international community “may possibly validate an unlawful 
acquisition of territory.”314 

International recognition, however, may contribute to the 
consolidation of title to territory only when it augments existing 
possession. Robert Jennings observed: 

It must be emphasized . . . that it is only in a context of effective 
possession that recognition of a situation by third States can be a 
mode of consolidation of title. It may, so to speak, assist and 
accelerate a process for which the condition sine qua non is an 
existing effective possession; there is no evidence from practice to 
suggest that recognition by third States can by itself operate to 
create a title to territory not in possession.315 
ICJ jurisprudence on the resolution of border disputes has not 

resorted to the position of the international community either to 
supplement the tripartite rule or to deviate from it.316 More important, 
state practice does not sufficiently support a rule of customary 
international law that grants the international community broad powers 
of territorial disposition. Rejecting the view that the international 
community may, by way of a General Assembly resolution, determine 
the territory of states, Kontorovich noted that “General Assembly votes 
on membership of new states in the Organization never express a view 
on their borders, even when these are in substantial dispute.”317 

In 1977, the General Assembly pronounced on the question 
whether the Walvis Bay is a part of South Africa or of Namibia.318 A 
General Assembly resolution declared that “Walvis Bay is an integral 

 
313. SHAW, INTERNATIONAL LAW, supra note 71, at 376; Cassese, Legal Considerations 

on the International Status of Jerusalem, supra note 269, at 31 (noting that title to territory may 
not be transferred through the use of force “until such time as the overwhelming majority of 
states (or the competent organs of the United Nations) decide legally to recognize the change of 
status of the territory.”). 

314. SHAW, INTERNATIONAL LAW, supra note 71, at 376. 
315. JENNINGS, supra note 303, at 40-41. 
316. See generally, Sumner, supra note 1, at 1792-1809 (reviewing ICJ adjudication of 

border disputes). 
317. Kontorovich, supra note 3, at 987 (concluding that “determining the territory of states 

goes beyond any recognized powers of the General Assembly”). 
318. G.A. Res. 32/9 (D), ¶¶ 7-8 (Nov. 4, 1977). 
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part of Namibia”319 and condemned South Africa “for the decision to 
annex Walvis Bay, thereby attempting to undermine the territorial 
integrity and unity of Namibia.”320 Subsequently, the Security Council 
adopted Resolution 432, taking note of the position pronounced by the 
General Assembly321 and declaring that “the territorial integrity and 
unity of Namibia must be assured through the reintegration of Walvis 
Bay within its territory.”322 The language of the Resolution, which 
considers the reintegration of Walvis Bay within Namibia necessary 
for maintaining the territorial integrity of Namibia, could be read as a 
recognition by the Security Council of a Namibian legal entitlement to 
Walvis Bay, possibly in reliance on the position of the General 
Assembly. A joint statement by the five Western members of the 
Security Council, upon adoption of Resolution 432, however, suggests 
otherwise.323 Delivered by Cyrus Vance, the US Secretary of State, the 
statement clarifies that the Resolution does not discuss the legal status 
of the Walvis Bay324 and “does not prejudice the legal position of any 
Party.”325 Rather, the Western members of the Council allowed the 
adoption of the Resolution in view of “arguments of a geographic, 
political, social cultural, and administrative nature which support the 
union of Walvis Bay with Namibia.”326 The position of the Western 
members of the Security Council also implies that they did not view 
the stance taken by the General Assembly as having legal consequences 
with regard to the status of Walvis Bay.327 

Examining the legal effect of acts of collective recognition of title 
to territory, carried out by the international community without the 
consent of an affected party, James Crawford maintained that “[i]t 
cannot be expected . . . that collective recognition will play a major or 
predominant role in matters of territorial status.”328 This conclusion 
extends to territorial dispositions by multilateral treaty. A survey by 
Crawford of the prevalent international practice of determining title to 
 

319. Id. ¶ 7. 
320. Id. ¶ 8. 
321. S.C. Res. 432, pmbl. (Jul. 27, 1978). 
322. Id.  ¶ 1. 
323. United Nations Security Council: Resolutions and Statements on Namibian 

Independence, 17 I.L.M. 1305, 1307 (1978). 
324. Id. at 1307. 
325. Id. at 1308. 
326. Id. 
327. Id. at 1307 (stating that “the question of Walvis Bay would have to be the subject of 

negotiations between the Parties concerned”). 
328. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 540. 
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territory by multilateral treaty suggests that such dispositions were 
generally carried out with the consent of the affected parties.329 
Crawford identified only two exceptions in the past two centuries, both 
concerning the territorial dispute between Romania and Russia 
regarding sovereignty over Bessarabia, in which a multilateral treaty 
transferred title to territory without the consent of an affected state,330 
and concluded that such dispositions “were probably unlawful.”331 

Antonio Cassese cites statements made by Israeli officials in 
support of the assertion that Israel implicitly undertook to grant the 
United Nations a limited oversight role with regard to any future 
settlement of the question of Jerusalem.332 According to this view, “the 
Israeli statements precluded Israel from making any decision on the 
status of Jerusalem without the approval of the United Nations,” 
requiring that any future agreement between Israel, Jordan, and the 
Palestinians on the status of Jerusalem receive UN approval as a 
condition of its lawfulness.333 Cassese does not argue, however, that 
Israeli statements recognized any positive UN powers to determine title 
to any part of Jerusalem. To the extent that Israeli statements confer 
upon the United Nations any powers of disposition regarding 
Jerusalem, those are confined to a passive role of merely approving an 
agreement reached by the parties to the territorial dispute.334 Cassese 
recognized that “[u]nder international law a definitive settlement can 
only be achieved by dint of agreement between the parties concerned 
and subject to the consent of the United Nations.”335 Cassese thus 
acknowledged that any powers of territorial disposition the 
international community has, do not exceed those that were vested in it 
by the consent of the affected parties. 

In conclusion, under customary international law, broad 
international recognition of title to territory may confer such title on a 
party to a territorial dispute, over the objection of the other party, only 

 
329. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 505-35. 
330. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 509, 513, 517-18. 
331. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 535. 
332. Cassese, Legal Considerations on the International Status of Jerusalem, supra note 

269, at 18-20. 
333. Cassese, Legal Considerations on the International Status of Jerusalem, supra note 

269, at 21. 
334. Cassese, Legal Considerations on the International Status of Jerusalem, supra note 

269, at 20. 
335. Cassese, Legal Considerations on the International Status of Jerusalem, supra note 

269, at 37. 
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if the former is in possession of the territory. Therefore, broad 
international recognition of Palestinian title to territories occupied by 
Israel would not grant the Palestinians such title, because the 
Palestinians are not in possession of these territories. A convergence of 
Israeli possession of the occupied West Bank and a broad international 
recognition of Israeli title to this territory could, in theory, yield Israeli 
title to the territory, but such international recognition is not 
forthcoming. 

2. The Powers of Territorial Disposition Granted to the General 
Assembly and to the Security Council under the UN Charter 
The international forum that is best suited to reflect a consensus 

or near-consensus within the international community is the UN 
General Assembly. The General Assembly may resolve a territorial 
dispute provided that all states that are parties to the dispute empowered 
the General Assembly to do so.336 The General Assembly and its 
predecessor, the League of Nations, have also been granted powers of 
territorial disposition with regard to territories administered under the 
Mandates System established by Article 22 of the Covenant of the 
League of Nations, which was subsequently replaced by the 
International Trusteeship System, established under the UN Charter.337 
The UN Charter, however, does not support a broader authority of the 
General Assembly to determine title to territory, because the powers it 
grants to the General Assembly are generally “recommendatory and 

 
336. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 546 (“Just as a State may delegate to a group of States 

the authority to dispose of its territory, so it may delegate such authority to an international 
organization.”); CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 551-52 (noting that “it is not necessarily contrary 
to [the UN General Assembly’s] ‘constitutional structure’ for such powers [of territorial 
disposition] to be conferred on it.”). 

337.  League of Nations Covenant art. 22; U.N. Charter chs. XII, XIII. There are currently 
no territories administered under the Trusteeship system. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 567. 
James Crawford has noted: 

 
The novelty of the Mandate (and Trusteeship) systems was the extent of international 
supervision and control over the Mandatory, and in particular over the ultimate 
disposition of the territory . . . The crux of the non-sovereign position of the 
Mandatory or Administering Authority was that it could not unilaterally determine 
the status of the territory. That required international action, normally exercised 
through the competent League or United Nations body. 
 
CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 573. 
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advisory only,”338 not extending to the adoption of resolutions that are 
legally binding on states.339 

The UN Charter assigns “primary responsibility for the 
maintenance of international peace and security” to the Security 
Council.340 To enable the Security Council to carry out this 
responsibility, the Charter vests in the Council, acting under Chapter 
VII of the Charter, the power to issue resolutions that are legally 
binding on all states, and to take the necessary measures to compel 
states to abide by their legal obligations under such resolutions.341 The 
Security Council can exercise Chapter VII powers only after having 
determined, pursuant to Article 39 of the Charter, the existence of a 
threat to international peace and security, breach of the peace, or act of 
aggression.342 The legal limitations on the powers granted to the 
Security Council under Chapter VII of the Charter are unclear,343 but it 
is widely agreed that those powers are immensely broad.344 

It may be argued that the authority of the Security Council to 
respond to threats to international peace and security does not extend 
to determining territorial rights. According to ICJ Judge Gerald 
Fitzmaurice: 

Even when acting under Chapter VII of the Charter itself, the 
Security Council has no power to abrogate or alter territorial 
rights, whether of sovereignty or administration . . . It was to keep 

 
338. CRAWFORD, supra note 6, at 551. 
339. Voting Procedure on Questions relating to Reports and Petitions Concerning the 

Territory of South-West Africa, Advisory Opinion, 1955 I.C.J. Rep. 67, 115 (June 7) (stating 
that, generally, UN General Assembly resolutions “are not legally binding upon the Members 
of the United Nations . . . and are in the nature of recommendations”); Stephen M. Schwebel, 
The Effect of Resolutions of the U.N. General Assembly on Customary International Law, 73 
ASIL PROCEEDINGS 301 (1979) (observing that “the General Assembly of the United Nations 
lacks legislative powers. Its resolutions are not, generally speaking, binding on the States 
Members of the United Nations or binding in international law at large”). 

340. U.N. Charter art. 24. 
341. U.N. Charter arts. 25, 39, 41-42. 
342. U.N. Charter art. 39. 
343. For an extensive review of the legal literature and of the jurisprudence of international 

tribunals addressing the legal limitations on Security Council powers, see Joy Gordon, The 
Sword of Damocles: Revisiting the Question of Whether the United Nations Security Council is 
Bound by International Law, 12 CHI. J. INT’L L. 605 (2012). 

344. Ian Johnstone, Legislation and Adjudication in the UN Security Council: Bringing 
Down the Deliberative Deficit, 102 AM. J. INT’L L. 275, 299 (2008) (“Articles 24 and 25 [of the 
UN Charter], and Chapter VII confer broad authority on the Council to take whatever measures 
it deems necessary to maintain and restore international peace and security.”); CRAWFORD, 
supra note 6, at 552 (arguing that the powers of the Security Council under Chapter VII “would 
seem to be limited only by the discretion, and the voting procedure, of the Council.”). 
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the peace, not to change the world order, that the Security Council 
was set up.345 
There is some support, however, for the view that “the UN 

Security Council . . . could adopt a binding resolution ending a 
territorial dispute by determining the boundary in question.”346 This 
broad interpretation of Security Council authority has been justified on 
grounds that “the determination of a boundary is a means to maintain 
international peace and security.”347 Security Council practice 
supporting this view is scarce.348 

Although it is unclear whether a Security Council resolution may 
directly determine the boundaries of Palestinian territorial entitlement, 
there is little doubt that the Council may do so indirectly. A resolution 
requiring Israel to withdraw its military from all of the West Bank or 
from parts thereof would be well within Security Council powers.349 
Compliance by Israel with its obligation to abide by such resolution 
would presumably result in the possession by a Palestinian state of the 
territory evacuated by the Israeli military. Palestinian possession of the 
territory, together with international recognition of Palestinian title, 
would evolve into Palestinian sovereignty. 

 
345. Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia 

(South-West Afr.) notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970), Advisory Opinion, 
1971 I.C.J. Rep. 16, 294 (June 21) (separate opinion of Fitzmaurice, J.). 

346. SHAW, INTERNATIONAL LAW, supra note 71, at 376. See also CRAWFORD, supra 
note 6, at 552 (submitting that the Security Council would be competent to require the consent 
of a state to the transfer of parts of its territory to another state “if such transfer was regarded as 
necessary to ‘maintain or restore international peace and security’”); Peters, supra note 5, at 
130-31 (arguing that the revision by a Security Council resolution of boundaries established on 
the basis of uti possidetis “would seem to fall within the Council’s general mandate”). 

347. Peters, supra note 5, at 131. Peters notes, however, that “[t]he problem with such a 
procedure is that it has the taste of a dictate of the Great Powers, which is charged with negative 
historical connotations.” Peters, supra note 5, at 131. 

348. In the wake of the First Gulf War, the Security Council adopted Resolution 687, 
demanding, among others, that Iraq and Kuwait respect the inviolability of the international 
border previously established by a treaty between the two states. See S.C. Res. 687, ¶¶ 2, 4 (Apr. 
3, 1991). Malcolm Shaw cites this Resolution in support of the view that the Security Council 
is authorized to determine an international boundary. See SHAW, INTERNATIONAL LAW, supra 
note 71, at 376 n.198. It seems, however, that Resolution 687 protected the inviolability of an 
already established border, rather than having a constitutive function of determining the border. 

349. The authority of the Security Council to require a state to withdraw its military from 
a particular territory is not limited to territory occupied by that state, and extends to the state’s 
own territory. See, e.g., S.C. Res. 1244, ¶ 3 (June 10, 1999) (demanding “that the Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia . . . begin and complete verifiable phased withdrawal from Kosovo of 
all military, police and paramilitary forces according to a rapid timetable”). 
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In the wake of the 1967 war, the Security Council adopted 
Resolution 242 on the situation in the Middle East.350 Article 1 of the 
Resolution states that the Council: 

Affirms that the fulfillment of Charter principles requires the 
establishment of a just and lasting peace in the Middle East which 
should include the application of both the following principles: 
(i) Withdrawal of Israel armed forces from territories occupied 
in the recent conflict; 
(ii) Termination of all claims or states of belligerency and respect 
for and acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial integrity 
and political independence of every State in the area and their right 
to live in peace within secure and recognized boundaries free from 
threats or acts of force.351 
By itself, Resolution 242 is a mere recommendation, as it was 

adopted under Chapter VI of the UN Charter, which concerns the 
exercise by the Council of its non-binding powers.352 This conclusion 
also emanates from the language of the Resolution, which envisions a 
negotiated agreement between Israel and its neighbors regarding the 
application of the general principles stated in the Resolution.353 Both 
Israel and the Palestinians have declared their acceptance of the 
Resolution.354 It has been noted that this acceptance “constituted a 
commitment to negotiate in good faith.”355 But because the Resolution 
contained only guidelines for a negotiated settlement, “the acceptance 
of the document did not commit the parties to a specific outcome.”356 

More important, the Resolution is notoriously ambiguous on 
whether it calls for an Israeli withdrawal from some of the territories 
occupied since 1967 or from all of these territories,357 and the 
 

350. S.C. Res. 242 (Nov. 22, 1967). 
351. Id. at ¶ 1. 
352. Ruth Lapidoth, Security Council Resolution 242 at Twenty Five, 26 ISR. L. REV. 295, 

299 (1992) (observing that “the Resolution was a mere recommendation, since in the debate that 
preceded its adoption the delegates stressed that they were acting under Chapter VI of the 
Charter”). 

353. Id. at 300 (“The contents of the Resolution also indicate that it was a 
recommendation, for the majority of its stipulations constitute a framework, a list of general 
principles which can become operative only after detailed and specific measures have been 
agreed upon . . . .”). 

354. Id. 
355. Id. 
356. Id. 
357. Arthur J. Goldberg, United Nations Security Council Resolution 242 and the 

Prospects for Peace in the Middle East, 12 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 187, 190-91 (1973). 
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acceptance by Israel of the Resolution is clearly premised on the view 
that the Resolution “calls upon the parties to negotiate and reach 
agreement on withdrawal and agreed boundaries, without indicating 
the extent and the location of the recommended withdrawal.”358 Former 
US Supreme Court Justice, Arthur Goldberg, opined that “the 
withdrawal language of the Resolution would seem to indicate that its 
patent ambiguities and the differing interpretations of the parties can 
only be resolved after negotiations of one kind or another between the 
parties.”359 In view of the ambiguity of the withdrawal provision of 
Resolution 242, the recommendatory nature of the Resolution upon its 
adoption by the Security Council, and the interpretation that underlies 
Israel’s acceptance of the Resolution, it seems that Resolution 242 does 
not impose on Israel a legal obligation that would resolve the territorial 
dispute between Israel and the Palestinians. 

Similarly, Security Council Resolution 2334, which seems to 
recognize a Palestinian legal entitlement to the entire West Bank,360 
does not involve the exercise by the Security Council of its binding 
powers under Chapter VII of the UN Charter, which could have made 
the Resolution constitutive of such territorial entitlement. 

VIII. THE LEGAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE ABSENCE OF A 
LEGAL PRINCIPLE GOVERNING THE TERRITORIAL DISPUTE 

BETWEEN ISRAEL AND THE PALESTINIANS 
The preceding discussion suggests that there are large parts of the 

occupied West Bank to which no party to the Israeli-Palestinian dispute 
holds title. This Part argues that the absence of a sovereign over large 
parts of the West Bank allows Israel to prolong its occupation of these 
territories, and brings the Israeli political claim to sovereignty over 
some of the West Bank within the sphere of interests that Israel may 
legitimately promote in negotiating the end of occupation. 

Any inquiry into the extent of an occupant’s liberty to prolong the 
occupation or into the range of interests that an occupant may 
legitimately promote in negotiating the end of occupation is inherently 
confined to occupations resulting from the lawful use of force 
(“lawfully created occupation”). Occupations emanating from an 
unlawful use of force on the part of the occupant represent a continuing 
 

358. Lapidoth, supra note 352, at 311. 
359. Goldberg, supra note 357, at 191. 
360. S.C. Res. 2334, supra note 54; see also supra notes 299-302 and accompanying text. 
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violation of the international prohibition against the use of force.361 
Because customary international law recognizes no exception to the 
obligation of states to cease an internationally wrongful conduct,362 
such occupation must be terminated unconditionally.363 Examining 
whether Israel may prolong the occupation and leverage it to advance 
a claim to some of the occupied territories, this Article follows the 
prevailing view in the legal literature, which holds that this occupation 
resulted from the lawful use of force in self-defense on the part of 
Israel.364 
 

361. An amendment to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, adopted by 
consensus in 2010, provides that one of the acts that qualify as an “act of aggression” is “the 
invasion or attack by the armed forces of a State of the territory of another State, or any military 
occupation, however temporary, resulting from such invasion or attack.” See Review 
Conference of the Rome Statute Res. RC/Res.6, Amendments on the Crime of Aggression to the 
Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (June 11, 2010). Similarly, The Declaration 
on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among 
States, adopted by consensus by the UN General Assembly, states that “the territory of a State 
shall not be the object of military occupation resulting from the use of force in contravention of 
the provisions of the Charter.” See Declaration on Principles of International Law, supra note 
170, princ. 1(10). The ICJ held that this General Assembly resolution is indicative of customary 
international law. See Military and Paramilitary Activities in and Against Nicaragua (Nicar. v. 
U.S.), Judgment, 1986 I.C.J. Rep. 14, ¶¶ 188, 191 (June 27). 

362. Oliver Corten, The Obligation of Cessation, in THE LAW OF INTERNATIONAL 
RESPONSIBILITY 545, 548 (James Crawford, Alain Pellet & Simon Olleson eds., 2010) (“In law, 
a State must and can always put an end to a continuing breach”); Rep. of the Inter’l Law 
Comm’n, Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, at 88-89, 
U.N. Doc. A/56/10 (2001), available at http://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/
commentaries/9_6_2001.pdf [https://perma.cc/7XWX-LDLC]. 

363.  Yael Ronen, Illegal Occupation and its Consequences, 41 ISR. L. REV. 201, 228 
(2008) (noting that “an illegal occupation must, under the general laws of state responsibility, 
be terminated immediately and without prior negotiations”). 

364. See, e.g., YORAM DINSTEIN, WAR, AGGRESSION AND SELF-DEFENSE 206-207 
(2011); THOMAS M. FRANCK, RECOURSE TO FORCE 105 (2002); CASSESE, SELF-
DETERMINATION OF PEOPLES, supra note 80, at 131 (noting that the use of force by Israel in 
1967, resulting in the occupation of the West Bank, did not violate the prohibition against the 
use of force contained in the UN Charter, since Israel “acted under Article 51 [of the Charter], 
that is, in self-defence”); GEOFFREY R. WATSON, THE OSLO ACCORDS: INTERNATIONAL LAW 
AND THE ISRAELI-PALESTINIAN PEACE AGREEMENTS 30 (2000); GEORGE P. FLETCHER, A 
CRIME OF SELF-DEFENSE: BERNHARD GOETZ AND THE LAW ON TRIAL 20-21 (1988); Michael 
P. Scharf, Clear and Present Danger: Enforcing the International Ban on Biological and 
Chemical Weapons Through Sanctions, Use of Force, and Criminalization, 20 MICH. J. INT’L 
L. 477, 491-92 (1999) (“The United Nations appeared to recognize the right of anticipatory self-
defense when Israel launched a preemptory airstrike against Egypt, precipitating the 1967 ‘Six 
Day War.’ Many countries supported Israel’s right to conduct defensive strikes prior to armed 
attack and draft resolutions condemning the Israeli action were soundly defeated in the Security 
Council and the General Assembly.”). But see, John Quigley, The Oslo Accords: International 
Law and the Israeli-Palestinian Peace Agreement, 25 SUFFOLK TRANSNAT’L L. REV. 73, 81 
(2001) (“Israel’s claim of self-defense in the 1967 war is factually implausible”). 
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Commentators have argued that even in the case of a lawfully 
created occupation, an occupant may not attempt to perpetuate the 
occupation or advance a claim to parts of the occupied territory in the 
course of negotiations for a peaceful solution ending the occupation. 
Eyal Benvenisti explained: 

The occupant has a duty under international law to conduct 
negotiations in good faith for a peaceful solution. It would seem 
that an occupant which proposes unreasonable conditions, or 
otherwise obstructs negotiations for peace for the purpose of 
retaining control over the occupied territory, could be considered 
a violator of international law.365 
It has been argued that this violation of international law concerns 

the prohibition on the use of force.366 According to this view, 
international law allows a state to occupy foreign territory as an 
extension of the self-defense exception to the prohibition on the use of 
force.367 Hence, “the subjection of the right to self-defense to the 
necessity requirement . . . could imply that the occupation becomes an 
act of aggression when it no longer serves the initial purpose of 
defending against the aggressor who has been defeated.”368 Other 
commentators submitted that attempts on the part of an occupant to 
perpetuate the occupation would amount to a violation of the right to 
self-determination.369 

Yet the proposed limits on the liberty of an occupant to prolong 
the occupation, whether viewed as an extension of the prohibition on 
the use of force or as a manifestation of the right to self-determination, 
concern the protection of sovereignty, whether sovereignty vested in a 
state or in a people.370 The connection between the prohibition on the 

 
365. BENVENISTI, supra note 41, at 245. 
366. BENVENISTI, supra note 41, at 349 (proposing to “view the continued rule of the 

recalcitrant occupant as an aggression”). 
367. BENVENISTI, supra note 41, at 17. 
368. BENVENISTI, supra note 41, at 17. 
369. CASSESE, SELF-DETERMINATION OF PEOPLES, supra note 80, at 55, 99; Ben-Naftali, 

Gross & Michaeli, supra note 291, at 553-56, 592, 597-600 (inferring from the right to self-
determination and from the principle regarding the inalienability of sovereignty through actual 
or threatened use of force a “reasonable time” limit on the duration of occupation.). 

370. Ronen, Illegal Occupation and its Consequences, supra note 363, at 208 (noting that 
the purpose of the principles of international law supporting a time limit on the duration of 
occupation “is to safeguard the sovereignty of the ousted or prospective sovereign, or, in 
modern-day parlance, the right to self-determination of the local population.”); Ben-Naftali, 
Gross & Michaeli, supra note 291, at 554 (linking the limits on the legality of occupation to the 
notion that “sovereignty is vested in the population under occupation” and to the principle of the 
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use of force and the requirements of the right to self-determination on 
one hand, and an occupant’s efforts to prolong the occupation on the 
other, which turns on the disruption of sovereignty, is severed when it 
is not possible to identify a sovereign. Put differently, the rationale for 
limiting the permissibility of a lawfully created occupation concerns 
the challenge that occupation presents to the international order “by 
severing the link between sovereignty and effective control in the 
occupied territory.”371 This rationale is negated in the absence of any 
party holding title to the territory in question under the norms of 
territory acquisition and border demarcation. The preceding discussion 
demonstrated that the right to self-determination does not grant the 
Palestinians title over most of the occupied territory.372 If the right to 
self-determination does not grant a party to a territorial dispute title to 
the territory in question, it is difficult to see how it grants that party a 
right of possession over the territory. 

The absence of Palestinian title over significant parts of the 
occupied West Bank thus leaves Israel free to prolong their occupation 
and leverage its possession of the territory to advance a political claim 
for parts of the territory in the course of negotiations for a peaceful 
solution that would terminate the occupation. Israel may agree to 
recognize Palestinian sovereignty over certain parts of the occupied 
territories, to which neither Israel nor the Palestinians currently hold 
title, terminating their occupation in exchange for Palestinian 
recognition of Israeli sovereignty over other such parts. 

Although the right to self-determination does not support a 
Palestinian legal claim to sovereignty over much of the occupied 
territories, or possession thereof, the holding of the ICJ in the Wall 

 
inalienability of sovereignty, which precludes transfer of sovereignty from the population of the 
occupied territory to the occupant). The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court terms 
a violation by a state of the prohibition on the use of force an “act of aggression.” Rome Statute 
of the International Criminal Court art. 8bis, Jul. 17, 1998, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.183/9. The 
Statute then proceeds to elaborate on the types of conduct that would qualify as an act of 
aggression. As far as a lawfully created occupation is concerned, the only conduct by an 
occupant described as amounting to an act of aggression is “any annexation by the use of force 
of the territory of another State or part thereof.” Id., art. 8bis(2)(a). It was argued that refusal by 
an occupant to negotiate withdrawal from the occupied territory may amount to de facto 
annexation and thus fall within the definition of an act of aggression. See BENVENISTI, supra 
note 41, at 340. Yet the requirement that the annexation apply to “the territory of another State 
or part thereof” demonstrates that the inclusion of annexation within the definition of aggression 
aims to protect existing sovereignty. 

371. Ben-Naftali, Gross & Michaeli, supra note 291, at 554. 
372.  See discussion infra Part V.  
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Advisory Opinion suggests that this right provides partial, negative 
protection for the Palestinian political claim for sovereignty over the 
territory.373 The right of the Palestinian people to self-determination 
precludes any measure taken by Israel that would prejudge the future 
frontier between Israel and the Palestinians and that is contrary to 
Palestinian self-determination interests, before an agreement has been 
reached between Israel and the Palestinians resolving the territorial 
dispute.374 Such prohibited measures include both domestic legal ones, 
amounting to the annexation of occupied territory by Israel, and actions 
advancing the de facto integration of occupied territory into Israel, such 
as the establishment of Israeli settlements, the construction of the wall 
addressed in the Wall Advisory Opinion, and similar measures.375 
Furthermore, measures promoting the integration of parts of the 
occupied West Bank into Israel typically amount to violations of rules 
of international humanitarian law.376 

IX. CONCLUSION 
International law is silent on the question of sovereignty over 

much of the territories occupied by Israel. The normative sway of the 
tripartite rule does not cover the circumstances of the territorial dispute 
between Israel and the Palestinians. Although the principle of self-
determination supports a Palestinian right to statehood, its purview 
does not extend to the demarcation of the Palestinian territorial 
entitlement. The bulk of the international community recognizes a 
Palestinian entitlement to the whole of the West Bank, but because of 
the lack of Palestinian possession of this territory—a corollary of the 
status of the West Bank as an occupied territory—such international 
recognition carries no constitutive effect. 

The absence of any international norm that either determines the 
scope of Palestinian territorial entitlement or authorizes the 
international community to do so leaves Israel free to prolong its 

 
373. Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian 

Territory, Advisory Opinion, 2004 I.C.J. Rep. 136 (July 9). 
374.  Id. at 182-84, ¶¶ 118-22. 
375.  Id. at 182-84, ¶¶ 118-22; 166-67, ¶ 75. 
376. The main manifestation of a policy of de facto annexation, the establishment of 

settlements by the occupant within the occupied territory, constitutes violation of international 
humanitarian law. Id. at 183-84, ¶ 120. See also Ben-Naftali, Gross & Michaeli, supra note 291, 
at 579-92, 601-06 (reviewing violations of international humanitarian law on the part of Israel 
that amount to de facto annexation of the occupied West Bank). 
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occupation of the West Bank and leverage it to advance territorial 
claims in peace negotiations with the Palestinians. At the same time, 
both the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination and the 
norms of international humanitarian law prohibit Israel from taking 
measures that would prejudge the future status of the West Bank before 
an agreement is reached between Israel and the Palestinians resolving 
the territorial dispute. 
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How the International Criminal
Court Threatens Treaty Norms

Michael A. Newton*

ABSTRACT

This Article demonstrates the disadvantages of permitting
a supranational institution like the International Criminal
Court (ICC) to aggrandize its authority by overriding
agreements between sovereign states. The Court's constitutive
power derives from a multilateral treaty designed to augment
sovereign enforcement efforts rather than annul them. Treaty
negotiators expressly rejected efforts to confer jurisdiction to the
ICC based on its aspiration to advance universal values or a
self-justifying teleological impulse to bring perpetrators to
justice. Rather, its jurisdiction derives solely from the delegation
by States Parties of their own sovereign prerogatives. In
accordance with the ancient maxim nemo plus iuris transferre
potest quam ipse habet, states cannot transfer jurisdictional
authority to the supranational court that they themselves do not
possess at the time of the alleged offenses. Upon ratification of
the Rome Statute, both Afghanistan and Palestine conveyed
jurisdiction to the Court, but the scope of that delegation is
limited by their preexisting treaty-based constraints. American
forces and Israelis remain subject to the exclusive criminal
jurisdiction of their own states for criminal offenses committed
on the territory covered by those binding bilateral agreements so
long as those treaties remain applicable. Hence, the Rome
Statute by its own terms does not automatically extend
territorial jurisdiction over American forces in Afghanistan or
over Israeli citizens suspected of offenses in the Occupied
Territory of the West Bank or in the Gaza Strip. Yet, the Office
of the Prosecutor uncritically accepts the premise that
ratification of the multilateral treaty conveyed indivisible
territorial jurisdiction. The ICC is not empowered to sweep
aside binding bilateral agreements between sovereign states. By
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asserting that it has power to abrogate underlying bilateral
treaties, the Court undermines ancient precepts of international
law and harms the principles of treaty law. The ICC is not
constructed as an omnipotent super-court with self-proclaimed
universal jurisdiction based upon the presumption that the
Rome Statute operates in isolation from other treaty-based
constraints on sovereign prerogatives. This Article examines the
conflicts between current Court assumptions and the tenets of
the Rome Statute. Its final Parts dissect the foreseeable damage
caused by the present policy. The conclusion asserts that the
Court cannot unilaterally override the validity of existing
jurisdictional treaties. The assertion of such powers would
violate the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and
muddy the existing debates related to resolving conflicts between
equally binding treaty norms.
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How THE ICC THREATENS TREATY NORMS

I. INTRODUCTION

The International Criminal Court (ICC) straddles a
jurisdictional fault line that threatens to corrode first principles of
international treaty law. The premise of this Article is that the
current approach of the ICC Office of the Prosecutor (OTP) in two of
its most sensitive jurisdictional dilemmas undermines international
law even as it obfuscates the specific tenets found in the Rome
Statute of the International Criminal Court (the Rome Statute or the

Statute).1 Upon entry into the ICC Assembly of States Parties (ASP),
both Afghanistan and Palestine conveyed territorial jurisdiction to
the Court within the meaning of Article 12 of the Rome Statute. But
the quantum of that delegated jurisdiction is constrained by their
preexisting treaty-based constraints. In both instances, Afghanistan
and Palestine entered into binding agreements that ceded exclusive
jurisdiction over Americans and Israelis, respectively, for crimes
committed on the territory of the state. The subsequent transfer of
territorial jurisdiction from the state to the ICC via ratification of the
Rome Statute therefore could not have included Americans or
Israelis.

This Article highlights the harm caused by unwarranted
expansion of the Court's jurisdiction over American forces in
Afghanistan and Israeli citizens suspected of offenses in the Occupied
Territory2 of the West Bank and on the Gaza Strip. The current OTP
approach would reshape established international treaty norms in
fundamental ways. To be precise, the Office of the Prosecutor
presumes jurisdiction over American or Israeli nationals in these two

controversial situations3 based on assumptions that undermine the

1. Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, U.N. Doc.
AICONF.183/9, 2187 U.N.T.S. 90 (July 17, 1998), entered into force July 1, 2002,
reprinted in 37 I.L.M. 999 [hereinafter Rome Statute].

2. For the purposes of this Article, the phrase "Occupied Territory" refers to
all the territory of the Occupied West Bank and the Gaza Strip as those areas are
designated a single entity in the Oslo Accords. Land subject to the law of "belligerent
occupation" as that term is understood in the laws and customs of war are called
different names, such as "Yesha," "Yosh," and "Ahza"-Hebrew acronyms accepted in
the Israeli Defense Force-or the "Occupied Territories," the "Administered
Territories," the "Territories," and "Judea and Samaria"-names commonly used by the

general public. Some scholars prefer to use the term "The Region" as reflected in early
Israeli legislation. See, e.g., Entry into Israel Law, 5712-1952, SH No. 111, § 12A. The
original law was passed by the Knesset on the 5th Elul, 5712 (Aug. 26, 1952).

3. The term "situation" is a sui generis treaty term found in the Rome Statute
to designate the overall context within which the Court is empowered to investigate
cases and bring specific perpetrators to trial. The Final Report of the Preparatory
Committee on the Establishment of the International Criminal Court postulated the
parallel terms "matter" as well as "situation" in bracketed text. U.N. Diplomatic

Conference on Plenipotentiaries on the Establishment of an International Criminal
Court, Report of the Preparatory Committee on the Establishment of an International
Criminal Court, U.N. Doc. AICONF.183/2 (Apr. 14, 1998), reprinted in United Nations

20161
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basic tenets of established treaty law. The maxim nemo plus iuris
transferre potest quam ipse habet can be traced back more than two
millennia.4 Literally translated as "No one can transfer to another
more rights (plus iuris) than he has himself,"'5 the concept is one of
the bedrock principles of international law, just as it governs
kindergarten playgrounds the world over. Surprisingly, there has
been almost no recognition of the complex interrelationship between
the rights and duties of states arising from entry into the Rome
Statute, when such entry squarely conflicts with equally binding
bilateral instruments. This Article seeks to fill that void.

Chief Justice John Marshall echoed perhaps the most
foundational aspect of international law in Schooner Exchange v.
McFadden by noting that "[t]he jurisdiction of the nation within its
own territory is necessarily exclusive and absolute."6 Territorial
jurisdiction to make and enforce criminal law is indisputably one of
the quintessential aspects of state sovereignty.7 Any sovereign state
retains "exclusive jurisdiction to punish offenses against its laws
committed within its border, unless it expressly or impliedly consents
to surrender its jurisdiction." The Rome Statute revolutionized the
landscape of international law by establishing a complex framework
for a permanent supranational prosecutorial authority.
Neverthelesss, the Court's authority is not independent or
omnipotent. Treaty-based ICC jurisdiction flows exclusively from the

Diplomatic Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Establishment of an International
Criminal Court Rome, 15 June-17 July 1998, Official Records, U.N. Doc.
A/CONF.183/13 (Vol. III), at 22, http:/l/egal.un.org/diplomaticconferences/icc-1998/vol/
englishlvolIIIe.pdf [perma.cc/7YKY-937N] (archived Jan 22, 2016).

4. DIG. 50.17.54 (Ulpian, Ad Edictum 46). When Justinian became ruler of
the Byzantine Empire, he ordered compilation of a comprehensive collection of Roman
law that together formed the Corpus Juris Civilis. This resulted in the Code, which
collected the legal pronouncements of the Roman emperors, the Institutes, an
elementary student's textbook, and the Digest, by far the largest and most highly
prized of the three compilations. The Digest was assembled by a team of sixteen
academic lawyers commissioned by Justinian in 533 to cull everything of value from
earlier Roman law. The citation reflects the fact that the maxim is attributed to the
period 211 to 222 AD, during which the Roman jurist Ulpian (Domitius Ulpianus)
wrote a well-respected 80+ book/scroll treatise LIBRI AD EDICTUM.

5. 1 ADOLF BERGER, ENCYCLOPEDIC DIcTIONARY OF ROMAN LAW 740 (1953).
6. Schooner Exchange v. McFaddon, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 116, 136 (1812); see

also Munaf v. Geren, 553 U.S. 674, 705 (2008) (declining unanimously to shield U.S.
citizens who committed "hostile and warlike acts within the sovereign territory of Iraq"
during ongoing military operations from prosecution before Iraqi courts because habeas
corpus "does not require the United States to shelter such fugitives from the criminal
justice system of the sovereign with authority to prosecute them").

7. See Islands of Palmas Case (Netherlands v. U.S.), Permanent Court of
Arbitration, 2 U.N. Rep. International Arbitral Awards 829, 838-842 (1928) ("Spain
could not transfer more rights than she herself possessed .... Sovereignty in the
relations between States signifies independence. Independence in regard to a portion of
the globe is the right to exercise therein, to the exclusion of any other State, the
functions of a State.").

8. Wilson v. Girard, 354 U.S. 524, 529 (1957).
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delegation of a State Party's sovereign jurisdictional power. Except
for the overarching authority of the United Nations Security Council
to convey jurisdiction to the Court through binding resolutions under
Chapter VII of the UN Charter, the jurisdiction of the ICC, as
embodied in Article 12 of the Rome Statute, is based only on
derivative jurisdiction granted by states at the time they ratify the
multilateral treaty. To be more precise, affirmative Security Council
referrals in the form of a Resolution passed under its Chapter VII
authority are the only mechanism by which the ICC can exercise
universal jurisdiction over offenses.

Properly understood and implemented, the jurisdictional
relationship between the ICC and sovereign states represents a tiered
allocation of authority to adjudicate because states retain the primacy
of jurisdiction under the treaty. The principle that sovereignty can be
subordinated when necessary to achieve accountability for crimes
that most directly challenge the commonality of values and order
shared among nations is the cornerstone of the ICC. Upon ratification
of the Rome Statute, both Afghanistan and Palestine accepted the
premise of Article 12 that empowers the ICC to exercise jurisdiction
over any case where either (a) the actus reus for the alleged crime
occurred on the territory of a State Party to the Rome Statute, or (b)
the perpetrator is a national of a State Party. Article 12(3) also
permits, but does not require, any state that is not party to the ICC to
consensually transfer criminal jurisdiction to the ICC. Preceding
Palestinian Authority (PA) ratification of the Rome Statute,
Mahmoud Abbas purported to create ICC jurisdiction over Israeli
citizens based on just such a declaration signed on December 31,
2014.9 The incompatibility between the jurisdictional provisions of
the Rome Statute and the preexisting bilateral treaties described in
Part II that simultaneously bind Afghanistan and Palestine
represents an important example of normative fragmentation. To
date, neither State Party has offered any explanation for why the
purported jurisdictional conveyance to the ICC is valid despite the
parallel treaty-based constraints on territorial jurisdiction over
Americans and Israeli nationals that remain in force.

Members of the ICC Assembly of States Parties10  have
conflicting duties to other sovereign states vis-&-vis those due the

9. See Declaration from President of the State of Palestine to ICC (Dec. 31,
2014), http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocslPIDS/presslPalestine A-12-3.pdf [perma.cc/2KEQ-
HRVK] (archived Jan. 22, 2016); see also Andreas Zimmerman, Palestine and the
International Criminal Court Quo Vadis? Reach and Limits of Declarations under
Article12(3), 11 J. INT'L CRIM. J. 304, 313 (2013).

10. See Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 112. The ASP is the management
oversight and legislative body of the International Criminal Court. It is composed of
representatives of states that have ratified or acceded to the Rome Statute. Assembly
of States Parties, ICC, http://www.icc-cpi.int/en-menus/asp/sessions/documentationl
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Court. The fragmentation of duties is a side effect of the otherwise
laudable growth of authoritative lawmakers within international law.
The number of states represented in the United Nations, for example,
has grown by more than 378 percent since its inception.11 Further
complicating prospects for linear development of norms through
treaty provisions designed to resolve conflicts with other state
obligations, international organizations are increasingly empowered
to negotiate new instruments applicable to sovereign states.12 In
many instances, states consciously use multilateral conferences
convened by international organizations as venues for "reaffirming,
modifying, or elaborating codified custom.'13 International treaties
became the dominant form of international lawmaking in a
multipolar world order.14 Robust academic efforts arose to analyze
potential treaty conflicts and postulate solutions for preserving
epistemic integrity and intellectual consistency.15

The complexity of interrelated legal obligations spawned by the
dramatic growth in the number and reach of, inter alia human rights

13th-session-resumption/Pages/default.aspx [perma.cc/8KBM-BMDN] (archived Jan.
22, 2016).

11. See Member States, http://www.un.orgfen/members/growth.shtml
[perma.cc/FNY4-2V8V] (archived Jan. 22, 2016) (documenting the growth from 51
states represented in the General Assembly to 193 with the formation of South Sudan
in 2011).

12. See generally, JoSt E. ALVAREZ, INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AS LAW-
MAKERS (2005) (discussing how international organizations, like the United Nations
and the WTO, have changed the methods by which international law is created,
implemented, and enforced).

13. Id. at 390. Examination of the many conflicts that originate from
overlapping institutional authority is beyond the scope of this Article. The integrity
and consistency of international law is increasingly eroded when states, international
organizations, and the growing number of specialized courts and tribunals differ over
the substantive meaning of a particular norm of international law. See, e.g., YUVAL
SHANY, THE COMPETING JURISDICTION OF INTERNATIONAL COURTS AND TRIBUNALS
(2003); SHANE DARCY, JUDGES, LAW AND WAR: THE JUDICIAL DEVELOPMENT OF
INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW (2014); PHILIPPA WEBB, INTERNATIONAL JUDICIAL
INTEGRATION AND FRAGMENTATION (2013).

14. Joel P. Trachtman, The Growing Obsolescence of Customary International
Law, in CUSTOM'S FUTURE: INTERNATIONAL LAW IN A CHANGING WORLD (Curtis A.
Bradley ed., forthcoming 2016); Julie M. Grimes, Conflicts Between EC Law and
International Treaty Obligations: A Case Study of the German Telecommunications
Dispute, 35 HARV. INT'L. L. J. 535 (1994).

15. See, e.g., JOOST PAUWELYN CONFLICT OF NORMS IN INTERNATIONAL LAW:
HOW WTO LAW RELATES TO OTHER RULES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW (2003); Christopher
Borgen, Resolving Treaty Conflicts, 37 GEO. WASH. INT'L L. REV. 573 (2005); Benedetto
Conforti, Consistency among Treaty Obligations, in THE LAW OF TREATIES: BEYOND THE
VIENNA CONVENTION 187 (Enzo Cannazaro ed., 2011); Jan Klabbers, Beyond the
Vienna Convention: Conflicting Treaty Provisions, in THE LAW OF TREATIES: BEYOND
THE VIENNA CONVENTION, 192 (Enzo Cannazaro ed., 2011). For the minority view that
fragmentation poses no serious challenge to the consistency of the overall fabric of
international law, see Martti Koskenniemi & Paiivi Leino, Fragmentation of
International Law? Postmodern Anxieties, 15 LEIDEN J. INT'L L. 553 (2002).
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treaties, environmental treaties,16 and overlapping trade regimes is
sometimes shorthanded as the "Trade and . . . " phenomenon.17 The
International Law Commission (ILC) sought to provide
comprehensive guidance to practitioners facing this "emergence of
specialized and (relatively) autonomous rules or rule-complexes, legal
institutions and spheres of legal practice."18 The resulting Study on
Fragmentation in International Law premised its conclusions on the
finding that "[i]nternational law is a legal system. Its rules and
principles (i.e. its norms) act in relation to and should be interpreted
against the background of other rules and principles. As a legal
system, international law is not a random collection of such norms.
There are meaningful relationships between them."19 The Study
Group was nevertheless unable to propose comprehensive guidance to
international organizations, practitioners, and state officials for
resolving conflicts when multiple treaty-based norms are equally
binding in a given situation. At the time of this writing, there is no
definitive approach for addressing systematic tensions caused by the
proliferation of treaty provisions that present actual or apparent
conflicts with preexisting treaty provisions.

Without even acknowledging this legal ferment or the persisting
debates in capitals over the most advisable resolution treaty conflicts,
the OTP presumes jurisdiction over crimes committed by Americans
in Afghanistan20 and is rapidly moving towards making similar
findings with respect to offenses alleged against Israeli citizens for

16. For an example of this strand of this robust body of scholarship, see Annick
Emmenegger Brunner, Conflicts Between International Trade and Multilateral
Environmental Agreements, 4 ANN. SURV. INT'L & COMP. L. 74 (1997).

17. Christopher J. Borgen, Treaty Conflicts and Normative Fragmentation, in
THE OXFORD GUIDE TO TREATIES 448, 449 (Duncan Hollis ed., 2012); see, e.g., Adarsh
Ramanujan, Conflicts over "Conflict" Preventing Fragmentation of International Law,
1(1) TRADE L. & DEV. 171 (2009).

18. Fragmentation of International Law: Difficulties Arising from the
Diversification and Expansion of International Law, Rep. of the Study Group of the
Int'l Law Comm'n, U.N. Doc. AICN.4/L.682, 10-11 (April 13, 2006) [hereinafter ILC
Fragmentation Study], http:/llegal.un.org/ilc/documentation/english/a_cn41682.pdf
[perma.cc/NM7D-GZWM] (archived Jan. 23, 2016). The ILC Study Group justified the
need for comprehensive assessment and concrete guidance to the field because "What
once appeared to be governed by 'general international law' has become the field of
operation for such specialist systems as 'trade law,' 'human rights law,' 'environmental
law,' 'law of the sea,' 'European law,' and even such highly specialized forms of
knowledge as 'investment law' or 'international refugee law,' etc.--each possessing
their own principles and institutions." Id. at 404.

19. Conclusions of the Work of the Study Group on the Fragmentation of
International Law: Difficulties arising from the Diversification and Expansion of
International Law, 1 (2006), reprinted in Rep. of the Int'l Law Comm'n on Its Fifty-
Eighth Session, U.N. Doc. A/61/10, 407, at 477-78 (Aug. 11, 2006), http://legal.un.org/
docs/?path=../ilc/reports/2006/englishchpl2.pdf&lang=EFSRAC [perma.cc/D82F-8UFD]
(archived Jan. 23, 2016).

20. See infra notes 134-59 and accompanying text.
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acts committed in the Occupied Territories or in the Gaza Strip.21 In
both situations, asserting ICC authority over cases alleged against
American or Israeli nationals would effectively abrogate the
preexisting treaty-based jurisdictional allocations made between the
sovereign states. Some observers might describe such efforts to
eliminate any potential hindrance to ICC authority as a healthy
"expression of political pluralism."22 In the best possible light, such
decisions could represent "new institutions" using international law
to "further new interests."23 Indeed, the dominant narrative is that
ICC is imbued from its creation with an inherently supreme
legitimacy. For its most ardent supporters, the ICC is a necessary
augmentation of the erga omnes duty that all states owe to all other
states to prosecute the crimes "of most serious concern to the
international community as a whole." As a logical extension, the
Court might well be expected to discard binding treaties between
sovereign states that hinder its powers in any way. The OTP appears
at present to operate on the presumption that the overall object and
purpose of the Rome Statute warrants a self-justifying teleological
impulse to expand ICC jurisdiction as needed to bring potential
perpetrators to justice.

From this perspective, the OTP extension of its authority over
non-State Party nationals reflects the prioritization of its own
institutional power at the expense of sovereign states' prosecutorial
rights and interests. However, the foreseeable result of current OTP
policy would discredit the role of the Court as only one of many
authoritative actors in the international domain. It is neither
designed nor intended by its framers to function as an omnipotent
supranational institution; it must adhere to the textual limitations
imposed by sovereign states woven into the text of the Rome Statute.
The very treaty that energizes the ICC does not contain any provision
that hints at preclusive effects over all other treaties. Hence, an ICC
policy that discards bilateral treaties negotiated by states to protect
their citizens from foreign jurisdictions would necessarily subvert the
treaty-based due process rights of potential perpetrators.

No analysis has yet situated this assertion of jurisdiction within
the larger context of the Rome Statute and its relation to overarching
principles of international treaty law. Seeking to extend the Court's
unqualified jurisdiction into those two situations, the OTP disregards
underlying bilateral treaties that preclude personal jurisdiction on
the territory of both Afghanistan and the territory claimed by a fully
sovereign future state of Palestine. This Article argues that the Court
cannot assert jurisdiction over Americans or Israelis in light of the
Rome Statute's provisions on jurisdiction. The reasons are complex

21. See infra notes 158-91 and accompanying text.
22. Koskenniemi & Leino, supra note 15, at 553.
23. Id.
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but strike at the heart of our system of international justice and the
commitments of the Rome Treaty, which provides a defined and
limited constitutive power to the ICC. By extending its jurisdictional
authority in a manner that simply discounts the authority of bilateral
treaties, the ICC would be rewriting the Rome Statute to convey a
universal scope of jurisdiction that is contrary to both the text of the
treaty and the clear negotiating history. This Article demonstrates
the disadvantages of permitting a supranational institution like the
ICC to unilaterally expand its own power by overriding preexisting
agreements between sovereign states.

Furthermore, the Court undermines international law to the
extent that its jurisdictional determinations degrade the sovereign
efforts of states to use treaties as a basis for making formal and
binding commitments to other nations. At a minimum, if it became
the accepted norm of transnational practice, the ICC assertion of
jurisdiction undermines important aspects of the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties (VCLT).2 4 All treaties embody extensive
transactional costs due to the time, diplomatic effort, and policy
exertion needed to bring them to successful fruition. States undertake
negotiations in the hopes of achieving concrete rights and receiving
reciprocal obligations from other states; current Court policy would
introduce unwarranted uncertainty into those efforts.25

The remainder of this Article proceeds as follows. Part II
illustrates the parameters within which OTP policy decisions have
been made. The Rome Statute operates as a carefully constructed
jurisdictional scheme that rejected a sweeping assertion of universal
jurisdiction. The interactions between the bilateral treaties entered
into by Afghanistan and the Palestinian Liberation Organization
(which entered into the Oslo Accords inherited by the PA) and their
subsequent entry into the ASP remain complex. Neither state
invoked accession to the Statute as justifiable grounds for
terminating the preexisting treaty-based jurisdictional limitations.26

The OTP presumes an overarching scope of jurisdiction that
disregards any preclusive effects of the earlier treaties described in
Part II.

Part III analyzes the distinctive features of the Rome Statute.
Close examination demonstrates that expanded ICC jurisdiction
contravenes the object and purpose of the Rome Statute in significant
ways. The Court is designed to augment domestic enforcement efforts

24. Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 1155 U.N.T.S. 331, 1969, 8
I.L.M. (entered into force Jan. 27, 1980) [hereinafter VCLT].

25. See generally JACK L. GOLDSMITH & ERIC A. POSNER, THE LIMITS OF
INTERNATIONAL LAW (2006).

26. Both the United States and Israel would presumably have proceeded
under the law applicable to questions of treaty termination or suspension as well as the
Law of State Responsibility. See VCLT, supra note 24, arts. 30(5), 41, 60.
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rather than annul them. The current jurisdictional posture purports
to supplant sovereign enforcement rather than operating on a
cooperative model. In doing so, the Court paradoxically threatens to
deprive perpetrators of their treaty-based due process rights. Indeed,
the text implicitly contemplates the establishment of the ICC as a
permanent supranational institution with a respected role based on
an explicitly defined relationship with sovereign states. To reiterate,
the ICC is not a court of sweeping universal jurisdiction. In fact, after
the Rome Statute entered into force, the larger body of treaty norms
that contrast with its defined scope of jurisdiction to convey some
form of universal jurisdiction, such as the Torture Convention or the
grave breach provisions of the Geneva Conventions, remain fully
binding on sovereign states.

Part IV considers the effects of the OTP policy within the larger
field of treaty conflicts. By usurping domestic jurisdiction, the Court's
example could bring turmoil to the already murky waters of
international treaty law. The OTP undermines important aspects of
international treaty law because the Court cannot unilaterally
abrogate other treaties in order to eliminate actual or apparent
normative conflicts. Neither Afghanistan nor the PA can lawfully
transfer jurisdiction to the ICC that they do not already exercise in
their sovereign capacity. The Article concludes that the ICC should
not rely on episodic and intuitive decision making that willfully
disregards the other obligations incumbent on States Parties.
Accepting the fact that the Court has no criminal jurisdiction over
American forces in Afghanistan or over Israelis in the Occupied
Territories and the Gaza Strip would represent good faith
implementation of international norms as the hallmark of a maturing
supranational institution.

II. HARMONIZING THE MULTILATERAL AND BILATERAL VISIONS

The Rome Statute combines a complex blend of civil law,
common law, customary international law, and sui generis principles
held together by the notion that the sovereign nations of the world
are interdependent components of a larger global society in which the
principles of justice are a common good.27 This makes the Court the
conceptual pinnacle of an interlocking system designed to achieve
justice within which the core element is a set of shared, but

27. See Leila Nadya Sadat & S. Richard Carden, The New International
Criminal Court: An Uneasy Revolution, 88 GEO. L. J. 381, 386 (2000). For an excellent
summary of the negotiating dynamic in Rome that resulted in the current Statute, see
Ruth Wedgewood, Fiddling in Rome: America and the International Criminal Court,
FOREIGN AFF. 20 (Nov.-Dec. 1998). See generally M. Cherif Bassiouni, From Versailles
to Rwanda in Seventy-Five Years: The Need to Establish a Permanent International
Criminal Court, 10 HARV. HUM. RTS. J. 11 (1997).
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delineated, rights and responsibilities.28 The object and purpose of
the Court nicely accords with the philosophical construct of the
ancient Greeks for whom the pursuit of justice symbolized a quest for
order and harmony.29 Plato conceived of justice as "that highest class
of good things" on both the personal and societal level. 30

This deeply ingrained aspiration for justice propelled the
development of the ICC for more than fifty years until the adoption of
the Rome Statute in 1998. For Court proponents, it embodies a blend
of appropriately balanced power, wisdom, and temperance, which in
turn has great potential to generate societal stability at the
international level. Thus, while it operates within the milieu of
international politics, the very raison d'etre of the Court is to seek
justice for the most consequential crimes known to man in an
apolitical and impartial manner. This effort to eradicate impunity for
the most egregious categories of international criminality operates
against the backdrop of interconnected and often interdependent
relationships with domestic criminal systems. By extension, the
Court should not function in ways that undermine the utility of
treaties as vehicles for shaping and clarifying the prosecutorial reach
of sovereign states over Rome Statute crimes. Neither should the
Rome Statute be understood and implemented in ways that
destabilize the desirable relationship between domestic jurisdictions
and the permanent supranational Court.

The following section describes in greater detail the specific
mechanisms designed to operate in conjunction with domestic
jurisdictional arrangements. Those treaty-based limitations must be
implemented against the backdrop of the bilateral treaties that
restrict the ability of both Afghanistan and the PA to lawfully confer
jurisdiction over some potential perpetrators to the Court upon their
entry into the ASP. This Part ends by summarizing those
agreements, which in turn necessitates consideration in Parts III and
IV of the normative arguments that mitigate towards recognizing
their residual authority.

28. See Carsten Stahn, Taking Complementarity Seriously: On the Sense and
Sensibility of 'Classical,' Positive,' and 'Negative Complementarity, in I THE
INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT AND COMPLEMENTARITY: FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE
233, 237 n.16 (Carsten Stahn & Mohammed M. El Zeidy eds., 2011) (noting the lengthy
articulation of this well-established concept in early ICC jurisprudence).

29. See BRIAN R. NELSON, WESTERN POLITICAL THOUGHT FROM SOCRATES TO
THE AGE OF IDEOLOGY 31 (1982).

30. THE REPUBLIC OF PLATO 52 (F. MacDonald Cornford trans. & ed., 1945).
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A. The Jurisdictional Design of the Rome Statue

1. Limitations on the Court's Jurisdiction

The ICC was not created to impede viable domestic processes or
impose dominance over the prosecutorial practices and priorities of
states with developed systems and demonstrated adherence to the
rule of law.3 1 Hence, the ICC does not have authority to take a case to
trial until the issues associated with domestic jurisdiction have been
analyzed and resolved in accordance with the framework of the Rome
Statute. From the prosecutor's point of view, jurisdiction under the
provisions of Article 12 and admissibility under Article 1732 are
mandatory prerequisites for ICC authority. The creation of a vertical
level of prosecutorial authority operating as a permanent backdrop to
the horizontal relations between sovereign states in large part
depended on clear delineation of the mechanism for prioritizing the
domestic jurisdiction of responsible domestic states and preserving
sovereign rights while simultaneously serving the ends of justice.

The Rome Statute scheme of limited and defined supranational
jurisdiction embodied the rejection of earlier proposals that would
have allowed an "inherent" ICC jurisdiction over some crimes.33 The
United States, for example, historically supported such an inherent
jurisdictional scheme for the genocide offenses.34 The 1994 ILC Draft

31. The irony is that the actual prosecution of Saddam and other leading
Ba'athists took place in an internationalized domestic forum precisely because, inter
alia, Iraqis saw grave injustice arising from prosecuting only the subset of crimes
within ICC jurisdiction. MICHAEL A. NEWTON & MICHAEL P. SCHARF, ENEMY OF THE
STATE: THE TRIAL AND EXECUTION OF SADDAM HUSSEIN 76-80 (2008).

32. See infra notes 54-78 and accompanying text.
33. WILLIAM A. ScHABAs, THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT: A

COMMENTARY ON THE ROME STATUTE 278-83 (2010) (discussing the variety of
proposals formally introduced and the expressions of support from, inter alia, Poland,
Australia, Canada, Mexico, Khazakstan, Senegal, and Afghanistan and concluding that
a "clear majority of States preferred an option based upon universal jurisdiction"); see
also Bartram S. Brown, Primacy or Complementarity: Reconciling the Jurisdiction of
National Courts and International Tribunals, 23 YALE J. INT'L L. 383, 417-28 (1998)
[hereinafter Brown, Primacy or Complementarity] (describing the advantages and
disadvantages of such an inherent supranational scheme).

34. See David J. Scheffer, International Operations of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, S. Hrg. 105-724, at 13 (July 23, 1998) (testimony of Ambassador-
at-Large for War Crimes Issues and Head of the U.S. Delegation for the UN Diplomatic
Conference on the Establishment of a Permanent International Criminal Court, U.S.
Department of State) (reproducing the statement of Ambassador Scheffer in which he
referred to a regime of "automatic jurisdiction over the crime of genocide" in describing
the inherent regime of the ILC Draft); see also Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, art. VI, Dec. 9, 1948, 78 U.N.T.S. 277, entered
into force Jan 12, 1951 [hereinafter Genocide Convention] (providing that persons
charged with genocide "shall be tried by a competent tribunal of the State in the
territory in which the act was committed, or by such international penal tribunal as
may have jurisdiction with respect to those Contracting Parties which shall have
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included a provision that allowed the ICC to have automatic
jurisdiction over the crime of genocide, which would have created a
truly concurrent jurisdiction, at least over those offenses.3 5 Unlike
the ad hoc tribunals that are grounded in the Chapter VII authority
of the United Nations Security Council,36  a system built on
straightforward assertions of supranational primacy was not a
"politically viable alternative for a permanent ICC."'37 Similarly,
proposals by Germany and Korea for an extended supranational
jurisdiction based on the universality principle were emphatically
rejected by delegations in Rome.38 Some scholars lament the fact that
the "underlying disparity of wealth, power, and influence" resulted in
a multilateral treaty that "was heavily influenced by the prevailing
notions of state sovereignty and the views of the most powerful
states."3 9 Such is the nature of any multilateral negotiating dynamic,

which inevitably produces what some states or treaty supporters see
as suboptimal outcomes. The key issue for the purposes of pinpointing
the precise basis of ICC jurisdiction on the territory of a State Party
is that the Statute as adopted is founded on the bedrock of state

consent.

Rather than a flawed system of concurrent jurisdiction, the

existing jurisdictional scheme requires progressive judicial findings

accepted its jurisdiction"). In the 1948 debates over the Genocide Convention, the
United States actually made a proposal that sounded remarkably close to the modern
formulation of complementarity in the ICC context. The proposal would have added an
additional paragraph to Article VII of the Genocide Convention to read as follows:
"Assumption of jurisdiction by the international tribunal shall be subject to a finding
that the State in which the crime was committed has failed to take adequate measures
to punish the crime." Rep. of the Ad Hoc Committee on Genocide, U.N. Doc. E1794
(1948), reprinted in U.N. Secretary General, Historical Survey of the Question of
International Criminal Jurisdiction 142, U.N. Doc. AICN.4/7Rev.1 (1949). The proposal
was rejected by a vote of five votes to one with one abstention (the USSR) on the basis
that such a paragraph would prejudice the question of the court's jurisdiction. Id.

35. Rep. of the Int'l Law Comm'n on the Work of its Forty-Sixth Session, U.N.
GAOR, 49th Sess., Supp. No. 10, art 21(1)(a), 25(1), U.N. Doc AJ49/10 (1994)
[hereinafter ILC Draft Statute].

36. The innovative use of the Security Council Chapter VII authority to
establish the Yugoslavia and Rwanda tribunals was so widely accepted by 1998 that
the correlative provision in the Rome Statute that permits precisely the same extension
of ICC jurisdiction even over the nationals and territory of non-States Parties was
uncontroversial. See Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 13(b); infra notes 113-30.

37. Brown, Primacy or Complementarity, supra note 33, at 431.
38. See Sharon A. Williams & William A. Schabas, Article 12, in COMMENTARY

ON THE ROME STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT: OBSERVERs' NOTES
ARTICLE BY ARTICLE 547, 550-56 (Otto Triffterer ed., 2d. ed. 2008) (describing the
content and consequential politics of the German, Korean, British, and American
proposals); see also Andreas Zimmermann, The Creation of a Permanent International
Criminal Court, in 2 MAX PLANCK YEARBOOK OF UNITED NATIONS LAW 169, at 205ff
(1998) (detailing the legal underpinnings of the then German proposal for such a
universal jurisdiction-based Court).

39. Richard Dicker, The International Criminal Court (ICC) and Double
Standards of Justice, in THE LAW AND PRACTICE OF THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL
COURT 3, 6 (Carsten Stahn ed., 2015).
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that implement an appropriate balance of authority between the
supranational court and domestic states. Supranational jurisdiction
based on a straightforward scheme of concurrent jurisdiction would
almost certainly have resulted in ever-present jurisdictional clashes
between the ICC and one or more states with valid claims based on
established principles such as nationality, territoriality, or passive
personality.40 In order to ensure the preservation of individual state
sovereignty and fulfill the promises of complementarity, the Rome
Statute contains specific restraints on the exercise of the Court's
power.

Article 12 sets out the preconditions for exercise of the Court's
jurisdiction. This is important because the OTP cannot initiate an
investigation without first certifying that the "information available
to the Prosecutor provides a reasonable basis to believe that a crime
within the jurisdiction of the Court has been or is being committed.'41

Similarly, the Pre-Trial Chamber cannot issue a Warrant of Arrest
without deciding on the jurisdictional sufficiency of the charges over
the alleged perpetrator at the time of the charged offenses.4 2 Article
19 of the Statute mandates that the Court satisfy itself that it has
jurisdictional competency "in any case brought before it" and sets
forth the range of parties that may contest jurisdiction.4 3 The textual
distinction between an overall "situation" and a specific "case"
brought against a particular perpetrator is important because the
scope of Court jurisdiction over particular perpetrators within a given
situation is never monolithic and all encompassing.

The practical effects of Article 12 are significant as they embody
the theory that the Court should not have jurisdiction where States
involved have not so consented. On its face, Article 12 preserves the
principle that ICC jurisdiction is grounded in the sovereign consent of
states.4 4 The preconditions under Article 12 serve as a limitation on
the Court's power; at a minimum, one State that would normally be
able to exercise jurisdiction over the case will have manifested
consent to the jurisdiction of the Court. Should all States involved in
a conflict refuse to consent to the power of the Court, then the
conditions of Article 12 have not been met, and the ICC is powerless
to hear the case in the absence of a Security Council referral of the

40. See M. Cherif Bassiouni & Christopher L. Blakesly, The Need for an
International Criminal Court in the New International World Order, 25 VAND. J.
TRANSNAT'L L. 151, 170 (1992) ("The problem with concurrent jurisdiction, however, is
that it inherently includes the potential for jurisdictional conflict between two or more
states and the international criminal court.").

41. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 53(1).
42. Id. art. 58(1).
43. Id. art. 19.
44. Article 12 works in conjunction with the admissibility criteria of Article 17

to preserve state jurisdictional primacy. See infra notes 54-78 and accompanying text.
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overall situation using its Chapter VII authority derived from the UN
Charter.

The jurisdictional provisions of Article 12 were a make-or-break
gamble that represented the most controversial aspect of the Rome
Statute.4 5 Its final form emerged as a take-it-or-leave-it "package"
that had been cobbled together behind closed doors by the conference
Bureau and completed at 2:00 am of the last day of the conference,
Friday, July 17, 1998. The Rome Statute as adopted postulated
solutions to some drafting questions that delegates had been unable
to resolve and included a number of provisions that the Bureau
selected and presented to the floor without open debate on either the
text itself or its substantive merits.4 6 Article 12 requires only that
"one or more" States have accepted the jurisdiction of the Court. This
distinction is important because treaties do not "create either
obligations or rights for a third State without its consent.'4 7 Rather
than violating the framework of international law, as some scholars
argued at the time,48 Article 12 reflects the reality that states possess
an inherent right of territorial jurisdiction that they may dispose of in
accordance with their sovereign prerogatives. In effect, if nationals of
a state that is not a party to the treaty commit crimes on the territory
of a State Party, then that state has agreed a priori that the ICC can
exercise its jurisdiction as an extension of the uncontroverted right of
the territorial state to punish all persons who have committed crimes
on its soil, regardless of their nationality.

The vital point, particularly regarding the putative transfers
from Afghanistan and Palestine to the ICC discussed below, is that
the State Party must itself possess jurisdictional authority at the
time of the alleged offense. Otherwise, there is no tangible right that
can result in jurisdiction under Article 12. This concept, that I term
"transferred territoriality," was a distinctive innovation. In effect,

45. See David J. Scheffer, The United States and the International Criminal
Court, 93 AM. J. INV'L L. 12, 17-21 (1999).

46. See Michael A. Newton, Comparative Complementarity: Domestic
Jurisdiction Consistent with the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, 167
MIL. L. REV. 20, 21 (2001) (discussing the Rome Statute as a quietly put together take-
it-or-leave-it package).

47. VCLT, supra note 24, art. 34.
48. See Madeleine Morris, High Crimes and Misconceptions: The ICC and Non-

Party States, 64 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 13, 27 (2001). The U.S. Department of
Defense Law of War Manual echoes this inaccurate legal conclusion conception by
restating that "the United States has a longstanding and continuing objection to any
assertion of jurisdiction by the ICC with respect to nationals of States not Party to the
Rome Statute in the absence of consent from such States or a referral by the Security
Council." OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE,
LAW OF WAR MANUAL 1110, 18.20.3.1 (2015) [hereinafter DOD LAW OF WAR MANUAL].
But see Dapo Akande, The Jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court over
Nationals of Non-Party States: Legal Basis and Limits, 1 J. INT'L CRIM. JUST. 618
(2003).

2016]
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transferred territoriality created a legal superstructure over the
aspirational seeds sown in Article 6 of the 1949 Genocide
Convention.49  The concept of transferred territoriality was
sufficiently accepted that a U.S. proposal that would have required an
affirmative manifestation of consent before the ICC could exercise
any personal jurisdiction over nationals of a non-Party State was
defeated by a no-action motion adopted 113 in favor, 17 opposed, with
25 abstentions.50 States sought to assuage American fears by
observing that the concept of complementarity described in the next
subsection "best describes the nature of the International Criminal
Court."5 1 Delegates noted that deference to domestic jurisdictions of
non-States Parties would be required by the conjunction of Articles 17
(the complementarity framework) and 98 (which sought to preserve
the legal validity of jurisdictional Status of Forces Agreements
between the United States and more than one hundred other
nations). Such bland assurances were unwarranted, as present events
have demonstrated.

2. The Admissibility Framework

The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court was
designed to address the "most serious crimes of international
concern."52 This mandate operates against the griindnorm that the
Court at all times and in all cases "shall be complementary to
national criminal jurisdictions."5 3  The paradigmatic language of
Article 17(1) sets out what is technically termed "issues of
admissibility."54 The article declares in full that:

Having regard to paragraph 10 of the Preamble and article 1, the Court shall
determine that a case is inadmissible where:

(a) The case is being investigated or prosecuted by a State which has
jurisdiction over it, unless the State is unwilling or unable genuinely to carry
out the investigation or prosecution;

(b) The case has been investigated by a State which has jurisdiction over it
and the State has decided not to prosecute the person concerned, unless the

49. See Genocide Convention, supra note 34, art. VI ("Persons charged with
genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in article III shall be tried by a competent
tribunal of the State in the territory of which the act was committed, or by such
international penal tribunal as may have jurisdiction with respect to those Contracting
Parties which shall have accepted its jurisdiction.").

50. Williams & Schabas, supra note 38, at 555.
51. Silvia A. Fernandez, Foreword to I THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT

AND COMPLEMENTARITY: FROM THEORY TO PRACTIcE, at xviii (Carsten Stahn &

Mohammed M. El Zeidy eds., 2011).
52. See Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 1.
53. Id.
54. Id. art. 17.
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decision resulted from the unwillingness or inability of the State genuinely to
prosecute;

(c) The person concerned has already been tried for conduct which is the
subject of the complaint, and a trial by the Court is not permitted under article
20, paragraph 3;

(d) The case is not of sufficient gravity to justify further action by the

Court.
55

The operative language in Article 17 mandates that "the Court
shall determine that a case is inadmissible" where the criteria
warranting exclusive domestic authority are met as specified in the
Statute itself.5 6 The formulation that a case is "inadmissible" unless
the domestic state is "unwilling or unable genuinely" to carry out the
investigation or prosecution is technically termed the admissibility
criterion, but is almost universally referred to using the legal term of
art "complementarity."5 7  The admissibility requirements are
important in part because they were so carefully negotiated by states
in order to preserve the primacy of domestic jurisdictions, but they
also represent some of the Court's most important pragmatic
constraints by focusing its scarce resources on the cases where its role
is most beneficial.

Though it is the fulcrum that prioritizes the authority of
domestic forums, the precept of complementarity embedded in the
Rome Statute does not of itself logically lead to a homogenized system
of national and supranational concurrent jurisdiction despite its
simple formulation. Complementarity is designed to serve as a
pragmatic and limiting principle rather than an affirmative means
for an aggressive prosecutor to target the nationals of states that are
hesitant to embrace ICC jurisdiction and authority. The provisions of
the Rome Statute preserve a careful balance between maintaining the
integrity of domestic adjudications and authorizing a supranational
court to exercise power where domestic systems are inadequate.
Complementarity preserves this delicate balance by serving as a
restrictive principle rather than an empowering one; while the ICC
has affirmative powers as a supranational court, the textual
predicates necessary to make a case admissible are designed to
constrain the power of the Court.

55. Id. art. 17(1).
56. Id.
57. See, e.g., Michael A. Newton, The Quest for Constructive Complementarity,

in THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT AND COMPLEMENTARITY: FROM THEORY TO
PRACTICE 304, 314 (Carsten Stahn & Mohammed El Zeidy eds., 2011); William W.
Burke-White, Proactive Complementarity: The International Criminal Court and
National Courts in the Rome System of International Justice, 49 HARVARD. INT. L.J. 53,
53 (2008).
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Complementarity has been repeatedly reaffirmed as the most
suitable formulation for interactions of an international adjudicatory
institution with fully empowered domestic systems. John Holmes, a
Canadian diplomat who was deeply involved in the negotiations that
preceded the Rome Statute, noted that

Throughout the negotiating process, States made clear that the most effective
and viable system to bring perpetrators of serious crimes to justice was one
which must be based on national procedures complemented by an international
court . . . The success in Rome is due in no small measure to the delicate
balance developed for the complementarity regime ... [i]t remains clear to
those most active throughout the negotiations that any shift in the balance
struck in Rome would likely have unravelled [sic] support for the principle of
complementarity and, by extension, the Statute itself. 58

The complementarity principle was the motivating force behind a
court built around a limited and defined scope of jurisdiction that
operates only when needed to supplement domestic court systems.
The initial limiting function of complementarity derives from the
treaty basis of the ICC. As a fundamental premise of treaty law,
States should be bound to a treaty only by voluntarily relinquishing
part of their sovereign rights manifested through the signing and
implementation of the treaty into domestic systems.59 As a logical
extension, States Parties delegate decision-making authority over
proposed amendments to the Rome Statute to the ASP.60 In other
words, States Parties ceded some degree of future sovereign
prerogative to the Court in the confidence that the constraints of the
text were dispositive. States that elected not to ratify the Rome
Statute have ceded none of their sovereign rights to the Court or its
constituent organs.

Complementarity generated much debate over the best method
for constraining the power of a potentially overreaching prosecutor.
This was particularly important because the inherently subjective
framework of Article 17 applies equally to all states. To that end,
paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article 17 attempt to provide specific factors
the Court shall consider in evaluating the effort of the domestic
jurisdiction with respect to its unwillingness or inability to
investigate or prosecute.6 1 The factors enumerated for determining if
a State is unwilling to prosecute include whether the proceedings

58. John T. Holmes, The Principle of Complementarity, in THE INTERNATIONAL
CRIMINAL COURT: THE MAKING OF THE ROME STATUTE: ISSUES, NEGOTIATIONS,
RESULTS 41, 73-74 (Roy S. Lee ed., 1999).

59. Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties art. 12, 14, May 23, 1969, 1155
U.N.T.S. 980, reprinted in 8 I.L.M. 679. This foundational truth is echoed in the
provisions that a treaty does not create obligations for a third state without its consent.
Id. art 34.

60. See Rome Statute, supra note 1, arts. 121-22.
61. Id. art. 17(2)-(3).
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were undertaken for the purpose of shielding the person concerned
from criminal responsibility,62 whether there was an unjustified
delay in the proceedings,6 3 or whether the proceedings were not being
conducted independently or impartially.64 The determination of the
inability of a domestic court to adjudicate the case is "whether due to
a total or substantial collapse or unavailability of its national judicial
system, the State is unable to obtain the accused or the necessary
evidence and testimony or otherwise unable to carry out its
proceedings."

65

In sharp contrast, the requirement "genuinely" in the
formulation of Article 17, paragraph 1 is left for the Court to
ascertain. This gap caused one of the most distinguished
international scholars in the field to observe that this aspect of
Article 17 is "enigmatic."66 Accepting the reality that some external
standard of review was needed to prevent illusory efforts by states,
delegates rejected a series of proposed phrases such as "ineffective,"
"diligently," "apparently well founded," "good faith," "sufficient
grounds," and "effectively" on the basis that such formulations
remained overly subjective.6 7 In the final analysis, the formulation
"genuinely" was accepted by delegations as being the least subjective
concept considered, while at the same time eliminating external
considerations of domestic efficiency in the investigation or
prosecution.68 For the purposes of this Article, the essential
conclusion is that the Rome Statute's very design contemplates the
need for systematic cooperation between jurisdictions rather than
capture by the supranational court.

The admissibility requirements, unlike the jurisdictional
predicates, do not speak to the Court's power to hear a case. They
serve as a mechanism to give State jurisdictions primacy because the
supranational authority is the exception rather than the de fault
norm. The prohibition on ICC authority in Article 17 results in a
terminological shift by which the concept of complementarity is
embedded into treaty provisions that articulate the considerations
and criteria for the admissibility of a particular case. Domestic states
have valid claims to jurisdiction without the possibility of ICC

62. Id. art. 17(2)(a).
63. Id. art. 17(2)(b).
64. Id. art. 17(2)(c).
65. Id. art. 17(3).
66. WILLIAM SCHABAS, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL

COURT 67 (2001).
67. Rod Jensen, Complementarity, "Genuinely" and Article 17: Assessing the

Boundaries of an Effective ICC, in COMPLEMENTARY VIEWS ON COMPLEMENTARITY 147,
155 (Jann K. Kleffner & Gerben Kor eds., 2006).

68. John Holmes, Complementarity: National Courts Versus the ICC, in THE
ROME STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT: A COMMENTARY (A. Cassesse
et. al eds., 1st ed. 2001).
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interference, whether or not they are members of the ASP. The
carefully constructed textual balance between domestic and
international power masks the complexity of the underlying debates
over the appropriate resolution between the multilateral treaty and
the underlying web of preexisting agreements. In fact, the former
President of the Court, Judge Phillipe Kirsch, publicly acknowledged
that the ICC "will really have to invent, create, and define the
meaning of a state that is unable or unwilling to conduct genuine
proceedings."

69

ICC Judgements promulgating an automatic presumption of
universal jurisdiction that overrides other applicable treaty-based
jurisdiction would change the central character of the Rome Statute.
A permanent shift to a judicially approved policy of automatic
supranational jurisdiction at the expense of treaty-based domestic
jurisdiction over the same types of offenses would represent an
abandonment of the shared responsibility of states and the Court to
seek justice.

3. The Intent of Article 98

As shown in the preceding subsections, the ICC was designed
from the ground up to be additive to sovereign jurisdictions. Seeking
to preserve sovereign prosecutorial prerogatives, U.S. negotiators
decided as early as 1994 that the new Court could not eviscerate
bilateral and multilateral70 Status of Forces agreements (SOFAs)7 1

69. Phillipe Kirsch, President, Int'l Criminal Court, The International
Criminal Court, remarks John Tait Memorial Lecture in Law and Policy (Oct. 7, 2003),
cited in Gregory S. McNeal, ICC Inability Determinations in Light of the Dujail Case,
39 CASE W. RES. J. INT'L L. 325, 325 (2007).

70. The text as adopted leaves lacuna with respect to the jurisdictional
immunities that attach to personnel deployed pursuant to multinational agreements
negotiated by international organizations such as the Military Technical Annex
concluded in 2002 between the British military commander and Afghanistan to cover
NATO forces inside the country. GEERT-JAN ALEXANDER KNOOPS, THE PROSECUTION
AND DEFENSE OF PEACEKEEPERS UNDER INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW 245-247
(2004); see also U.N. Secretary-General, Model Agreement Between the United Nations
and Member States Contributing Personnel and Equipment to United Nations
Peacekeeping Operations, art. IV, U.N. Doc. A/46/185 (May 23, 1991); U.N. Secretary-
General, Model Status of Forces Agreement for Peace-Keeping Operations, 1 47(b), U.N.
Doc. A/45/594 (Oct. 9, 1990) (providing in 47(b) that members of the military
component "shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of their respective sending
states in respect of any criminal offenses that may be committed by them" on the
territory of the host nation).

71. U.S. Department of Defense doctrine defines this term as follows: "status-
of-forces agreement-a bilateral or multilateral agreement that defines the legal
position of a visiting military force deployed in the territory of a friendly state." DEP'T
OF DEFENSE, JOINT PUBLICATION 1-02, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DICTIONARY OF
MILITARY AND ASSOCIATED TERMS 229 (8 November 2010, as Amended Through 15
June 2015), http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/newjpubs/jpl-02.pdf [https://perma.cc/P82R-
FXXE] (archived Feb. 18, 2016). Other academics have adopted a more legalistic
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by which the authority of American military and federal courts are
safeguarded from interference by domestic courts in more than one
hundred nations.7 2 This became a "rock bottom" negotiating stance
that was embraced by all of the delegations in Rome and incorporated
into Article 98 of the Statute.73 Thus, if nothing else, the Rome
Statute stands for the proposition that accountability for the array of
crimes detailed in Articles 6, 7, 8, and 8bis of the treaty must impinge
upon sovereignty to some degree, but not at the expense of erasing
the traditional jurisdictional arrangements between states.

Reflecting the early and strong consensus on its substance, the
final text of Article 98 of the Rome Statute is identical to the proposed
Draft Article submitted to the Committee of the Whole.74 This
example of a completely unmodified text in the wake of lengthy and
contentious negotiations will strike any experienced treaty negotiator
as very rare indeed. Article 98(2)75 of the Statute provides that the
ICC

may not proceed with a request for surrender which would require the
requested State to act inconsistently with its obligations under international
agreements pursuant to which the consent of a sending State is required to

approach focusing on the binding nature of SOFAs as treaties-"A SOFA is an
arrangement, no matter in what form, delineating the legal status of servicemen from a
sending State who stay with the consent of the host State on its territory, and that at
the least includes rules on the exercise of criminal jurisdiction over the sending State's
servicemen." JOOP VOETELINK, STATUS OF FORCES: CRIMINAL JURISDICTION OVER
MILITARY PERSONNEL ABROAD 1.4.6, 17 (Marielle Matthee trans., 2015).

72. See DAVID J. SCHEFFER, ALL THE MISSING SOULS 171 (2012).
73. See id. at 175.
74. Draft Statute for an International Criminal Court, Report of the Drafting

Committee, 15 June-17 July 1998, U.N. Doc. AICONF.183/13, 177-78, reprinted in III
United Nations Diplomatic Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Establishment of an
International Criminal Court Rome (Vol. III) (1998), http://legal.un.orgl
diplomaticconferences/icc- 1998/volenglish/volIII_e.pdf [https://perma.cc/G2C6-5LE5]
(archived Feb. 5, 2016); see also M. CHERIF BASSIOUNI, II THE LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF
THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT: AN ARTICLE-BY-ARTICLE EVOLUTION OF THE
STATUTE 703-04 (2005).

75. At the time of this writing, the application of Article 98(1) addressing the
residual diplomatic immunities owed to non-States Parties remains a hotly contested
jurisprudential issue because it has surfaced in the context of the transfer of Omar
Bashir to the authority of the Court. See Paola Gaeta, Does President Al Bashir Enjoy
Immunity From Arrest?, 7 J. INT. CRIM. J. 315, 316 (2009); Prosecutor v. Bashir, ICC-
02/05-01/09, Decision Following the Prosecutor's Request for an Order Further
Clarifying that the Republic of South Africa Is Under the Obligation to Immediately
Arrest and Surrender Omar Al Bashir, 6 (June 13, 2015), http://www.icc-
cpi.inticcdocs/doc/doc1995566.pdf [https://perma.cc/X7HF-HFQC] (archived Feb. 18,
2016); Prosecutor v. Bashir, ICC-02/05-01/09-195, Decision on the Cooperation of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo Regarding Omar Al Bashir's Arrest and Surrender to
the Court, 28-31 (Apr 9, 2014), http://www.legal-tools.org/en/doc/89d30d
[https://perma.cc/AT8Q-YH3Q] (archived Feb. 18, 2016); The South Africa Litigation
Centre v. the Minister of Justice, et. al., Case No. 27740/2015, 21 (High Court of
South Africa) (Gauteng Division, Pretorial) (June 23, 2015), http://constitutionally
speaking.co.za/complete-high-court-al-bashir-judgment/ [https://perma.cc/T47U-UFYD]
(archived Feb. 18, 2016).
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surrender a person of that State to the Court, unless the Court can first obtain
the cooperation of the sending State for the giving of consent for the

surrender.
76

The text itself is rather straightforward. It absorbed little
negotiation time in Rome because it "was not considered to be of
utmost political sensitivity by most participants in the
negotiations."7 7 One of the most eminent experts assessing the Rome
Statute noted that the travaux prdparatoires for Article 98 are
"summary and uninformative."78 On its face, Article 98(2) addresses
only agreements between states, whether they are bilateral or
multilateral. Neither does the text provide any express or implied
limitation on the timing of such an agreement when measured
against the accession of any state into the ASP. The universal
understanding is that the use of the term "sending state" in contrast
to the receiving state reflects the clear sense of negotiators that its
principal area of application is to Status of Forces Agreements.79 The
United States made that connection clear from the beginning of the
negotiations in 1995.80

The head of the U.S. delegation addressed the Ad Hoc
Committee in 1995 with the admonition that "[i]t is also critical that
the rights and responsibilities of states parties to applicable Status of
Forces Agreements be fully preserved under the statute of the
ICC .... Most SOFAs contain provisions governing the exercise of
criminal jurisdiction over the armed forces stationed or posted
abroad.' 8 1 Most delegations understood the U.S. argument and
"accepted without difficulty that status of forces agreements created a
kind of immunity over nationals of a sending state who were on the
territory of another nation analogous to diplomats which would be
entitled to some recognition in the Statute."82 In any event, the text
is devoid of practical consequences for States Parties because Article
98(1), dealing with diplomatic or other immunities, is waived by

76. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 98(2).
77. Claus Krep & Kimberly Prost, Article 98, in COMMENTARY ON THE ROME

STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT: OBSERVERS' NOTES ARTICLE BY
ARTICLE 1601, 1604 (Otto Triffterer ed., 2d. ed. 2008) (describing the content and
consequential politics that surrounded Article 98 after its uncontroversial adoption).

78. SCHABAS, supra note 33, at 1042.
79. BRUCE BROOMHALL, INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE AND THE INTERNATIONAL

CRIMINAL COURT: BETWEEN SOVEREIGNTY AND THE RULE OF LAW 148, 167, 180 (2003).
80. See David J. Scheffer, Article 98(2) of the Rome Statute: America's Original

Intent, 3 J. INT'L CRIM. JUST. 333, 339 (2005) ('Che use of the term 'sending State'
derives from the original American effort, very early in the ICC negotiations, to
preserve the rights accorded to its official personnel covered by status of forces
agreements (SOFAs) between the United States and scores of foreign governments.").

81. SCHABAS, supra note 33, at 1042.
82. Id. at 1043.
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virtue of Article 27(2).83 Requests from the Court to States Parties
would bypass Article 98(2) due to the generalized duty to cooperate
in the Statute84 and the particularized duty to "comply with requests
for arrest and surrender" of alleged perpetrators subject to the
procedures under their national law. 85

In sum, Article 98, when taken at face value, merely recognizes a
limited right of non-surrender for citizens of non-States Parties. Its
provisions nevertheless generated a storm of controversy as the
George W. Bush administration began a worldwide campaign on May
6, 2002, to negotiate a web of bilateral agreements to insulate U.S.
service members from transfer to the Court.8 6 Commentators referred
to these as "bilateral immunity agreements" or "bilateral impunity
agreements" but overlooked the fact that the U.S. agreements purport
only to create a reciprocal duty between nations not to transfer each
other's citizens pursuant to a request from the Court (which in most
agreements includes the obligation to refrain from transfer to another
state for the purpose of eventual transfer to the Court "for any
purpose"). Absent the pejorative presumption from ICC proponents
that the Article 98 agreements are undesirable as a feature of ICC
practice, there is nothing on the face of the bilateral agreements that
hints at presumed or promised immunity from prosecution for
substantive offenses found in the Rome Statute.

Beginning the campaign that would eventually negotiate more
than one hundred such agreements,8 7 the Undersecretary of State for

83. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 27(2) ("Immunities or special procedural
rules which may attach to the official capacity of a person, whether under national or
international law, shall not bar the Court from exercising its jurisdiction over such a
person.").

84. Id. art. 86 (General Obligation to Cooperate: "States Parties shall, in
accordance with the provisions of this Statute, cooperate fully with the Court in its
investigation and prosecution of crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court.").

85. Id. art. 89.
86. On that day, the State Department notified the Secretary General that

despite President Clinton's signature the United States did not intend to ratify the
treaty. Secretary of State Colin Powell simultaneously sent a demarche to every U.S.
Ambassador to raise the issue with the host nation as follows, 'We are interested in
your view regarding bilateral agreements recognized under Article 98 of the Rome
Statute that could be used to provide protection for nationals from both of our countries
from the reach of the ICC. If a host government offers directly to undertake such an
agreement, post can use the following point: We would be interested in discussing your
offer further at the moment we are considering our next steps and should have a
decision very soon. I will report our conversation to Washington and I expect we will
have a response for you shortly." Colin Powell, Sec'y of State, Demarche on the U.S.
Policy on the International Criminal Court from Secretary to Ambassadors 5 (May 2,
2006), http://www.amicc.org/docs/DemarcheUS.pdf [perma.cc/ZPG4-4JKW] (archived
Feb. 7, 2016).

87. For an updated listing and the text of the existing unclassified bilateral
agreements, see Georgetown, International Criminal Court-Article 98 Research
Guide, GEORGETOWN LAW LIBRARY, https://www.law.georgetown.eduflibrary/research/
guides/article_98.cfm [perma.cc/75X8-YNZS] (archived Feb. 7, 2016).
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Policy reassured the world that "the United States respects the
decision of those nations who have chosen to join the ICC; but they in
turn must respect our decision not to join the ICC or place our
citizens under the jurisdiction of the Court. '8 8 U.S policy continued to
emphasize mutual efforts to "promote real justice." In particular, the
United States promised, inter alia, to "continue our longstanding role
as an advocate for the principle that there must be accountability for
war crimes and other serious violations of international
humanitarian law" and to "discipline our own when appropriate."89

Implicitly referencing the concerns of ICC supporters regarding this
campaign, Professor William Schabas concluded that the "legal
consequences" of Article 98(2) agreements "were much
misunderstood" as they in no way sought to achieve immunity from
investigation and prosecution where appropriate. His definitive
Commentary noted that Article 98 agreements "do not affect the
jurisdiction of the Court at all."90

The actual substance of the worldwide web of bilateral
agreements in place at the time of this writing has little to do with
jurisdictional conflicts caused by equally binding treaty obligations,
as even a cursory reading of Article 98 and the agreements makes
plain. However, the practice following the Rome Conference
illustrates two powerful, but subtle, linkages between the debates
over Article 98 and the present jurisdictional dilemmas faced by the
Court. Firstly, the text itself sets up a powerful duality in that it
preserves the ability of States Parties to transfer jurisdiction to the
Court as an aspect of sovereign prerogative. The concept of
transferred territoriality is buttressed by the duty of any State Party
to cooperate with the Court, but only within the limits of lawful
capacity as governed by "obligations under international
agreements."9 1 At the same time, the validity of the underlying
bilateral obligations is implicitly preserved. In fact, Article 98(2)
represents a definitive rejection of the argument by some ICC
advocates that the object and purpose of the Rome Statute is to
establish the authority of the supranational court as the transcendent
institution empowered to bypass any hindrance to its punitive
discretion. Of particular note, there is nothing in the Statute or in
subsequent state practice that distinguishes between a SOFA
presumed valid only for the purposes of transfers under Article 98
and one that addresses transfers as well as the allocation of

88. Marc Grossman, Under Secretary for Political Affairs, Remarks to the
Center for Strategic and International Studies Washington DC, American Foreign
Policy and the International Criminal Court 5, May 6, 2002, http://www.amicc.org/docs/
Grossman_5_6_02.pdf [https:/Hperma.c/ZZB7-QNV8] (archived Feb. 7, 2016).

89. Id.
90. SCHABAS, supra note 33, at 1045.
91. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 98(2).
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jurisdiction between sovereigns. In fact, as the next section will
demonstrate, most SOFAs combine jurisdictional allocation between
States on the horizontal level along with a wide range of other issues.
The broad phrase "international agreements" in Article 98
encompasses a wide array of SOFA arrangements to include those
that allot jurisdictional authority even when one of the parties to the
bilateral instrument subsequently accedes to the Rome Statute.

Secondly, to buttress this conclusion, the American campaign to
achieve Article 98 Agreements generated intensive debate within the
European Union, which in turn reinforced the binding nature of
SOFA Agreements even as States Parties assumed new treaty-based
duties under the Rome Statute. On September 30, 2002, the Council
of the European Union issued its Conclusions and Guiding Principles
concerning arrangements between the United States and States
Parties regarding the surrender of persons to ICC authority. The
European Union supported the concept of such agreements subject to
three conditions: (1) that EU states take "existing international
agreements" into account (presumably referring to the NATO Status
of Forces Agreement that creates concurrent jurisdiction for most

offenses),9 2 (2) they should cover only persons sent in their official
capacity to another territory by a non-State Party, and (3) "any
solution should include appropriate operative provisions ensuring
that persons who have committed crimes falling within the
jurisdiction of the Court do not enjoy impunity."9 3

The EU policy guidance implicitly accepted the legality of an
allocation of jurisdiction and investigative authority from a State
Party to a non-State Party when the relevant international
agreements "ensure appropriate investigation and-where there is
sufficient evidence-prosecution by national jurisdictions concerning
persons requested by the ICC."'94 Thus, subsequent state practice
within the European Union is clear that international agreements
that allocate jurisdiction between sovereigns remain legally binding
even after entry into force of the Rome Statute. Notwithstanding the
text of Articles 12 and 98, jurisdictional allocations between states
are subject only to the limitation that the "object and purpose of the

92. Agreement between the Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Regarding the Status of their Forces art VII.3, 4 U.S.T. 1792, T.I.A.S. No. 2846, (June
19, 1951) [hereinafter NATO Agreement], http://www.nato.int/cps/enlnatohq/official-
texts_17265.htm [perma.cc/9WVR-PC67] (archived Feb. 7, 2016).

93. Council Conclusions on the International Criminal Court ICC34EN (Sept.
30, 2002), http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cmsUploadIICC34EN.pdf [perma.cc/
3K9A-Q8UC] (archived Feb. 7, 2016).

94. Id.; see also James Crawford, Phillippe Sands & Ralph Wild, Joint

Opinion, In the Matter of the Statute of the International Criminal Court and in the
Matter of Bilateral Agreements Sought by the United States Under Article 98(2) of the
Statute, 47-52 (June 5, 2003), http://www.amicc.org/docs/Art98-14uneO3FINAL.pdf
[perma.cc/H2TB-ZNPW] (archived Feb. 7, 2016).
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ICC Statute precludes a State party from entering into an agreement
the purpose or effect of which may lead to impunity. '9 5 The following
section will examine the binding agreements entered into by
Afghanistan and the PA that now present the Court with highly
controversial and superficially conflicting treaty obligations vis-a-vis
the ICC.

B. The Pattern of Preexisting Jurisdictional Allocations

The Rome Statute is expressly designed to be juxtaposed against
an array of other treaty obligations incumbent on States Parties. The
jurisdictional provisions of the Geneva Conventions,9 6 for example,
remain fully applicable. SOFAs remain a ubiquitous feature of
modern military operations for both ICC States Parties and non-
States Parties. They continue to be indispensable to United Nations
peacekeeping efforts.97 Most such agreements address ancillary
matters such as customs constraints, wearing of uniforms, and the
right of sending state nationals to carry weapons.

But the key provisions of any SOFA are those that address the
legal protection from domestic prosecution that will be afforded to the
nationals of the negotiating state present in a foreign country. 98
Department of Defense Directive 5525.1, for example, specifies that
U.S. policy is "to protect, to the maximum extent possible, the rights
of U.S. personnel who may be subject to criminal trial by foreign
courts and imprisonment in foreign prisons."99 Typical SOFA

95. Crawford, Sands & Wild, supra note 94, 1 52.
96. Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded

and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field arts. 1-11, Aug. 12, 1949, 6 U.S.T. 3114, 75
U.N.T.S. 31; Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded,
Sick, and Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea art. 1, Aug. 12, 1949, 6 U.S.T.
3217, 75 U.N.T.S. 85 (replacing Hague Convention No. X of 18 October 1907, 36 Stat.
2371); Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War art. 1, Aug.12,
1949, 6 U.S.T. 3316, 75 U.N.T.S. 135 (replacing the Geneva Convention Relative to the
Protection of Prisoners of War of 27 July 1929, 47 Stat. 2021); Geneva Convention
Relative to the Protection of Civilians in Time of War art. 1, Aug. 12, 1949, 6 U.S.T.
3516, 75 U.N.T.S. 287; 1977 Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12
August 1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims Of International Armed
Conflicts art. 1.1, June 8, 1977, 125 U.N.T.S. 3.

97. See, e.g., The Status of Forces Agreement Between the United Nations and
the Government of the Republic of South Sudan Concerning the United Nations
Mission in South Sudan, August 8, 2011, http://www.un.org/en/peacekeeping/missions/
unmiss/documents/unmisssofa_0808201l.pdf [perma.cc/5QZX-CQGF] (archived Feb.
7, 2016).

98. See, e.g., CHUCK MASON, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL34531, STATUS OF
FORCES AGREEMENT (SOFA): WHAT IS IT, AND How HAS IT BEEN UTILIZED? 5 (2012).

99. Department of Defense, DoDD 5525.1, Status of Forces Policy and
Information, 3 (Aug. 7, 1979), http://www.dtic.mi]/whs/directives/corres/pdf/
552501p.pdf [perma.cc/GK5V-3KT8] (archived Feb. 7, 2016). The NATO SOFA
guarantees arrested members of the Armed Forces and their civilian dependents, inter
alia, an attorney, an interpreter, and a prompt and speedy trial, as well as the right to
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provisions establish which party to the agreement is able to assert
criminal and/or civil jurisdiction and specify procedures for the
exercise of civil and criminal jurisdiction by the host nation over
personnel of the sending state if at all. Military prosecutors would
vehemently object to unsupported assumptions that treaty provisions
related to jurisdictional immunity from foreign prosecution serve as
the functional equivalent of grants of impunity for war crimes; they
merely preserve the full panoply of prosecutorial prerogatives to the
sending state. Both States Parties10 0 and non-States Parties10 1 have
convened many war crimes prosecutions in recent years based on
jurisdictional authorities of domestic law and SOFA provisions that

confront witnesses, obtain favorable witnesses, and communicate with a representative
of the United States. NATO Agreement, supra note 92, art. VII, 9.

100. See generally R.v. Sec'y of State for Def., (2007) 3 W.L.R. 33 (H.L.)
(documenting a situation in which British soldiers were accused of committing war
crimes and the case was brought to the attention of the ICC prosecutor; the UK
stepped in and prosecuted the soldiers, which they were able to do since they had the
proper domestic legislation; subsequently, the ICC prosecutor found the prosecution
sufficient and did not try the soldiers under the ICC); MICHAEL A. NEWTON & LARRY
MAY, PROPORTIONALITY IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 194-99 (2014) (discussing the
investigation and ultimate acquittal of Polish forces for crimes alleged near a village
called Nangar Khel, located in the Paktika province of Afghanistan; the case
represents the danger of conflating the principles of distinction and proportionality and
the common understanding on this issue of ICC States Parties such as Poland,
Germany, Canada, the United Kingdom, and the Netherlands, among others).

101. See, e.g., U.S. v. Bram, No. ARMY 20111032, 2014 WL 7236126 (Army Ct.
Crim. App. Nov. 20, 2014) (convicting appellant of solicitation to commit murder in
Afghanistan, sentencing appellant to a dishonorable discharge, confinement for five
years, and reduction from the grade of E-5 to the grade of E-l, and subsequently
denying appeal because there was no doubt that "this was anything but a criminal
venture well outside the bounds of the rules of engagement or law of armed conflict");
U.S. v. Morlock, No. ARMY 20110230, 2014 WL 7227382 (Army Ct. Crim. App. Apr. 30,
2014) (upholding conviction of attempted murder for an agreement between appellant
and other soldiers from his unit, while deployed to Afghanistan, to murder non-hostile
Afghan males through the use of grenades and automatic weapons and then claim
their victims had either committed a hostile act or exhibited hostile intent); United
States v. Behenna, 71 M.J. 228, 229 (C.A.A.F. 2012) (resulting in a sentence of
Dismissal from the service, twenty-five years confinement, forfeiture of all pay and
allowances on charges of unpremeditated murder and assault); United States v.
Girouard, 70 M.J. 5, 7 (C.A.A.F. 2011); United States v. Maynulet, 68 M.J. 374, 377
(C.A.A.F. 2011); United States v. Clagett, No. ARMY20070082, 2009 WL 6843560, at
*1 (Army Ct. Crim. App. 2009); United States v. Green, 654 F.3d 637, 646-47 (6th Cir.
2011), cert. denied 132 S. Ct. 1056 (2012) (Green was convicted and sentenced to life in
prison for participating in a sexual assault and multiple murders while stationed in
Iraq as an infantryman in the United States Army. Green was discharged due to a
personality disorder before senior Army officials became aware that he and three fellow
soldiers were involved in these crimes. He was convicted in federal court and the three
coconspirators were tried by courts-martial and each sentenced to between 90 and 110
years imprisonment); Kevin Vaughan, Soldier Pleads Guilty to Killing Jailed Taliban
Commander, DENVER POST (May 26, 2011), http://www.denverpost.com/ci_18142186
[https://perma.cc/EA2A-79GZ] (archived Mar. 1, 2016) (chronicling the story of a soldier
sentenced to life in prison, which was limited to a term of no more than twelve and a
half years through an agreement between the Army and the soldier's lawyers, and who
was dishonorably discharged, and had rank reduced to E-1 after soldier pleaded guilty
to premeditated murder of a detainee committed during deployment in Afghanistan).
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preservc in personam jurisdiction that might otherwise have been
exercised by the territorial state. Such domestic prosecutions are fully
consistent with the object and purpose of the Rome Statute as well as
its plain text.

The sovereign act of a State Party in transferring its own
territorial jurisdiction over the nationals of another state to the Court
is perfectly consistent with the VCLT if the territorial state has a
colorable claim to jurisdiction at the time of the alleged
offense. Nemo plus iuris transferre potest quam ipse habet is
millennia old and inarguably an accepted rule of international law. 102

The Court must respect its normative impact as part of "the
principles and rules of international law."10 3 ICC jurisdiction is
merely derivative of sovereign domestic jurisdiction, and was
intentionally designed to be so in the absence of a Chapter VII
Resolution conferring jurisdiction. For much the same reason, an
Occupying Power does not lawfully acquire title to personal or state
property within the zone of occupation and thus cannot sell or
otherwise dispose of such properties.10 4 Jurisdictional allocations
prescribed in the Rome Statute do not present intractable difficulties
for States Parties with the caveat that no state can transfer more
jurisdictional authority to the ICC than it possesses under "applicable
treaties"10 5 at the time of the alleged offense.

To date, the Court's disregard of underlying treaty-based
jurisdictional allocations undermines its intellectual consistency.
Under the tenets of Article 12, personal jurisdiction over a particular
perpetrator attaches only on the basis of territoriality or nationality
rather than as a necessary byproduct of functionalist treaty
interpretation. The Court has no treaty basis under the Rome Statute
for claiming a universal scope of punitive authority over all potential
perpetrators in all circumstances. Even if the actus reus of a
particular offense might have been committed, the OTP must make a
legally defensible, objective, and apolitical assessment that "there are
reasonable grounds to believe that the person has committed a crime

within the jurisdiction of the Court."106 Of course, the nationals of
States Parties and non-States Parties are dissimilar in that the Rome
Statute permits nationality-based jurisdiction in the Court over the
citizens of 123 states,10 7 even when the receiving state otherwise has
no basis for asserting territorial jurisdiction.

102. MAARTEN Bos, A METHODOLOGY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 5 (1984).
103. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 21(1)(b).
104. RAPHAEL LEMKIN, 1 AXIS RULE IN OCCUPIED EUROPE: LAWS OF

OCCUPATION, ANALYSIS OF GOVERNMENT, PROPOSALS FOR REDRESS 43 (1944).
105. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 21(1)(b).
106. Id. art. 58(1)(a).
107. See International Criminal Court, The State Parties to the Rome Statute,

http://www.icc-cpi.int/en-menus/asp/states%20parties/Pages/the%2Ostates%20parties%
20to%20the%20rome%20statute.aspx [perma.cc/9WEN-LPGW] (archived Feb. 7, 2016).
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To reiterate, the act of transferring territorial jurisdiction over a
state that is not party to the Rome Statute can be done perfectly
consistent with the VCLT if the territorial state has a colorable
claim to jurisdiction at the time of the alleged offense.10 8 In
this sense, the territorial state transfers its own authority in the
same manner that the co-owner of a house could choose to sell or to
transfer his/her property right without the consent of the other co-
owner. On the other hand, if the territorial state has no legally
cognizable claim (i.e., possessory interest) to criminal jurisdiction
over a particular class of perpetrators at the time of the alleged
offense/s then it has nothing to transfer to the supranational court
irrespective of ostensible obligations under the Rome Statute. The
underlying web of binding jurisdictional treaties inevitably affects the
Court in three important circumstances, which will be summarized in
seriatim below: (1) when States Parties have established treaty-based
concurrent jurisdiction with other states, (2) when the UN Security
Council curtails ICC jurisdiction, and (3) when a State Party has
voluntarily surrendered its prosecutorial prerogatives.

As Chief Justice Marshall explained in Schooner Exchange,
allocations of jurisdiction between sovereigns remain "rather
questions of policy than of law" and "are for diplomatic, rather than
legal discussion."'10 9 There are no a priori rules under international
criminal law nor drawn from customary international law that give
preference to one jurisdictional basis when two or more states possess
concurrent jurisdiction.1 10 More than 40 percent of the States Parties
to the ICC share concurrent jurisdiction with non-States Parties. The
concurrent jurisdiction embodied in the NATO SOFA, for example,
governs more than fifty States Parties as it binds all NATO members
as well as the nations that participate in NATO Partnership for Peace
(PfP) program.11 1 In addition, Japan,112 the Republic of Korea, and

108. But see 22 U.S.C. § 7421(11) (2002) (reflecting the political posture of the
United States Congress, notably without any legal analysis, that "[it is a fundamental
principle of international law that a treaty is binding upon its parties only and that it
does not create obligations for nonparties without their consent to be bound. The
United States is not a party to the Rome Statute and will not be bound by any of its
terms. The United States will not recognize the jurisdiction of the International
Criminal Court over United States nationals").

109. Schooner Exchange, 7 Cranch at 143, 146.
110. ANTONIO CASSESSE, INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW 348 (2d ed. 2003).
111. See Signatures of Partnership for Peace Framework, NORTH ATLANTIC

TREATY ORGANIZATION, http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/topics-82584.htm [https://
perma.cc/7BCA-BYZJ] (archived Jan. 22, 2016).

112. See, e.g., Agreement Under Article VI of the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation
and Security: Facilities and Areas and the Status of United States Armed Forces in
Japan, U.S.-Japan, Jan. 19, 1960, 11 U.S.T. 1652 (SOFA in the form of an executive
agreement pursuant to a treaty).
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the Philippines1 1 3 are all ICC States Parties that share concurrent
jurisdiction with the United States pursuant to binding SOFA
provisions. As a normal operating principle, where two states exercise
concurrent jurisdiction, transfer of authority from the State Party to
the Court does not vitiate the jurisdiction of the non-State Party
insofar as jurisdiction technically remains intact but is effectively
displaced by the sovereign act of the State Party.

Arguments of some academics that the VCLT prohibits
transferred territoriality are misplaced because the Rome Statute
does not impose obligations on non-States Parties beyond those
exercised by any sovereign state through its exercise of treaty-based
concurrent criminal jurisdiction.1 14 The possibility that a State Party
can be subject to seemingly inconsistent duties vis-&-vis another state
based on one treaty obligation and a different duty to the ICC based
on the Rome Statute could well present States Parties with
excruciatingly delicate political decisions. Article 90 of the Rome
Statute1 15 appears to anticipate precisely this dilemma. It specifically
addresses the process to be followed when a State Party receives
competing requests for extradition of a particular perpetrator.1 16 By
its very terms, Article 90(4) requires States Parties to comply with
their underlying "international obligation to extradite" a perpetrator
back to a state that is not a member of the ICC (such as the United
States or Israel) even when transfer of that same person has been
requested by the ICC.1 17 Instances of truly concurrent jurisdiction
thus create the appearance of conflicting legal obligation rather than
an intractable inconsistency with the Rome Statute.

The second common situation leads to the converse result yet is
also in complete conformity with the Rome Statute.118 Under Article
13 of the Statute, the Security Council may refer situations to the
ICC based upon the finding that impunity threatens international

113. Agreement regarding the treatment of the United States armed forces
visiting the Phillipines, U.S.-Phil., April 2, June 11 and 21, 1993, Bilateral Treaties in
Force as of Jan. 1, 2013.

114. The debate over the constitutionality of U.S. accession to the Rome Statute
on the basis of its different due process standards mirrored earlier debates regarding
the jurisdictional provisions of the Genocide Convention. Both arguments are
inaccurate. Myres S. McDougal & Richard Arens, The Genocide Convention and the
Constitution, 3 VAND. L. REV. 683 (1950).

115. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 90.
116. Id. Article 90 implicitly concedes the point of this Article in that there is no

embedded presumption that ICC jurisdiction automatically preempts competing
domestic jurisdictional authority.

117. Id. art. 90(4).
118. But see Deborah Ruiz Verduzzo, The Relationship Between the ICC and the

United Nations Security Council, in THE LAW AND PRACTICE OF THE INTERNATIONAL
CRIMINAL COURT 30, 36 (Carsten Stahn ed., 2015) (positing with no evidence or
analysis that the position of the Security Council with respect to Resolutions 1593 and
1970 "goes against the Rome Statute").
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peace and security.1 1 9 Such referrals are not limited by the
nationality or territoriality constraints derived from state consent
under the normal provisions of Article 12.120 The 2005 referral of ICC
jurisdiction over Darfur was the first such constitutive act in the
history of the Court.12 1 As a more recent marquee example, UN
Security Council Resolution 1973122 empowered states to "use all
necessary means" to protect civilians inside Libya and to enforce the
no-fly zone over Libyan territory. This Chapter VII decision was
implemented in the shadow of the previous referral of jurisdiction to
the Court over the situation in Libya by virtue of Resolution 1970.123

Resolution 1970 mirrored the language of the earlier Darfur
Resolution by expressly providing that

nationals, current or former officials or personnel from a State outside the
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya which is not a party to the Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of
that State for all alleged acts or omissions arising out of or related to
operations in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya established or authorized by the
Council, unless such exclusive jurisdiction has been expressly waived by the

State.
124

Thus, every time it has created ICC jurisdictional authority, the
Security Council has simultaneously constrained the reach of that
authority over the nationals of non-States Parties to the Rome
Statute. This is indistinguishable from the Security Council
Resolutions creating the International Criminal Tribunal for the
Former Yugoslavia and the International Criminal Tribunal for
Rwanda, which gave each ad hoc tribunal legal authority, but

119. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 13(b).
120. See The Prosecutor v. Al Bashir, ICC-02/05-01/09-3, Decision on the

Prosecution's Application for a Warrant of Arrest against Omar Hassan Ahmad Al
Bashir, Pre-Trial Chamber I, 7 36-42 (Mar. 4, 2009), https://www.icc-cpi.inticcdocs/
doc/doc1759849.pdf [https://perma.cc/C68T-ZNB4] (archived Feb. 18, 2016).

121. See S.C. Res. 1593, 1 (Mar. 15, 2005), http://www.icc.cpi.int/nr/rdonlyres/
85febdla-29f8-4ec4-9566-48edf55cc587/283244/n0529273.pdf [perma.cc/85SA-GG6G]
(archived Jan. 22, 2016) (stating simply that the Security Council Acting under
Chapter VII "[d]ecides to refer the situation in Darfur since 1 July 2002 to the
Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court").

122. S.C. Res. 1973 (Mar. 17, 2011), http://daccess-dds-
ny.un.org/docUNDOC/GENINl l1/268/39/PDF/Nl126839.pdf?OpenElement
[perma.cc/D2YA-6MMAI (archived Feb. 7, 2016).

123. S.C. Res. 1970, 1 4 (Feb. 26, 2011), http://daccess-dds-
ny.un.org/docJUNDOC/GENINl l1245/581PDFINl124558.pdf?OpenElement
[perma.cc/K8NG-MS7A] (archived Feb. 7, 2016).

124. Id. 6; see S.C. Res. 1593, 6 (providing that "nationals, current or former
officials or personnel from a contributing State outside Sudan which is not a party to
the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court shall be subject to the exclusive
jurisdiction of that contributing State for all alleged acts or omissions arising out of or
related to operations in Sudan established or authorized by the Council or the African
Union, unless such exclusive jurisdiction has been expressly waived by that
contributing State.").
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simultaneously constrained jurisdictional scope based on articulated
geographic and temporal limits. 125

Jurisdictional limitations prescribed by Security Council
Resolutions do not represent amendments to the Rome Statute
because they conform to the intent of Article 13(b) and well-
established international practice.126 To be clear, Resolution 1970
was unanimously adopted by the Security Council and received the
affirmative votes of ten ICC States Parties, to include Germany,
France, South Africa, the United Kingdom, and Portugal. The
Secretary-General spoke in favor of the Resolution. The President of
the Council voiced the only note of caution regarding the
jurisdictional carve-out, speaking in his capacity as the
representative of Brazil. 127

States have therefore consented to the premise of the UN
Charter that the Security Council may override otherwise binding
treaty obligations within the scope of its Chapter VII powers.128 It is

125. See Prosecutor v. Tadic, Case No. IT-94-1-AR72, Decision on the Defense
Motion for Interlocutory Appeal on Jurisdiction, 45 (Int'l Crim. Trib. for the Former
Yugoslavia Oct. 2, 1995), http://www.un.org/icty/tadic/appea/decisione/51O02.htm
[https://perma.cc/W2LP-X4BF] (archived Feb. 18, 2016).

126. Though the Security Council failed to pass a Chapter VII resolution with
respect to the situation in Syria because both China and Russia exercised their veto
power based on other concerns, the draft Resolution S/2014/348 also contained the
same jurisdictional limitation in paragraph 7. This language caused Argentina to voice
its concerns as follows:

The Security Council does not have the power to declare an
amendment to the Statute in order to grant immunity to nationals
of States non-Parties who commit crimes under the Statute in a
situation referred to the Court. That is to say, nothing in the text of
paragraph 7 would have given the power to amend the standard of
the Statute with regard to the Court's jurisdiction in a given
situation or the fact that if a decision is needed, the Court is
ultimately the judge of its own jurisdiction.

The Situation in the Middle East (Syria), Record of Debates on draft
Resolution, S/2014/348, 11 (May 22, 2014).

127. See Peace and Security in Africa, U.N. Doc. S[PV.6491 (February 26, 2011),
http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view-doc.asp?symbol=S/PV.6491 [https://perma.cc/
5HP6-M7GE] (archived Feb. 7, 2016) ("Brazil is a long-standing supporter of the
integrity and universality of the Rome Statute. We oppose the exemption from
jurisdiction of nationals of those countries not parties to the Rome Statute. In the face
of the gravity of the situation in Libya and the urgent need for the Council to send a
strong, unified message, my delegation supported this resolution. However, we express
our strong reservation concerning paragraph 6. We reiterate our conviction that
initiatives aimed at establishing exemptions of certain categories of individuals from
the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court are not helpful to advancing the
cause of justice and accountability and will not contribute to strengthening the role of
the Court.").

128. See U.N. CHARTER art. 103 (providing that Charter obligations "shall
prevail" over inconsistent treaty obligations); Questions of Interpretation and
Application of the 1971 Montreal Convention Arising from the Aerial Incident at
Lockerbie (Libya v. U.S.), 1992 I.C.J. Rep. 114, 126-27 (Provisional Measures Order of
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of course true that the ICC exercises a sui generis scope of authority
within its mandate as a supranational organization with an
independent "international legal personality."129 Some academics
infer that Council-imposed jurisdictional limitations over non-States
Parties "have no place"'130 in Article 13(b) referrals because the ICC is
not similarly situated to a sovereign state obligated by the UN
Charter to "accept and carry out the decisions of the Security
Council. '13 1 This line of logic misapprehends the true nature of ICC
jurisdiction. Jurisdiction under Article 13(b) actually originates by
virtue of Security Council action, which itself manifests the intention
of its members acting in their sovereign capacity.

The Court is a secondary subject of international law constituted
by the common will of states through the act of transferring their
powers. Both the jurisdictional scope of the Court and the range of
substantive offenses it is empowered to investigate are limited by the
authority conveyed from states. Thus, it cannot exercise more power
than it has been granted by its creators.132 With respect to the
creation of ICC jurisdiction under Article 13(b), the limited scope of
allocation is absolutely binding because the Court cannot simply
create its own jurisdictional authority over non-States Parties.133 The
ICC, of course, exercises the full scope of its delegated jurisdiction
with institutional independence and (theoretical) apolitical autonomy.
As the International Court of Justice opined in Congo v. Belgium,
"immunity from jurisdiction . . . does not mean that [alleged

perpetrators] enjoy impunity."134 There is accordingly no basis for
sustaining a presumption that circumscribed ICC jurisdiction over
citizens of non-States Parties violates international law in general or
obviates the core object and purpose of the Rome Statute.

The situations in Afghanistan and Palestine illustrate the third
strand of confluence, and for our purposes the most salient. At the
same time, purported conflicts between the obligations of the Rome
Statute and underlying but equally authoritative treaty norms can be
resolved in an intellectually consistent manner. The ICC is not an all-

Apr. 14) (holding that a Security Council resolution superseded whatever rights Libya
may have enjoyed under a pre-existing treaty).

129. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 4(1).
130. Rod Rastan, Jurisdiction, in THE LAW AND PRACTICE OF THE

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT 141, 162-63 (Carsten Stahn ed., 2015).
131. U.N. Charter, art. 25.
132. See August Reinisch, Developing Human Rights and Humanitarian Law

Accountability of the Security Council for the Imposition of Economic Sanctions, 95 AM.
J. INT'L L. 851, 858 (2001).

133. It must also be clearly understood that the limitation of Court jurisdiction
in the Libya situation has no bearing whatever on other existing grounds for national
jurisdiction derived from other sources, such as universal jurisdiction based on
violations of the grave breach provisions of the Geneva Conventions or the Torture
Convention or any other domestic statutory authority.

134. Arrest Warrant of 11 April 2000 (Dem. Rep. Congo v. Belg.), Judgment,
2002 ICJ Rep. 1, 60 (Feb. 14).
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encompassing judicial authority. Upon entry into the ASP, both
Afghanistan and Palestine conveyed jurisdiction within the meaning
of Article 12, but the quantum of that delegated jurisdiction is limited
by their preexisting treaty-based constraints. 135

Neither Afghanistan nor Palestine can convey juridical authority
to the Court over all alleged offenses perpetrated by all persons on
their territory because they do not enjoy exhaustive jurisdictional
power. To be precise, no scholar or politician can authoritatively
describe the territorial boundaries of a Palestinian state at the time
of this writing. The ICC website implicitly concedes that the scope of
territorial jurisdiction purportedly conveyed by the PA is legally
indeterminate. On the top of the entry page to the ICC website, users
can scroll over the listing of situations under investigation and those
under preliminary examination; when a mouse cursor touches the
name of each state its geographic contours pop up along with its
name, except for Palestine.13 6 As a necessary predicate to proceeding
with any investigation based on territoriality, the Court must create
its own template for the scope of legal authority conveyed by the
Palestinian Authority under the Rome Statute.

In any event, there is nothing in the Rome Statute or in state
practice that compels the conclusion that the States Parties have an
unyielding obligation to confer all traces of sovereign prosecutorial
authority to the Court. Nor can it acquire more authority than that
bestowed by its creators in the text of the multilateral treaty. The
Court is a "derivative" or "secondary" subject of international law in
the sense that it does not possess any original powers or sovereign
authority in its own right. 137 Nemo plus iuris transferre potest quam
ipse habet. In the situations of Afghanistan and Palestine, the
quantum of territorial jurisdiction is received by the Court "subject to
all burdens resting upon it. ' 138 This section concludes by detailing
the treaty-based limitations on the otherwise unfettered
jurisdictional delegations of Afghanistan and Palestine at the time of
their accession to the Rome Statute.

135. Roman law distinguished between original ownership (in which the thing
owned is created by a person that had no predecessor in title) and derivative (by which
ownership is transferred). CARL SADOWSKI, INSTITUTES AND HISTORY OF ROMAN
PRIVATE LAW WITH CATENA OF TEXTS 88 (E.E. Whitfield trans. & ed., 1886).

136. INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT (Jan. 24, 2016), https://www.icc-cpi.int/
ENMenus/icc/Pages/default.aspx [perma.cc/XK5Y-9X9F] (archived Jan. 24, 2016).

137. August Reinisch, Developing Human Rights and Humanitarian Law
Accountability of the Security Council for the Imposition of Economic Sanctions, 95 AM.
J. INT'L L. 851, 858 (2001).

138. CHARLES PHINEAS SHERMAN, II ROMAN LAW IN THE MODERN WORLD 202
(2d. ed. 1924).
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1. Afghanistan

As a non-State Party, even if one or more Americans139

committed a prohibited actus reus within the temporal jurisdiction of
the Court, there is no basis of territoriality nor of nationality to
support an assertion of ICC prosecutorial prerogative for acts alleged
in Afghanistan. Afghanistan deposited its instrument of ratification
to the Rome Statute on February 10, 2003, which meant that the

treaty entered into force for Afghanistan on May 1, 2003.140 In its
December 2014 Report on Preliminary Examination Activities, the

OTP concluded that "[t]he ICC therefore has jurisdiction over Rome
Statute crimes committed on the territory of Afghanistan or by its

nationals from 1 May 2003 onwards."14 1 The OTP publicly disclosed
its investigation into possible detainee mistreatment and abuse
committed by "international forces within the temporal jurisdiction of
the Court" and singled out American armed forces for further

examination based on allegations of misconduct against unnamed

individuals from May 2003 to June 2004.142 Article 12 conveys

jurisdiction over crimes committed on the territory of Afghanistan, so

139. On 31 December 2000, which was the last day permitted by the treaty, the
United States signed the Rome Statute at the direction of President Clinton. See Rome
Statute, supra note 1, art. 125(1). The White House statement clarified that President
Clinton ordered the signature because the United States seeks to "remain engaged in
making the ICC an instrument of impartial and effective justice in the years to come."
Statement on the Rome Treaty on the International Criminal Court (Dec. 31, 2000), 37
WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 4 (2001), reprinted in DIGEST OF UNITED STATES PRACTICE
IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 2000, 272 (Sally J. Cummins & David P. Stewart eds.),
http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/139599.pdf [perma.cc/7ULW-6TEC]
(archived Jan. 24, 2016). President Clinton made clear that he would "not recommend
that my successor submit the Treaty to the Senate for [ratification] until our
fundamental concerns are satisfied." In its operative paragraph, President Clinton,
wrote that

In signing, however, we are not abandoning our concerns about
significant flaws in the Treaty. In particular, we are concerned that
when the Court comes in existence, it will not only exercise
authority over personnel of States that have ratified the treaty, but
also claim jurisdiction over personnel of States that have
not .... Signature will enhance our ability to further protect U.S.
officials from unfounded charges and to achieve the human rights
and accountability objectives of the ICC. In fact, in negotiations
following the Rome Conference, we have worked effectively to
develop procedures that limit the likelihood of politicized
prosecutions. For example, U.S. civilian and military negotiators
helped to ensure greater precision in the definitions of crimes
within the Court's jurisdiction.

Id. at 273.
140. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 126(2).
141. The Office of the Prosecutor, International Criminal Court, Report on

Preliminary Examination Activities, 76 (Dec. 2, 2014), http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/
otp/OTP-Pre-Exam-2014.pdf [perma.cc/K2R8-UZWK] (archived Jan. 24, 2016).

142. Id. 94-96.
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the OTP assumption appears to reflect a straightforward, if
superficial, assessment of the Statute.

However, this view overlooks a series of jurisdictional
agreements that curtailed the permissible scope of Afghani territorial
jurisdiction. The Security Council authorized deployment of an
Interim Security Force to Afghanistan in Resolution 1386, adopted in
December 2001.143 As early as January 4, 2002, the British force
commander of the Interim Security Assistance Force (ISAF)
negotiated and signed a comprehensive agreement with the interim
government in Afghanistan.144 The ISAF Agreement included an
Annex entitled "Arrangements Regarding the Status of the
International Security Assistance Force."14 5 The Annex provided,
inter alia, that "ISAF and supporting personnel, including associated
liaison personnel, will under all circumstances and at all times be
subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of their respective national
elements in respect of any criminal or disciplinary offences which
may be committed by them on the territory of Afghanistan."'146 The
Annex implicitly relied on Article 98 as well by providing that all
ISAF personnel are immune from arrest or detention by Afghan
authorities and may not be turned over to any international tribunal
or any other entity or State without the express consent of the
contributing nation.14 7 Notice the intent of the parties to make the
preclusive jurisdictional effects as broad as possible by covering "all
circumstances and at all times."

This early agreement comports with the intent of Article 98
insofar as it specifically prevents non-consensual transfer.148

However, given that the agreement retained its legal force and effect
following Afghan accession to the Rome Statute, it represents an
indivisible whole with respect to territorial jurisdiction over the
nationals of non-States Parties. In other words, the scope of Afghani

143. S.C. Res. 1386 (Dec. 20, 2001), http://daccess-dds-ny.un.org/docUNDOC/
GEN/NOl1/708/55/PDF[NO170855.pdf?OpenElement [perma.ec/A6CP-BX9E] (archived
Feb. 7, 2016).

144. Letter dated 14 January 2002 from the Permanent Representative of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the United Nations
Addressed to the President of the Security Council, U.N. Doc. S/2002/117 (Jan. 25,
2002), http://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/9BllC79DE13BB700C1256
B5300381E4F-unsc-afg-25jan.pdf [perma.cc/7HND-5T3K] (archived Jan. 24, 2016).

145. Id.
146. Id. 3.
147. Id. 4.
148. American officials later negotiated a stand-alone supplemental Article 98

agreement with Afghanistan that was signed in Washington on September 20, 2002.
Agreement between the Government of the Transitional Islamic State of Afghanistan
and the Government of the United States of America regarding the surrender of
persons to the International Criminal Court, Transitional Islamic State-U.S., Sept. 20,
2002, https://www.law.georgetown.edullibrary/researchlguidesupload/Afghanistano3-
119.pdf [perma.cc/YAP9-Q3QN] (archived Jan. 24, 2016).
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territorial jurisdiction was voluntarily constrained effective January
4, 2002, and thus correspondingly curtailed when transferred to the
ICC beginning in May 2003. As noted above, there is no basis in the
Rome Statute for the ICC to assert that its authority over crimes
committed by nationals of non-States Parties on the territory of a
State Party derives from some independent or transcendent purpose
that obviates the need to obtain the consent of the territorial state.

It is important to note in this context that the permanent
agreement reached between Afghanistan and NATO on September
20, 2014, included nearly identical language revalidating exclusive
jurisdiction to all NATO nations.149 It also included explicit language
noting that the permanent agreement does not "limit or prejudice the
implementation" of any "bilateral Agreement or Arrangement" then
in force for Afghanistan.150 Many Americans deployed to Afghanistan
did so under the auspices of ISAF, but many more deployed in
distinctive operational lines of command and control as part of
Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF).15 1 The treaty152 that applied to
American personnel during OEF took the form of an exchange of
diplomatic notes (thus conforming to the description above).

Afghanistan relinquished any claim to criminal jurisdiction over
the nationals of the United States by accepting that they are accorded
status equivalent to that accorded to the administrative and technical
staff of the Embassy of the United States of America under the
Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations of April 18, 1961.153 By
conveying full immunity from the criminal jurisdiction of the host
nation for offenses alleged on its territory, such status (termed A&T
P&I by military practitioners) is just one notch below full diplomatic

149. Agreement between the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the
Islamic Republic of Afghanistan on the Status of NATO Forces and NATO personnel
conducting mutually agreed NATO-led activities in Afghanistan, U.S.-Afg., art. 11(1),
Sept. 30, 2014, http:/fwww.nato.int/cps/ennatohq/official-texts-1 16072.htm
[perma.cc/B98K-MA2E] (archived Jan. 24, 2016) ("Afghanistan, while retaining its
sovereignty, recognizes the particular importance of disciplinary control, including
judicial and non-judicial measures, by NATO Forces Authorities over Members of the
Force and Members of the Civilian Component and NATO Personnel. Afghanistan
therefore agrees that the State to which the Member of the Force or Members of the
Civilian Component concerned belongs, or the State of which the person is a national,
as appropriate, shall have the exclusive right to exercise jurisdiction over such persons
in respect of any criminal or civil offenses committed in the territory of Afghanistan.").

150. Id. art. 24.
151. ISAF began its operations as a result of the Security Council decision,

while the legal authority for coalition forces participating in Enduring Freedom
originated with the sovereign right of individual and collective self-defense.

152. VCLT, supra note 24, art. 2(1) (defining a treaty as "an international
agreement concluded between States in written form and governed by international
law, whether embodied in a single instrument or in two or more related instruments
and whatever its particular designation").

153. Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations and Optional Protocol on
Disputes art. 37(2), April 18, 1961, 23 U.S.T. 3227, T.I.A.S. 7502.
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immunity enjoyed by the Ambassador upon delivery of his full powers
instrument1 54 to the sovereign government. The Vienna Convention
is absolutely clear that persons enjoying A&T P&I status are fully
immune from host nation criminal law for all purposes at all times
and subject to limited civil immunity only for acts undertaken in their
official capacity. In its reply dated December 12, 2002, the Afghan
Foreign Ministry declared "its concurrence" with the curtailed scope
of sovereign criminal jurisdiction.15 5 In a second demarche dated May
28, 2003, Afghanistan reiterated its concurrence and noted that the
agreement entered into force on that date pursuant to the Foreign
Minister's signature.156

The United States arguably had exclusive jurisdiction over any
U.S. national alleged to have committed any cognizable criminal
offense within Afghanistan as early as the December 12
"concurrence.'157  There is simply no credible argument that
Afghanistan had any lawful authority to prosecute American forces
for any acts committed on or after May 28, 2003. Acts that were
literally committed "on the territory" of Afghanistan could therefore
not lawfully be delegated to the ICC based on the principle of
transferred territoriality that is the bedrock of Article 12 authority
over the nationals of non-States Parties. Any other reading of Article
12 would warp its entire meaning within the larger context of the
Rome Statute. The consequences for the larger body of treaty norms
occasioned by the OTP assumption of such power will be considered
in Part IV below.

2. The West Bank and Gaza

The legal situation in the Occupied Territories is more
controversial and, it must be said, more straightforward based on the
relevant treaty texts. Officials of the PA attempted to leverage the

154. VCLT, supra note 24, art. 7(1) (providing the framework for assessing the
legally binding authority of persons who purport to speak on behalf of states as either
producing "appropriate full powers" or when the practice of the state or from other
circumstances that the "intention was to consider that person as representing the State
for such purposes").

155. Agreement regarding the Status of United States Military and Civilian
Personnel of the U.S. Department of Defense Present in Afghanistan in connection
with Cooperative Efforts in Response to Terrorism, Humanitarian and Civic
Assistance, Military Training and Exercises, and Other Activities, U.S.-Afg., Exchange
of notes September 26 and December 12, 2002 and May 28, 2003, T.I.A.S., State Dep't
No. 03-67, 2003 WL 21754316, 6192 KAV i (entered into force May 28, 2003).

156. Id.
157. Ari6 E. David, Faits Accomplis in Treaty Conflicts, 6 INVL L. 88, 98 n.13

(1972) (citing the example of the Soviet government that renounced the Treaty of
Brest-Litovsk in 1918 through a radio proclamation "addressed to everybody" which
was in due course regarded in 1925 by a German court as "sufficient expression" that
the Soviet government regarded the treaty as abrogated and invalid).
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threat of ICC accession to achieve diplomatic progress towards
formalized international recognition as a state. The PA delegate
participated in the thirteenth meeting of the ASP as an "invited
observer state" for the first time in December 2014. He challenged the
Court to use its power to prosecute Israelis for "war crimes and
crimes against humanity" being perpetrated in the Occupied
Territories.158 On December 30, 2014, Jordan introduced a draft
Security Council Resolution that would have mandated a "just,
lasting, and comprehensive"1 59 negotiated settlement between Israel
and Palestine that recognized mutually agreed borders of both states
and mandated an end to the Israeli occupation by the end of 2017.160
The Resolution failed to achieve the requisite affirmative votes,
thereby avoiding the necessity for any veto by a member of the P-5.161

In response to that diplomatic defeat, the PA submitted its third
declaration under Article 12(3) of the Statute for "crimes . . .
committed in the occupied . .. territory, including East Jerusalem,
since June 13, 2014," on the following day.16 2 The date chosen as the
temporal beginning of ICC authority coincided with the beginning of
the controversial military campaign known as Tzuk Eitan by which
Israeli forces entered the Gaza Strip to root out the tunnel complexes
from which Hamas continued to fire indiscriminate missiles against
Israeli homes.16 3 The PA later deposited its full instrument of
ratification to the Rome Statute on January 2, 2015, which had the
legal effect of transferring territorial and nationality-derived

158. Dr. Riyad Mansour, Ambassador, Statement by the Permanent Observer
Mission of the State of Palestine to the United Nations before the Assembly of State
Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (thirteenth session)
(Dec. 15, 2014), http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/asp-docs/ASP13/GenDeba/ICC-ASP13-
GenDeba-Palestine-ENG.pdf [perma.cc/RT3S-DULQ] (archived Jan. 24, 2016).

159. S.C. draft Res. 916, $ 11 (Dec. 30, 2014),
http://www.un.org/en/galsearch/view-doc.asp?symbol=S/2014/916 [perma.cc/J964-
9FHL] (archived Jan. 24, 2016).

160. See U.N. SCOR, 69th Sess., 7354th mtg., U.N. Doc. S/PV.7354, The
Situation in the Middle East including the Palestinian question (Dec. 30, 2014),
http://www.un.org/enlgalsearch/view-doc.asp?symbol=S/PV.7354 [perma.ccINMF3-
LQXB] (archived Jan. 24, 2016).

161. Id.
162. Declaration Accepting the Jurisdiction of the International Criminal

Court, President Abbas of Palestine, (Dec. 31, 2014), http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/
PIDS/press/Palestine AJ12-3.pdf [perma.cc/QW2S-7LGL] (archived Jan. 24, 2016).

163. See, e.g, SPECIAL REPORT: OPERATION PROTECTIVE EDGE, https://
www.idfblog.com/operationgaza20l4/#Home [perma.cc/7YBS-JULH] (archived Jan. 24,
2016); Rep. of the Detailed Findings of the Independent Comm'n of Inquiry Established
Pursuant to H.R.C. res. S-21/1, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/29/52 (Jun. 24, 2015),
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies[HRC/CoIGazaConflict[PageslReportCoIGaza.aspx
[perma.cc/D7G9-CM8N] (archived Jan. 24, 2016).
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jurisdiction in accordance with Article 12 of the Statute, effective on
the date the treaty entered into force for Palestine.164

There has been a tremendous amount of academic literature
dedicated to considering the validity of previous PA attempts to
convey jurisdiction to the Court under Article 12(3)165 and the
corollary question whether it qualifies as a "state" within the
meaning of that Article for the purposes of ICC accession.166 It is
widely known that the first ICC Prosecutor declined to accept the
previous PA proffers,16 7 but did so on a dubious legal basis.
Depending upon the Court's ultimate decision regarding the previous
efforts to instantiate Court jurisdiction, ICC authority may be limited
to acts committed on or after April 1, 2015,168 which is the date that
the Statue entered into force for Palestine. 16 9

In any event, there are at least three evident conclusions at the
time of this writing. Firstly, the General Assembly Resolution
granting Palestine "non-member observer status"170 paired with the
acceptance of Palestine into the ASP is dispositive in interpreting the
breadth of Article 12 for the purposes of its sui generis meaning
within the Rome Statute.17 1 Secondly, Professor Schabas is correct
that there is no requirement that the territorial jurisdiction conferred

164. State of Palestine: Accession, C.N.13.2015.Treaties-XVIII.10 (Depositary
Notification, Jan. 6, 2015), https:H/treaties.un.org/docPublication/CN/2015/CN. 13.2015-
Eng.pdf [perma.ccV64R-WW7C] (archived Jan. 24, 2016).

165. See, e.g., Eugene Kontorovich, Israel/Palestine: The ICC's Uncharted
Territory, 11 J. INT'L CRIM. JUST. 979 (2013) (discussing the challenge of the legality of
Israeli settlement on the West Bank under ICC jurisdiction); Malcolm N. Shaw, The
Article 12(3) Declaration of the Palestinian Authority, the International Criminal Court,
and International Law, 9 J. INT. CRIM. JUST. 301, 321 (2011); William Thomas Worster,
The Exercise of Jurisdiction by the International Criminal Court over Palestine, 26 AM.
U. INT'L L. REV. 1153 (2012).

166. JOHN QUIGLEY, THE STATEHOOD OF PALESTINE: INTERNATIONAL LAW IN
THE MIDDLE EAST CONFLICT (2010); Yael Ronen, ICC Jurisdiction over Acts Committed
in the Gaza Strip, 8 J. INT'L CRIM. JUST. 3, 6 (2010); Yuval Shany, In Defense of
Functional Interpretation of Article 12(3) of the Rome Statute, 8 J. INT'L CRIM. JUST.
329, 338 (2010) (noting that "the Palestinian territories (with the exception of East
Jerusalem) are not the object of a competing sovereignty claim by Israel or any other
state, means that by accepting the PNA declaration and relying on it to investigate the
situation in Gaza, the Prosecutor or the Court would not be required to decide a
contentious sovereignty claim.").

167. Situation in Palestine, ICC (April 3, 2012), http://www.icc-
cpi.int/NRlrdonlyres/C6162BBF-FEB9-4FAF-AFA9-
836106D2694A/284387/SituationinPalestineO3O4l2ENG.pdf [perma.cc/FWL4-HQLY]
(archived Jan. 24, 2016).

168. See Mohamed M. El Zeidy, Ad Hoc Declarations of Acceptance of
Jurisdiction: The Palestinian Situation under Scrutiny, in THE LAW AND PRACTICE OF
THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT 179, 1999 (Carsten Stahn ed., 2015).

169. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 126(2).
170. G.A. Res. 52/164 (Nov. 29, 2012).
171. VCLT, supra note 24, art. 31(3)(b) (stating that the text of the treaty can

be interpreted in light of "[a]ny subsequent practice in the application of the treaty
which establishes the agreement of the parties regarding its interpretation").
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upon the Court by ratification or accession is limited to territory over
which a State exercises effective control at the time of accession.172

The key issue is sovereignty along with its correlative power to
enforce criminal law or to delegate that enforcement to another state
or entity. The precise boundaries of Palestine are indeterminate at
the time of this writing. It follows that even if the PA possessed the
authority to transfer territorial jurisdiction to the ICC the scope of
that authority is opaque. Indeed, in the wake of the Oslo Accords,
both parties involved and the International Court of Justice have
avoided resolution of "permanent status issues such as borders."173

The OTP cannot possibly ascertain the precise geographic boundaries
of authoritative territorial jurisdiction transferred to the Court under
Article 12. Finally, and most importantly, the transferred territorial
jurisdiction of the ICC cannot be extended over Israeli citizens
because the PA has neither de facto nor de jure authority to claim
such criminal jurisdiction in its own right.

The law of occupation under the Fourth Geneva Convention and
the plain text of the Oslo Accords provide incontrovertible grounds for
denying Palestinian sovereignty over Israeli nationals in the
Occupied Territories of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. Israel has
treated the Occupied Territory within the mandates of the laws and
customs of occupation since 1967. The 1949 Geneva Conventions
marked a definitive rejection of the concept of debellatio, under which
the occupier assumed full sovereignty over the civilians in the
occupied territory.17 4 A state of occupation does not "affect the legal
status of the territory in question,"175 hence its cornerstone is the
broad obligation that the foreign power must "take all the measures
in his power to restore, and ensure, as far as possible, public order

172. SCHABAS, supra note 33, at 285 (noting the theoretical possibility that
Syrian accession to the Rome Statute could convey territorial jurisdiction over the
Golan Heights because overall sovereignty is merely displaced by Israeli occupation).

173. Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, Advisory Opinion, 2004 I.C.J. 136, 177-81 (July 9), reprinted in
43 I.L.M. 1009, 1038-39 (2004), http://www.icj-cij.org/docket/index.php?pl=3&
[perma.cc/8X2S-WJRJ] (archived on Jan. 24, 2016).

174. MORRIs GREENSPAN, THE MODERN LAW OF LAND WARFARE 600-01 (1959).
Debellatio "refers to a situation in which a party to a conflict has been totally defeated
in war, its national institutions have disintegrated, and none of its allies continue
militarily to challenge the enemy on its behalf." EYAL BENVENISTI, THE INTERNATIONAL
LAW OF OCCUPATION 59 (1993).

175. Protocol I Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 and
Relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts, opened for
signature Dec. 12, 1977, U.N. Doc. A/32/144 Annex I, art. 4, (entered into force Dec. 7,
1978), reprinted in 16 I.L.M. 1391 (1977). U.S. policy in this regard is clear that "the
fact of occupation gives the Occupying Power the right to govern enemy territory
temporarily, but does not transfer sovereignty of occupied territory to the Occupying
Power." DOD LAW OF WAR MANUAL, supra note 48, 752, 111.4.

2016]
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and safety."176 While the Supreme Court of the Netherlands has
noted that Israel does not have sovereign authority over the Occupied
Territory, it has upheld Israeli criminal jurisdiction over offenses
committed therein.177 In the authoritative French text, the occupier
must preserve "lbordre et la vie publique" (i.e., public order and
life). 178 The corresponding duty found in Article 43 of the 1907 Hague
Regulations to respect local laws unless "absolutely prevented"
("emp~chement absolu") imposes a seemingly categorical imperative.
However, rather than being literal, "emp~chement absolu" has been
widely interpreted as the equivalent of "necessitg."179 Israeli law
applies to Israeli public servants, both civilian and military, for acts
committed within the Occupied Territories.180

From the outset of the occupation, Israeli military authorities
exercised full authority over the criminal system in the Occupied
Territories 181 and have updated guidance to local commanders as
needed.18 2 The Oslo Accords recognize the full "legislative, executive,
and judicial" authority of the Israeli military government "in
accordance with international law."183 The Israeli Supreme Court
sitting as the High Court of Justice held that "[a]s is well known,
Article 43 has been acknowledged in our rulings as a quasi-
constitutional framework maxim of the belligerent occupation laws,
which sets a general framework for the manner by which the military
commander exercises its duties and powers in the occupied
territory."18 4 The law of occupation "sets out the duty and power of
the military commander to maintain order and security in the
territory under his control. There is no doubt that one of the main

176. Convention (IV) Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land and Its
Annex, art. 43, Oct. 18, 1907 (emphasis added).

177. HR 9 juni 2015, ECLI: NL: PHR: 2015: 967 (Neth.), http://uitspraken.
rechtspraak.nl/inziendocument?id=ECLI:NL:PHR:2015:967 [perma.cc/2S2W-7T9Q]
(archived Feb. 7, 2016).

178. The authoritative French text reads: 't'autorit6 du poivoir legal ayant
pass de fait entre les mains de l'occupant, celui-ci prendra toutes les mesures qui
dependent de lui en vue de r~tablir et d'assurer, autant qu'l est possible, l'order et la
vie publique end respectant, sauf empechement absolu les lois en virueur dans le pays."

179. Yoram Dinstein, Legislation under Article 43 of the Hague Regulations:
Belligerent Occupation and Peacebuilding, No. 1, Program on Humanitarian Policy
and Conflict Research, Harvard University Occasional Paper Series 4 (Fall 2004).

180. DAVID KRETZMER, THE OCCUPATION OF JUSTICE 20-29 (2002).
181. Order Concerning Security Provisions (Judea and Samaria) 5727-1967.
182. Order regarding Security Provisions [Consolidated Version] (Judea and

Samaria) (No. 1651), 5770-2009, May 2, 2010, http://nolegalfrontiers.org/enImilitary-
orders/mil01 [perma.ccITP8H-KCAH] (archived Jan. 24, 2016).

183. Interim Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, Isr.-Palestine,
art. XVII 4(b), Sept. 28, 1995, 36 I.L.M. 551 (1997) [hereinafter Oslo Il],
http://www.refworld.org/docid/3de5ebbc0.html [perma.cc/3P7F-D28F] (archived Jan.
24, 2016).

184. HCJ 2164/09, Yesh Din v. Commander of IDF Forces in Judaea and
Samaria, et. al (Dec. 26, 2011) (Isr.).
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duties for which the military commander is responsible within this
framework is the duty to ensure that the law is upheld in the
territories."18 5 Palestinian criminal jurisdiction thus does not include
Israeli citizens in the Occupied Territories under the laws and
customs of warfare. 18 6

While the Geneva Conventions preempt Palestinian jurisdiction
over Israelis as a general matter, the plain text of the Oslo Accords
does so with unmistakable precision. Under the 1995 Accords, "Israel
has sole criminal jurisdiction over . . . offenses committed in the
Territory by Israelis."187 The Accords specify that the West Bank and
Gaza Strip constitute a "single territorial unit."188 Israeli citizens
cannot be arrested or detained by Palestinian authorities.189 Neither
Israel nor the PA has abrogated the Accords, and Palestinian judges
that have attempted to exercise criminal authority over Israelis
following the General Assembly's acceptance of Palestine as a "non-
member observer state" have been removed from office by PA orders.
Security cooperation also continues in accordance with the terms of
Oslo II. The language of Article XVII, para. 2(a) is particularly
relevant in the context of a purported transfer of territorial
jurisdiction to the ICC: "The territorial jurisdiction of the Council
shall encompass Gaza Strip territory, except for the Settlements and
the Military Installation Area shown on map No. 2, and West Bank
territory, except for Area C which, except for the issues that will be
negotiated in the permanent status negotiations will be gradually
transferred to Palestinian jurisdiction in three phases .... "190 Annex
IV of the Accords reiterates this division of jurisdiction on the West

185. HCJ 9593/04, Rashed Morar, Head of Yanun Village Council v. IDF
Commander in Judaea and Samaria, 2 Isr. L. Rep. 56, 30 (June, 26 2006); see also
HCJ 9132/07, Jaber Al-Bassiouni Ahmed et. al. v. Prime Minister et.al. 12 (Jan. 27,
2008) (Isr.) (holding that Israeli officials must comply with human rights imperatives).

186. UK MINISTRY OF DEFENCE, THE MANUAL OF THE LAW OF ARMED CONFLICT
275, 11.3 (2004).

187. Oslo II, supra note 183, Annex IV, Art. 1(2)(b), http://www.mfa.gov.ilMFA
ForeignPolicy/Peace/Guide/PagesTHE%20ISRAELI-PALESTINIAN%20INTERIM%20
AGREEMENT%20.%2OAnnex%20IV.aspx#articlel [perma.cc/8RCH-6TFF] (archived
Jan. 24, 2016) (Article 7b of the Annex also specifies that Israel has jurisdiction in the
Occupied Territory over crimes committed against Israel or against Israeli citizens);
GEOFFREY R. WATSON, THE OSLO ACCORDS: INTERNATIONAL LAW AND THE ISRAELI-
PALESTINIAN PEACE AGREEMENTS (2000).

188. Oslo II, supra note 183, Article XVII, 1.
189. This provision alone arguably makes the textual mandate of Article 98

binding upon the Court, as no Palestinian official has authority to hold or detain any
Israeli, much less authority to transfer non-existent criminal jurisdiction to any other
state or entity. As noted above, however, jurisdiction under Article 12 is a distinctive
issue from the limitation on the right of a State Party to transfer a particular
perpetrator envisioned under Article 98.

190. West Bank: Area C Map, UN OFFICE FOR THE COORDINATION OF
HUMANITARIAN AFFAIRS, https://www.ochaopt.org/documents/ocha-oparea-c-map_
2011_02_22.pdf [perma.cc/9CW6-RN4X] (archived Jan. 24, 2016).
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Bank as follows: Areas A (full Palestinian control), B (Palestinian
civil control and joint Palestinian-Israeli security control), and C (full
Israeli civil and security control, except over Palestinians). Area C
includes the settlements, their environs, and roadways.

Crimes committed by Israelis in Occupied West Bank or the
Gaza Strip are, under Oslo, solely Israel's to investigate and try.
Every treaty imposes binding obligations only upon the "parties to it,"
and accordingly it imposes obligations and bestows rights that "must
be performed by them in good faith."191 Notwithstanding the import
of the pacta sunt servanda principle noted above, no Palestinian
official has proffered a public explanation justifying the authority of
the PA to delegate territorial authority over Israeli citizens in the
Occupied Territory to the ICC.

III. THE PROSECUTOR'S APPROACH UNDERMINES THE ROME STATUTE
ITSELF

This Article has thus far demonstrated the intellectual
dissonance between the derivative nature of ICC jurisdiction and the
assumption that it can disregard treaties by which both Afghanistan
and Palestine limited the quantum of their territorial jurisdiction.
The balance of the adjudicative authority between the supranational
Court and states is the bridge that bears the entire weight of the
enterprise. The Court's long-term viability, and its fidelity to the
object and purpose of the Statute, depends upon sustaining a
cooperative synergy with domestic jurisdictions, whether or not they
are States Parties.

The Court has no articulable basis for asserting an independent
claim to jurisdiction outside the scope of the Rome Statute. If the
Court is properly seized with jurisdiction, the intentions of states are
irrelevant to the disposition of any particular case.19 2 Conversely,
States Parties cannot unilaterally empower the Court to disregard
grants of exclusive jurisdiction to another state absent a waiver of
jurisdiction by that state. Neither Afghanistan nor Palestine had any
right to assert jurisdiction over Americans or Israelis respectively;
neither had an ability to transfer territorial jurisdiction over all
perpetrators on their territory.

States Parties cannot modify their jurisdictional treaties through
a multilateral treaty that operates to disadvantage other states that

191. VCLT, supra note 24, art. 26.
192. See Right of Passage over Indian Territory (Port. v. India), Preliminary

Objection, 1957 I.C.J. Rep. 125 (Nov. 26); Fisheries Jurisdiction Case (U.K. v. Ice.),
1973 I.C.J. Rep. 3 (Feb. 2).
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are not direct parties to that treaty.193 International law embeds a
long-standing premise that violations by one party do not ipso facto
invalidate the underlying treaties.194 Afghanistan and Palestine
subverted the sovereign right to exercise exclusive personal
jurisdiction by purportedly transferring territoriality to the Court.
The United States or Israel could theoretically cite the act of
accession as the basis for exiting the earlier treaties based on the
breach by the other party. However, Afghanistan did not treat its
ratification of the Rome Statute as a repudiation of its SOFA
agreements, nor has Palestine in any way indicated its withdrawal
from the Oslo Accords. All of the relevant entities continue to regard
the jurisdictional allocations as binding.

The preceding raises the obvious question: Why should
transferred territoriality operate to defeat the diplomatic desires of
all the parties to the earlier agreements? The language of Article 12
is not literal because the territorial jurisdiction asserted by the Court
is constrained by the actual legal authority transferred from States
Parties rather than all-encompassing. As noted above, the transfer of
territorial jurisdiction does not necessarily imply an indivisible scope
of authority for the supranational court. The ICC does have territorial
jurisdiction over perpetrators on the soil of Afghanistan and Palestine
(assuming there is concrete agreement on the borders subject to such
jurisdiction). However, the purported conveyance of territorial
jurisdiction over nationals of those non-States Parties covered by the
relevant treaties was ultra vires and therefore without legal effect. It
follows that, for the purposes of military deployments, when receiving
states routinely allocate exclusive jurisdiction over nationals of
sending states, the Court cannot unilaterally assert that "there are
reasonable grounds to believe that a person has committed a crime
within the jurisdiction of the Court" over the nationals of non-States
Parties covered by those SOFAs.

The situations in Afghanistan and Palestine will transform the
Court's institutional arc. The paradox is that the very claims of
authority and prosecutorial power in principle may well lead to
decreased Court authority and prosecutorial effectiveness in practice.
It is appropriate to speak of the "Court" because jurisdictional
decisions by the OTP will be reviewed by the Pre-Trial195 and
Appeals Chambers.196 The appropriate power of the OTP will be

193. Quincy Wright, Conflicts Between International Law and Treaties, 11 AM.
J. INT'L L. 566, 568 (1917).

194. LASSA FRANCIs LAWRENCE OPPENHEIM, I OPPENHEIM'S INTERNATIONAL
LAW § 165, at 547 (H. Lauterpacht ed., 6th ed. 1947).

195. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 19(1) ("The Court shall satisfy itself that
it has jurisdiction in any case brought before it."); Prosecutor v. Kony et. al., ICC-02104-
01/05-377, Decision on the admissibility of the case under article 19(1) of the Statute
(Mar. 9, 2009) (asserting that the Court will have the "last say" over its jurisdiction).

196. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 82.
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sustainable only with relationships grounded in authentic
partnership with sovereign authorities. When a supranational Court
attempts to unilaterally repudiate the agreements of sovereign states,
it may well generate noncooperation by many states. Former UN
Secretary General Dag Hammarskjbld wrote, "There is a point at
which everything becomes simple and there is no longer any question
of choice, because all you have staked will be lost if you look back.
Life's point of no return."197 The controversies sure to arise over the
situations in Palestine and Afghanistan will be emblematic data
points for all other cases and controversies.

It would also be ironic if the quintessential function of a Court
(in this instance, interpreting and applying the scope of its lawful
jurisdiction) reignites the undercurrent of contention over this
supranational Court's legitimacy. The Court does not have a
"completely free hand" in interpreting its jurisdictional scope because
it cannot "acquire a law-making capacity through its compdtence de la
compdtence."198 The Court will no doubt be under intense political
pressures to assert jurisdiction over Americans in Afghanistan and
over Israelis. The tension is between the politicized exploitation of the
jurisdictional boundaries enunciated in Article 12 and the need to
disprove the lingering undercurrent of distrust amongst the political
classes of non-States Parties. The residual ambiguity in Article 12
epitomizes what President Clinton termed "significant flaws in the
Treaty."199 At the same time, Court supporters vehemently fought for
an independent propio motu power in a Prosecutor designed to
operate above the fray of international politics.20 0 Limiting the
likelihood of politicized prosecutions was a core American negotiating
objective. The desire to prevent "unfounded charges" and "achieve the
human rights and accountability objectives of the ICC" while limiting
the "likelihood of politicized prosecutions" ought to be shared by every
nation.2 0 1 Apart from the very design of the treaty discussed in detail
above, this Part closes with two additional considerations that should
prevent supranational re-invention of territorial jurisdiction where
none actually exists.

197. DAG HAMMARSKJOLD, MARKINGS 66 (Leif Sjbberg & W.H. Auden trans.,
1965).

198. MICHAIL VAGIAS, THE TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL
CRIMINAL COURT 88 (2014).

199. Statement on the Rome Treaty on the International Criminal Court (Dec.
31, 2000), 37 WEEKLY. COMP. PRES. DoC. 4 (Jan. 8, 2001), reprinted in DIGEST OF
UNITED STATES PRACTICE IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 2000, supra note 139, at 272.

200. SCHABAS, supra note 33, AT 315-20; Morten Bergsmo & Jelena Pejid,
Article 15, in COMMENTARY ON THE ROME STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL
COURT: OBSERvERS' NOTES ARTICLE BY ARTICLE 581-85 (Otto Triffterer ed., 2d. 2008).

201. Statement on the Rome Treaty on the International Criminal Court, supra
note 199, at 273.
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A. Protecting a Perpetrator's Human Rights

The Court is designed from the ground up to respect the human
rights of potential perpetrators. The due process rights of
perpetrators are protected throughout the Statute in ways that often
tilt the interpretive balance away from the Chambers and the
Prosecutor. In the event of a change in the law applicable to a given
case prior to a final judgment, the law "more favourable to the person
being investigated, prosecuted or convicted shall apply."20 2 Moreover,
the precept nullem crimen sine lege prevents jurisdiction absent
judicial determinations that "the conduct in question constitutes, at
the time it takes place, a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court"
(emphasis added).20 3 The corollary to this foundational human rights
tenet requires the presumption that conflicting interpretations of any
rule arising in the context of trial must be resolved favor rei.2 04 In the
Bashir case, Pre-Trial Chamber I recognized that the substantive
scope of the Rome Statute "fully embraces the general principle of
interpretation in dubio pro reo."20 5 Phrased another way, if the
evidence at trial must be evaluated in the light most favorable to the
defendant, as must the specific substantive content of the charges,20 6

why would jurisdiction be any different from a human rights
perspective? The idea that a perpetrator can be charged for acts that
are subject to prosecution in a forum that deprives the rightful
sovereign entity of jurisdiction and substitutes differing legal
standards and procedures than at the time of commission should be
anathema from a human rights perspective.

In this light, it is worth recalling that the centrality of treaty
agreements to deprive a host state of territorial jurisdiction springs
from the desire to protect the due process rights of accused
persons.20 7 This principle is ubiquitous in military operations, to

202. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 24(2).
203. Id. art. 22(1) (emphasis added).
204. Nullum Crimen Sine Lege, in THE OXFORD COMPANION TO INTERNATIONAL

CRIMINAL JUSTICE 438, 440 (Antonio Cassese ed., 2009).
205. See The Prosecutor v. Al Bashir, ICC-02/05-01/09-3, Decision on the

Prosecution's Application for a Warrant of Arrest against Omar Hassan Ahmad Al
Bashir, Pre-Trial Chamber I, 1 156 (Mar. 4, 2009), https://www.icc-cpi.inticcdoes/doc/
doc1759849.pdf [https://perma.cc/C68T-ZNB4] (archived Feb. 18, 2016).

206. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 22(2) ('The definition of a crime shall be
strictly construed and shall not be extended by analogy. In case of ambiguity, the
definition shall be interpreted in favour of the person being investigated, prosecuted or
convicted.").

207. John D. Negroponte, Remarks at Stakeout Following UN Security Council
Vote on Resolution 1422 (July 12, 2002), http://2001-2009.state.gov/p/io/rls/rm/2002/
11846.htm [perma.cc/KZA2-J9D7] (archived Feb. 7, 2016) ('The American system of
justice can be trusted to punish crimes, including war crimes or crimes against
humanity, committed by an American-and we pledge to do so. But we do not believe
the International Criminal Court contains sufficient safeguards to protect our
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include UN peacekeeping and peace enforcement operations.
Deployed forces should enjoy the liberty to focus on their mission
rather than fear politicized prosecution in the domestic forums of
other nations using unfamiliar procedures and foreign tongues.
Treaty provisions that confer exclusive jurisdiction on a sending state
also prevent the receiving state from transferring jurisdictional
authority to a third state, which in turn necessarily precludes
transfer to a supranational jurisdiction. Such proceedings in other
forums that go beyond the lawful authority of the receiving state
could well represent judicial extension of hostilities, akin to
asymmetric warfare.

For much the same reason, all ICC personnel are accorded
"immunity from legal process of every kind" from the territorial
jurisdiction of States Parties "in respect of words spoken or written
and acts performed by them in their official capacity."20 8 Imagine the
protestations that would arise from the Court if a State Party entered
into a subsequent agreement to transfer jurisdiction over Court
personnel despite the textual preclusion in the Rome Statute.
Similarly, the principle of ne bis in idem included in Article 20 does
not permit the Court to try a person "who has been tried by another
court for conduct also proscribed" unless it was not a genuine trial.20 9

In sum, these provisions mean that when the due process rights of
perpetrators are preserved by treaty arrangements specifically
accepted by two states to preserve the domestic jurisdiction of one
state over crimes committed by its nationals on the territory of
another state, the Court interposes its limited authority only at the
expense of the due process protections negotiated by the sending
states.

B. Intentional Integration in lieu of Creating a Special (Self-
Contained) Regime

The object and purpose of the Statute models shared rights and
responsibilities by which the Court synergizes with domestic
prosecutors. Decisions by the OTP that invalidate jurisdictional
arrangements between sovereign states and operate to deprive states
of their criminal jurisdiction undermine the very raison d'etrg of the
institution. The field of international criminal law is emphatically not
the exclusive province of supranational tribunals like the ICC
because domestic courts are "formally distinct, but substantively
intertwined mechanisms that pursue a common goal: the

nationals, and therefore we can never in good conscience permit Americans to become
subject to its authority.").

208. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 48(2).
209. Id. art. 20.
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enforcement" of crimes defined under international law.210 The
Statute Preamble notes that "the most serious crimes of concern to
the international community must not go unpunished and that their
effective prosecution must be ensured by taking measures at the
national level. '2 1 1 It amplifies the argument with the admonition in
Preambular paragraph 6 that "it is the duty of every State to exercise
its criminal jurisdiction over those responsible for international
crimes."

212

Roger Clark once observed that this paragraph operates as a
"sort of Martens clause,"2 13 which "insists that just because" some
crimes are not dealt with by the ICC "does not mean that there is now
impunity for them."214 The Statute recognizes and respects healthy
interfaces between the Court and sovereign jurisdictions that are
obligated to prosecute offenses when those crimes fall outside the
jurisdiction of the Court. The entire fabric of the Statute compels the
conclusion the Court was not intended to subsume all other forms of
jurisdiction by virtue of its exclusivity as a regime within
international law. Hence, a jurisdictional finding under Article
12(2)(a) that relies upon the premise that the ICC has inherent
authority to negate domestic jurisdiction would undermine the actual
object and purpose of the Rome Statute.

To conclude this Part, the Rome Statute does not create such an
isolated (or self-contained) regime based on its text or its relationship
to the general principles of international law. The ILC Study on
Fragmentation highlighted the reality that "whole fields of functional
specialization ... are described as self-contained.. . in the sense that
special rules and techniques of interpretation are thought to
apply."215 Quite apart from the complementarity framework as

210. Florian Jessberger, International v. National Prosecution of International
Crimes, in THE OXFORD COMPANION TO INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE 208
(Antonio Cassese ed., 2009).

211. Rome Statute, supra note 1, Preamble 4.
212. Id. Preamble 1 6.
213. See, e.g., Preamble to The Hague Regulations Concerning the Laws and

Customs of War on Land, July 29, 1899 [hereinafter Martens Clause]. The so-called
Martens Clause appeared in the Preamble to the 1899 Hague Regulations and is
substantially replicated in the Preamble to the 1907 Hague Regulations, the 1949
Geneva Conventions, the Preamble of Additional Protocol II, and Article 1(2) of
Additional Protocol I. It states: "[u]ntil a more complete code of the laws of war is
issued, the High Contracting Parties think it right to declare that in cases not included
in the Regulations adopted by them, populations and belligerents remain under the
protection and empire of the principles of international law, as they result from the
usages established between civilized nations, from the laws of humanity and the
requirements of the public conscience."

214. OTTO TRIFFTERER, COMMENTARY ON THE ROME STATUTE OF THE
INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT: OBSERVERS' NOTES ARTICLE BY ARTICLE 13 (2008).
215 ILC Fragmentation Study, supra note 18, 129 (including examples in investment
law, the law of the sea, human rights law, WTO law, EU law, humanitarian law, space
law, energy law, etc.).

2016]
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augmented by Article 98, the Statute incorporates the notion of
distributed domestic enforcement with a textual "Rule of
specialty."216 Article 101 provides that anyone "surrendered to the
Court under this Statute shall not be proceeded against, punished or
detained for any conduct committed prior to surrender, other than the
conduct or course of conduct which forms the basis of the crimes for
which that person has been surrendered.'2 17 This is one reason why
the Prosecutor must "notify all States Parties and those States which,
taking into account the information available, would normally
exercise jurisdiction over the crimes concerned" before proceeding
with an investigation based on her/his own authority.218

States have the opportunity both to challenge the Court's
jurisdiction2 19 and to validate their own right to extradition2 20 in
particular cases. The predominate role of consent-based jurisdiction,
combined with the power of complementarity, mean that the Court
does not have discretion to invent its own sui generis jurisdictional
principles. The object and purpose of the Rome Statute is to create
and sustain a supranational institution that operates in conjunction
with the domestic judicial systems of states around the world to
minimize or (ideally) eliminate the ability of perpetrators to commit
acts of genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity with no
fear of criminal sanction. Framed another way, nothing in the text of
the Statute or the negotiating history compels the conclusion that the
Court operates as a specialized judicial mechanism whose
institutional interests trump any competing domestic domain.

Secondly, as a natural extension of the foregoing, when any
expert thinks of the field of "international criminal law," the Court is
a necessary component, but not the exhaustive exemplar. The ILC
noted that "no self-contained regime is a 'closed legal circuit.' 22 1

"While a special/treaty regime has (as lex specialis) priority in its
sphere of application, that sphere should normally be interpreted in
the way exceptions are, that is, in a limited way."2 22 The ILC
specifically noted that general rules of international law supplement
any treaty-based regime "to the extent that no special derogation is
provided or can be inferred from the instrument(s) constituting the
regime."2 2 3 Article 21 of the Rome Statute mirrors this tenet by
specifically requiring the Court to apply "where appropriate,
applicable treaties and the principles and rules of international law"

216. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 101.
217. Id. art. 101(1).
218. Id. art. 18(1).
219. Id. art. 19(2).
220. Id. art. 90.
221. ILC Fragmentation Study, supra note 18, 142.
222. Id. 152(3).
223. Id. T 152(2).
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as well as "general principles of law derived by the Court from
national laws of legal systems of the world including, as appropriate,
the national laws of States that would normally exercise jurisdiction
over the crime, provided that those principles are not inconsistent
with this Statute."224

Nothing in the Rome Statute provides for derogation from the
principle nemo plus iuris transferre potest quam ipse habet. Neither is
there a textual basis for requiring ICC prosecution of perpetrators
that fall within domestic jurisdictions. Multinational corporations
cannot improve their actual jurisdictional position by leveraging
corporate subsidiaries based abroad to capitalize upon otherwise non-
applicable conventions.225 In like manner, no State Party can
transfer territorial jurisdiction to the Court that it has already
surrendered by other agreements. Absent a finding that the exclusive
jurisdiction of a sending state guarantees impunity in violation of jus
cogens norms, the Court must respect the underlying treaty-based
jurisdictional allocation.

IV. ADVERSE IMPLICATIONS FOR THE LARGER LAW OF TREATIES

Normative shifts in the legal structures for regulating interstate
conduct never develop as a tabula rasa, nor do they march with the
linear certainty of mathematical extrapolation or algebraic formulae.
Law does not appear in a vacuum. The attempt by the OTP to
disregard treaty-based jurisdictional arrangements between states
will provide an important barometer for the developing law of treaty
conflicts. If international law functions as an integrated system in
accordance with the ILC view, treaty norms adapt to shifting contexts
and emerging challenges. Nevertheless, states do not construct treaty
obligations in isolation because treaty norms establish state
expectations and shape correlative rights. Parties to treaties
therefore normally express their intentions regarding actual or
perceived conflicts between treaty provisions precisely because of
shifting valuations and the inevitable tide of technological innovation
and political interaction. The Rome Statute expressly acknowledges
the duty of the Court to interpret the Statute in conformity with the
larger body of treaty norms.

Expansion of ICC authority under Article 12 would strike a
discordant chord in the larger dance of international treaty design.

224. Rome Statute, supra note 1, art. 21(1).
225. Mihaly International Corporation v. Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri

Lanka, Award, 41 I.L.M. 867 24 (2002) ("[I]f Mihaly (Canada) had a claim which was
procedurally defective against Sri Lanka before ICSID because of Mihaly (Canada)'s
inability to invoke the ICSID Convention, Canada not being a Party thereto, this defect
could not be perfected vis-a-vis ICSID by its assignment to Mihaly (USA).").
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The relationship between the Rome Statute and other treaties needs
to be clarified because the Rome Statute is silent on any preclusive
effect. Unlike the Terrorist Bombing Convention, for example, the
Rome Statute contains no express clause that modifies the
substantive content or legal effect of bilateral extradition treaties.226

Neither does it contain any presumption of automatic superiority
akin to Article 103 of the UN Charter by which the obligations of
states under the UN Charter "prevail" over "any other international
agreement" that conflicts with the Charter.227 Nor have States
Parties concluded any agreements to modify the effects of earlier
jurisdictional allocations either between themselves or vis-a-vis non-
States Parties.22 8 Absent any hint that Afghanistan or Palestine
intended to abrogate earlier jurisdictional treaties or suspend their
operation, the default approach across divergent fields of
international law is to seek interpretations that harmonize the two
sets of treaties.229 An imposed abrogation of the underlying treaties
by the OTP or the Pre-Trial Chambers would represent a definitive
rejection of the precept that the Rome Statute should '%e interpreted
as producing, and intended to produce effects in accordance with
existing law and not in violation of it."'2 30 This is, after all, precisely
what Article 21 of the Rome Statute purports to require. As a matter
of transnational treaty practice, it would be extraordinary for a
supranational court to simply infer the intent of parties to abrogate
earlier agreements by virtue of accession to the subsequent
multilateral treaty.

At a minimum, if it became the accepted norm of transnational
practice, the OTP policy would contravene key provisions of the
VCLT.2 3 1 The Court has been clear to date that the "interpretation of
treaties, and the Rome Statute is no exception, is governed by the
VCLT, specifically the provisions of Articles 31 and 32."232 The VCLT

226. International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings, art.
9, 2149 U.N.T.S. 256, G.A. Res. 52/164, U.N. Doc. A/RES/52/164 (Dec. 15, 1997) (noting
that the provisions of all extradition treaties and arrangements between States Parties
with regard to offenses set forth in article 2 shall be deemed to be modified as between
State Parties to the extent that they are incompatible with this Convention).

227. U.N. Charter, art. 103.
228. VCLT, supra note 24, art. 41.
229. See P. Kadi and Al Barakaat International Foundation v. Council and

Commission, Case C-402/05 P & C-415/05 ECR 1-6351 (2008); SD Myers Inc. v.
Canada (US-Canada), 40 I.L.M. 1408 (2000) (NAFTA/UNCITRAL tribunal); SPP (ME)
v. Egypt, Case No. ARB/84/3, 19 YBook Commercial Arbitration 51 (1994).

230. Case Concerning the Right of Passage over Indian Territories (Portugal v.
India), Preliminary Objection, ICJ Rep. 52 (1952).

231. VCLT, supra note 24.
232. See Situation in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, ICC-01/04,

Judgment on the Prosecutor's Application for Extraordinary Review of Pre-Trial
Chamber I's 31 March 2006 Decision Denying Leave to Appeal, $ 33 (July 13,
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contains few genuine treaty innovations and largely refines extant
customary international law.2 33 The vast majority of its precepts are
grounded in widely accepted international practice.2 34 In submitting
the VCLT to the U.S. Senate for its advice and consent, President
Nixon noted the treaty's benefits in providing "clear, well defined, and
readily accessible rules of international law applicable to treaties."2 35

The general rules of treaty interpretation prescribed by VCLT Article
31 mean that the phrase "on the territory of which the conduct
occurred" found in Article 12(2)(a) of the Rome Statute must be
interpreted by the Court in light of the "object and purpose" of the
Rome Statute. ICC case law indicates that the "purpose" should be
gleaned from "the wider aims of the law as may be gathered from its
preamble and the general tenor of the treaty."236 Similarly, the
Appeals Chamber has made plain that "supplementary means of
interpretation," to include the travauxprparatoires may well provide
the dispositive meaning to guide ICC practice under the Rome
Statute in accordance with VCLT Article 32.237

There are no indications in either the text or negotiating history
of the Rome Statute that its provisions should be interpreted in a
manner that would impede accountability of perpetrators under
domestic law when merited (as exemplified in the Admissibility
regime); predictably undermine international peace and security (by
dissuading states from entering into Peacekeeping Operations

2006), https://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocsldoc/doc183558.pdf [https://perma.cc/L5AZ.WDQ4]
(archived Feb. 27, 2016).

233. In particular Article 66, by which certain disputes may be transferred to
the authority of the International Court of Justice was the subject of many state
reservations and is not declaratory of established customary international law.

234. See, e.g., RICHARD K. GARDINER, TREATY INTERPRETATION 5-50 (2008)
(describing the acceptance of the Vienna Convention Rules on treaty interpretation as
"virtually axiomatic" and detailing the wide range of courts and tribunals that have
applied them as reflective of the customary international law norm); Jeremy Telman,
Medellin and Originalism, 68 MD. L. REV. 377, 417-18 (2009) (describing the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties and the degree to which it has been recognized as
embodying principles of customary international law, both internationally and in U.S.
courts). But see Evan Criddle, The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties in U.S.
Treaty Interpretation, 44 VA. J. IN'L L. 431, 474-75 (2004) (raising independent
concerns about the ability of the Vienna Convention to bind American judges).

235. Letter of Transmittal of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
from the White House to the United States Senate (Nov. 22, 1971) 11 I.L.M. 234 (1972).
The State Department specifically noted that the Vienna Convention would contribute
significantly to the "stability of treaty relationships" because it was (and largely
remains) "the authoritative guide to current treaty law and practice." Id.

236. See Situation in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, ICC-01/04, at 33.
237. See Prosecutor v. Katanga, ICC-01/04-01/07-522, Judgment on the appeal

of Mr. Germain Katanga Against the Decision of Pre-Trial Chamber I Entitled
"Decision on the Defense Request Concerning Languages", 37, 50, 51-55 (May 27,
2008) (holding that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred as it "did not comprehensively
consider the importance of the fact that the word "fully" is included in the text, and the
article's full legislative history" and "The fact that this standard is high is confirmed
and further clarified by the preparatory work of the Statute, to which the Appeals
Chamber turns under article 32 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties").
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because the UN Standard Agreement is invalid in the ICC); or
undermine the due process rights of perpetrators (by preventing
states from negotiating SOFA provisions designed to protect those
rights). Thus, the text of Article 12(2)(a), when read in light of the
tenets of VCLT Articles 31 and 32, should lead the Court to preserve
the binding nature of SOFA provisions because the intent of the
parties, subsequent state practice, and the relevant rules of
international law are all aligned.

Because States have the "primary responsibility for investigating
and prosecuting" ICC crimes, Pre-Trial Chamber I held that the
"Statute cannot be interpreted as permitting a State to permanently
abdicate its responsibilities by referring a wholesale of present and
future criminal activities comprising the whole of its territory,
without any limitation whether in context or duration. Such an
interpretation would be inconsistent with the proper functioning of
the principle of complementarity."2 38 In other words, ICC precedent
already indicates that the best interpretation of Article 12(2)(a) is one
that best preserves a healthy synergy between domestic jurisdictions
and the territorial scope of ICC power.

Furthermore, there is nothing whatsoever in the negotiating
history of the Rome Statute or its accepted text that indicates any
intention to upend the established precepts of the VCLT. Of
particular relevance to the OTP action, Article 30(4)(b) expressly
provides the default rule for situations such as the attempt to impose
multilateral treaty obligations to non-States Parties.239  The
Convention specifies that "When the parties to the later treaty do not
include all the parties to the earlier one ... as between a State party
to both treaties and a State party to only one of the treaties, the
treaty to which both States are parties governs their mutual rights
and obligations."240 In other words, the Court cannot unilaterally
extend the Rome Statute to cover nationals of the United States or
Israel in violation of prior bilateral treaties because they are not
States Parties to the Rome Statute. In both instances, the default
rule of Article 30 requires that the legal duties owed by the states to
each other flow from their binding bilateral treaties that specifically
allocate personal jurisdiction. Framed slightly differently, under the
Vienna Convention framework, the lex specialis of the bilateral
jurisdictional arrangements takes precedence over the broader

238. See Prosecutor v. Mbarushimana, ICC-01/04-01/10-451, Decision on the
"Defense Challenge to the Jurisdiction of the Court', J 21 (Oct. 26, 2011), https://
www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/docl252321.pdf [https://perma.cc/KH6Q-XXRS] (archived
Feb. 27, 2016).

239. VCLT, supra note 24, art. 30(4)(b).
240. Id. art. 30(4). As one commentator has noted, Article 30 only applies to

specifically delineated circumstances, which makes it "a necessary, but incomplete,
response to treaty conflicts." Borgen, supra note 17, at 450.
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obligation of only one state arising from the more general multilateral
treaty that also allots criminal jurisdiction.2 41

Similarly, Article 54(b) of the Convention requires that states
cannot simply release themselves at will from binding legal
obligations.2 42 As Emer de Vattel noted in 1758, it is a

settled point of natural law, that he who has made a promise to any one, has
conferred upon him a real right to require the thing promised, -- and
consequently, that the breach of a perfect promise is a violation of another's
rights, and as evidently an act of injustice, as it would be to rob a man of his
property. The tranquility, the happiness, the security of the human race,
wholly depend on justice - on the obligation of paying a regard to the rights of

others.
24 3

Article 54 was adopted by a vote of 105 votes to none and reflects a
commonsense extension of the pacta sunt servanda principle that
preserves the "principle of the sovereignty of States which remain
masters of their treaties."2 44 The ICC ought not lightly cast aside
such well-established tenets of treaty law. The current OTP policy
reflects institutional tunnel vision that damages the larger debates
over treaty-based rights and duties.

This Part concludes with two pragmatic warnings if the Court
invalidates the underlying jurisdictional treaties on its own authority
by superimposing the Rome Statute as the pinnacle of a newly
created treaty hierarchy.

A. Disadvantages of a Purely Formalist Approach

Experts have noted that "no set of black letter rules can fully
respond to the multitude of potential treaty conflicts."24 5 The
formulae for describing precise interrelationships between
multilateral treaties and the plethora of other agreements is complex
because there is no definitive hierarchy that governs in the absence of
clear expressions of intent by the parties. As the ILC noted, the

241. Id. art. 30(1) (noting that Article 30 applies by its very terms to "successive
treaties relating to the same subject matter").

242. Id. art. 54.
243. EMER DE VATrEL, LE DROIT DES GENS, OU PRINCIPES DE LA LOI NATURELLE,

APPLIQU9 A LA CONDUIT ET AUX AFFAIRES DES NATIONS ET DES SOUVERAINS (THE LAW OF

NATIONS, OR PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF NATURE, APPLIED TO THE CONDUCT AND
AFFAIRS OF NATIONS AND SOVEREIGNS), Bk. II. Ch. XXXI § 163 (1758) (Charles G.
Fenwick trans., 1916).

244. MARK E. VILLIGER, COMMENTARY ON THE 1969 VIENNA CONVENTION ON

THE LAW OF TREATIES 689 (Martinus Nijhof ed., 2009) (noting that the termination of
treaties as provided by the parties is a "self-evident proposition rather than a rule,"
while Article 54(b) "appears codificatory").

245. Borgen, supra note 17, at 463.
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concurrent pragmatic validity of both the lex posterior and the lex prior maxims
may follow from the way the two derive from different domestic analogies.
Where lex posterior projects international rules as analogous to domestic
legislation (later laws regularly overruling earlier ones), the lex prior suggests

an analogy to domestic contracts.
246

There is no definitive state practice establishing authoritative
sequencing of treaty conflicts, and the Rome Statute does not fit
neatly into either a legislative or contractual straitjacket.

The ICC is caught on the horns of a dilemma because either of
the traditional formalist approaches deprives it of authoritative
jurisdiction over Americans or Israelis. The lex prior principle, by
which the earlier treaty remains binding, is most commonly
applicable where there is divergence between the parties to the
respective treaties.24 7 By definition, any Court interaction with non-
States Parties would be governed by this principle insofar as existing
agreements establishing the exclusive jurisdiction of sending states
would preclude jurisdiction under the Rome Statute.

On the other hand, imposing a flat lex posterior rule would
undermine the basic concept of pacta sunt servanda, by which the
consent of all the parties to the bilateral treaties would be required
for their termination.248 The Court cannot impose the Rome Statute
in toto onto non-States Parties because it would require alternative
findings that plainly undermine assertion of ICC jurisdiction. Either
"all the parties" to the earlier jurisdictional treaties must manifest an
intention that the Rome Statute supersedes the bilateral
jurisdictional arrangements, or the Court must decide that Article 12
by its nature is "so far incompatible with the [earlier jurisdictional
arrangements] that the two treaties are not capable of being applied
at the same time."2 4 9 As shown above, the provisions of the Rome
Statute itself leave little room for a Court finding that it is always
"incompatible" with other treaties.

No lawyer, politician, or prosecutor can demonstrate definitive
positive authority that either Palestine or Afghanistan can lawfully
convey unqualified territorial jurisdiction to the Court in violation of
earlier agreements. Similarly, there is no express or implied
agreement by any of the four states (Afghanistan/United States and
Israel/Palestine) by which the earlier treaties can be authoritatively
deemed irrelevant. Circumstances on the ground indicate that all four
states would strongly oppose the presumption of the Court that they
assent to invalidating the earlier treaties.

246. ILC Fragmentation Study, supra note 18, 296.
247. W. Karl, Conflicts Between Treaties, in ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PUBLIC

INTERNATIONAL LAW 468 (R. Bernhardt ed., Oxford Public International Law 1984).
248. VILLIGER, supra note 244, at 686.
249. VCLT, supra note 24, art. 59.
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At the same time, imposition of a lex posterior principle would
impose a seemingly intractable practical problem for the Court. The
Palestinian acceptance of the Rome Statute in January 2015 might be
deemed by the Court as suitable lex posterior to override the
conflicting jurisdictional provisions of the Oslo Accords. However, the
entry into force of the U.S./ Afghanistan agreement that provides for
exclusive jurisdiction by American authorities effective May 28, 2003,
came subsequent to Rome Statute accession by Afghanistan on May
1, 2003. In other words, applying a lex posterior principle cannot lead
to ICC jurisdiction over both situations in an intellectually consistent
manner. The Court would quickly find itself amidst a bog of
contradictory explanations of its treaty-based authority under the
Rome Statute. This would inevitably produce the prospect of
widespread backlash over its perceived reformation of treaty
practices.

B. The Danger of Subjective Functionalism

On the other hand, despite the danger of strengthening
perceptions that its decisions are driven by raw politics and narrow
institutional interests, the Court might well be willing to impose
jurisdiction over Americans and Israelis based upon its faith in the
larger purpose of the Rome Statute. After all, both Israel and the
United States have been staunch supporters of universal jurisdiction
in contexts where domestic fora are demonstrably inadequate to
address the grievous crimes within the subject matter jurisdiction of
the ICC. For some scholars, the absence of an official negotiating
history of the ICC could be framed as a blessing in disguise. From
this perspective, the Court is arguably free to innovate international
law by stressing that its constitutive document is unshackled from
expectations rooted from the historic record. Court proponents hope
that the interpretation of the Statute will shift over time akin to a
national constitution that is flexible enough to meet changing needs
of States Parties and the ceaseless flow of world events. It is true that
there is nothing in the Statute that expressly addresses the
relationship between the treaty text and previous SOFA agreements
that limit the jurisdictional authority of the territorial state.
However, the aspiration that the overarching imperative of
strengthening the supranational Court warrants evisceration of every
treaty barrier seems to represent a facile functionalism. Neither is
there any evidence that States Parties themselves intended to
empower the Court to override bilateral SOFA provisions.

In the first place, accepting the premise that the tenet nemo plus
iuris transferre potest quam ipse habet has become a rule of desuetude
would defeat the object and purpose of an entire class of binding
agreements that remain vital to community efforts to build
international peace and security. Roman jurists maintained that
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pactum (as in pacta sunt servanda) emanated from the same
etymological roots as pax.250 ICC efforts to invalidate SOFA
provisions could paradoxically threaten to undermine international
peace and security because they would without doubt disincentivize
UN peacekeeping and peace-enforcement operations. Even when
states have an overwhelming right to exercise collective self-defense,
institutionalized doubt over the utility of SOFAs could prevent
formation of coalitions. Thus, the ICC could undermine one of its
most aspirational objectives-to benefit international order and
buttress the role of law as a bulwark against unlawful aggression.
The challenge is to formulate principles for treaty interrelationships
that support the "community interest in both stability and change" in
order to "identify destructive practices for future regulation, so that
international agreements can be relied on as effective factors in
international behavior and, in the longer run, precipitate
fundamental constitutive changes."25 1 By invalidating SOFAs and
other jurisdictional allocations, the ICC would undermine the
sanctity of binding agreements between states by elevating
multilateral agreements not intended to create rights and obligations
for non-Parties.

252

Secondly, a newly promulgated doctrine of multilateral treaty
superiority that automatically invalidates earlier bilateral treaties
would fly in the face of strong precedents. Article 54 of the VCLT
accepts the premise that the termination of a treaty "necessarily
[deprives] all the parties of all their rights and, in consequence, the
consent of all of them [was] necessary."2 53 Given its unanimous
adoption, Article 54 represents l'expression du droit coutumier. This
echoes the premise of the International Court of Justice in the Case of
the Monetary Gold Removed from Rome in 1943, whereby whenever a
third party State's interests "form the very subject matter of the
decision" the Court "cannot . . . give a decision on that issue."25 4

Other tribunals have reinforced the notion that "it is only in the most
compelling circumstances that a tribunal charged with the
application of international law and governed by that law should
depart from a principle laid down [by] the International Court of
Justice."255 Fidelity to these established treaty norms denies the
supranational forum of power to impose its treaty-based jurisdiction

250. Kirsten Schmalenback, Article 26, Pacta sunt Servanda, in VIENNA
CONVENTION ON THE LAW OF TREATIES: A COMMENTARY 427, 429 (Oliver Ddrr &
Kirsten Schmalenback eds., 2012).

251. Arid E. David, Faits Accomplis in Treaty Controversies, 6 INT'L LAWYER 88,
98 (1972).

252. Id.
253. ILC Report 1966, YBILC 1966 II 249, 3, and 252, 1.
254. I.C.J. Rep. 19 (1954).
255. Larsen v. Hawaiian Kingdom, 119 I.L.R. 556 (2001) (Permanent Court of

Arbitration).
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as a matter of supranational prerogative when such assertion
abrogates a clear manifestation of prior state consent to surrender
exclusive jurisdiction over the nationals of another state.256

The Court would be hard pressed to persuade states that its
jurisdictional decisions do not address the "very subject" addressed by
specific treaty provisions that preserve the affirmative right to
exercise criminal jurisdiction over their citizens. The SOFA
provisions and the jurisdictional aspects of the Oslo Accords are lex
specialis with respect to the permissible scope of territorial
jurisdiction. Thus, the territorial states (Afghanistan and Palestine)
face the reality of clearly contradictory treaties. There is no principle
of international law to permit subordination of explicit treaty rights
of non-States Parties through ratification of a multilateral treaty by
another State. Similarly, processes for resolving treaty conflicts
disputes on the intra-state level remain inadequate to resolving the
precise conflict. They provide scant guidance for practitioners or
judges even though they represent "the highest measure of common
ground that could be found among governments as well as in the
Commission on this question."25 7 It is true that the ICC is not a
sovereign state, so there might be some basis to assert that it is free
to experiment in its relations with sovereign states. Imbuing the ICC
with a robust entrepreneurial independence might be portrayed as a
manifestation of its importance as a symbol of global interdependence
in confronting the enduring problem of criminal impunity.

However, the ICC is inescapably a creature of its constitutive
treaty. The default principle that States should resolve treaty
conflicts by mutual consent remains paramount, so why should the
same premise evaporate in the context of a supranational court
created via a multilateral treaty? States that surrender their
sovereign authority to exercise territorial jurisdiction over a defined
class of person or under certain conditions may act to reclaim that
sovereign authority. Even if it is seen as an organ created by states to
implement their duty to prosecute egregious violations of
international norms, the fact remains that the ICC has no
adjudicative power that does not originate from the consent of
sovereign states.

Because the entire authority of the Court derives from the
consent of states as manifested in adoption or accession to the Rome
Statute, there is no definitive basis for presuming that the Court is at
liberty to expand its own jurisdictional authority. As noted above,
states expressly rejected the formulation of the ICC as an
embodiment of universal jurisdiction. It logically follows that the ICC

256. East Timor (Port. v. Austl.), Judgment, 1995 I.C.J. Rep. 1995 (June 30,
1995).

257. Int'l L. Comm'n., Draft Rep. on the Work of Its Eighteenth Session, U.N.
Doc. A/CN, 4[L. 116/Add. 6, at 4(4) (1966).
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has no independent authority apart from that delegated by sovereign
states. Inventing a rule that multilateral treaties, even one of great
import such as the Rome Statute, take precedence over binding
bilateral mechanisms would transform international treaty law,
despite the reality that there is "no significant practice on the
matter."25 8 Such fundamental reforms ought to be the province of
states rather than a supranational tribunal that seeks to impose its
vision over non-consenting states. The ICC is the object of the Rome
Statute and not its signatory; thus, sovereign states are properly
positioned to determine its place within the larger constellation of
international treaties.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Some discerning readers will have been troubled throughout
their reading by the use of the word "aggrandize" in the abstract of
this Article. That word implies an intentional exploitation of legal
authorities and might be perceived to impute ill will and excess
politicization into every act of the ICC. Rather than disparaging the
Court or its aspirations, this Article is intended to represent a
dispassionate explication of the linkage between the highly
controversial situations that the Court faces and the larger first-
principles of treaty law and international practice. While an invalid
assertion of jurisdiction by the ICC is important in its own right,
these assertions have a greater significance for the international law
of treaties, and the project of international criminal law in particular.
The maturation of the ICC as the culmination of supranational
institution building need not necessarily mark the end of the line for
the field of international criminal law. On the contrary, rather than
facing the unending prospect of politicized justice at the whims of a
permanent Court,259 processes within the ICC should serve to
strengthen the Court's legitimacy.

Squarely addressing the reality that the Rome Statute presents
states with a specific form of treaty conflict in the areas that are most
central to their national security interests might mark a whole new
phase of qualitative growth for the Court that deepens its
institutional breadth and justifies the faith of States Parties. The
danger is that the Court will pursue its narrow vision of jurisdiction
in "disregard of founding principles of international law as well as
general principles of law that are common to the main legal systems

258. Benedetto Conforti, Consistency among Treaty Obligations, in THE LAW OF
TREATIES: BEYOND THE VIENNA CONVENTION 187, 189 (Enzo Cannazaro ed., 2011).

259. William A. Shabas, The Banality of International Justice, 11 J. INTL CRIM.
JUST. 545 (2013).
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of the world. '2 60 In the words of Pre-Trial Chamber I "Such an
interpretation would be inconsistent with the proper functioning of
the principle of complementarity.2 6 1 Readers will be hard-pressed to
discover any legal system in the world that would ignore the basic
precept of law and morality that is preserved by the ancient Roman
tenet nemo plus iuris transferre potest quam ipse habet. Overlooking
that foundational principle would represent a radical reshaping of the
Court's intended jurisdictional competence.

This conclusion has been heretofore unacknowledged by the
Court. It will doubtless be unpleasant for Court proponents to
confront; it is nonetheless unavoidable given a good faith reading of
the Statute in light of the larger precepts of international treaty law.
In perhaps his most famous observation, Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes noted that the

life of the law has never been logic: it has been experience. The felt necessities
of the time, the prevalent moral and political theories, intuitions of public
policy, avowed or unconscious, even the prejudices which judges share with
their fellow-men, have had a good deal more to do with the syllogism in

determining the rules by which men should be governed.2
6 2

Amidst a world of legal and political uncertainty, the ICC should not
settle for long-term reliance on intuitive fine-tuning that pretends
that the Rome Statute operates in isolation from other treaty-based
constraints on sovereign prerogatives.2 63 Rather than being a
hallmark of its demise, then, the role of the Court as one component
of a healthy transnational system would be enhanced by good faith
judgments that the Court has no lawful basis of jurisdiction over
crimes committed by Americans in Afghanistan, or over offenses
alleged against Israeli citizens for acts committed in the Occupied
Territories or in the Gaza Strip.

260. Flavia Lattanzi, Introduction, in THE DIVERSIFICATION AND
FRAGMENTATION OF INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAw 3 (Larissa van den Herik &
Carsten Stahn eds., 2012).

261. See Prosecutor v. Mbarushimana, ICC-01/04-01/10-451, Decision on the
"Defense Challenge to the Jurisdiction of the Court", 21 (Oct. 26, 2011), https://
www.icc-cpi.intliccdocs/doc/doc1252321.pdf [https://perma.cc/KH6Q-XXRS] (archived
Feb. 27, 2016).

262. OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES, THE COMMON LAW 1 (1881).
263. Elies van Sliedregt & Sergey Vasiliev, Pluralism: A New Framework for

International Criminal Justice, in PLURALISM IN INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW 4, 5

(Elies van Sliedregt and Sergey Vasiliev eds., 2014).
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Universal Jurisdiction
Clarifying the Basic Concept

Roger O'Keefe*

Abstract
Academic analysis of the Arrest Warrant case in the International Court of
Justice has tended to focus to date on the Court's judgment on immunity.
Comparatively little attention has been paid to the question of universal
jurisdiction, as discussed in detail in most of the separate and dissenting opinions
and declarations. The following article focuses less on the various judges'
conclusions as to the international lawfulness of universal jurisdiction than on
their treatment of the basic concept. The article argues that this treatment is open
to question, reflecting, as it does, both a conceptual conflation of states'
jurisdiction to prescribe their criminal law with the manner of that law's
enforcement and an inattention to crucial temporal considerations. As well as
fostering dubious terminology, these factors lead some judges to an unsatisfying
conclusion regarding the permissibility of the enforcement in absentia of
universal jurisdiction, and cause others to underestimate the degree of state
practice in favour of universal jurisdiction over crimes under general inter-
national law.

1. Introduction

The separate and dissenting opinions and declarations of the judges of the

International Court of Justice (ICJ) in Arrest Warrant' invite discussion of what is

meant by 'universal jurisdiction'. This article suggests that the respective judges'

understanding of the concept is debatable, since underlying it is a tendency, when

dealing with states' criminal jurisdiction, to elide prescription and enforcement, as

University Lecturer and Deputy Director, Lauterpacht Research Centre for International Law,
University of Cambridge; Fellow, Magdalene College, Cambridge. The following article is a modified and
updated version of a lecture given by the author at Merton College, Oxford on 24 October 2002 as part
of the Oxford Public International Law Group/International Law Association (British Branch) lecture
series.

I Arrest Warrant of 11 April 2000 (Democratic Republic of the Congo v Belgium), International Court of
Justice, 14 February 2002, available online at http://www.iej-cij.org/icjwww/idocket/iCOBE/
iCOBEframe.htm (visited 5 May 2004). The case's discussion of jurisdiction is limited to the separate and
dissenting opinions and declarations.

Journal of International Criminal Justice 2 (2004), 73 5-760
journal of International Criminal lustice 2. 3 © Oxford University Press, 2004. All rights reserved
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well as an inattention to the question of when the requisite prescriptive jurisdictional
nexus must be present. A number of the resulting judicial statements - eagerly looked
to as the first by the World Court on national criminal jurisdiction since the Lotus
case, 2 over 70 years before - serve, it is argued, as questionable guides to one of
international law's more controversial topics. The various judgments promote
regrettable terminology. Moreover, the elision and inattention cited above lead some
judges to a contestable finding on the lawfulness of the enforcement in absentia of
universal jurisdiction, and causes others to underestimate the degree of state practice
that exists in support of universal jurisdiction over crimes under general international
law.

This article first outlines the basic principles of public international law governing
national criminal jurisdiction and then, in this light, highlights and comments on the
treatment of jurisdictional issues, especially universal jurisdiction, in the separate and
dissenting opinions and declarations in Arrest Warrant.

2. International Principles Governing National Criminal
Jurisdiction

A state's 'jurisdiction', in the present context, refers to its authority under
international law to regulate the conduct of persons, natural and legal, and to
regulate property in accordance with its municipal law. Jurisdiction can be civil or
criminal. Only criminal jurisdiction will be discussed here and, as such, only the
regulation of the conduct of persons will be considered.

Jurisdiction is not a unitary concept. On the contrary, both the longstanding
practice of states and doctrinal writings make it clear that jurisdiction must be
considered in its two distinct aspects, viz. jurisdiction to prescribe and jurisdiction to
enforce. Jurisdiction to prescribe or prescriptive jurisdiction - sometimes called
'legislative' jurisdiction - refers, in the criminal context, to a state's authority under
international law to assert the applicability of its criminal law to given conduct,
whether by primary or subordinate legislation, executive decree or, in certain
circumstances, judicial ruling.3 Jurisdiction to enforce or enforcement jurisdiction -
sometimes called 'executive' jurisdiction - refers to a state's authority under
international law actually to apply its criminal law, through police and other
executive action, and through the courts. More simply, jurisdiction to prescribe refers
to a state's authority to criminalize given conduct, jurisdiction to enforce the
authority, inter alia, to arrest and detain, to prosecute, try and sentence, and to punish

2 The S. S. Lotus (France v Turkey), 1928 PCIJ Series A, No. 10.
3 Prescription by judicial ruling occurs most commonly when a court interprets the scope of a statutory

offence in such a manner as to extend that scope. In addition, in some common-law countries, certain

crimes and their jurisdictional scope are still the creatures of the judge-made law alone. See infra note 23

for more.
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persons for the commission of acts so criminalized.4 Universal jurisdiction, it should be
stressed from the outset, is a species of jurisdiction to prescribe.

Separate reference is sometimes made, especially in the civil context, to 'jurisdiction

to adjudicate', 5 or 'judicial' 6 or 'curial' 7 jurisdiction, referring specifically to a

municipal court's competence under international law to adjudge certain matters.

But, in the criminal context, the distinction is generally unnecessary. The application
of a state's criminal law by its criminal courts is simply the exercise or actualization of

prescription: both amount to an assertion that the law in question is applicable to the

relevant conduct.8 As a result, a state's criminal courts have no greater authority

under international law to adjudge conduct by reference to that state's criminal law9

than has the legislature of the state to prohibit the conduct in the first place. Equally,

the trial and, in the event, conviction and sentencing of an individual for conduct

prohibited by a state's criminal law is as much a means of executing or enforcing that

law as is the police's investigation, arrest, charging and prosecution of the individual

under it. As such, a state's criminal courts have no greater authority under

international law to execute the state's criminal law than have the police or other

coercive organs and agents of that state: as will be seen below, neither can operate as

of right in the territory of another state. In apparent recognition of the foregoing, the

respective judges of the ICJ in Arrest Warrant, the Court and dissenting judges of the

Permanent Court of International Justice (PCIJ) in the Lotus case before it, and the

4 See, similarly, P. Daillier and A. Pellet, Droit International Public (Nguyen Quoc Dinh) (6th edn, Paris:

LGDJ, 1999), §§ 334 and 336, respectively, drawing a distinction between 'comp6tence normative' and
'comp6tence d'ex6cution', i.e. 'une distinction entre l'6diction d'une rkglementation (au sens large) ...

et son application': 'Par contraste avec la comp6tence normative, qui consiste en l'6diction de normes

gcln6rales et impersonelles ou d6cisions individuelles par les organs investis de la function 16gislative ou

r6glementaire, la comp6tence d'ex6cution "s'etend g6ndralement comme le pouvoir d'accomplir des

actes mat6riels tels la d6tention, l'instruction ou le redressement de la violation d'une r6gle de droit"'.

5 See, e.g. Restatement (Third) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States (1987), §§ 401 and

421-433; Council of Europe, Recommendation R (97) 11 on the amended model plan for the

classification of documents concerning state practice in the field of public international law, 12 June

1997, Appendix, Part Eight (H1); 0. Schachter, 'International Law in Theory and Practice. General

Course in Public International Law', 178 Hague Recueil (HR) (1982-V) 9, at 244-249; Y. Dinstein, 'The

Universality Principle and War Crimes', in M.N. Schmitt and L.C. Green (eds), The Law of Armed Conflict:

Into the Next Millenium (Newport, RI: Naval War College, 1998) vol. 17, at 30-32.

6 See, e.g. M. Akehurst, 'Jurisdiction in International Law', 46 British Yearbook of International Law

(1972-1973) 145; B. Oxman, 'Jurisdiction of States', 3 Encyclopedia of Public International Law (1997)

55, at 55; A. Cassese, 'When May Senior State Officials Be Tried for International Crimes? Some

Comments on the Congo v Belgium Case', 13 European Journal of International Law (2002) 853, at 858.

7 See, e.g. R. Jennings and A. Watts (eds), Oppenheim's International Law. Volume I. Peace (9th edn, Harlow:

Longman, 1992). § 137.

8 See Akehurst, supra note 6, at 179: 'In criminal law legislative jurisdiction and judicial jurisdiction are

one and the same.' See similarly Oxman, supra note 6, at 55; F. Berman, 'Jurisdiction: The State', in P.

Capps, M. Evans and S. Konstadinidis (eds), Asserting Jurisdiction, International and European Legal

Perspectives (Oxford; Portland OR: Hart, 2003) 3, at 5.

9 Note, in this regard, the seemingly universal practice whereby a state's criminal courts - in contrast

usually to its civil courts - apply the law of that state and no other.
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bulk of the mainstream European academic literature'0 premise their respective
treatments of national criminal jurisdiction on the simple binary distinction between
what are, here, termed jurisdiction to prescribe and jurisdiction to enforce.

As specifically regards jurisdiction to prescribe, state practice reveals a number of
accepted bases or 'heads' of jurisdiction," pursuant to which, as a matter of general
international law, states may12 assert the applicability of their criminal law, each of
these heads being thought to evidence a sufficient link between the impugned conduct
and the interests of the prescribing state. The two heads of jurisdiction unquestionably

10 See, e.g. the approach adopted by F.A. Mann, although Mann (along with others) refers to 'legislative',
rather than 'prescriptive' jurisdiction: see F.A. Mann, 'The Doctrine of jurisdiction in International
Law', 111 HR (1964-I) 1, reproduced in F.A. Mann, Studies in International Law (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1973) 1; and F.A. Mann, 'The Doctrine of International Jurisdiction Revisited After 20 Years',
186 HR (1984-11) 9, reproduced in F.A. Mann, Further Studies in International Law (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1990) 1. See, similarly, D.W. Bowett, 'Jurisdiction: Changing Patterns of Authority over
Activities and Resources', 53 British Yearbook of International Law (1982) 1, at 1: V. Lowe, 'Jurisdiction',
in M.D. Evans (ed.), International Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003) 329, at 332-333.
Combacau and Sur, likewise, distinguish between 'comp6tence normative' or 'compdtence 16gislative',
on the one hand, and 'compdtence op6rationnelle', on the other: see J. Combacan and S. Sur, Droit
International Public (4th edn, Paris: Montchrestien. 1999), 342 and 351, respectively. Recall also, from
supra note 4, Daillier and Pellet's analogous distinction between 'comp6tence normative' and
'comp6tence d'ex6cution'. A simple binary distinction between what are here called jurisdiction to
prescribe and jurisdiction to enforce is also maintained by Kelsen: see H. Kelsen, Principles of
International Law (2nd edn, New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966) (revised and edited by R.W.
Tucker), 307-310.

11 These heads are alternatives: a state need only point to one of them as the basis for its assertion of
jurisdiction. In this regard, note that a state's criminal jurisdiction to prescribe in relation to any given
conduct is not necessarily exclusive. It is very commonly the case that two or more states enjoy
concurrent jurisdiction - that is, prescriptive jurisdiction over the same conduct- each under a different
head.

12 This is not the place to discuss the meaning and present status of the PCIJ's famous dictum in Lotus, at
19, although cf. the rider added by the Court, ibid., at 20, as well as ibid., diss. op. Loder, at 34, and diss.
op. Nyholm, at 60-61, along with the approach taken in Harvard Law School Research in International
Law, 'Jurisdiction with Respect to Crime', 29 American Journal of International Law Supp. (1935) 435. See
also, far more recently, Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Guillaume at § 14, sep. op. Higgins, Kooijmans and
Buergenthal at §§ 50-51, and diss. op. Van den Wyngaert at § 51. In the final analysis, it arguably does
not matter whether the so-called 'Lotus presumption', in general or in the specific context of criminal
jurisdiction, is correct or accepted in principle, since, in practice, its application need not run counter to
the observable situation whereby state assertions of prescriptive criminal jurisdiction are tolerated only
if they fall under specific acceptable heads: all that is required is that, instead of characterizing the
accepted heads of prescriptive jurisdiction as permissive rules set against a backdrop of a general
prohibition, we think of them as pockets of residual presumptive permission in the interstices of specific
prohibitions. The only difference - and this might not, in the event, be that great - is the burden of proof.
As it is, the Court in Lotus summarized its position very generally, stating that 'all that can be required of
a State is that it should not overstep the limits which international law places upon its jurisdiction;
within these limits, its title to exercise jurisdiction rests in its sovereignty': Lotus, at 19. This simple
statement is unimpeachable and '[w]hatever the underlying conceptual approach, a State must be able
to identify a sufficient nexus between itself and the object of its assertion of jurisdiction': Oxman, supra
note 6, at 56. On a different note, it is worth stating that, as a matter of general international law (cf.
certain treaty obligations), jurisdiction to prescribe is permissive or facultative, not mandatory.
Whether or not a state actually asserts a jurisdiction allowed it by international law is a matter for that

state.
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available to states in respect of all offences are territoriality and, in relation to
extraterritorial offences, nationality: that is, a state may criminalize conduct
performed on its territory, as well as conduct performed abroad by one of its nationals.

In addition, extraterritorial prescriptive jurisdiction over the conduct of non-nationals
on the basis of so-called 'passive personality' - viz. where the victim of the offence is a

national of the prescribing state13 - now appears generally permissible.' 4 Extraterri-

torial prescriptive jurisdiction over the conduct of non-nationals is also permitted,
although only in relation to certain offences, under what is known as the 'protective'

principle (or compftence rtelle): that is, states may assert criminal jurisdiction over

offences committed abroad by aliens where the offence is deemed to constitute a threat
to some fundamental national interest.' 5 The assertion of criminal jurisdiction over

extraterritorial conduct by aliens on the basis of the 'effects' doctrine - viz. where the

offence is deemed to exert some deleterious effect within the territory of the prescribing
state - remains controversial, if apparently not objectionable in all cases.' 6 Many

states also assert prescriptive criminal jurisdiction over the extraterritorial conduct of

non-nationals on a range of other bases thought to evidence a sufficient link with the
prescribing state's interests, e.g. on the basis of the offender's residency in that state or
his or her service in that state's armed forces. Such assertions have seemingly excited

no adverse reaction. Finally, even if the range of such offences is contested, criminal

jurisdiction over the extraterritorial conduct of non-nationals also attaches to certain

13 In the past, passive personality was sometimes subsumed terminologically into the protective principle:

see, e.g. Lotus, diss. op. Finlay, at 55-58 and diss. op. Moore, at 91-92.

14 Such jurisdiction was disputed in the past: see, e.g. Lotus, diss. op. Loder, at 36, diss. op. Finlay, at

55-58, diss. op. Nyholm, at 62 and diss. op. Moore, at 91-93; see also Harvard Law School Research in
International Law, supra note 12, at 445 and 579. The Court in Lotus reserved its opinion on the

existence of the principle: see Lotus, at 22-23. But, as noted by Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and

Buergenthal, in their joint separate opinion in Arrest Warrant, at § 47, '[pl]assive personality

jurisdiction, for so long regarded as controversial, is now reflected ... in the legislation of various

countries ... and today meets with relatively little opposition, at least so far as a particular category of

offences is concerned'. For his part, Judge Rezek asserts that a 'majority of countries' give effect to the

principle: Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Rezek, at § 5. President Guillaume goes so far as to treat passive

personality as part of 'the law as classically formulated': Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Guillaume, at § 4.

15 See, e.g. Lotus, at 20 and ibid, diss. op. Loder at 35-36; Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Guillaume at § 4 and sep.
op. Rezek at § 4. In the past, at least, this principle has been less a general rule than the basis on which a

few, specific exercises of extraterritorial jurisdiction over non-nationals have been tolerated by states,

e.g. the offence of counterfeiting currency or an inchoate conspiracy to assassinate the head of state.

16 The effects doctrine proper is to be distinguished from prescriptive jurisdiction on the basis of so-called
'objective' territoriality, out of which it seems to have grown: we speak of the former rather than the

latter when no constituent element of the offence takes place within the territory of the prescribing state.

The Court in Lotus was content simply to note the occasional assertion of such jurisdiction: see Lotus, at

23. In the event, extraterritorial prescriptive jurisdiction on the basis of the effects doctrine has proved

uncontroversial in relation to certain offences, e.g. inchoate conspiracies to commit murder, to import

prohibited drugs, etc. But, to cut a long story short, it has proved highly controversial in other areas,

notably in the field of antitrust or competition law, even if today '[e]ffects" or "impact" jurisdiction is

embraced both by the United States and, with certain qualifications, by the European Union' in this

area: Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal, at § 47.
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specific offences on the basis of universality - that is, in the absence of any other
acceptable prescriptive jurisdictional nexus. 17

While jurisdiction to prescribe can be extraterritorial, jurisdiction to enforce is, by
way of contrast, strictly territorial. A state may not enforce its criminal law in the
territory of another state without that state's consent.18 The territorial character of
jurisdiction to enforce is seen most clearly in the impermissibility, as of right, of
extraterritorial police powers: the police of one state may not investigate crimes and
arrest suspects in the territory of another state without that other state's consent.19 It
is also reflected in the judicial sphere: the criminal courts of one state may not, as of
right, sit in the territory of another,20 or subpoena witnesses or documents, or take
sworn affidavit evidence abroad. The upshot of this is that a state's jurisdiction to
prescribe its criminal law and its jurisdiction to enforce it do not always go hand in
hand. It is often the case that international law permits a state to assert the
applicability of its criminal law to given conduct but, because the author of the
conduct is abroad, not to enforce it. At the same time, general international law does
not prohibit the issuance of an arrest warrant for a suspect or the trial of an accused in

17 See, e.g. Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Guillaume, at §§ 12 and 16 (piracy), sep. op. Koroma, at § 9 (at least
piracy, war crimes and crimes against humanity, including the slave trade and genocide), sep. op.
Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal, at §§ 61-65 (at least piracy, war crimes and crimes against
humanity), and diss. op. Van den Wyngaert, at § 59 (at least war crimes and crimes against humanity,
including genocide).

18 See, e.g. Lotus, at 18-19; Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Guilaume, at § 4, sep. op. Higgins, Kooijmans and
Buergenthal, at § 54, and diss. op. Van den Wyngaert, at § 49. General international law admits of only
rare exceptions to the territoriality of criminal jurisdiction to enforce, all of them pertaining to armed
conflict. First, military forces engaged in armed conflict in the territory of a foreign state are permitted to
capture or otherwise take into custody and detain hostile combatants, as well as civilians
accompanying regular armed forces, when such persons fall into their power in the course of hostilities.
Secondly, a state in belligerent occupation of all or part of the territory of a hostile state is permitted to
exercise certain extraterritorial powers of criminal (prescription and) enforcement over the occupied
territory, in accordance with rules now codified in Convention (IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian
Persons in Time of War, Geneva, 12 August 1949, 75 UNTS 287, Arts 64-77. Finally, an occupying
power is permitted, under certain conditions, to resort to preventive detention, in accordance with
Geneva IV, Art. 78.

19 Examples of consent to the extraterritorial exercise of police powers are Arts 40 and 41, providing for
limited and conditional cross-border powers of police investigation and of 'hot pursuit', respectively, of
the Convention implementing the Schengen Agreement of 14 June 1985 between the governments of
the states of the Benelux Economic Union, the Federal Republic of Germany and the French Republic on
the gradual abolition of checks at their common borders, 22 September 2000, OJ 2000 L239,
0019-0062; see also the provisions typical of status of forces agreements (SOFAs), e.g. Agreement
between the Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty regarding the Status of their Forces, 19 June 1951.
UKTS No. 3 (1955), Cmd 9363, Art. VII.

20 An example of consent to the extraterritorial sitting of a criminal court is the Agreement between the
Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Government of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland concerning a Scottish Trial in the Netherlands, 24 August 1998, UKTS
No. 43 (1999). See also, more recently, the Agreement between the Government of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government of New Zealand concerning Trials under
Pitcairn Law in New Zealand and Related Matters, 11 October 2002, Cmd 5745.
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absentia, the legality of both being a question for the municipal law of each state. 21 Nor

does the territorial character of criminal enforcement jurisdiction prevent the

prescribing state from requesting the extradition of a suspect, accused or convict from

the territory of a state in which he or she is present, or from requesting other police or
judicial assistance from another state.

Jurisdiction to prescribe and jurisdiction to enforce are logically independent of

each other. The lawfulness of a state's enforcement of its criminal law in any given

case has no bearing on the lawfulness of that law's asserted scope of application in the
first place, and vice versa. For example, imagine that a criminal court in the state of

Hernia tries and convicts a national of the state of Dyspepsia under a Hernian statute

outlawing whistling in Dyspepsia, the accused having been arrested while on holiday

in Hernia. Hernia is exercising an exorbitant prescriptive jurisdiction, but no rule of

international law governing jurisdiction to enforce has been breached. Conversely,

imagine that Dyspepsian police arrest, in Hernian territory, a Dyspepsian national,

charged with murder in Dyspepsia. This constitutes an exorbitant exercise by

Dyspepsia of jurisdiction to enforce, even if it enjoys jurisdiction under international
law to criminalize the conduct in question.

At the same time, while jurisdiction to prescribe and jurisdiction to enforce are

mutually distinct, the act of prescription and the act of enforcement are, in practice,

intertwined. A state's assertion of the applicability of its criminal law to given conduct

is actualized, as it were, when it is sought to be enforced in a given case. Nonetheless,
the act of prescription can still be said to take place when the prohibition in question is

promulgated, the conduct prohibited being, at that point, hypothetical (that is,

paradigmatic murder, paradigmatic robbery and so on). It might well be that the

question of when prescription occurs is distinct from the question of when state

responsibility for the arrogation of exorbitant prescriptive jurisdiction can be said to be

engaged, although the latter might, in turn, depend upon the way in which

responsibility is invoked.22 But, as far as prescription itself is concerned, this must be

21 See, e.g. Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal, at § 56. As regards the trial of the

accused, the jurisdiction of the criminal courts in the common-law tradition is, as a matter of municipal

law, generally in personam: with a few exceptions, the presence of the accused in the court is a

precondition to his or her trial. By contrast, many civil-law states permit trial in absentia under certain

conditions.
22 It would seem that, vis-A-vis an injured state within the meaning of Art. 42 of the International Law

Commission's Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, annexed to GA Res.

56/83, 12 December 2001, responsibility arises only when prescriptive jurisdiction is exercised, i.e.

when it is enforced, e.g. when the Dyspepsian national is arrested by the Hernian authorities on

suspicion of having violated Hernian law by whistling in Dyspepsia. See also L. Reydams, Universal

Jurisdiction. International and Municipal Legal Perspectives (Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press,

2003) 25. On the other hand, it might be the case that a so-called 'interested' state acting under Art. 48

of the ILC's Articles could invoke the responsibility of Hernia for its mere promulgation of the offensive
law, and would be entitled to demand its repeal, even if it were never enforced. Such questions are
beyond the scope of this article.
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said to occur when jurisdiction is asserted, rather than exercised.23 If this were not the

case, then the prescription of the prohibition in question - in other words, the

proscription of the relevant conduct - would take place after the commission of the

prohibited conduct and, as such, would amount to ex post facto criminalization - a

phenomenon abhorred by the world's major legal traditions and contrary to

international human-rights law.24

This last point helps to answer the question of when the relevant prescriptive
jurisdictional nexus - be it territoriality, the nationality or residency of the offender,
the nationality of the victim, or the offender's service in the armed forces of the
prescribing state - must exist in a given case; and the answer is that the nexus relied

on to ground prescriptive jurisdiction over given conduct must exist at the time at
which the conduct is performed. This is obvious in relation to territoriality. The
assertion of prescriptive jurisdiction over an offence that takes place abroad cannot be
founded on territoriality simply because the offender subsequently enters the territory
of the prescribing state: regardless of how it is enforced, an assertion of prescriptive
jurisdiction over conduct taking place outside the territory of the prescribing state is
an assertion of extraterritorial jurisdiction, for which an alternative legal justification
must be found. As Judge Loder noted in his dissenting opinion in Lotus, speaking
specifically of jurisdiction to prescribe on the basis of territoriality:

... a law [cannot] extend in the territory of the State enacting it to an offence committed by a
foreigner abroad should the foreigner happen to be in this territory after the commission of the
offence, because the guilty act has not been committed within the area subject to the
jurisdiction of that State and the subsequent presence of the guilty person cannot have the effect of
extending the jurisdiction of the State.

25

Similarly, in respect of nationality, the offender must be a national of the prescribing

23 The situation is more complex when a state's assertion of the applicability of its criminal law to given
conduct takes place by way of judicial ruling. As mentioned supra note 3, this can happen in one of two
ways. In the vast majority of cases in both civilian and common-law systems, such a ruling will take the
form of an expansive interpretation by the court of the ambiguous jurisdictional scope of a given statute.
While the practical effect of such a ruling is that prescription occurs only at the moment of its exercise,
the formal legal characterization of the situation is that the statute in question has always had the
jurisdictional scope ascribed to it by the court; as such, prescription can still be said, at least in formal
terms, to have occurred when the statute came into force. In some common-law countries, however,
the jurisdictional scope of at least certain crimes is still the creation solely of the judge-made law, the
upshot being that a judicial ruling can (leaving aside certain objections) extend the jurisdictional scope
of a crime without reference to statute. Here, recourse must be had to the traditional common-law
fiction that a judicial ruling merely 'discovers' what the common law has always been, the result being
that, again at least formally, prescription takes place not at the moment of enforcement but when the
common law is said, by historical fiction, to have emerged. In both instances, the reality is that serious
questions of retroactivity arise: although the prohibition itself might have existed at the time of the
accused's conduct, the application of the prohibition to the accused might not have been ascertainable.

24 See Universal Declaration of Human Rights, GA Res. 217A (1ff), 10 December 1948, Art. 11(2):
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 16 December 1966, 999 UNTS 171, Art. 15(1):
European Convention on Human Rights, 4 November 1950, ETS No. 5, Art. 7(1); American
Convention on Human Rights, 22 November 1969, OASTS No. 36, Art. 9; African Charter on Human
and Peoples' Rights, 27 June 1981, OAU Doc. CAB/LEG/67/3/Rev.5, Art. 7(2).

25 Lotus, diss. op. Loder, at 35 (original emphasis).
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state at the moment at which he or she commits the offence. The same applies, mutatis
mutandis, to prescriptive jurisdiction on the basis of residency, passive personality and

service in the armed forces of the prescribing state. 6 The reason for this, as alluded to
above, is the cardinal principle of the rule of law expressed in the maxim nullum crimen
nulla poena sine lege. The exercise of prescriptive jurisdiction on the basis of a
jurisdictional nexus established subsequent to the commission of the offence is a form
of ex post facto criminalization and, therefore, repugnant, in that a substantive
national criminal prohibition and its attendant punishment - and not merely a
national procedural competence - become applicable to the accused only after the

performance of the impugned conduct.27

This last point is worth emphasizing: the exercise by a state of prescriptive
jurisdiction in reliance on a jurisdictional nexus not satisfied until after the
commission of the 'offence' means that, at the moment of commission, the 'offender' is
not prohibited by the law of that state from performing the relevant act; as such, his or
her subsequent conviction and punishment for that act under the law of the state in

question are violations of the principle of legality. This is especially significant in
relation to prescriptive jurisdiction asserted on the basis of a nationality (or, equally,

residency) acquired after the impugned act. True, a number of states provide for
jurisdiction over certain strictly municipal offences"t on the basis of nationality
acquired by the offender subsequent to the commission of the offence.29 But, this,

26 The question has less chance of arising in relation to the protective principle and the effects doctrine,

where the requisite prescriptive jurisdictional nexus - respectively, the threat posed by the relevant

conduct to a fundamental interest of the prescribing state and the effect of the relevant conduct within
its territory - is. in practice, simply deemed to exist in relation to certain offences such as counterfeiting.
But consider the situation where the prescribing state itself did not exist at the time of the commission of
the offence; and query the statements in this regard in Attorney-General of Israel v Eichmann, 36
International Law Reports (ILR) 5, at 49-57, especially §§ 36-38 (1961, Dist. Ct Jerusalem) and 36 ILR

5, at 304 (1962, Sup. Ct Israel).
27 That said, it might be countered that the considerations of natural justice underpinning the principle of

legality are less compelling in circumstances where individuals have the choice of whether to render

themselves liable to punishment for past conduct by subsequently adopting a given nationality or
residency, or by subsequently joining the armed forces of a given state. This rebuttal, however, is

unsatisfactory when it comes to jurisdiction on the basis of passive personality in cases where the victim
acquires the relevant nationality after the commission of the offence. In such cases, the offender is

obviously denied fair warning.
28 It is crucial to note that different considerations apply to crimes under general international law, as

specifically considered infra. In short, the principle of legality is not violated in cases of municipal

retroactivity where the impugned conduct constituted an offence under international law at the time of
its commission: see, e.g. Universal Declaration, Art. 11(2); ICCPR, Art. 15(1): ECHR, Art. 7(1), as

consonant with customary international law. This is highly relevant to the exercise of universal

jurisdiction over crimes under general international law, especially by means of subsequent nationality
or subsequent residency jurisdiction, as also discussed infra.

29 See, e.g. Penal Code (France), Art. 113-6. See also the sources cited in Z. Deen-Racsmdny, 'The

Nationality of the Offender and the Jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court', 95 American
journal of International Law (AJIL) (2001) 606, at 614.
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nonetheless, violates the prohibition on the retroactive application of criminal laws,'3

and cannot be said to be a valid exercise of nationality jurisdiction in the eyes of public

international law," even if it has elicited no great reaction from states who do not

assert it. The lack of adverse response does not necessarily denote acquiescence. For

one thing, while such provisions are on the books, it seems that they have only very

rarely formed the basis of prosecutions; as such, there has been little opportunity for

the occasioning of injury to other states,' 2 and, hence, for protest. Moreover, there is

no indication of the opinio juris accompanying the apparent silence, and the most

likely explanation for it relates to the admissibility of claims under the law of

diplomatic protection: the offender's change of nationality after the commission of the

offence implicates the rule on the continuous nationality of claims; alternatively, the

offender's later assumption of an additional nationality implicates questions of dual

nationality. Whatever other subjective belief as might exist is just as likely political as

legal.'3

3. Clarifying Universal jurisdiction

A. Basic Definition

It comes as something of a surprise that none of the judges in Arrest Warrant explicitly
posits a definition of universal jurisdiction, despite the concept's centrality to the case.
In fact, Judge ad hoc Van den Wyngaert suggests, in her dissenting opinion, that
'[t] here is no generally accepted definition of universal jurisdiction in conventional or
customary international law',' 4 stating that '[m]any views exist as to its legal
meaning" 5 and that 'uncertainties ... may exist concerning the definition [of the
concept]'.' 6

In response to Judge ad hoc Van den Wyngaert, one might fairly question whether
treaty or custom could be expected to provide such a definition, rather than just
permissive or prohibitive rules regarding a phenomenon defined doctrinally. One
might query, also, the genuineness or seriousness of the alleged debate over the
meaning of universal jurisdiction. And, one might, with reason, point out that the
absence of a customary or conventional definition and the supposed plurality of

30 See also L. Sarkar, 'The Proper Law of Crime in International Law', 11 International and Comparative Law

Quarterly (ICLQ) (1962) 446, at 459. The question is floated but left open by Deen-Racsminy, supra note

29, at 614-615, especially note 61, although she does suggest contra that '[nlationality either at the

time of prosecution or at the time of the commission of the crime should be sufficient for jurisdiction'

(ibid., at 615).

31 Cf., contra, Harvard Law School Research in International Law, supra note 12, at 531-532, and the

sources referred to therein, even if the authors concede that such jurisdiction is 'possibly a little difficult

to justify theoretically' (ibid., at 532).

32 Recall supra note 22.
33 See, e.g. Lotus, diss. op. Altamira, at 98.

34 Arrest Warrant, diss. op. Van den Wyngaert, at § 44,

35 Ibid., at§45.

36 Ibid., at § 46.
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doctrinal definitions do not mean that no single soundest definition of universal
jurisdiction cannot be given.

It would seem sufficiently well agreed that universal jurisdiction amounts to the
assertion of jurisdiction to prescribe in the absence of any other accepted jurisdictional
nexus at the time of the relevant conduct. (It should again be stressed, in this light,
that the term 'universal jurisdiction' is shorthand for 'universal jurisdiction to
prescribe' or 'universal prescriptive jurisdiction' and that the point by reference to
which one characterizes the head of prescriptive jurisdiction relied on in a given case is
the moment of commission of the putative offence.) In positive and slightly pedantic
terms, universal jurisdiction can be defined as prescriptive jurisdiction over offences
committed abroad by persons who, at the time of commission, are non-resident aliens,
where such offences are not deemed to constitute threats to the fundamental interests
of the prescribing state or, in appropriate cases, to give rise to effects within its
territory. 7 This positive definition is, needless to say, a mouthful, and universal
jurisdiction is probably more usefully defined in opposition to what it is not. Indeed,
Ascensio observes that universal jurisdiction 'is usually defined negatively, as a
ground of jurisdiction which does not require any link or nexus with the elected
forum'." As stated by de la Pradelle:

La competence phnale d'une juridiction nationale est dite 'universelle' quand ... un tribunal

que ne d~signe aucun des critfres ordinairement retenus - ni la nationalit6 d'une victime ou
d'un auteur presum6, ni la localisation d'un 61iment constitutif d'une infraction, ni l'atteinte

port6e aux intdrts fondamentaux de litat - peut, cependant, connaitre d'actes accomplis par

des 6trangers, A '6tranger ou dans un espace 6chappant A toute souvereinet6.
39

Similarly, Reydams states:

Negatively defined, [universal jurisdiction] means that there is no link of territoriality or
nationality between the State and the conduct or offender, nor is the State seeking to protect its

security or credit.
40

(By 'nationality', Reydams means both 'the nationality of the perpetrator, and the
nationality of the victim'. 41) Meron, likewise, defines universal jurisdiction as existing
when 'states that have no territorial or nationality (active or passive) or "protective
principle" links' are permitted, by international law, 'to prosecute those who commit

37 See, similarly, Reydams, supra note 22, at 5: 'Positively defined, a State exercises universal jurisdiction
when it seeks to punish conduct that is totally foreign, ie conduct by and against foreigners, outside its
territory and its extensions, and not justified by the need to protect a narrow self-interest.'

38 H. Ascensio, 'Are Spanish Courts Backing Down on Universality? The Supreme Tribunal's Decision in
Guatemalan Generals', 1 Journal of International Criminal Justice (JICJ) (2003) 690, at 699. See also, in a
similarly negative formulation, M. Henzelin, Le principe de l'universalite en droit pdnal international
(Basel/Geneva/Munich: Helbing and Lichtenhahn; Bruxelles: Bruylant, 2000) 1 and 29, § 72.

39 G. de la Pradelle, 'La comp6tence universelle', in H. Ascensio, E. Decaux and A. Pellet (eds), Droit
International Pdnal (Paris: P6done. 2000) 905, at § 1. See also B. Stern, 'A Propos de la Comp6tence
Universelle ... ', in E. Yakpo and T. Boumedra (eds), Liber Amicorum Judge Mohammed Bedjaoui (The

Hague: Kluwer, 1999) 735, at 737 ('une comp6tence universelle ... signifie que lEtat a le droit
d'exercer une comp6tence pour certains actes qui ne sont pas produits sur son territoire, et E l'6gard
desquels II ne serait pas normalement comp6tent').

40 Reydams, supra note 22, at 5.
41 Ibid.
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[offences]'. 42 Paragraph 404 of the Restatement (Third) of the Foreign Relations Law of
the United States provides an analogous definition.43 Other definitions commonly
offered are essentially identical, even if they often omit reference to less common heads
of prescriptive jurisdiction, such as the protective principle and passive personality. 44

All conceive of universal jurisdiction as permitting a state to deem given conduct an
offence against its law, 'regardless of any nexus the state may have with the offen[c]e,
the offender, or the victim'.45

By way of aside, note that universal jurisdiction is often said to mean that 'any' state
or 'every' state is permitted to criminalize the conduct in question.46 While the gist of
such statements is clear and obviously correct, the use of words like 'any' and 'every'
can be unintentionally misleading, in so far as it might be mistaken to suggest that
universal jurisdiction can never be grounded in treaty law, circumscribed as it is by
the pacta tertiis principle. Such a misapprehension would seem to underpin Higgins'
heterodox characterization (in a non-judicial capacity) of a certain provision common
to many international criminal conventions and generally considered to mandate
universal jurisdiction.47 She is not, it must be said, alone. Cameron takes a similar
line48 and Cassese states:

[A]s rightly pointed out by R. Higgins, these treaties do not provide for universal jurisdiction
proper, for only the contracting states are entitled to exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction over
offenders on their territory. In addition, it may be contended that such jurisdiction does not
extend to offences committed by nationals of states not parties, unless the crime (1) is

42 T. Meron, 'International Criminalization of Internal Atrocities', 89 AJIL (1995) 554, at 568. See,
similarly, Schachter, supra note 5, at 262.

43 See also comment (a) to § 404 of the Restatement (Third), supra note 5.
44 See, e.g. L.C. Green, 'International Crimes and the Legal Process', 29 ICLQ (1980) 567, at 568, as

endorsed by Brennan J. of the High Court of Australia in Polyukhovich v Commonwealth of Australia
(1991) 91 ILR 1, at 40; G. Triggs, 'Australia's War Crimes Trials: A Moral Necessity or Legal Minefield?',
16 Melbourne University LawReview (1987) 382, at 389, as endorsed by Cory J. of the Supreme Court of
Canada in R. v Finta (1994) 104 ILR 284, at 353; K.C, Randall, 'Universal Jurisdiction Under
International Law', 66 Texas Law Review (1988) 785, at 788; R. Higgins, Problems and Process.
International Law and How We Use It (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994) 57; Combacau and Sur, supra note
10, at 350; A. Cassese, International Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001) 261; W.A. Schabas, An
Introduction to the International Criminal Court (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001) 60; G.
Danilenko, 'ICC Statute and Third States', in A. Cassese, P. Gaeta and J.R.W.D. Jones (eds), The Rome
Statute of the International Criminal Court: A Commentary. Volume II (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2002) 1871, at 1878; G.P. Fletcher, 'Against Universal Jurisdiction', 1 JICJ (2003) 580, at 582.

45 S.R. Ratner and J.S. Abrams, Accountability for Human Rights Atrocities in International Law (2nd edn,
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001) 161. See, similarly, Princeton Principles on Universal
Jurisdiction, available online at http://www.princeton.edu/-lapa/unive-jur.pdf, Principle 1(1) (visited 18
May 2004).

46 See, e.g. Green, supra note 44, at 568; Bowett, supra note 10, at 11; Randall, supra note 44, at 788;
Oxman, supra note 6, at 58; Dinstein, supra note 5, at 18; Combacau and Sur, supra note 10, at 350;
Stern, supra note 39, at 735; Cassese, supra note 44, at 261; Schabas, supra note 44, at 60; Danilenko,
supra note 44, at 1878; B. Conforti, Diritto Internazionale (6th edn, Naples: Editoriale Scientifica, 2002),
§ 24.2.

47 See Higgins, supra note 44, at 63 -65, referring to some of the provisions cited infra, note 51.
48 See I. Cameron, The Protective Principle of International Criminal Jurisdiction (Aldershot: Dartmouth,

1994), 80.
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indisputably prohibited by customary international law ... or (2) the national of the
non-contracting state engages in prohibited conduct in the territory of a state party, or against
nationals of that state.

49

Cassese's substantive points are sound, but his (and the others') implicit definition
of 'universal jurisdiction proper' is open to question. The jurisdiction mandated by the

relevant treaty provision is, in fact, universal jurisdiction - that is, prescriptive
jurisdiction in the absence of any other recognized jurisdictional nexus.

B. 'Universal Jurisdiction In Absentia'

1. President Guillaume, Judge Ranjeva and Judge Rezek in Arrest Warrant

The relevant aspect of Arrest Warrant that is most open to question is several judges'

treatment of what they call 'universal jurisdiction in absentia', which they posit as
some sort of undisaggregated jurisdictional category. For example, President

Guillaume - speaking of the jurisdictional provision common to many international
criminal conventions, whereby each State Party is obliged to 'take such measures as

may be necessary to establish its jurisdiction over the offence in the case where the
alleged offender is present in its territory ... '," without any requirement that the
offence should take place on the territory of that state or that the alleged offender or
victim should be one of its nationals - notes:

[N]one of these texts has contemplated establishing jurisdiction over offences committed
abroad by foreigners against foreigners when the perpetrator is not present in the territory of

49 A. Cassese, 'Is the Bell Tolling for Universality? A Plea for a Sensible Notion of Universal Jurisdiction', 1
jiCi (2003) 589, at 594 (original emphasis, citation omitted). On the exercise of treaty-based universal
jurisdiction over the nationals of non-party states, cf. contra M.P. Scharf, 'Application of Treaty-Based
Universal Jurisdiction to Nationals of Non-Party States', 35 New England Law Review (2001) 363.

50 Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Guillaume, at §§ 7-8. Provisions to this effect are found in Convention for the
Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, 16 December 1970 ('Hague Convention'), 860 UNTS
1971, Art. 4(2); Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Civilian Aircraft,
23 September 1971 ('Montreal Convention'), 974 UNTS 177, Art. 5(2); Convention on the Prevention
and Punishment of Crimes against Internationally Protected Persons, including Diplomatic Agents, 14
December 1973, 1035 UNTS 167, Art. 3(2); Convention against the Taking of Hostages, 17 December
1979, 1316 UNTS 205, Art. 5(2); Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material, 3 March
1980,1456 UNTS 124. Art. 8(2); Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment, 10 December 1984, 1465 UNTS 112, Art. 5(2); Convention for the
Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Maritime Navigation, 10 March 1988 ('Rome
Convention'), 1678 UNTS 221. Art. 6(4); Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the
Safety of Fixed Platforms Located on the Continental Shelf, 10 March 1988 ('Rome Protocol'), 1678
UNTS 304, Art. 3(4); Convention against the Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of Mercenaries,
4 December 1989, UN Treaty Reg. No. 37789, Art. 9 (2); Convention on the Safety of United Nations
and Associated Personnel, 9 December 1994, 2051 UNTS 363, Art. 10(4); Convention for the
Suppression of Terrorist Bombings, 15 December 1997, UN Treaty Reg. No. 37517, Art. 6(4); Second
Protocol to the Hague Convention of 14 May 1954 for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of
Armed Conflict, 26 March 1999, reproduced in 38 ILM (1999) 769, Art. 16(1)(c); Convention for the
Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism, 9 December 1999, UN Treaty Reg. No. 38349, Art. 7(4);
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, 15 November 2000, UN Treaty Reg. No. 39574,
Art. 15(4).
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the State in question. Universal jurisdiction in absentia is unknown to international

conventional law.5

Judge Ranjeva's use of the term and his reasoning are markedly similar.5 2 What is

more, both judges, along with Judge Rezek, talk consistently of so-called universal

jurisdiction in absentia as if it were even less tolerable than universal jurisdiction per

se. 53 President Guillaume, after observing that states 'may exercise jurisdiction in

cases of piracy and in the situations of subsidiary universal jurisdiction provided for by

various conventions if the offender is present on their territory', concludes:

But apart from these cases, international law does not accept universal jurisdiction; still less

does it accept universal jurisdiction in absentia.
54

Judge Ranjeva, noting by way of introduction that Ia pr6sente d6claration

portera-t-elle sur l'interpr6tation que la Belgique donne de la comp6tence uni-

verselle' , 5 states:

5. La 16gislation beige qui institue la comp6tence universelle in absentia pour les violations
graves du droit international humanitaire a consacr6 l'interpr6tation la plus extensive de cette
comp6tence .... L'innovation de la loi beige r6side dans la possibilit6 de l'exercice de la
comp6tence universelle en l'absence de tout lien de la Belgique avec l'objet de linfraction, la
personne de l'auteur pr6sum6 de linfraction ou enfin le territoire pertinent. Mais apr~s les
tragiques 6v6nements survenus en Yougoslavie et au Rwanda, plusieurs Etats ont invoqu6 la
comp6tence universelle pour engager des poursuites contre des auteurs pr6sum6s de crimes de
droit humanitaire; cependant, A la diff6rence du cas de M. Yerodia Ndombasi, les personnes
impliqu6es avaient auparavant fait lobjet d'une proc6dure ou d'un acte d'arrestation,
c'est-A-dire qu'un lien de connexion territoriale existait au pr6alable.
6. En droit international, la mime consid6ration lie au lien de connexit6 ratione loci est
6galement exig6e pour lexercice de la comp6tence universelle ..

Judge Rezek declares:

Lactivisme qui pourrait mener un Etat A rechercher hors de son territoire, par la voie d'une
demande d'extradition ou d'un mandat d'arr~t international, une personne qui aurait 6
accus6e de crimes d6finis en termes de droit des gens, mais sans aucune circonstance de
rattachement aufor, n'est aucunement autoris6 par le droit international en son 6tat actuel ... 56

He concludes:

51 Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Guillaume, at § 9: see also ibid., at § 12.
52 See Arrest Warrant, dec. Ranjeva, at § 7.
53 As regards universal jurisdiction per se, President Guillaume states explicitly that it is not recognized by

general international law except in relation to piracy: Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Guillaume, at § 16. Judge
Ranjeva, while taking the view that 'universal jurisdiction in absentia' is impermissible (Arrest Warrant,
dec. Ranjeva, at §§ 8-12), is silent on the status under general international law of universal
jurisdiction over offenders subsequently present in the territory of the prescribing state. Judge Rezek
rejects, as a matter of general international law, the attachment of universal jurisdiction to the war
crimes and crimes against humanity at issue in the case before the Court. both in principle as well as
when enforced in absentia: Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Rezek, at § 10.

54 Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Guillaume, at § 16. Reference by President Guillaume to 'universal jurisdiction
in absentia' is also found ibid., at §§ 13 and 17.

55 Arrest Warrant, dec. Ranjeva, at § 3.
56 Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Rezek, at § 6 (original emphasis).
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[L]e for interne de la Belgique n'est pas comp6tent, dans les circonstances de l'esp~ce, pour
l'action p6nale, faute d'une base de comp6tence autre que le seul principe de la comp&tence
universelle et faute, A l'appui de celui-ci, de la pr6sence de la personne accus6e sur le territoire
beige, qu'il ne serait pas l6gitime de forcer A comparaitre.17

For her part, Judge ad hoc Van den Wyngaert, while holding contra that 'universal
jurisdiction in absentia' is not prohibited by conventional or customary international
law,58 also tends to treat it as a distinct head of jurisdiction, the lawfulness of which is
to be proved in its own right;59 but close reading suggests that this is probably just a
function of misplaced emphasis.

It should be noted that the approach taken by President Guillaume and Judges
Ranjeva and Rezek is not without resonance in the academic literature. Reydams uses
the term 'universal jurisdiction in absentia',6" and treats it as a form of jurisdiction
whose lawfulness is to be considered in its own right - that is, as distinct from
universal jurisdiction per se.6 1 In a related vein are the various doctrinal writings
summarized by Reydams,62 where what the author terms the 'co-operative general
universality principle' and the 'co-operative limited universality principle' are
predicated on the presence of the offender, while the so-called 'unilateral limited
universality principle' states that 'any State may unilaterally launch an investigation,
even in absentia'.6 Similarly, Cassese states that the principle of universality:

... has been upheld in two different versions. According to the most widespread version, only
the State where the accused is in custody can prosecute him or her (so-called forum
deprehensionis, or jurisdiction of the place where the accused is apprehended) .... Under a
different version of the universality principle, a State may prosecute persons accused of
international crimes regardless ... of whether or not the accused is in custody in the forum
State.64

Elsewhere, he distinguishes between 'conditional' universal jurisdiction and
'absolute' universal jurisdiction.65

2. Discussion

The practice of states in this regard - sparse and ambivalent, to date - does not point
conclusively to the general recognition of so-called universal jurisdiction in absentia as
a distinct category of jurisdiction whose lawfulness is to be established in its own right.
As such, the question can only be approached from first principles. In this light, the
approach adopted by President Guillaume and Judges Ranjeva and Rezek is not
logically compelling. It conflates a state's jurisdiction to prescribe its criminal law with
the manner of that law's enforcement.

57 Ibid., at § 10.
58 See Arrest Warrant, diss. op. Van den Wyngaert, at §§ 54-55 and 58.
59 See ibid., at §§ 52-58.
60 See Reydams, supra note 22, at 55, 74, 88-89, 156, 177, 222, 224, 225 and 227.
61 See, e.g. ibid., at 224.
62 See ibid., at 29-42.
63 Ibid., at 38 (original emphasis).
64 Cassese, supra note 44, at 261.
65 See A. Cassese, International Criminal Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), at 284-291.
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As a manifestation of'jurisdiction' in some wholly notional unitary sense, there can

be no such thing as 'universal jurisdiction in absentia'. Universal jurisdiction is a

manifestation of jurisdiction to prescribe. Like all heads of jurisdiction to prescribe, it

might be that it is exercised in a given case with the accused present in the court,
consequent upon his or her arrest in the territory of the prosecuting state, pursuant to
a warrant issued while he or she was present in that territory. Or, it might be exercised
in personam, but consequent upon the accused's arrest in and extradition from a
foreign state, pursuant to a warrant issued while he or she was abroad or, equally,
while he or she was in the territory of the prosecuting state, having since absconded.
Alternatively, it might be that it is exercised without the accused present in the court,
pursuant to an outstanding warrant, issued while he or she was abroad. Or, it might
be exercised in absentia but pursuant to an outstanding warrant, issued while a
subsequently absconding accused was present in the prosecuting state. The fact is that
prescription is logically independent of enforcement. On the one hand, there is
universal jurisdiction, a head of prescriptive jurisdiction alongside territoriality,
nationality, passive personality and so on. On the other hand, there is enforcement in
absentia, just as there is enforcement in personam.

In turn, since prescription is logically distinct from enforcement, the legality of the
latter can in no way affect the legality of the former, at least as a matter of reason.
Universal jurisdiction to prescribe is either lawful or it is not. The issuance of a warrant
in absentia and trial in absentia is either lawful or it is not. And, as far as international
law goes, these last two are, in fact, lawful, in a reflection of the position classically
adopted by the civil-law tradition. As rightly noted by Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and
Buergenthal:

... [s]ome jurisdictions provide for trial in absentia; others do not. If it is said that a person must
be within the jurisdiction at the time of the trial itself, that may be a prudent guarantee for the
right of fair trial but has little to do with bases of jurisdiction recognized under international
law.66

In short, as a matter of international law, if universal jurisdiction is permissible,
then its exercise in absentia is logically permissible also. Whether it is desirable is,
needless to say, a separate question.

Of course, logic and the opinio juris of states do not always go hand in hand, and it is
always open to states to indicate unambiguously that the international lawfulness of
universal jurisdiction does, in fact, depend upon the presence of the offender. But, 'the
great majority of the interested states'67 have not done so, to date.

If the novel term 'universal jurisdiction in absentia' must be used at all, it can surely
only be as shorthand (and potentially confusing shorthand, at that) for the combined
manifestation in a given case of two distinct aspects of national criminal jurisdiction,
namely the enforcement in absentia of universal prescriptive jurisdiction. If one is to
talk, however, of 'universal jurisdiction in absentia', then one might as well talk also of

66 See Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal, at § 56.
67 North Sea Continental Shelf Cases (FRG/Denmark: FRG/Netherlands), ICI Reports (1969) 3, at 229 (diss.

op. Lachs).
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territorial jurisdiction in absentia, nationality jurisdiction in absentia, passive person-
ality jurisdiction in absentia, and so on. But no one does.

As for President Guillaume's more specific conclusion - based on the classic treaty
undertaking by each state party to 'take such measures as may be necessary to
establish its jurisdiction over the offences [in question] in cases where the alleged
offender is present in its territory ... ' - that the exercise in absentia of universal
jurisdiction 'is unknown to international conventional law'68 (a view echoed by Judge
Ranjeva 6 ), this confuses what is mandatory with what is permissible, as pointed out
by Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal. 7° It is clear that the territorial
precondition to the exercise of the mandatory universal jurisdiction envisaged in such
treaty provisions is designed to take account of the general unavailability of trial in
absentia among states of the common-law tradition. A conventional obligation to
provide for the exercise of universal jurisdiction in absentia would prevent these states
from being able to ratify the conventions in question. In this light, the territorial
precondition serves as a universally acceptable lowest common denominator,
designed to encourage maximum participation in these treaties.7' Moreover, as
observed by Judge ad hoc Van den Wyngaert, most of the international criminal
conventions which contain this provision also embody a provision to the effect that
the convention 'does not exclude any criminal jurisdiction exercised in accordance
with national law'.72 It is also worth recalling that the mandatory universal
jurisdiction provision in question is accompanied, in every single instance, by an aut
dedere aut judicare provision;73 and, as remarked by Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and
Buergenthal:

... [tihere cannot be an obligation to extradite someone you choose not to try unless that
person is within your reach. National legislation, enacted to give effect to these treaties, quite
naturally also may make mention of the necessity of the presence of the accused. These sensible

68 Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Guillaume, at § 9.
69 Arrest Warrant, dec. Ranjeva. at § 7.
70 Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal, at § 57.
71 See also Ascensio, supra note 38, at 700 (original emphasis): 'The presence of the accused on the

territory of the prosecuting state, a prerequisite for the implementation of the universal jurisdiction
doctrine in many domestic legal systems, is not a link in the sense of a basis of jurisdiction, but only a
procedural condition for the exercise of universal jurisdiction, usually required for practical reasons....
Some international conventions do mention it, in order to set up a minimum obligation for states to
implement universal jurisdiction.'

72 Arrest Warrant, diss. op. Van den Wyngaert, at § 61. See, in this regard, Hague Convention, Art. 4(3);
Montreal Convention, Art. 5(3); Internationally Protected Persons Convention, Art. 3(3); Hostages
Convention, Art. 5(3); Nuclear Material Convention, Art. 8(3); Torture Convention, Art. 5(3): Rome
Convention, Art. 6(4); Rome Protocol, Art. 3(5); Illicit Trafficking Convention, Art. 4(3); Mercenaries
Convention, Art. 9(3); UN and Associated Personnel Convention, Art. 10(5); Terrorist Bombings
Convention, Art. 6(5); Second Hague Protocol, Art. 16(2); Financing of Terrorism Convention, Art.
7(6); Organized Crime Convention, Art. 15(6).

73 See Hague Convention, Art. 7; Montreal Convention, Art. 7; Internationally Protected Persons
Convention, Art. 7; Hostages Convention, Art. 8(1); Nuclear Material Convention, Art. 10; Torture
Convention, Art. 7(1) and (2); Rome Convention, Art. 10(1): Mercenaries Convention, Art. 12: UN and
Associated Personnel Convention, Art. 14; Terrorist Bombings Convention, Art. 8; Second Hague
Protocol, Art. 17(1); Financing of Terrorism Convention, Art. 10(1); Organised Crime Convention, Art.
16 (10).
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realities are critical for the obligatory exercise of aut dedere autprosequi jurisdiction, but cannot

be interpreted a contrario so as to exclude a voluntary exercise of a universal jurisdiction.7 4

In addition, it is not clear how these treaty provisions could have a bearing either

way on the position of 'universal jurisdiction in absentia' under general international
law.

There is an intriguing postscript to all of this. In the version of Arrest Warrant
originally made available on the ICJ website,7 the dissenting opinion of Judge Rezek
contained an additional paragraph (a paragraph 8) when compared with the version
now available electronically. In this excised paragraph, Judge Rezek distinguishes the
case before the Court from the request made by Spain 'in absentia', as it were, for the
extradition by the United Kingdom of Senator Augusto Pinochet for crimes committed
in Chile against Spanish nationals - a request that Judge Rezek considers inter-
nationally lawful. In a further conflation of jurisdiction to prescribe and jurisdiction to
enforce, Judge Rezek concludes:

... et surtout ... la comp6tence de la justice espagnole avait pour fondement le principe de la
nationalit6 passive, qui peut justifier - bien que ce ne soit pas le cas de la totalit6, peut-8tre

m6me pas d'une majorit6 d'Etats - lengagement de Faction p6nale in absentia, dormant lieu de
ce chef A l'6mission d'un mandat d'arr&t international et A la demande d'extradition.

The reason for the paragraph's excision is a matter of surmise.

C. 'Classical' Universal Jurisdiction, 'True Universality', Universal

Jurisdiction 'Properly So Called', 'Pure' Universal Jurisdiction, etc.

1. Judges Higgins, Kooijrnans and Buergenthal in Arrest Warrant

Although recognizing that the legality of universal jurisdiction is unaffected by the
method of its enforcement, the joint separate opinion of Judges Higgins, Kooijmans
and Buergenthal is inconsistent in its use of the term 'universal jurisdiction' and
seemingly unclear as to what it encompasses. This opacity, again, reflects a certain
elision of prescription and enforcement, which is, in turn, a function of the judges'
inattention to the moment at which the requisite prescriptive jurisdictional nexus
must be present.

The three judges observe at the outset:

As Mr Yerodia was a non-national of Belgium and the alleged offences described in the arrest
warrant occurred outside of the territory over which Belgium has jurisdiction, the victims
being non-Belgians, the arrest warrant was necessarily predicated on a universal

jurisdiction.
76

They then 'turn to the question whether States are entitled to exercise jurisdiction
over persons having no connection with the forum State when the accused is not

74 Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal, at § 57 (original emphasis).
75 Copy on file with author.
76 Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal, at § 6.
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present in the State's territory',7 7 and note, by way of preface, that, with the exception
of the Belgian legislation in issue, 'national legislation, whether in fulfilment of

international treaty obligations to make certain international crimes offences also in
national law, or otherwise, does not suggest a universal jurisdiction over these
offences'. 7

' The national legislation examined by Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and

Buergenthal includes the Australian War Crimes Act 1945, as amended by the War

Crimes (Amendment) Act 1988, which provides for the prosecution in Australia of
war crimes committed during the Second World War by persons who, at the time of

prosecution, are Australian citizens or residents; the United Kingdom's War Crimes
Act 1991, which allows for the prosecution in the United Kingdom of certain war
crimes committed in Europe during the Second World War by persons who, inter alia,

have subsequently become nationals or residents of the United Kingdom; and the
Criminal Code of Canada 1985, which establishes Canadian jurisdiction over offences

in circumstances, inter alia, where 'at the time of the act or omission Canada could, in
conformity with international law, exercise jurisdiction over the person on the basis of
the person's presence in Canada' . 79 Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal then
conclude:

All of these illustrate the trend to provide for the trial and punishment under international law
of certain crimes that have been committed extraterritorially. But none of them, nor the many
others that have been studied by the Court, represent a classical assertion of a universal
jurisdiction over particular offences committed elsewhere by persons having no relationship or
connection with the forum State.8 0

Turning to national case law, the judges point to Dutch and German prosecutions:

23. In the Bouterse case the Amsterdam Court of Appeal concluded that torture was a crime
against humanity, and as such an 'extraterritorial jurisdiction' could be exercised over a
non-national. However, in the Hoge Raad, the Dutch Supreme Court attached conditions to this
exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction (nationality, or presence within the Netherlands at the
moment of arrest) on the basis of national legislation.
24. By contrast, a universal jurisdiction has been asserted by the Bavarian Higher Regional

Court in respect of a prosecution for genocide (the accused in this case being arrested in
Germany) ....

Next, Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal survey the treaty law. They draw

attention to the first 'grave breaches' provision, common to the four Geneva
Conventions of 1949, and incorporated by reference into Additional Protocol I of
1977, which provides that 'Each High Contracting Party shall be under the obligation

to search for persons alleged to have committed ... grave breaches, and shall bring
such persons, regardless of their nationality, before its own courts',8" and they

comment:

No territorial or nationality linkage is envisaged, suggesting a true universality principle ....

77 Ibid., at § 19.

78 Ibid., at § 20.
79 See ibid.

80 Ibid., at § 21.
81 See ibid.. at § 28.
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But a different interpretation is given in the authoritative Pictet Commentary ... , which

contends that this obligation was understood as being an obligation upon States parties to
search for offenders who may be on their territory. Is it a true example of universality, if the

obligation to search is restricted to their own territory? Does the obligation to search imply a
permission to prosecute in absentia, if the search had no result?8 2

They also note the provision common to most international criminal conventions,

discussed by President Guillaume and Judge Ranjeva, which requires each State Party
to 'take such measures as may be necessary to establish its jurisdiction over the

offences [in question] in cases where the alleged offender is present in its territory...

or like formulation. 3 They state:

By the loose use of language [this] has come to be referred to as 'universal jurisdiction', though

[it] is really an obligatory territorial jurisdiction over persons, albeit in relation to acts

committed elsewhere.
8 4

The judges make subsequent reference to 'this obligation (whether described as the
duty to establish universal jurisdiction, or, more accurately, the jurisdiction to
establish a territorial jurisdiction over persons for extraterritorial events)' 5 and to 'the
inaccurately termed "universal jurisdiction principle" in these treaties'8 6 Turning to
academic writings, Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal refer to '[t]he
assertion that certain treaties and court decisions rely on universal jurisdiction, which
in fact they do not'. 7 Finally, summing up their findings, the judges declare:

That there is no established practice in which States exercise universal jurisdiction, properly so
called, is undeniable. As we have seen, virtually all national legislation envisages links of some
sort to the forum State; and no case law exists in which pure universal jurisdiction has formed
the basis of jurisdiction.8

They even make passing reference to 'universal criminal jurisdiction in absentia'.s

2. Discussion

The marked terminological inconsistency of Judge Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergen-
thal is frustrating, and leaves the reader scarcely able to tell whether reference to
'universal jurisdiction' at any given point is to universal prescriptive jurisdiction, as
such, or to universal prescriptive jurisdiction enforced without the offender's being
present within the territory of the prescribing state. Perhaps even more to the point,
the terminological distinctions drawn by the judges are less than sound. 'Universal
jurisdiction', as emphasized already, is shorthand for universal jurisdiction to
prescribe, and refers to the assertion of jurisdiction to prescribe in circumstances where

82 Ibid., at § 31.
83 See ibid., at §§ 33-41.
84 Ibid.,at§41.
85 Ibid., at§42.
86 Ibid., at § 44.
87 Ibid.
88 Ibid., at§45.
89 Ibid., at § 49.
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no other lawful head of prescriptive jurisdiction is applicable to the impugned conduct

at the time of its commission. The term applies irrespective of whether this prescriptive
jurisdiction is exercised inpersonam or in absentia: just as prescription and enforcement

are logically and legally distinct, so too are they terminologically independent of each

other. Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal's references to 'classical' universal
jurisdiction, 'true universality', universal jurisdiction 'properly so called' and 'pure'
universal jurisdiction, when what they are in fact referring to is universal prescriptive

jurisdiction exercised in absentia, are misplaced. Indeed, universal jurisdiction
'properly so called' is universal prescriptive jurisdiction tout court.

Similarly, Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal characterize the common

treaty provision obliging each State Party to 'take such measures as may be necessary

to establish its jurisdiction over the offences [in question] in cases where the alleged

offender is present in its territory ... ' as a manifestation of 'the inaccurately termed

"universal jurisdiction principle"' - also including under this rubric, by way of
necessary implication, the Canadian Criminal Code's provision for jurisdiction in
circumstances where 'at the time of the act or omission Canada could, in conformity
with international law, exercise jurisdiction over the person on the basis of the

person's presence in Canada', 9° as well as the exercise by the Dutch courts of
jurisdiction in circumstances where the only link to the Netherlands is the arrest of the
accused in Dutch territory. Such exercises of criminal jurisdiction are, the judges

assert, really examples of 'territorial jurisdiction over persons, albeit in relation to acts
committed elsewhere' or, equally, of 'a territorial jurisdiction over persons for
extraterritorial events'. This terminology is unhelpful and, with respect, a trifle silly."
In reality, these three exercises of jurisdiction are all manifestations of 'universal

jurisdiction', viz. universal jurisdiction to prescribe: that is, at the time of the
commission of the offence, no other accepted head of prescriptive jurisdiction need
link the prescribing state to the offender. All that is required is that the offender
subsequently be present (or, in the Dutch case, be arrested) in the territory of the
prescribing state - and this is a limitation strictly as to enforcement. As such, the three

90 Note that the provision in question, s. 7(3.71-3.77) of the Canadian Criminal Code, has been repealed
by the subsequent Crimes Against Humanity and War Crimes Act 2000.

91 Consider also Arrest Warrant, sep. op. Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal, at §§ 53-54 (emphasis
added):

53. This brings us once more to the particular point that divides the Parties in this case: is it a
precondition of the assertion of universal jurisdiction that the accused be within the territory?

54. Considerable confusion surrounds this topic, not helped by the fact that legislators, courts and
writers alike frequently fail to specify the precise temporal moment at which any such
requirement is said to be in play. Is the presence of the accused within the jurisdiction said to be
required at the time the offence was committedP At the time the arrest warrant is issued? Or at the
time of the trial itself? An examination of national legislation, cases and writings reveals a wide
variety of temporal linkages to the assertion of jurisdiction. This incoherent practice cannot be
said to evidence a precondition to any exercise of universal criminal jurisdiction. ...

It might be observed that if, as a precondition to the assertion of universal jurisdiction, the presence of
the accused were required at the time the offence was committed, it would not be an assertion of
universal jurisdiction at all, but a straightforward assertion of jurisdiction to prescribe on the basis of
territoriality.
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examples all constitute exercises in personam of universal jurisdiction. To call them
'territorial jurisdiction' is to confuse the terminology of prescriptive jurisdiction with
the separate concept of enforcement.

Similarly, Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal do not characterize as
assertions of universal jurisdiction the Australian War Crimes Act (as amended) and
the United Kingdom's War Crimes Act, both of which grant the courts jurisdiction
over persons accused of certain crimes committed during the Second World War
where those persons have subsequently become nationals or residents of Australia
and the United Kingdom, respectively. But both Acts do, in fact, represent assertions of
universal jurisdiction in that, at the time of the commission of the offence, no other
accepted head of prescriptive jurisdiction need have existed. The criterion of
subsequent nationality or subsequent residency is a criterion only as to the scope of
permissible enforcement. In other words, these Acts are examples of universal
jurisdiction, albeit enforced only as against perpetrators who, at the time of
enforcement, are nationals or residents of the prescribing state. These Acts are not
examples of prescriptive jurisdiction on the basis of nationality or residency. Indeed,
the Australian government explicitly stated that it was providing for universal
jurisdiction through the subsequent nationality and subsequent residency provisions
of the War Crimes (Amendment) Act 19 88 - a statement accepted in principle in the
High Court of Australia.92 Scholarly opinion has also characterized such provisions as
manifestations of universal jurisdiction.93

In turn, neither the requirement of the offender's subsequent presence in the
territory of the prescribing state nor the limitation as to his or her subsequent
nationality or subsequent residency undermines the cogency of the above legislative
and judicial examples - where not pursuant to a treaty obligation - as state practice in
favour of the permissibility under general law of universal jurisdiction to prescribe in
relation to the offences in question. In each case, the state in question clearly considers
it permissible to assert criminal jurisdiction over offences committed abroad by
persons who, at the time of commission, are non-resident aliens, in circumstances
where such offences are not deemed to constitute threats to the fundamental interests

92 For both the Australian government's view and its acceptance, in principle, in the High Court, see

Polyukhovich v Commonwealth ofAustralia (1991) 91 lLR 1, at 116, 118, 138 and 144 (Tooheyl.), and-

even if he held the legislation in question to have exceeded the bounds of international law - at 39

(Brennan J., dissenting).

93 As regards Australia's War Crimes Act 1945, as amended by the War Crimes (Amendment) Act 1988,

see J.M. Wagner, 'US Prosecution of Past and Future War Criminals and Criminals Against Humanity:

Proposals for Reform Based on the Canadian and Australian Experience', 29 Virginia Journal of

International Law (1989) 887, at 926; M.P. Scharf, 'The ICC's Jurisdiction over the Nationals of

Non-Party States: A Critique of the U.S. Position', 64 Law and Contemporary Problems (2001) 67, at 82,

note 83, cited with apparent approval by Deen-Racsmdny, supra note 29, at 614-615, note 54. See also

Reydams, supra note 22, at 87; but cf. ibid., at 91, where Reydams states contradictorily that 'the

proceedings against Polyukhovitch [sic.] were not an exercise of universal jurisdiction' (original

emphasis). As regards the UK's War Crimes Act 1991, see A.T. Richardson, 'War Crimes Act 1991', 55

Modern Law Review (1992) 73, at 76, 77 and 78; Meron, supra note 42, at 573; Reydams, supra note 22,

at 205.
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of the prescribing state (nor even to give rise to effects within its territory). Indeed, it is
no coincidence that, in each example, the jurisdiction in question was exercised or is
provided for in respect of offences widely considered to give rise to universal
jurisdiction under general international law - in the Dutch prosecution, in respect of a
crime against humanity; in the Bavarian prosecution, genocide; and in the
Australian, UK and Canadian legislation, customary war crimes.94

In each of these examples, the restriction on the enforceability of the offence would
seem to be largely political. As Judge ad hoc Van den Wyngaert remarks, speaking
specifically of the requirement of the offender's subsequent presence in the territory:

... [i]t may be politically inconvenient to have such a wide jurisdiction because it is not
conducive to international relations and national public opinion may not approve of trials
against foreigners for crimes committed abroad. This does not, however, make such trials
illegal under international law.95

The same political considerations could be seen equally to underpin the require-
ment of subsequent nationality or subsequent residency. Given the Pinochet
experience in relation to its more expansive enforcement of universal jurisdiction over
torture,96 such considerations almost certainly helped motivate the United Kingdom,
when enacting the International Criminal Court Act 2 001, to restrict the enforcement
of the offences of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes, when committed
outside the United Kingdom by persons not, at that time, UK nationals, UK residents or
persons subject to UK service jurisdiction, to the prosecution of those persons who

94 See also now s. 68, in combination with s. 51, of the International Criminal Court Act 2001 (UK),
providing for jurisdiction in respect of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes over an
accused 'who commits [the relevant] acts outside the United Kingdom at a time when he is not a United
Kingdom national, a United Kingdom resident or a person subject to UK service jurisdiction and who
subsequently becomes resident in the United Kingdom', in the words of s. 68(1). See, also, to identical
effect, s. 6 of the International Criminal Court (Scotland) Act 2001 (UK), in combination with s. 1(1).
For the characterization of these provisions as manifestations of universal prescriptive jurisdiction, see
R. Cryer, 'Implementation of the International Criminal Court Statute in England and Wales', 51 ICLQ
(2002) 733, at 742: Reydams, supra note 22, at 206. For its part, however, the UK's Foreign and
Commonwealth Office (FCO) made no reference to the international legal basis for the subsequent
nationality and subsequent residency provisions of the International Criminal Court Act in the
Explanatory Notes to the Act which it prepared: see Explanatory Notes. International Criminal Court Act
2001. Chapter 17 (2001), at § 109: and the relevant government ministers did not characterize the Act
as providing for universal jurisdiction: see 620 HL Deb (5s) 928-929 (Parliamentary Under-Secretary of
State for the FCO), 620 HL Deb (5s) 999-1000 (Attorney-General) and 366 HCDeb(6s) 278 (Minister of
State for the FCO). In the Scottish Parliament (which, under constitutional devolution arrangements
with Westminster, enjoys competence to pass criminal laws), an amendment proposed by one of the
smaller opposition parties, but defeated, sought to replace what was termed the 'partial universal
jurisdiction' of the International Criminal Court (Scotland) Act - i.e. what was referred to as 'the
residence test' - with so-called 'absolute universal jurisdiction', i.e. jurisdiction based merely on the
subsequent presence of the offender in the territory: see Scottish Parliament Official Report, Thursday
13 September 2001, Session 1. col. 2418.

95 Arrest Warrant, diss. op. Van den Wyngaert, at § 56 (original emphasis). See similarly Ratner and
Abrams, supra note 45, at 185.

96 See Criminal justice Act 1998 (UK), s. 134, at issue in R v Bow Street Metropolitan Stipendiary Magistrate,
ex parte Pinochet Ugarte (No. 3) (1999) 119 ILR 135.
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subsequently become resident in the United Kingdom.97 Indeed, the point about
international relations was made in the devolved Scottish Parliament during the
passage of the analogous International Criminal Court (Scotland) Act 2001, where
the spectre of 'political repercussions for Scotland' was raised.98 Other compelling
reasons for the restrictive enforcement of universal prescriptive jurisdiction would
appear to be practical. As Judge ad hoc Van den Wyngaert again observes, referring
once more specifically to the requirement of the offender's subsequent presence in the
territory:

... [a] practical consideration may be the difficulty in obtaining the evidence in trials of
extraterritorial crimes. Another practical reason may be that States are afraid of overburden-
ing their court system.... The concern for a linkage with the national order ... seems to be
more of a pragmatic than of a juridical nature. It is not, therefore, necessarily the expression of
an opinio juris.

The need to avoid overburdening the courts was one explicit motivation behind the
subsequent nationality and subsequent residency restrictions in the United King-
dom's War Crimes Act 1991;100 and a similar desire not to become a 'global
prosecutor',' 1 along with reservations as to the practicability of evidence gather-
ing,1 0 2 were cited in debate in the Scottish Parliament over the jurisdictional
provisions of the International Criminal Court (Scotland) Act. It should also be kept in
mind when considering the requirement of the offender's subsequent presence in the
territory that municipal law might stipulate this as a precondition for the criminal
courts' exercise of jurisdiction. In sum, the circumscribed enforcement of universal
prescriptive jurisdiction is not, without more, cogent evidence for an ambivalence on
the part of states over the permissibility under general international law of the
assertion of such jurisdiction in limine.

One important upshot of all this is that, when the assertion by states of so-called
subsequent presence, subsequent nationality and subsequent residency jurisdiction
over crimes under general international law is taken into account, there is more state
practice to support the permissibility of universal jurisdiction over such offences than
Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal- and, afortiori, President Guillaume and

97 See supra note 94.
98 Scottish Parliament Official Report, supra note 94, col. 2423.
99 Arrest Warrant, diss. op. Van den Wyngaert, at § 56 (original emphasis, citations omitted). Recall also

Ascensio, supra note 38, at 700 ('The presence of the accused on the territory of the prosecuting state, a
prerequisite for the implementation of the universal jurisdiction doctrine in many domestic legal
systems, is not a link in the sense of a basis of jurisdiction, but only a procedural condition for the exercise of
universal jurisdiction, usually required for practical reasons.'). See, also, Ratner and Abrams, supra note
45, at 185; D. Turns, 'Aspects of National Implementation of the Rome Statute: The United Kingdom
and Selected Other States', in D. McGoldrick, P. Rowe and E. Donnelly (eds), The Permanent International
Criminal Court. Legal and Policy Issues (Oxford: Hart, 2004) 337. at 347-348.

100 See HC Stand. Comm. 1989-1990, Vol. 1, Standing Committee A. War Crimes Bill. 29 March-3 April

1990, cois 45-46 (Minister of State for the Home Office).
101 Scottish Parliament Official Report, supra note 94, cols 2422 and 2424.

102 Ibid., cols 2422, 2423, 2425 and 2427.
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Judges Ranjeva and Rezek - credit.0 3 This is potentially significant, given the latter
three's respective findings that general international law does not recognize universal
jurisdiction over war crimes and crimes against humanity. Just how significant it is
depends, of course, upon how many states assert subsequent presence, subsequent
nationality and subsequent residency jurisdiction over such offences. This is
something which calls for empirical research. The point to be made here is that these
three manifestations of jurisdiction are rightly to be counted as exercises of universal
jurisdiction to prescribe.

Finally, it should be added, ex abundante cautela, that because the above examples of
subsequent nationality and subsequent residency jurisdiction are actually, and
merely, exercises of national criminal jurisdiction on the basis of universality over
crimes under general international law - and, critically, over crimes that existed
under general international law at the moment of their commission - they do not in
any way infringe the prohibition on ex post facto criminalization embodied in
international human-rights law.0 4 In accordance with the major international
human-rights instruments, which are consonant to this extent with customary
international law, the principle of legality is not violated in cases of municipal
retroactivity if the impugned conduct constituted an offence under international law
at the time of its commission.10 5 In such cases, all that has happened is that a
municipal procedural competence has later been extended to encompass conduct that
was substantively criminal, under international law, when performed. At the same
time, if a state's municipal law defines such crimes in a manner that is broader than
the international definition that prevailed at the time of their commission, then its
exercise of subsequent nationality or subsequent residency jurisdiction in relation to
them is, to the extent of the overbreadth, exorbitant in the eyes of international law.0 6

103 In this light, it should be noted that three prosecutions were initiated under the 1988 amendments to
Australia's War Crimes Act 1945 and two under the UK's War Crimes Act 1991: see Reydams, supra
note 22, at 87 and 205 respectively. None of these apparently drew protest from the state of nationality

of the accused.
104 It is for this reason that Cassese, restricting his discussion to international crimes, is correct when he

states that 'nationality may be possessed at either moment', viz. either 'when the crime is perpetrated, or
when criminal proceedings are instituted': Cassese, supra note 65, at 282. The international criminality
of the relevant war crimes at the time at which they were committed (i.e. during the Second World War)
was the explicit justification, in the face of concern over offensive retroactivity, for the subsequent
nationality and subsequent residency jurisdiction asserted by the War Crimes Act 1991 (UK): see War

Crimes. Report ofthe War Crimes Inquiry, Cmd 744 (1989). §§ 6.41-6.44 and 9.27; 513 HL Deb (5s) 604
and 607 (Minister of State for the Home Department); 169 HCDeb (6s) 928 (Attorney-General); 519 HL
Deb (5s) 1083 (Minister of State for the Home Department); 188 HC Deb (6s) 24 (Secretary of State for

the Home Department).
105 See Universal Declaration, Art. 11(2); ICCPR, Art. 15(1); ECHR, Art. 7(1). By way of aside, it is

interesting to note that none of these international guarantees requires that the relevant crime under
international law must also, at the time of its commission, have been subject to universal jurisdiction on
the part of states, and it is worth speculating whether the drafters simply considered the latter to be an
inherent incident of the former. For a discussion of the relationship between the concept of a crime
under international law and the concept of universal jurisdiction in the specific context of the
prohibition on retroactive criminal laws, see Polyukhovich, supra note 92, at 120-121 (Toohey J.).

106 See, generally, Polyukhovich, supra note 92, at 41-51 (Brennan J., dissenting).
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4. Conclusion
Governments, academics and students were looking to the ICJ's judgment in Arrest

Warrant for a limpid elaboration of the international legal principles governing
national criminal jurisdiction, in particular of universal jurisdiction. But the various

judges ended up muddying the waters. It can only be hoped they take the second
chance provided by Certain Criminal Proceedings in France'0 7 to clarify the law. 08

107 Certain Criminal Proceedings in France (Republic of the Congo v. France), International Court of Justice,
General List No. 129.

108 But cf., on a less optimistic concluding note, M. Henzelin, 'La Comptence P6nale Universelle. Une
Question non R6solue par l'Arr6t Yerodia', 106 Revue Gdndrale de Droit International Public (2002) 819,
at 852: '[Florce est d'admettre que les opinions [dans laffaire du Mandat d'arrdt du 11 avril 2000]
divergent du tout au tout, ce qui ne manque pas de faire craindre qu'un prochain litige soumis A la Cour
internationale de Justice ne soit tranch6 que par la force des majorit6s, alors que les cons6quences d'une

d6cision, quelle qu'elle soit, ne sont pas facles A pr6voir (inpunit6 ou chaos).'
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